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Introduction     _^ 

During^the spring of 1945 Dr. & Mrs., Qeorge Fosteroi 

visit us at the oaribal of Chankin. During this short visit Dr. 

Foster expressed a wish to see soma recant matarial» mada.-a1»^*.;-':: 

able for the study of the Laoandones. Those roughly edited f 1*14 

notes are the result. Most have Just been written onoe over and • 

look like it. For this we do apologise but we hope the material 

will prove of some rvalue to those interested in the Mayan, family. 

The cultural studies were not seriously begun until 1947 

for we wanted first to learn to speak Laoandon fluently. We be- 

gan our study of Laoandán in February, 1944, under the auspleea 

of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and have oontlnued the 

study to this date. We lived by the lake oalled Patha" or Pelha" 

but. whose aotual name in Laoandon is naha*. Aooordlng to the 

Lacandones, Dr. Tozzer made his study1 at the same oaribal soma 

40 years ago. In order to get some material such as the renewal 

rites Mr. Baer slept and stayed with the men during the tima of 

the rites. The materials were seen and notad by us during tha 

years and are firsthand observations unless otherwise lndloatad.^ 

These materials are offered now in aloroflte be-aauaa ©r tha 

present wide Interest in studies of the Laoandon area. Va P|ojl 
r       jii 

to revise at least part of the materials for publioaUo»Altt**n* ^ 

to them the results of additional fiold work. . * J *>- 

At the moment we have also many of tha «i^toi^ 

the Laoandones recorded on tapa. Wa hopo that aooji 

copies of these at tha National Museum la MfxiOQ 

we have not yet bean able to tranaerlbo «tooao 

them available for this paper. Please noto, that w* hafa 

vi 

-fell 

?4 * 

—-*Bmsg- —, ~r- 
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Omito 

opaooo la tho dlvlolon of religion for this futuro notation. 

- Aleo available it a reeent artlole by tho author», "Rotee on 

LMondonHftrrlaeo", toutlnreetera Journal of Anthropology, vol. 5, 

lo. 2, pp. 101-106, 8*a»er, 19*9. 

the nativo longnogo fono aro transcribed phoneaioally. 

the following adaptation» froa the symbols giren In Chaptor IX 

aro eedo: >2; %&£;  o¿.¿; £¡¿.¿1; *•>£; and abj.¿. 

* .*»#'• 

fOOTJOfM 
1 Toas|r, A.M., *A Cooperative study of tho Naya and tho iaaauno||o' 

2 Ooaparo alto Baor, Phillip and Mary, *lho Laeandon Song of tho 

Jaguar", ttaloea» Vol. 2, p. 376 (1948).       Thle now haa boon tak- 

on by tapo rooorder, thue tho aueio ft» also nado available. 

l:é •&>.. 

•'My -• *.     ^^-        "^'\*-.'- *. ''•    '-.:.'•    ^^ 

•Ki; 

''^?$j"W^rM$\. :-:''¡^:- 'W^^H "'i"' * ' 

:-"•;:.;;.. •••<[ 

^•llii 

/ 

íiüBf 
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Material Culture of the Lacandones of Petha (Pelha) Region 

Phillip Baer ana Mar/ Baer 

Siinwir Institute of Lingüistica 

U 
I. Introduction 

2*. House Construction 

3. Household Equipment or Furnishings 

4. Household Articles and Utensils 

5. Food Preparation 

6. Food Preparation for Gods 

7. Clothing 

8. Industry 

9* Woodorafts 

10. Minor Products 

II. Agriculture 

12. Domestic Animals • v 

13. Bunting» Trapping and Fishing 

1. Introduction. The culture of the Lacandon Indians shows very little influence 

from the outside world. let this region shows more influence than the two other 

groups of Laeandonet> the San Quintín group and the £1 Cedro group. They live 

in old abandoned cornfields (milpas) always "near a good supply of water. Always 

the houses bustle with activity with.the ereryday^affairs of maintaining life. 

In toe general vicinity of the bouses are banana plants» garden onions» papayas 

and ahiles. Back away» and sometimes out of slghtpare the chicken houses. 

looking around for a bit of food are usually two or three dogs as well as the 

ohlokena. The pat-pat of tortilla making comes from the living quarters while 

tarn bum of conversation fsmmttbm eburoh may indicate a religious festival will be 

coming toon. 
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in that strong swished pasts support a pala the tehee reef ana the valIs,of split 

balsa ráíls,   suppsrt asas of the weight,   the meats* sals of these houses ar» 

partisaUrlfysttfjsstlws of the asdsra bay* ptastlss.   fhero «as four prlaslpal 

type» of structure, all of whleh are mrlaate ef the seas baeie oontr ustión,   fasas 

arst the living «autoro, the tttehen,*goe>aeuoe"er «harsh, «at the ss» esl».  <**> 

additloa to these there «re seas aiatr stall strusturee sash as, satsaa* lwaaM 

and dog houses,     las gsd-hsuso is tas oaly bulldiag whleh is shaved la 

toy all the asaban at tas ssttleaeat.   Xa oths» ssttlsjslaas tas strastui 

built toy «wo different feailiee la orear to fasllltate tat faaAly worship.  Otl^r 

than this variation sash faaily has its ewa toaUdiafO. 

las tools that aro asssssary la bulldiag a hsase arst   ameheto (faaam^, fir 

suiting wlass, for suttiag and trlaalag aaall rods sad polos, aai for oattiaf fJÉf 

pala thatoaiag, and for esoavatlag post holeei saps, for suttiag sad astsMag **»»*> 

atlea poeto, sad for suttiag other largo asahsrs, sueh as ridge pslos, aajor ba«||» ' 

sad the Has* lnuves,(]ajaJuofe), for oattlag aai opllslag Tins at various tiass 

whsa the use of s aashoto would be haraful. 

•eusss are built priaarlly in tas dry soasen or ao the ased arlaos, it say; 

be rebuilt during the rainy season.   Should a death oseur then a asv houtb ia toaMt 

whether it le a rainy season or dry seasoa but as asw aatsrials aro usad* tas ala 

hsuss is just tora down aad rebuilt oa a different slftst   fas heass salidor 

by solootlag trsoe of aapsts whleh aro- of the propsr slas of fooalati 

fasas are sut aad earried"te tas asw house sits aai aro loft thero bafeas tas sataml 

eoastrustloa begins,   fas builder usually has out his palas aai astahsl «am aad has 

thsa ap to tat new buUdlag site toy tas tiao the day le «atad»  flato   of tau ty»s* 
. •••• ' .,    *    •     "<•'? -  ' 

aro out, soiled and stashsd, to bo ready far-tat astaal buHdiag*   Ca» tf|u «f«tas. 

tafjuutl)* ** «Md for all iatorior work» lay tas sua 

aahss It useless to withstand aay ssastaat pr assays» fl 

used booauso of its greater stroagth aad ability to withstaad 

srlee tat viaa out aad 

ad slats «f via» that is 

tas oloasats ie eallod 

•»»*—•«••'•i ' i»n>i>i«-miiw»wm—t— 

•<•:$&& 



3. 
Khnikte'. 

-tfe 3 
The man are not particular about the various materials to be used forihouse 

eren though the near-by jungle has more than enough to meet the slight needs of 

the people, the greatest enemy to the formation of a well constructed house are 

the termites and small wood bores. So, the men use chico zapote (ch*k ya') as the 

foundation poles and as a second choice another type of ¡¡apote called in this re- 

gion by chicleroa (chicle hunters), wayte1 (s*k jra^). They also prefer these 

same trees for the ridge poles and major beams. They would even prefer to use the 

aapote wood for the small rods needed in building the roof, but this requires so 

many and demands a diligent search for the proper size poles that the men cut pro- 

miscuously only looking to be certain that it is straight and long enough, that 

It is not the poisonous cbhtchen tree and that it is not a soft wooded tree of the 

balsa family. Only in the construction of our house did the men cboose^the hard- 

est and best wood, this being done upon our insistence. One other class of wood 

; preferred for the upper house structure is bombash. The men say it rots quickly 

if used otherwise. They also further combat the termites and wood bores by scal- 

ing the bark with a machete, this only being done with the foundation ridge pole 

and major beams. The preferred wood for the sides of the house is balsa but 

occasionally some men will use zapote. The general attitude is that when the 

house becomes badly rotted and no good another can be made quickly. 

In the regionjof-Pelha' the palm thatching preferred is the escoba palm 

(re'kum). This is very plentiful and close but some express a preference for the 

long palm (Ahpaho*) which takes much less work because it covers a greater area. 

In other regions like the lake metsAbiüt (spariish equivalent unknown) and Ifonte 

Líbano the men use the apine-covered palm (mhre'jakte1). This resembles the paho' 

palm but this has no spines on the branch of the palm. The people know how to 

adapt their house construction according to the region in which they find themselves. 

The palm thatching is the last think out and is the object in the opinion of 

the man which causes the most work. The men and women work together on this task, 

falling the palm trees and cutting the stem of the palm to within^an inch of the 
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palm leaf Itself. This facilitates tying the palajln sorieqof three to the roof 

rods. These are stacked in huge piles in the jungle until the entire thatching 

has been cut. Should the^leaves be brought to the bi ilding sito before tho en- 

tire thatching has been tout then they would dry out and •ay «ran bo dlsoarded* 

Many times the workers also collect a snail feasible typo of Tino (ak«) whioh if 

almost always used to tie the pala thatohing to tho roof rods. Should therenaot 

be enough <of this Tine and tho men are Indisposed to go for aore, they will use 

the inner barkof the balsa tree (hu'un). Since the latter rapidly dries and breaks 

under stress it is seldom used. The pala leaves arejLaid on throe at a tlao with 

the stems, pointing upward*:. 

The workers prefer a clear day to bring up the entire pala thatohing and 

will not begin until all is at the building location* The materials for tho house 

proper are assembled and this is built first. Tho holes are dug*.for tho posto» 

the posts set into the soil, the major beams and ridge poles lifted and tied Into 

place and then the roof rods are tied into place also thus having all ready for 

the palm roofing. 

The site for the new house is determined by the desires of tho builder* 

Qenerally» he wants the house to be accessible to good uncontaainated water* This 

means no outsider must be near to Us source* In all places o bserved tho water 

runs from the Lacandon site to the outsider's source* The house is oriented to 

a north-south position though almost all the hones seen were northwest by south- 

east. The site also must give them free aoeess to tho god-house and to tho all» 

pa which are two important items. Some prefer a seotion of land that risos to 

that the rain will not come under the floor and they do not build too near to 

the jungle for fear of falling trees. Another observation noted is that all 

families want a site or live near places that give thea a good soureeof pine la- 

cense or copal* This insures them of incense for worship and ocote for light* 

Four strong foundations posts (akam). Pig.I (l),of ohico sapote about elgat 



s. 
feet long and ten inches in diameter are notched (ushay). Fig.I (9), on the side 

of thii polo r^) . Those are sunk about two inches in the ground, forming a rec- 

tangular plan about 15" by 9". A croas bean (utan n/vh). Fig.I ($), is placed in 

the notehod of each pair of posts of such length that it projects about a foot on 

eaoh side of the posts and is lashed to the notches by Tine. The notches are plac- 

ed toward the outside of the house so that these will withstand the weight of the 

roof rather than having the wine to dor so. All the other houses built hare the 

sane notch with the exception of the god-house which has an eye notch \QJ . The 

full, length beam (ukuts soteno1)i Jtt. 1,(10, about 21* long by U" in diameter 

are placed on the cross beams, near their outside ends, outside of the line of the 
5 

posts, tact two posts (ukerlr n*h), Fig.I (2),/ 10 to 15 feet long depending on 

the house and the slope desired for the roof, about 3" in diameter of chico «apote 

or wayte1, are notched on one end, the other end is sunk a foot Into the ground on 

the center line of the house Just inside the end cross beams to which they are lash- 

edi^Then the ridge pole (uhor n*h che»), Fig.I (5), is lifted and lashed in place 

in the notches. 

The rafters (sAkcho'), Fig.I (6), are spaced equidistant, about U2 inches 

apart, resting on the ridge pole and long beams. They must be strong enough to bear 

the weight of the pain thatching. Small horlsontal rods (Mr), Fig.I (7), about 

1/2 inch in diameter and from U to 15 feet long, are tied in place, about 7" apart. 

The pain loares are fastened to these rods by snail flexible Tine. The men tie 

pain thatching to erery other rod but sons ]ash the thatching to erery rod. then 

roof repairs are nade the men lift up a seotlon of two feet with a snail rod and 

insert new pain thatching. These are tied to the rods that hare been skipped. 
• A 

To form the round ends (njflr), Fig.II,'-three or four notched or forked posts 

' about 7* long and 1»" in dianeter are driven into the" ground in a semicircular plan 

at snob end of the house. A flexible rod, aotually a lightweight bean, is lashed 

Into place In the notónos at each and. under eaoh end of the ridge a snail cross 

bar is fastened whioh rosto on the snalleet foundation post that provides the roof 

¿* 
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slope, Fig.II (2). lafters for the ends (spread out fanfaahlon fro» this bar to the " 

curved lightweight beam which rests on the end posts* Flexible horlsontal rode 

are fastened to these, just as in the ease of the side roof, to serve a s the 1—sd • 

iate foundation for the pala leaves. Sometimes In various family groups) these round- 

ed ends are not added to the church (yatoch k'ur), or the grinding roo» (went* 

poncho») but at the earliest moment the rounded ends are added* 

House sides (niche'), Flg£«,(8),are formed by fastening horizontal rods to the . 

foundation posts at knee and chest heights. Balsa poles about 6* long and 8 to 

12" in diameter are split with the axe and tied vertically with vine (rash ak«) 

or (nlkte') to these horizontal rods* Since an inch or «ore of spaoeexists between 

the split poles there is no need for windows. When nortee blow, rain COBOS in, 

on the north side pal» leaves are lashed outside to give protection* Sos» folks 

lash pain leaves around the entire house but this is the exception rather than the 

rule. 

Doors are now being made of slabs of mahagony (puniO). These are split off 

the main tree by hand axes and are planed to a thickness of 1 1/2* by a maehete* 

The four foot long door is sometimes made the width of the doorway about 20" but 

some make two doors to cover this width.- At the upper and lower ends of the 

doors a 2N projection is left in order that the door may turn on these and that 

they may hold the door from falling down* Door lentels, 25" long by £• «lorn and 

5" thick,, and doorsteps are fitted over the projections giving the door its hingee 

and movability. The doorstep is sunk into the ground a few inches but enough is 

left above the ground to caúseteme to stumble if not oareful. Some houses have 

-ná lintel but stalely lash the upper door projection with vine* Bolee are drilled 

through the door with machetes, usually about midway on the door, and thrqugh 

those are paaeed wire, Tine, handmade rope or even chains to fasten the door» 

Those having chains and wire lo5k their /loors with looks while those using room 

or vine are. only tied • Doors are made to the south at the rounded end* 

ammjpj iMPMi.i mtummmmm 
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faaillaa ha va two doors, ibis largaly baing nado for eonvaniansa of tha MM who 

••o* i» into tha Jungla ahould hot til» strangers eoaa.   Ih» lattar is aada on tha 

•ids olaaast to tha jungla.   Thoss having two doors will invariably look ths moat 

aooaaaibla door inslda by MUI of rops sad will go out tha back door locking it 

with a look and kay. 

Tha kitehan (aj^ aahaha1). or grinding room, diffara from • living hoaa in 

that it baa no walla and usually, though not always, la a much mora fragina atruct- 

ura.   Xta dlnanaiono ara fro» 10 to 15' long and 5 to 6* wida.   It ia plaoad naar 

tha god-houaa ainoa food for tha goda ia praparad in it aa wall as in tha god~houss 

itaalf. 

Tha oorn orib (jfjAmaBfiC)   i» built in tha milpa and ia of tha aaas ganaral eon- 

atruotion aa a living houaa axeopt that it baa a floor (kanoha1) to protaat aaisa 

from danpnaaa and ita walla ara aa tightly amda aa poaaibla to pravant rodanta from 

antarlng.   Avsraga dlaantiona ara ft* by 6'.   Tha door la placad on tha northarn and 

oaf many tlaaa a poroh ia amda out two or thraa faat to protaat tha oorn from tha 

winda and rain*   Alao tobaeoo ia waightad, wrappad and tlad undar th£a paroh* 
T 

Tha god-houaa diffara from tha living houaa in that it ia oonatruatad with 

graatar cara and has a wall of bark (blrleh) ganarally on tha aida whara tha brasar* 

oa raat on a ahaIf. Our thaory ia that this is usad to protaat tha houaa from tha 

ayaa of outaidara who nay ooaa. Shslvaa, Fig.Ill, ara oonatruatad undar tha aavaa 

of tha long aidaa of tha houaa. Thaaa eonaiat of small travaraa roda (ucha'lbo'ov) 

tlad with vina to two longitudinal poftaa which run tha langth of tha houaa. Thaaa 

ara out in two ao that aaah fanily has ita own god-sh»lf (aakiak, JáBDtÚ *»* * ¿"If 

fma'lmfmt'lWl^ *°* •©•»!» faathara and othar odda and anda. Tha god-ahslf ia on 

tha wallad aida whila tha ahalf for tha odda and anda is on tha opposlto opsn aida. 

This also la tha only houaa that has dirt filiad in to ask* tta floor laval. Tha 

othar housaa ara laft tha way thay ara whioh maana tha tarraln la quita unavan 

in moat of tham. Tha oorn arib ground alia ia ohoaanat a iaval placa. 

Soma variations ara aada by thoss who want to anlarga thsir houaa. thaaa baing 

dona on tha aaat éida (Flg.^*). About sight polas, usually J in numbar no moro 
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than 5"long by 1" in disaster ,aro driven into the ground. Theee aro low enough to 

allow the rain to fall from the roof and not soak through the leaves* On* long- 

itudinal pole roots on these posts, rafters and rods and pala thatching aro added 

in the conventional manner. / 

In all oases the entire family will make a house without any outside help bat 
B 

the aen of the group do cooperate in constructing the god-house. There were as 

seen or mentioned religious ritual in building any of the structures. 
$ 

The pala leaves aro placed pointing downward and the concave surfaos of tho 

pala feeing outward. Some who out the etoa off aero than aa lash above the leaf 

root the etoa on the next lath whioh ie ineonvonient ln case ropalre art to bo 

aade. The J pala fronde are laid on top of oaeh other and then divided in the cen- 

ter to pass tho vino there so that they can be tied to the roof rod* Theee aro 

laid on in horisontal rows, oaeh row placed slightly above tho loot so that enea 

part of the roof ie oovered with at least 5 thicknesses. The first row oa, the roof 

is tied on at the eavae and allowed to hang low to keep seas rain from blowing aa-v 

dor the eaves and into the house. Tho roof is covered in tho same amanar up to 

the ridge. The roof is finished by laying the rigge cap whioh is of tho same elaeo 

of palm fronde. These are laid with their ateas down aoross the ridgepole , about 

a" foot thick, and their ends on both sidee of the center of the roof hold doma by 

a long pole which is balanced with the one on the opposite eide. Tino ie^tled to 

the two pelee and eroes over top of tho ridge oap* Tho two polos aro heavy enough 

to prevent the oap froa blowing off during driving «lado* 

?• Household foyJlHaTlrt StL falsa rtiaff- Invariably tho typical native hoaoe are 

furnished with stones for a fireplace, bod structuree. haaascks, tallos, grinding 

\; 
\ 

tables, shoots, hangers and stools* 

Tho fireplace (j^sbjaj consists of three stonoo (¿umlfthj which aro placed oa 
t      JO 

tho dirt floor in tho form of a triangle upon which root the eeeking poto Vkjpj). 

Through the separated •tones tho woman inserts firewood ' |»\t' tk,'afcn     *»• *ri**l« 

(ejftajfcbj^whieh ic used for toasting all corto of foods is also placed oa tho ftre- 

WBffWifcYftiap»Tim»iTri nmmiiiir-fw—" —T  
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yUr*tlBÜUQr tinea when food is te be kept hot until «atan they will rake hot ooala 

fres the fire box and oet the pota on these than tha eook will eontinua to anke tba 

othar foods. Tha hot ooala ara a loo need for roaating corn on tha eob and owaat 

potatoee aa wall aa othar root odiblaa. 

Hi—ooka (kjjy^ ara hunf in eos» convenient plaaa in tha alaaping houaa and 

ara now uaod for raoting during tha day and evening. Bad atruaturaa ara uaad for 

alaaping during tha nita and during aieknaaa. Thaaa hará baan peramnently driven 

in tha dirt floor. Sos» uaa four aaall forkad poleo, about a foot and a half to two 

feet high» to eerve aa foundation potto. Othora out piaaaa of sapoto and notch thia 

aa they do tha houaa foundation potto. Thaaa ara nada of tha haart of tha aapoto 

and aro about an ineh in diaaatar. Thaaa forkad onda hold tha two aida polas» abott 

6* long» which run langthwiaa and thaaa support tha width rods, about J' wide, being 

laeheil to than. Tha aurfaaa of tha bad ia ande of ropo which is atratohad in lattiea 

faahion aeroaa tha bad in ordor to provide a flexible aurfaaa. On thia ia laid amts, 

blankete, extra elothoa and bark in ordor that tha ropa will not out into tba sleep- 

er's body. I. oh wifo haa a bad and in aoms houaaa ameh adult axeapt tha huaband will 

alaap with one wife one night and with the othar on another night. The children sleep 

on the ease bed if not yet weaned. The eaall ehildren aleep in haamooka. Largar 

boya sonatinas aleep on the floor until they build a bed for theneelvee. The built- 

in tablea are placed in a corner out of eight and are built sonewhat like the bed 

differing in that a amhagony slab replaoea the bed surface. These tables are uaad 

to support their onsets although oone feadliss have one table in the eleeping houaa 

which ie uaad aa a grinding table. The eheat-supporting tablea are about ?' high, 

5' long and one or two feat wide. 

The nan amke their wooden household articles meetly of amhagony and rosewood. 

Tha atóalo11 ara ama* entirely of one piece, the top part being about 2 or J" thiok, 

about 12 to 1}* long and about f* long. The lega about 4s long are aada in tha 

form of a triangle with atralght edge on tha outside and the hypotenuse on the in- 

9 

side. The edge of the top board la slightly, oonoavely, allowing for greatr 

r 
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or confort. Tha adga of tha top board overlaps tha lags about an inch. These 

atoóla are only for use in tha god-house and are always kept •tere* Oka» is kept 

in the living quarters to be used by the wonen ae they pat out the tortillas on it. 

The nan ordinarily eate his food while sitting on the dirt fleer trias Usaaail 

with the bowls of food en the floor between hie feet. 

The grinding table (aehafcii) supports the astate (Ml). This is a large single 

eeal-eurved amhmgony slab whieh ia nstjfrly burnt off and then the aea use a measte 

and an axe to alean out the burnt eaters. The people prefer a table to be at least 

4 or 3' long and about 2 to 3* wide. The grinding table roete en four legs (g jajjaaa, 

Tfhrttf'l driven into the ground whieh stand about J* high and have a tendensy to 

spread outward. The lega are alose enough together ee aa net to have any sreee pieeee 

figeSfl D. This ourved board provides for large aaeuats of corn dough to gather and 

net be in the way of the person grinding. Aleo, the excessive water eaa flew and 

fall to the dirt floor. 

Cheats, tin covered, whieh are bought froa itinerary aerábante and fren ahlele 

huntere are used aaaatorage plaeee for clothing and valuablee. These are always 

kept in the sisaping cuartera. They are of various ahapea and eiaee but are gener- 

ally 3 to k*  long, 1 to 2' wide and about 2 to 3* deep. The top ie convex and the 

hinges are of natal, the joints being nailed, hany are painted varioua colore, 

red being the predoalnate*color. Soae have loeka while others have none at all* 

Suspended froa the raftere ia the heusee are hangere Cah'uvu1) whieh are «asé 

to protect food froa incests, doge and rate. The hanger» Fig* Xtt (I)» ate aa la- 

verted gourd (hmjbax), ie usually a foot froa the ra/tere and is struag aa a rape 

to prevent the anísala and insects froa descending to get the food, lele» the in- 

verted gourd hangs a gourd (ejujhj tisd to the ende of bark orcyine ia order to keep 

a flat eurfaee. Another variation of hangar (JI ah'uMibaaaah) Is aade without the 

Inverted gourd above and Instead of a gourd below It has a retaining ring of etreag 

vlne twisted to retain circular shape. Again, saall vlae ie tied la several placee 

to keep it level, gourde are ineerted into thle and resting oa the ring. The aea 

in the god-house use the saae type of hanger to held extra larga gourde, fig. XII 

S" 
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(P)( for oereaonlal drinking. The gourds in tho houoo are used to koop needles, 

thread, eggs, spun cotton, tobacco and othor personal articles. 

Outoido tho house, generally right on tho roof of tho houoo, oro kopt ladders. 

Ono ladder serveo for oil tho faaily groups, These aro omdo fro» a singlo polo about 

6* to 10* long and 5B or 6" in disaster. Tho notónos aro out with a sachets on ono 

sido, at about 6 inch intervals, thooo serving as stops. They are out in order to 

have a flat surface when the pole is raised to tho roof and they are employed in 

house building when they lay tho rods. 

4. Household Articles sjg Utensils. The utensils of eaeh household oonslsts of 

basket articles, for washing oookod corn intthe stroaas, for general purposes of 

carrying and for fish traps) pottery for cooking and for idol worship} gourds for all 

around use in the hone and various wooden artiolee. 

Tho utensils nade of olay are oooking pots, cosáis, bowls and incense burners. 

All of these are nado by the people for their own private use. They almost never 

buy outoido pottery ware, the only exception seen was a eosml that wao bought from 

tho neighboring TseÍtalos. The pieces 'ire all unslipped, non-decorated and with 

flat and round bases. The rounded-base pottery are the large cooking vessels used 

la asking food for the gods and sons saaller types are for household oooking. None 

of tho pottery ssen has handles, ring lugs or solid lugs. Ono inoense burner has a 
id 

long am but this is used during one eerenony     aja) Xa never used again* 

Tho pots (MB) used in cooking, Pig. XVI (0,H), are only used in boiling foods 

such ao beano, neat, eorn and othor Miscellaneous foods.   These are neither slipped 

nor deeorated, perhaps beoauoo they blacken easily in the fireplace and are ex- 

pendable.   SOBS have rounded walls without constriction while others are oonstriot- 

od like books.   Those vayy in siso fro» 5" to 19" in disaster and froa 0 to 16" 

in depth.   Those used in religious ritual have specific purposes and are not to be 

used for anything oleo.   Tho pot (u. «rlrt1 * for oereaonial eom gruel (ej^un^) 

or cooked eorn gruel (jaj.) is always kopt in tho grinding room, while the pot for 

oooking aoats, team lee (u. kjt*¿naJUBMl) is always kopt in the god-house.   Booh faaily 

owns froa J to 8, smny of which are used constantly In oooking foods.   The people 
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now prefer natal pots for their oooking. They say that day pote retain the flavor 

of the previously cooked food which any be distasteful, also these are longer last- 

ing. The daily boiling of anise for ofood ie now being oooked in five gallon tine 

which are bought free) various trading centers. The people have no pot covers but 

if a food requires one they use banana leavee. These are tied onto toe pot» A plea* 

of a oahagony slab is placed on the large pot which stores excessive corn gruel» this 

being lk inohes square and serves as protection against dogs and chichean.. 

There are two classes of open utensils for noneooking purposes, all are used in 

religious rites) a four legged pot (jaJt) used only in the preparation and drinking of 
1* 

the fomented beverage h^chej. .  The opening is about 9" in diameter and is about 

a foot deep, the legs about an inch long. This baa the figure head of a god which 

the dot represente. The other vessel is a large wooden dugout (¿hssj). This holds 

the beverage during its fomenting.prooess. 

Bowls (¿ueji) used for eating purposes are unelippen, nondeeorated and with flat 

basee, Pig. XVI (J), The bowla vary in size from two inches to six inehee deep, 

four to eight inches in disaster and a base of 2 to k inohes in dianeter. Thee* 

bowls are for eating purposes alone while imported enameled bowle are used for drink- 

ing corn gruels. 'Large and small metal cupe are kept for the youngsters. 

Griddle or comal (^hMB*ch) ' varies from 15 to 20 inches in diameter and has a 

central depth about 1 inoh, Pig. XVI (K). It is saucer shaped and round and-this too 

is never slipped or decorated. Metal griddles are coming into vogue and some out 

out the ende of 5 gallon tins and flatten them to be used as grlddlee,on this are 

roasted tortillas, eorn, squash seeds and other foods. 

The incense burners or braseros (u¿uk¿k¿urj are bowlé with attached human heads* 

> /    16 
They are round and have flat bases. They are unsllppsd hut are decorated • The 

decorations showing sex, Pig. IV (l,2), and sometimes the name* ¿ifhe burners a** al- 
18 

waye kept In the god-house with one exception. 

Gourds as containers, Pig. XV% are obtained from cultivated trees and gourd 

vines. The fruits of these plants are round, slightly oval, egg shaped and elliptical 

and bottle shaped. Open gourds (ejnjhjj (b,o), are out Into their-desired shape while 

\ 

\ 
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still gre«n and then sunk in the creek for a «©nth* ¡.Later they are allowed to dry 

in the sun before being used. These are for general purposes to guard personal 

items like feathers, flint, mirrors and s^on. In the god-house they hold the var- 

ious dry offerings like tamales and such. Also, here they serve as containers for 

the pounded incense, the small open gourds (c) are u sed as oovers (¿hteg nkyum) for 

the latter. The closed vessel gourds (A,0) are allowed to ripen on the vine. By 

then the meat inside has" loosened-and a hole is cut in one end and this too is sunk 

in the creek for about a month's time. Later they are dried in the sun and all the 

seeds are removed. A corn cob is inserted as a stopper and then the gourdes allow- 

ed to season further for it is hung up in the rafters near the smokerof the fire. 

They are used for carrying and storing water. Another gourd (bosh) of this same 

type (F) has a larger hole, generally the small end is cut off and it is used for 

drinking the large quantities of the fermented beverage, bache'. These are «ade 

from round, oval, egg-shaped, elliptical and bottle shaped gourds. That which is 

not wanted is discarded. 

The round or oval gourd is cut about 1/3 from the bottom (where the stem grew 

is used for a design). These bowls (jicaras) are plucked from the tree when they 

are ripe, the shell being hard and firm enough to be used, the insides are scooped 

out and water i s boiled in it about an hour. The boilingks said to further harden 

19 
the shell, when the gourd has dried out designs are scraped on the outside.  The 

designs were said to represent some of the gods but it appears to help identify the 

gourd. There are two sets of these gourds used in certain rites, one set (hama') 

is used in giving corn gruels to the gods, another set (kVsruch) is used for drink- 

ing the fermented beverage, bache'. Another tiny oval gourd (E) is raised like the 

large Jicara and goes through the same proceedure but these are cut in half and are 

not incised with drawings and are boiled in a pot. These are u sed for drinking 
20 21  . 

bache1 and one special one  is used in the fermentation o f the drink . Une other 

variation o f the large Jicar§ is the one (H) used as a strainer (cha'achirj• This 

is perforated many times with a hot nail. This only is used to keep the cooked 

i,"*"-:-.*."- Wmg¿ 
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hulls of corn from getting into the gruel offered to the gods* 

Since the people do no stone work they are compelled to buy all their atom 

utensils from trading centers and friendly Vzeltal Indians* The most important is 

the corn grinder with the handstone. The grinder (ha1), Fig. XVIII. has two legs 

near the person grinding with no legs at the far end* The resulting slope thus lets 

the excess water drain away during the grinding* The two sides are raised slightly 

to perhaps prevent the ground corn from falling. This channel is about a foot long 

while the length varies from a foot and a half to two feet* Since the grinding 

channel has a concave shape, a slight dipping m otion i s thus permitted during the 

grinding. The handstone (kfeb) is a flecked piece of the same stone, the flecked 

arm giving it teeth which helps in the grinding* This is about 2 1/3M to 3" thick 

as well as wide and i s equal to the length of the inner width of the grinder* Metal 

corn grinders are seen,but the prefered one is the stone,end this is always used to 

make ceremonial foods* 

Wooden household articles are spoons, chocolate beaters and canoe dugouts. 

The small articles are made from rosewood and ¿htaw,a white pine-like wood which 

has its bark removed for many purposes. The bark is called birlen. The women of 

the household will get sticks from the nearby brush to stir the boiling foods* 

Some have small paddle-like spoons (huts'o1 che1) about a foot long* a half inch 

diameter handle and the spoon proper an inch to 2 inches wide* The latter aleo . 

1* .u**4 ¿3 the god-house to put incense on the incense burners,rüeé, daring the 
22 

renewal rites the same type of paddle is used but is made of a different wood 

(Khruwin)* A small spoon (u Kuyu' k'nr) with a tiny round edge! s used In feeding 

the incense burners* head* The handle is about 6" long. 1/W In diameter and the 

spoon about 1/2" tapering to about a l/W at the bottom. A large spoon (u huyabl 

Snura1) is uied by the men as they drink the ceremonial corn gruels. This helps 

them get all the dregs. The handle is 6" long, 1/2" in diameter with the spoon 

varying from 1 to 2" in diameter and tapering from 1/2* to 1 1/2" »t the bottom. 

jprac 
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The chocolate beater  is made of ahruwin as this is used only in ceremonies. 

Though some types, Pig. XIX (E),are bought 'rom the outside world they never use 

them in the god-house* The handle is about a foot long and is rounded being 1/2" 

in diameter it has the bottom end curved, Fig. XIX (D), so that h corners are left. 

Two of the beaters are about 3 inches high, are notched 1/2 way into their centers 

and when fitted together are inserted on the bottom as tightly as possible. The 

outside beaters are carved and the rings at top are carved so as to be free. These 

look to be of one piece and the bands do the beating. The beater Us used to whip 

up a froth In the wild chocolate given to the gods. The person robs his palms back 

and forth over the handle. 

Wooden dugout canoes <chem) made of mahogany are used as containers, Fig. XX 

(B), and Kf all used ceremoniously. The best one is used in making the ceremonial 

drink, the drink being allowed to ferment in it. The other canoes are used in 

pounding the incense i n order to remove all lumps, while another is used to pound 

the pieces of sugar cane to extract the juice for making the ceremonial drink. These 

two latter dugouts are fron> discarded ceremonial drinking canoes. When termites 

have eaten them they are then used as mentioned. Canoes vary in length from 9* to 

1U', In width from 1' to 2', and in depth from 1* to 2'. The log is shaped on the 

outside with an axe, the top side is leveled straight while the bark is only cut 

off of the outer and undersides. The lnsides are hollowed out with a borrowed adze 

or an axe. A wallets left o f 2" or 3" on the sides while the bottom wall varies 

in thickness from 6" to 108 At each end, about 6" to 8", a notch i s cut as on the 

foundation posts, one end is nicked close, Pig. XX (A), to the canoe firorder to 

tie vine with which the men drag the canoe to wherever it is required. The drink- 

ing canoes have "X" supports(on the east side of the church) driven into the ground. 

The others are stood on end naar a tree stump or laid across a fallen log when not 

used. 

£. Fofld Preparation. The four greatly used cooking methods are baking and toasting 

with the griddle, boiling, baking in the ashes and hot coals and roasting on the 
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spit. Frying with fat is seldom done because they have no source of fat. SideeK 

there is no oven,toasting and baking is done on the griddle, for example, prepar- 

ed foods such as tortillas or tamales and unprepared foods such as squash seeds and 

cocoa. An old clay pot is used in roasting corn kernel for pinole (see below) these 

being stirred constantly while roasting. In preparing most vegetable and cooked 

fruits such as tamales, beans, squash, fresh corn, and in paeparing all drinks such 

as atole and pinole boiling is the method used. Baking foods in the hot ashes and 

hot coals is done in their natural state such as sweet potatoes, corn on the oob, 

and pop corn with the exception tf bananas which are peeled. 4toasting wild animal 

meats are done on the spit vhich is a stick cut from a nearby brush. This method 

is used on the trail if a trip of a day or two is made to a sacred center* 

Throughout the year, maize, their staple food, is eaten and drunk several time* 
2U 

a day in some form. In fact, all their foods are based upon this. There are very 

few foods that do not have corn in them, even some meats and cocoa have slaable 

amounts of maize added. The two most important corn preparations, the tortilla 

and corn gruels are prepared in the same manner as throughout the Mayan area. Ears 

of corn are brought from the corn cribs i n the cornfield, being carried in large 

meshed agaVC bags (see below for description). The surplus is kept in the living 

quarters or the kitchen and used as they are needed. The women shell the corn by 

two methods, one with the fingers and second by using the base of the palm nearest 

the wrist and forcing loose the grains, but sometimes the fingers smart the ear If 

the corn is extra hard. Then the heelof the palmus used* Shelling the malte it 

done once a day usually late in the afternoon either In the living quarters or just 

outside. The corn shelled for religious ritual is doneinside the church by the men, 

the com 'always being measured while the family-shelled malte is not; This shelled 

corn is boiled sometimes overnight or during the day, depending upon the need. 

Lime (k'uta'an) is added to soften and to some extent dissolve the shell* This 

cooked corn (k'u'um) Is removed from the lime water and placed In a basket then • 

itó:5^!^víú«^'«-a«i.*WiiiW 
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it is taken to the stream letting the water seep into the basket until the corn 

is washed thoroughly. 

The women remove a few handfuls of the cooked grains from the basket and 

place them on the metate and grinds them to a moist dough (S^CMI) using the hand- 

stone. The women do most of the work from the back and shoulders as she works 

stiff armed. The metatejLs kept about waist high at one end of the grinding table, 

little girls stand on a pieceof wood to reach this height. Each movement of the 

handstone catches some grains as it is rubbed back and forth'on the metate so that 

a sheet of corn dough is ground continually across the metate»a surface. Qradually 

more and more dough gathers at the opposite end as it falls to the grinding table 

itself. Any dough that «lings to the edges is pushed toward the middle with the 

fingers. Every so often some water is sprinkled on the handstone and dough to keep 

it from clinging. When all the malie is ground the dough is sprinkled with water 

and is worked into two or three large balls, the water helping tb hold the corn to- 

gether and the balls are then wrapped in banana leaves until used. 

The tortillas are formed by pressing a small amount of the corn dough on a 

banana leaf as it rests on a stool. The fingers of both hands working harmoniously 

spread the dough untiljlt is about 1/U" thick, then while the left hand smooths out 

the dough the'right hand folds up the edges with the banana leaf, spinning it 

clockwise. This^laid on a dry griddle to be toasted as fast as they are made. 

The woman lifts the leaf with the tortilla laying it on the griddle with the leaf 

then on top, moistens the leaf with water and peels the leaf away. Each side of 

the tortilla is toasted on a moderately heated comal for a few minutes until 

browned slightly on both sides. When they blow up like a baloon,which means they 

are thoroughly toasted, they «rW.blown on, pressed down gently and removed to a 

gourd («reMmh) • Regardless of the rest o f the menu tortillas are served virtually 

at «very meal, sometimes being served alone for the morning breakfast for they are 

the main article of diet. 

lv-.« -fi 
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Those not eaten at once are wrapped in a cloth (u nok'iwah) and stored i n hanging 

gourds. The general custom of the Lacandones has been to make the tortillas for 

the evening meal but one family made some In the morning because the husband pre» 

ferred them then because of his bad teeth. He could not eat the hard ones left 

over from the evening before. 

Tortillas (wan) are generally made from maize when it has become ripe and hard 

(chich nfcr) because only hard corn is stored during the year. These are about a 

l/U" thich and 10" in diameter called hach yah, '•real tortillas". Two variations 

(iswah) are made from fresh corn or elotes, one from very young elotes and another 

just as it begins to harden. The grains are cut from the cob and since the shell 

is not hard no lime is used in cooking it. These are much more palatable than the 

regular tortillas and are only eaten during the season aof the elotes. Other var- 

iations are made according to taste, sweet tortillas (ch'uhuk wahfr were learned 

from the Tzeltal Indians, are prepared with lard, sugar and a bit of salt, are vade 

smaller, about 1/8" thick and 3" in diameter. Some add flavor to their tortillas 

with achiote (k'ushu1) berries and salt, some add uncooked cassava (ts'ln) when 

grinding the corn^-and cooked beans are also added to the dough. 

Tostado (srücpet), a very thin tortilla, usually made with ripe corn, is toast- 

ed to an extreme crispness and is the regular food taken on long trips. Ho salt 

is added to this or the regulation tortilla,only thoseof speiial occasions h ave 
f 

flavoring. The above mentioned variations are also found in the tostados with 

the addition of one other, s*>kpet yete nek'urn (tostado with squash seeds). The 

seeds are ground in with the dough. The traveler carries these in his agave bag 

since they keep for several days and are merely rewarmed when eaten. On trips of 

one day or-two the people will take the regular tortillas as they appear to be 

more strengthening. 

Three gruels} posol, atole and pinole and some variationsof these are mad* 

from corn. Some consider the gruels more of a food rather than a drink. Atol- 

(sa*) made with green corn is a favorite. The corn is out off the'cob and left 

tsv»;.- 
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to sour, usually over night, then it is ground raw on the metate, then boiled, some- 

times with or without honey. The people like the lumps that are formed during 

the cooking, hence it is never strained. It has some religious significance whan 
26 

cooled for ceremonial use • Soured atole (u*ur) is prepared also. Atole is also 

made with ripe corn, this is not done o ften, and is prepared i n the same manner, 

except the cornjis allowed to stay in cool water until it sprouts. These drinks 

are almost always drunk warm though they do drink them cool when so desired. 

Atole when prepared for the gods has another name (s'xkha' -—white water) and is 

given on special occasions. The most common drink is posol (ma'ats1) which i s the 

corn dough ground twice then mixed with water. The person takes a handful or two 

of the dough and as he adds it to the water he mixes it with the hand before drink- 

ing it. During the ndlpa season, almost the entire year, this drink and tortillas 

are the only foods taken to the fields for the noonday meal which is about 10 or 

11 A.M. Posol also is mixed with powdered cocoa (barum te') to be consumed ceremon- 

27 
ially and the mixture i s beaten until it froths • Now, with cocoa scarce, they 

use powdered toasted corn. Some prefer to leave the corn dough for a few days to 

sour (poh ma'ats1) and then drink it, hhis has a better flavor. Others warm the 

water and drink.' Pinole (k'Ah) is mad«|of hard corn which is toasted, ground, 

boiled and sweetened with honey., e«d it is not strained. Posoles and atoles pre- 

pared for ceremonial: use are not cooked with lime but they are strained. 

Tamales are of two kinds) the meat tamale, raw and cooked* and the bean tamale. 

For the former (ch^kwahbir) while made primarily with monkey meat may also be made 

of other game. They are cooked until very tender and.then separated from the bones. 

It may then be ground on the metate or mixed with corn dough with no additional 

treatment. These tamales are wrapped 1 n banana leaves and are flat rectangles, 

3" by ¡>n by lAB> *» man7 ** » dosen can be made from a monkey. They are boiled 

in a large pot for about 3 or 1» hours. The latter meat tamales are made by placing 

raw neat such as that of tucans, pigeons, and similar small birds, on the corn dough 

  m i • «ni'l 
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and seasoning with salt and garlic with achiote coloring added to provide a red 

color. The cook first spreads a layer of corn doughjon the banana leaf then a layer of 

meat and seasoning, then dough is added enclosing the meat before the entire tamale 

i8 enclosed with banana leaves. These tamales are formed in retangles about 5" by 

12» by 3". They are toasted on the griddle for an hour or two. For the bean 

tamale (bu'uriwah) equal amounts of corn dough and partially boiled beans are mix- 

ed together and they are made by a layer of dough, a layer of beans and finally 

a layer of dough, the partially cooked beans being ground on the metate to a paste 

and lard added when they have some* The tamale is wrapped in strips o f banana 

leaves and boiled in a large pot.. The cooked meat tamale and the bean tamale for 

28 
ceremonialu se are called nahwajff They are also made into round balls  on certain 

occasions. The ceremonial tamales are divided among the participants of the cere- 

mony and their family while the regular tamales are u sually for family consumption. 

Corn on the cob is consumed generally in the months of July and August.as;'. 

the ears become edible. The firstfruits are offered to the gods first and then 

the people may eat them but not before. Elotes are boiled with the shucks on or 

roasted on hot coals or ashes with the shucks removed. Both can be eaten hot or 

cold. The people prefer to pry off the kernels with their thumb and put them in 

their mouth. However, a few eat the corn directly from the cob. 

In order to extend their maize during shortages, the people add cooked platinos, 

a certain class of vine fruit (akte1), certain sapote seed (unek1 ha'ash) and seeds 

of the Ramon tree. The former seed, is is said, is poisonous, so this Is cooked 

with wood ashes in several changesof water to remove the venom* 

Rice (arros), bought from merchants, is boiled with meats to which" only salt 

has been added. 

Vegetables are eaten baked, boiled and raw and serve as oondiments. Beans, 

although next in importance to corn, do not have the prominanoe in their diet as 

they do elsewhere. These are eaten alone but as Is the case with corn they are 

cooked with other foods. A common meal with the people during the evening is a bowl 

~  '•••• >.'S¿-¿*l^v2&'*-¿W •»' •••, -^ ;.L^r>   '!y. ' fJ"-1 
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of boiled beans, tortillas and a bowl ff posol but the preferred meal is one with 

neat* Once during the year, December and January, just before the beans become 

ripe and hard (green beans are not eaten) they are cut and eaten , the people shell- 

ing them as always, Later, when the beans are ripe, they are shelled and stored 

for future use. Hard, ripe red beans are boiled during the night to be partially 

cooked and set aside to be cooked thoroughly just before the evening meal the next 

day. Some prefer a bean soup, others like them almost dry. Beans are seasoned 

with salt, garlic and sometimes lard, the latter being used in frying beans 

(tsAhbibu'ur) which are crushed in the frying fat. 

Squash (k'um) are cut in chuaks and boiled with honey or brown sugar (panela) 

or else baked on the comal or in hj>t cqa).a^ Toasted, seeds are eaten as they are 
28 

or they are mazed with certain ceremonial tamales . The only known candy seem 

among the people is a thick honey syrup combined with these deeds. A powder is 

;rmade of the seeds and mixed with finely cut cooked meat to which is added parsley. 

This is eaten with tortillas. Fresh squash is not eaten. Cnayotes (»hp'ish) are 

boiled or baked and eaten separately. Sweet potatoes (is) and cassava (ts'ln) are 

boiled but more often are baked i n the coals and then eaten out of the hand. The 

oassava root («pits'in) is peeled,qcut into pieces and boiled with homey or brown 

sugar» Many times they are eaten as the sweet potatoes. Another root (mknr) is 

peeled, cut into pieces and boiled with snails (sht'unu1) • Bananas (p*Wi) are 
are 

boiled, baked and fried. The boiled green bananas cooked with meats while the bak- 

ed and fried are eaten out of hand. Cabbage (ts»aklb»k')and garden onions (ts'akik'ek'en) 

are cut Into email bits and usually boiled with meat and other vegetable. Ripe 
4k 

tomatoes tp'ak) are generally boiled with meat, with other vegetables or alone. -The 

sanee from the latter is spread on tortillas. Papayas (put), watermelons (sanyah), 

green and red-plums are eaten raw exoept that some cook green papaya with honey. 

The seasonings mostly are used for flavoring and are mixed quite often with 

•eats. Parsley (perehir) are boiled with other foods and out up «aw with cooked 

f 
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meats* The domestic chiles have the seeds removed and are cooked with tomatose* 

They go through two or three changes of water to make them less hot. Some add gar». 

lie, salt and onions. It is kept in a bottle ready to be used with tortillas or 

meat. Peppermint plants (ts'akikash) is boiled as an aromatic with beans and meats* 

Achiote berries are used i n flavoring meats. The people wait until the tree 

(Bixa Orellorra) has lost its flowers and the berries are dried, than the man eat 

off the branches with the berries. The women gather these and remore the shell rub- 

bing the berries in a pot of water until the coloring has been removed* This is 

boiled over a small fire for a couple days.when dried it leaves a sediment. Thisis 

gathered in small balls on a banana leaf and left to dry in the sun. The hardened 

coloring is dissolved an a pot of food by rubbing the hand over it while in the 

water. Their supply lasts a year. Two bush plants»(tsuntet) and («üikurantoh).are 

cut up and mixed with achiote and salt and much used in flavoring fish* The leaves 

of manyjw^ld condiments are cut up and mixed with vegetables and meats during oook- 

ing. Another sauce is made from the fruit of a small tree (slid to'p. This fruit* 

which looks like a green plum, is picked when ripe, the seeds are removed, dried, 

roasted, ground and cooked with achiat*. This is used to flavgr various meats* 

They also toast, grind and boil the powder i n water to extract oil for cooking pur- 

poses. 

Many of the grown fruits are eaten raw between meals but these areptly snaoke 

rather than foods since the people prepare and eat others which they consider as 

containing greater food value. Casio fruit is not eaten raw but a osota) drink 

is made occasionally but it is reserved principally for ceremonias* It is always 

prepared1 wi€h%orn dough, about two thirds is corn dough with one third clean paste. 

No sweetening Is. added nor is the drink heated. The casan pasta is added to a bowl 

of posol, the liquid is frothed with a chocolate beater,beeauae of the quantity of 

corn the chocolate 1 s very weak. Coffee (kahwo') is not a common drink among the 

people but when, they ave some it is toasted on the griddle usually until almost 

burnt. It is stirred by hand while on thejgriddís. The^oas&d*coffee is ground 
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to a ponder on the metate and a handful of coffee is added to a boiling pot of water. 

In addition a piece of brown sugar is dropped in, the grounds are then settled by 

adding about a cup of cold water when the pot is removed from the fire. Coffee 

is very seldom purchased but is asked for as a gift or a trade in relations with 

other people. Bananas and plantains are an all year round food especially if a 

crop has failed, then it serves asta filler in preparing malse foods. Bananas 

(Ahbosh) are eaten raw principally but some occasions they are boiled or roasted. 

Plantains are eaten raw, boiled, toasted and fried. The raw plantlans are eaten 

when the skim is absolutely black for then it is digestible. Oreen plantains 

(yash £ftt£n) are boiled with certain meats like monkey meat and wild bog. In one 

region, El Cedro, they are boiled and eaten alone, elsewhere they are peeled and 

roasted on the hot coals. Mangos are relished but few are successful in raising 

them. Pineapples (nhpach1) are eaten raw and baked when ripe and green if cook- 

ed. The latter have honey added to remove the bitterness. The custard apple 

(nhp*>hposh) is eaten when ripe. If it is over ripe a drink is made by mashing 

thhe fruit to a pulp and mixing it with water and adding honey or brown sugar. The 

Jungles supply various fruits throughout the year like zapote fruit, bombash, a 

pruneftlike fruit", wild aguacates and sour oranges. 

Lemons (murlah) are of importance, being used to flavor their fish which are 

oaught in the lakes and streams. The sweet orange (chinan) is eaten raw. 
._ -.        -    • •* 

*Wild and" domestic mwats are boiled, cooked on the spit and enclosed in tamales 

(see above concerning tamales). Actually the people only eat domestic meat such 

M ohickens and turkeys if they are unable to get some wild game. They do not 

- like,the flavor of domestic meat, this is true also of beef. Meat prepared with 

the spit is almost always a small bird or animal. It is turned over and over above 

the coals until all the juice has been dried out. I vegetable is also eaten with 

this. Boiled meat prepared with achiote, salt and mint is called uk'usnbt buk' 

while boiled meat prepared with corn dough, garlic, salt and achiote is called 

I'M. I • I  " • 
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k'orbi b*k'. These are nit boiled with vegetables because they are for fowls, and 

large animals such as jabalí» deer, teposquintli. Snails are prepared with macal 

(a root similar to cassava), green cooking bananas and sweet potatoes* Preserved 

meat is boiled with vegetables and garden tmions. The Indians are fond of meat 

and vegetable soups which they take as beverages at meals. Pish (^chAkrpw) are 

always cooked with salt, achiote and the leaves of a certain tree (see above). Pldi 

brought from another lake region are roastfd on a spit. Small fish (£hs*ktM>) •*• 

fried,since they are small the tall only is removed. Snails are always boiled 

with macal and a bit of salt. The small end of the snail is cut off to facilitate 

eating it. 

Milk is almost never drunk for there is no domestic source. Should one get 

a can of milk it is cherished as a wonderful food. Eggs (ye'ikash) are cooked by 

boiling, roasting and frying with tomatoes and salt added as desired. An omlette 

(haybl ye'ikash) is cooked on a griddle cradled in a banana leaf. The egg is brok- 

en on the leaf and cooked until hard, the leaf serving as a dish while the egg is 

eaten. 

The Lacandones like imported canned foodstuffs, particularly salmon or.sardines. 

Their taste for sweets is never satiated, they crave sugar, eating it in some form 

whenever they can get it. It is almost the only sweetening they have to try and 

balance the excessive starch in their diet. Raw sugar cane is a favorite sweet 

with the children. They cut down the stalks, peel them with a machete and chew 

them until the sweetness is gone, then spit out the husk.- let almost all the cane 

ls used deremonially so this is a rare treat. The brown sugar, panels, is mixed 

with some foods in cooking. The molds of brown sugar are bought from the Tteltal 

29 
Indians who make them . 

6. Food Preparation for the Pods. This ls very demanding and exacting. Soma foods 

suchaas posol must be prepared hours before sunup and care must be taken always to 

rinse the hands. It is believed that if the food ls touched, the gods as/ kill 

the guilty. When posol is to be offered or atole, It is preparad in the grinding 
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rot». This la done in preparation for a seriesof offerings. At other times corn 

Is eooked at dawn until about 9 A.M. and prepared to drink in the afternoon. Shelled 

corn is Measured and eooked without line, then ground and strained. This is offered 

to the gods and later is drunk by the people or made into tásales. The atole is new 

green corn which is begun to cook at dawn and when i t begins to boil it is set aside* 

The next aarning at daybreak it is ground, strained and cooked until done before 

offered: to the gods. Tamales for the gods usually are made of monkey meat and some- 

times beans cooked with achiote and salt. Some is offered to the gods and then the 

people consume the remainder. 

The people do not hare many methods for preserving perishable foods, but they 

hare no great need for them because most of the foods prepared and eaten soon after 

obtained. Any surplus that oannot be eaten quickly such as venison, pork,is quickly 

barbecued over the fire, when the men come back from a hunting expedition for wild 
i 

hogs, they generally bring back three o r four and sometimes as many as a half dozen. 

The hjegs are immediately cast into the fire to burn off the hair, a machete being 

used to scrape it extra olean,then the meat is cut into several sections and placed 

on a pole platform. Here it is barbecued until It is absolutely black. This enables 

the people to have meat for the next few weeks during which time they eat more often 

in order not to lose any of the meat but there is not known a time when the meat has 

spoiled. Deers are first skinned and then barbecued and the skin is valuable for 

•any things. Tortillas, tamales, fresh corn, beans, posol and atole are usually 

made and eaten as they are needed. The extra posol, atole and tamales made for cere- 

monial rites are distributed among those who participated in the eeremony. 

Ron-perishable foods, like cecea and beans, will not deteriorate for some time 

but they have to be protected against destruction and rot so there are various methods 

to proteot against this* There are a few methods which make these less liable to 

destruction. This lnoludee drying, heating, smoking and the use of salt. 

Drying is done both on the comal and in the sun or over the fireplace. Shelled 
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otóte is sometimes done on the cornel, if war» eaten, otherwise it if •on-dried. 

The sun-dried foods like beanscaro • Spread on old olothes or kept in bask*** and 

placed on the ground or logs where the sunlight is not impeded. The foods are 

stirred until completely dry. The beans ara stored as they are in a basket or a 

gourd inside the living quarters. The shucks of pairs of corn «ara ara tied to- 

gether and the pairs strung over a pole inside the house for drying. 

The smoking and drying of foods is done in the living quarters. The hanging 

storage rack is situated u sually above the fireplace in order that foods held 

there be subjected to continuously drying and smoking. Salt and brown sugar ara 

generally kept there preventing the dampness from attacking the salt walla awoke 

keeps the ants from attacking the sugar. The corn hung on the rafters 1» shifted 

now and then in order to give all the ears aa much smoke as possible. 

The weevil is the most destructive insect with which the paople have to con- 

tend, the gopher is the most destructive animal. The weevil is small and black 

with wings. These attack the beans as well as the corn. Cacao ia attaoked by a 

white worm. These worms rapidly eat out the heart of the bean, leaving only the 

shell intact because they work so quickly they can easily destroy this food before 

being discovered. The people thus are alert to destroy these pests whan ewsrtn- 

lng the foods for storage. In order to avoid mold the foods are kept wall ventila 

ated, are kept off the floors and away from day pots and suspended or ra*jb*4 on 

rafters in baskets or gourds where the heat can reach than. Gophers ewfítaty-weax 

destructive and are said by some of the man to be the worst of all parts»' "Tkaj 

are guarded against by vigilance and poisons. Field sate and sojlrrala alao^ea*** , 

damage but these are minor. The storage places include the family llviag *<jj$jj0MpLl 

and corn cribs, the house storage hangers, rafters and varióos tttdhafi- 

The family living quarters is used principally for Ismym'Sf- 

squash, beans, and various other vegetables. These ara aaten ehortlr aft^:be<mf 

bought to the home. The large agave bags keep the large artislss, Ilk» oos% 
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27. Z1 §nd squash off the floor by being suspended on rafters or on the wall. 

The corn crib»(see description above for the construction) are always built 

In the ailpa and Is used principally for corn though an extension is made to house 

the drying.tobacco fro. the same storehouse. This is used as well for beans, squash, 

chayotas and other vegetables. A short while before the harvest time begins a 

specially builtfloor is made In it. Split balsa poles are laid from one side wall 

to the other, elose together, so no rodent can come underneath. This Is surrounded 

with a rodent-proof wall of poles. The malte is laid in rows with the shucks on , 

the^g^Uiof eaeh row is the length of the ear of corn. The rows are built up 

to extend from one side of the house to the ether and usually up to the roof. The 

runt ears are thrown In back of the good malte. This is feed for the chickens and 

turkeys. Because of the conical shape the ears are laid alternately intthe same 

row, in order that both sides of the row will be the same height. There is no known 

ceremony for storage. The ears of corn that become moldy or full of weevils are 

taken out to be fed to the chickens or sold to mule drivers for their aniñáis. 

Stored corn is never shelled or shucked until it is being prepared for home use. 

It is said to keep better if left unshucked and o n the cob. 

The kitchen hangers (see above, p.J», for description of hangers) suspended 

from rafters guard fresh foods and other preserved meats. The kitchen rafters 

are used for.ears of oorn that are to be used as seed for the next year's plant- 

ing. The shuck of eaeh ear is pulled back and one is tied to the shuck of another 

and all the pairs are hung side by side over all the rafters. On double rafter 

poles rest baskets for keeping vegetables though on many occasions they are kept 

on the floor. The kitehen containers include pots, gourd vessels, agave mesh 

bags, hanana leaf packages and baskets. The various kitehen weasels are not es- 

pecially for storing any one food but the religious vessels are. In the kitehen 

isethe large pot for holding and making the sacred posoles and atolee. In the 

god-house is the large pot or there nay be «ore than one for cooking and holding 

tlmnsscrsd meets and tamalee. Oourd vessels, baskets guard beans, cacao and fresh- 
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ly shelled corn} agate aseen bags «tor* the extra nalse needed for tbt next _f«M 
«v «i 

son* bag* have squash or» watermelons) bananas ara wrapped around ths tali avs|m|^' ;v^, 
•'.-'•''•• " '. * " J^ 

by Tine over tha flra and tha sams is dona with panela* "'-Í, 

Salt la «sad for px-esaiving eookad foods especially taaalss and soa* srert sae$,,'   -:+y, 

Salt is not often eaten eowept with soma foods aa require it for pi aeoivaHen,   On*-,;   : 

/fv-f 

ing the cooking a qnantdLty of it Is added,, this helpe keep eertaln f oo<hr eettbtt ¿or 
• --.- \'rX  J-ff 

awhile.  Meat is usually oaten o r barbecued laaodlately and if that 1* not posaWJe; 

it is saltad.   Salt is of such great Taina aaong the people that rarely la it laewt','-^ ••í¿C 

for preserving neat. 

Cooked foods are soaetines wrapped in fresh leaves, fresh corn shuck**, bsnanat 

loares and an. ladtation—looking banana loaf.   Along tha trail gana is 

loaros.   Brown sugar ia -wrapped In cano loares.   These ara wrapped for 

by placing two to four ot the molds of brown sugar end to end extending thai li 

all around then from one» end to the other and tying tha ends with split oaaMlettÉe** 

Ttt 

^•¿Sf • Jit 

Many foods such as taaaúLes are boiled or baked In the leaves of banana and plantara 

and kept for a weak or more in the sama loares.    These are kept orer the fire frefl 

the ants.   The baked tamales are usually eaten at o nee.   Bars of fresh corn are oltea 

boiled with their shuoles so as to keep then without further wrapping. 

Fruits are stored generally as they begin to ripen, in order At haetan ths 

ripenlng_and make It uniform.    The faultsj oranges, sapodlllas, nangos and other wild 

fruits; are pioked green  and placad in agave baga which have banana and plantain 

leavejs.   Tha bags are anaapended in the living quarters in a dark ooruer *h41e the} 

fruit ripens.   Bananas «are hung on their stalks as they are out fro* the plant*   They- 

They are out at the beginning of the ripening period aa they acquire abad tefte it 

allowed to ripen on the  plant. 

The Lacandon neal*  are somewhat varied.   Two m eels a day, one at dawn and the 

other at dusk are eaten» usually- the evening neal being tha naAn one,   isfeaaj..! leanr 

the day*s activities begin with breakfast which usually oonaiataoéf the asi-iii,aj»;s,r 

meal of tha night before).   After the neal 1 s eaten posol 1 s drank 1 f they ap to tha 
'4 
V 
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milpa the WMD take along tortillas and posol for thai* meal thara. Usually every 

three or four hours posol la drunk. Women usually prepare tortillas about four 

o'cloek and if gana baa been killed it also is prepared. If there has been no game 

the man may go fishing and the m eal Kill be eaten after dark. There isa sharingof 

food among the families. For instance, i f one has prepared squash a part of it is 

giren to the other familias, the same done with meat but the one who killed i t will 

gire this to the other family to prepare. The wife brings the pot of food and sets 

it before the husband who sometimes sits in his hammock or on the ground. The warm 

ataek of tortillas are in a large open gourd which comprises about half the meal. 

The woman ait on the ground to eat. They seldom hold food in their lapa and none 

amia at tablas. Aside from gourd or bowl containers the average family owns no eat- 

lag utensils* solid foods being eaten with the fingers and liquid foods drunk. The 

tortilla ls^howerer, a kind of eating utensil, especially in eating beans. If a 

boy has reaohed the age o f puberty he receives a bowl Af food apart and also tor- 

tilla*. Qirls always eat with the family and name no separate portion. When the meal 
30 

ia over hands are washed and mouths rinsed. 

Honey (kap) is secured entirely from wild bees o f which a wild black bee, called 
31 

by Spanish speaking people chicote, small and black without any sting is especially 

•bearved. There are a few other varieties given but none were observed. Wild bees 

ara constantly moving their hives and thus the man are on the alert for new swarms. 

Bow thaae people oan spot a small «one coming out of a tree Often at an altitude 

of ana hundred feat constantly amases us. Some try to set up a hive in a log or a 

gourd near the home .but those seen are never Tory successful. Bee hunting is engaged 

in by nearly all the people. The baas wMeJ^lfvmgonorsnyiriiell vmristimo of trees, 

logs» stumps«rtermite nesta,ara discovered in the jungles and their honey taken home 

in leaves or a gourd to be eaten or usad by the individual. The standing treea are 

fallad and a emotion la out out, usually about a foot long and the person removes 

the comb. This la soueesed In the hands and than placed in a pot to be cooked. The 

paople say- this keeps the honey from going bad. Whan it hae cooked a few minutes the 

'&&&& *3£t*. *: 
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honey is strained with a cotton cloth and the comb is continued to boil until it 

solidifies. This is saved for making oandles. The people boll honey with foods? 

and drinks and for sweetening in religious services. I| it always stored in 
. - \    •' .-• .• 

with perhaps a piece of corn cob for a stopper and hunfjup in the house by tlwIriafW 

ers. 

7* Clothing. The clothing of the Laeandones, since the}-" weave very little, la o^théir •/ 

gotten by trade or as gifts from many passing people. This is the oomrse cotton 

cloth or manta. Since the people do not possess sewing Mohines any coiling or BJSBJBV 

ing is done using the hand needle. The women do the «Wing but son» non who hawcrtfto?, 

wife or mother do their own. The children's clothes «<o duplicates art the adults* 

only varying according to sise. ^¿, 

The men wear a single cotton garment in the form of a pancho* or "eoten" (shikar)» 

This slips over the head and hangs just below the knees"* (the tocándonos of Son («Yin» 

tin and El Cedro wear their garments about knee high). There are no under garments. 

There is no decoration except on the coaroly woven garments which is of rod thrssd 

bought in trade. This runs about a fourth inch in from each side of the cloth and 

is carried through the lengthof the garment. As the pancho or eoton have no pock- 

ets, the men carry their personal articles in a small doer or alligator skin bag 

slung from the left shoulder. Any valuable items, money or gun shot, aro wrapped 

in handhmrchlefs inside toJLnsure no loss in event of a fall» Hato are not won. 

The women wear the same type of garment as do the man allowing more space 

under the arm pits to permit nursing the children. The women have no woven eoton 

as do the men. They always wear the bought ootton cloth. The skirto (piJt) are pre- 

ferred red but many like plaids and stripes which material Is alto bought. They buy 

three meters of cloth, horn it, make ties to hold ,the skirt which is tied at the 
33 * ' 

waist.  This falls to about ankle high(the women of the two other Uoandon regions 

wear no skirt, the eoton comes to the ankle instead). Mo underclothes are worm nor 

Ladino clothes nor hat» 

The people go through the jungles without shoos and even during the milpa 

Á 
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and squash off the floor by being suspended o n rafters or on the wall. 

The corn cribs(see description above for the construction) are always built 

in the milpa and is used principally for corn though an extension is made to house 

the drying tobacco from the same storehouse. This is used as well for beans, squash, 

cnayotes and other vegetable». A short, while before the harvest time begins a 

specially built floor is made in it. Split balsa poles are laid from one side wall 

to the other, close together, so no roc.ent can come underneath. This is surrounded 

with a rodent-proof wall of poles. The maize is laid in rows with the shucks on , 

the width of each row is the length of the ear of com. The rows are built up 

to extend from one side of the house tc the *éher and usually up to the roof. The 

runt ears are thrown in back of the good maize. This is feed for the chickens and 

turkeys. Because of the conical shape the ears are laid alternately inlthe same 

row, in order that both sides of the row will be the same height. There is no known 

ceremony for storage. The ears of corn that become moldy or full of weevils are 

taken out to be fed to the chickens or sold to mule drivers for their animals. 

Stored corn is never shelled or shucked until it is being prepared for home use. 

It is said to keep better if left unshucked and on the cob. 

The kitchen hangers (see above, p.I», for description of hangers) suspended 

from rafters guard fresh foods and othf¡r preserved meats. The kitchen rafters 

are used for ears of corn that are to be used as seed for the next year's plant- 

ing. The shuck of each ear is pulled back and one is tied to the shuck of another 

and all the pairs are hung side by sidi over all the rafters. On double rafter 

poles rest baskets for keeping vegetables though on many occasions they are kept 

on the floor. The kitchen containers include pots, gourd vessels, agave mesh 

bags, banana leaf packages and baskets. The various kitchen vessels are not es- 

pecially for storing any one food but r,he religious vessels are. In the kitchen 

isethe large pot for holding and making the sacred posoles and atoles. In the 

god-house is the large pot or there may be more than one for cooking and holding 

tneesacred meats and tamales. Qourd vessels, baskets guard beans, cacao and fresh- 

i 
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ly shelled corn; agave mesh bags store the extra maize needed for the next few days, 

some bags have squash or watermelons; bananas are wrapped around the salt and hung 

by vine over the fire and the same is done with panela. 

Salt is «sed for preserving cooked foods especially tamales and some raw meat. 

Salt is n ot often eaten except with some foods as require it for preservation* IXir- 

ing the cooking a quantity of it is added, this helps keep certain foods edible for 

awhile. Heat is usually eaten or barbecued immediately and if that is not possible 

it is salted. Salt is of such great value among the people that rarely is it used 

for preserving meat. 

Cooked foods are sometimes wrapped in fresh leaves, fresh corn shucks, banana 

leaves and an imitation-looking banana leaf. Along the trail game is wrapped in palm 

leaves. Brown sugar is wrapped in cane leaves. These are wrapped for preservation 

by placing two to four of the molds of brown sugar end to end. extending the leaves 

all around them from one end to the other and tying the ends with split cane 1 eaves* 

Many foods such as tamales are boiled or baked in the leaves of banana and plantain 

and kept for a week or more in the same leaves. These are kept over the fire fro» 

the ants. The baked tamales are usually eaten at once. Ears of fresh corn are often 

boiled with their shucks so as to keep them without further wrapping. 

Fruits are stored generally as they begin to ripen, in order tt hasten the 

ripening and make It uniform. The faults; oranges, sapodillas, maggos and other wild 

fruits are picked green and placed in agave bags which have banana and plantain 

leaves. The bags are suspended in the living quarters in a dark corner while the 

fruit ripens. Bananas are hung on their stalks as they are cut from the plant* They 

They are cut at the beginning of the ripening period as they acquire a bad taste if 

allowed to ripen on the plant. 

The Lacandon meals are somewhat varied. Two meals a day, one at dawn and the 

other at dusk are eaten, usually the evening meal being the main one* Before dawn 

the day's activities begin with breakfast which usually consistsotf the warned-over 

meal of the night before. After the meal i s eaten posol i s drunk i f they go to the 

í::'iÉWI*fflfflWÉit!''1inM'a"iif'i*'"' * 
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milpa the women take along tortillas and posol for ther meal there.      Usually evory 

three or four house posol is drunk.   Women usually prepare    -tortillas  about four 

o'clock and if game has been killed it also is prepared.     If there rías been no game 

the men may go fishing and the m eal will be eaten after daark.   There isa sharingof 

food among the families.    For instance, i f one has prepared  squash a. part of it is 

given to the other families, the same done with meat but the one who   killed i t will 

give this to the other family to prepare.    The wife brings    -the pot of food and sets 

it before the husband who sometimes sits in his hammock or*   on the ground.    The warm 

stack of tortillas are in a large open gourd which comprises about half the meal. 

The women sit on the ground to eat.   They seldom hold food   ±n their laps and none 

eats at tables.    Aside from gourd or bowl containers the average family owns no eat- 

ing utensils, solid foods being eaten with the fingers and   liquid foods drunk.   The 

tortilla is, however, a kind of eating utensil, especially   in eating beans.     If a 

boy has reached the age of puberty he receives a bowl flf food apart  and also tor- 

tillas.    Girls always eat with the family and hase no separate portion.   When the meal 
30 

is over hands are washed and mouths rinsed. 

Honey (kap) is secured entirely from wild bees of whicli a wild black bee, called 
31 

by 3panish speaking people chicote, small and black withou-fc   any sting    is especially 

observed.    There are a few other varieties given but none were observed.   Wild bees 

are constantly moving their hives and thus the men are on -blie alert for new swarms. 

How these people can spot a small «one coming out of a tree»   Often at-  an altitude 

of oils hundred feet constantly amazes us.   Some try to set -up a hive  in a log or a 

gourd near the home but those seen are never very successful. •   Bee h tinting i s engaged 

in by nearly all the people.   The bees <rM<thel$ve generally riniallncs£riet±es of trees, 

logs» stumps ft termite nests, are discovered in the jungles  and their   honey taken home 

in leaves or a gourd to be eaten or used by the individual»     The standing trees are 

felled and a section is cut out, usually about a foot long   and the person removes 

the comb.   This is squeezed in the hands and then placed in   a pot to be cooked.   The 

people say this keeps the honey from going bad.   When it h&s cooked  a. few minutes the 
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honey is strained with a cotton cloth and the comb is continued to boil until it 

solidifies.    This is saved for making candles.    The people boil honey with foods 

and drinks and for sweetening in religious services.    It is always stored in bottles 

with perhaps a piece o f corn cob for a stopper and hung, up in the house by therraft- 

ers. 

7* Clothing. The clothing of the Lacandones, since they weave very little, is either 

gotten by trade or as gifts from many passing people.   This is the comrse cotton 

cloth or manta.    Since the people do not possess sewing machines any sewing or mend» 

ing is done using the hand needle.    The women do the sewing but some men who haveino 

wife or mother do their own.   The children's clothes are duplicates «f the adults' 

only varying according to size. ^, 

The men wear a single cotton garment in the form of a pancho» or "coton" (shikur). 

This slips over the head and hangs just below the knees'  (the Lacandones of San Quin- 
32 

tin and El Cedro wear their garments about knee high). There are no under garments* 

There is no decoration except on the cearely woven garments which is of red thread 

bought in trade. This runs about a fourth inch in from each side of the cloth and 

is carried through the lengthof the garment. As the pancho or cot6n have no pock- 

ets, the men carry their personal articles in a small deer or alligator skin bag 

slung from the left shoulder. Any valuable items, money or gun shot, are wrapped 

in handkerchiefs inside toknsure no loss in event of a fall* Hats are not worn* 

The women wear the same type of garment as do the men allowing more space 

under the arm pits to permit nursing the children* The women have no woven ooton 

as do the men. They always wear the bought cotton cloth* The skirts (pik) are pre- 

ferred red but many like plaids and stripes which material is also bought. They buy 

three meters of cloth, hem it, make ties to hold the skirt which is tied at the 

waist*  This falls to about ankle hlgh(the women of the two other Lacand6n regions 

wear no skirt, the coton comes to the ankle instead)* No underclothes are worn nor 

Ladino clothes nor hat* 

The people go through the jungles without shoes and even during the milpa 

^^^1ÉiJ^i^ltéí^^**m^^i'J<«'^kánmm^ims'^ 
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cutting season no protection is used for the feet. Theyoften remark how handy they 

would be but no- one ever buys even sandle». The machete is carried about so often 

by the men it should be considered as an article of the costume..'. If it is not being 

used around the home or the milpa, it is almost always carried for protection on 

the trail* No man is ever seen away from his home without a machete. Sometimes on 

a long trek one man will carry a machete while the other carries a gun. The handle 

is held in the left hand with the blade end resting on the top of the forearm and 

sometimes resting on the right forearm during traveling. The men would almostnever go 

from one place to another without carrying a machete, even though he may be carrying 

a heavy load on his back or in his arms. Some of the Indians have adopted the Ladino 

custom o f carrying the machete i n a leather scabbard, it is never carried around 

the waist but slung over the left shoulder. 

Cigars (k'uts) are -made by the people as needed. A leaf o f dried tobacco is 

torn into lengths, about the widthof the palm, a half dozen of the strips then are 

wrapped in a part of the leaf and the ends are twisted to retain the tobacco. The 

men never go anywhere without having a good supply of tobacco either the leaves or 

the cigars. These are always carried in the leather bag. 

Hatches are used to light their fires and cigars when on trips» One: man had 

a flint outfit of which had been bought from a passing chicle hunter. At one end 

of a small agave cord is attached a small round piece of steel and at the other end 

a handful of fluffed cotton made in the form if a rope. The flint rock is carried 

separately and is held i n either hand when struck with the steel. The burning is 

extinguished with the finger. These are seldom used in the kitchen and never used 

in the god-house as a continuous fire is kept in the fireplace. If it does goout 

an ember can be brought from a neighbor's house. The fire for ceremonial (hjishbj. 

JtlJk1) use is nade by twopiecesof wood. A vertióle stick with a little sharpened 

end is placed in a groove of the horizontal one on the ground. On either side of 

the groove are shavingsof logwood to catch the Ignited coals. The shavings are used 

to start the wood prepared for the fire. 

Leather purses (poshar) and agave bags carried so invariably by the men should 

._yMfámúmútímt&iji&¿ 
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be considered an article of the costume. The small leather purse is about eight to 

ten inches long and five inches deep. It has a small flap to keep water from sohk*. 

lng the contents. It carries his personal items, money, tobacco, matches, fish 

hooks, gun powder and shot. «Just as important is the agave bag which will carry 

sometimes a few tortillas to a supply of corn. Even when there i s no heavy load 

this is almost always carried by means of a tump-line thrown over his head. 

Jewelry i s not worn extensively but the women adorn themselves with many neck- 

laces (uh) often stringing a dozen or more around their neck. These are principally 

beads or seeds which have been gotteriln trade. The seeds are Job's tsars (s»k uh). 

Almost all the women have some alligator's teeth 6i koh avia) strung with their other 

beads. Many also have attached to the beads pendants of various sorts among which 

are vanilla or a cinnamon-like wood,even a cross is found which is said to keep the 

evil spirits away and to protect from sickness. These are always worn by children 

and never by an adult. Women comb and part their hair in the middle. This is al- 

ways moistened as it is being done. Their long hair is woven and made into a pig- 

tail which i s first pulled tight and tied with agave string. This is then used to 

hold bunches of gayly colored bird feathers and the breast feathers o f a small bird. 

These are principally the tucans,(^hpwn) and (fxhpich'ik), chicken hawks (barum 

hunkjukft) and the redheaded wood pecker («shtunseh),occasionally bits of vanilla «re 

added. During certain ceremonies  the men and women wear a crown of red colored 

bark for a short while. 

Little girls usually do not have their adornments of feathers until they are 

married. Beads are worn by them from the time they are born, in the form of brace- 

lets until the ceremony of being carried on the hip*  The ear lubes «re pierced 

and a piece of string is kept in the hole until it heals though all the women and 

children have this hole but very few wear ear rings. 

8. Industry. The industrial activities are textiles, pottery, woodcrafts, tobacco, 

copalj minor industrial acctivities centering in leather goods, lime and pine torches. 

mwuixmwmm 
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The textiles are bags, hammocks, cloth and baskets. These involve a number 

of special implements and a variety of methodology. The implements used only in 

weaving include spindle (Fig. XIV) and the loom which is composed of two bamboo 

poles (shun che') or similar material. These are about two and a half feet as are 

the other parts of the loom. These two poles keep the cloth at the desired width 

and as the cloth is finished the weaver winds it up to the top pole, the length 

being about three meters. The shuttle (butu'och) has the cross thread wound around 

it and i 8 passed from left to right as it is needed. There is only one heddle 

(fcttnuk) vhich is kept about an arm's length from the person weaving while a sharp 

edged stick serves as a shed bar (hAr/Ote'). Another stick (hArA'te1) of the same 

dimensions and shape is employed to keep the weave tight. Another round pole, Fig. 

XIV (No. £), also serves as a shed bar. The end of the horizontal loom is fastened 

by a cord of agave to go around the waist of the weaver while the opposite end is 

tied to a slat in the wall or a tree. This enables the woman to sit as far back as 

possible from the slat or pole to get the greatest tension. The cloth is always 

made in one straight piece, two pieces being woven, and these are sewn together to 

form the garments worn by the men. This differs from the manta-sewn cot6n in that 

the woven cotón is sewn in the front, the manta ones being dewn at the sides just 

below the¿holes. The spindle (pachech), Fig. XIV (A), is a slender stick,pointed, 

through which is passed wood or bone. This is about a half inch from the end and 

upon this the spindle whirls. This is used only for the spinning of cotton thread. 

Tte cotton about to be spun is tied to the upper end of the shaft and is spun with 

the fingers in a gourd or cacao bean shell which is held between the knees or kept 

in the ground in front of the person. The red thread is brought from passing mer- 

chants. 

The textile materials of greatest importance are agave of two kinds, henequén 

and the balsa bark*, cotton, reeds, and carrizo cañé* 

The large agave or henequén (kih) leaves are cut near to the trunk and brought 

"~*"«««W*«us; 
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to the home,    Each is laid on a flat hahagony board iunak oheJ¿k¿bJ a few inehee 

in width and a foot longer than the leaf.   The one end that wae out off near the 

trunk is folded over one end, just a few inches, the man holding this with presa- 

fcíre at the waist at an angle as he grasps the nachetewwith both hands soraping the 

back edge over the leaf.   This removes the pulpy covering but is done lightly so as 
36* 

not to break the fiber. The soraping is done with an outward stroke.  One* the 

lower has been soraped olean the opposite end is seraped, this giving xa••: bundle 

of yellowish fiber about two and a Balf feet long. The fibers are washed in the 

stream and then spread in the sun to dry as well as bleaoh. This takes about two 

or three days. The balsa bark (haror) is taken from a living tree not more than a 

foot in diameter for larger trees are eaid not to be as good as the smaller type. 

The men remove the outer as well as the inner bark peeling off the outer bark at h 

home where it is discarded. The inner bark is taken to a nearby stream and weighted d 

down to be kept there Cor about a month. This is done to make it white» then it 

is washed and hung in the sun to further bleach as well as dry it» The bark is 
wid« 

peeled off in very thin strips generally a¿half inehKby twelve inches long.  T he 

larger pleees are hung over the rafters of the living quarters until needed. Another 

type of bark Oüita'u'toh) is prepared in the same manner but ie not kept in water 

and is not preferred as the other hence is little used other than for ordinary 

home use. like cords or ropes. 

Ootton (JBJUA), After it is picked and laid out to dry, the seeds are removed 

and then it is kept in the house in a gourd before being spun. 

Beads are gotten in various regions in the jungle* The men pull the vine 

down from the trees and wrap them in coils. Some are ten to twenty feet long* 

These are brought home to the women who start to peel the outer bark off with 

their teeth. The reed is about an tight*: inch in diameter, is not allowed to dry 

but is woven at once into baskets. The hollow reed or ©arriso stalks are «lwpps 

cut near streams, in the pVtha' area this is only found near the Rio Santa Orus. 

They are out while green and allowed to dry inside the house. They are out green 

for they grow to be too large for use in arrows. These vary in sise according to 

miitinrMitBuwfT-rn-Tf "•*-"•-•"•"'-  <« »• r'm'MI'*^"'*~^:r"''*'rtTi4^^ 
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the intended use, the bird bolt it about four foot long while the others are gen- 

erally throe foot long. This is the type of oane that ia uaed in cutting the m rel 

cord after the ohild is born. 

Dyes are aade from various trees, olay, bushes and incense. The most import- 

ant ones are made from the Rosewood, the aohiote tree, the pine tree and an unknown 

bush oalled by the people, Ahtaite.   All of these dyes are used in religious rites• 

The first two produce red colors for two distinct purposes, the Rosewood tree shav- 

ings are boiled ia water with a apeeial pot used only for this purpose. The bark 
58 

filíete are dipped in the red coloring which is used in speoial ritual. The aoh- 

iote berry is only used in painting the red ooloring on the participants' olothes 

and the religious hut. It is made only ae used. The berries are rubbed by hand 
59 

in water to remove the red ooloring and this ie boiled and boiled until only a 

sediment remains. This is made into a ball and kept for future use. When needed 

only a portion is dissolved in water for immediate use. This also has a spseial 

pot that is never used for anything but aohiote. A spseial red earth or clay of 
40 

unknown variety is used for staining the idols •  The men inherited his clay from 

their fathers and because of very infrequent use it is retained for years. The 

clay is mashed and diseolved in water and applied to the idols with sticks wrapped 

in cotton. The black dye ie made of three portions) the men burn ineense and 

oeote below and inverted bowl which oolleots the black soot, then a bush v&fl&fj 

yields its leaves which are boiled in water giving a rioh green dye, and in anoth- 

er bowl the ehavings of the bark of a tree oalled ej|'( black) aro boiled. This 

become* a deep purple. The threet the soot, the green and the purple, are mixed 

in em bowl giving the desired blaek. The green is used aleo in ooloring the 

bark fillet* used to wrap around the ceremonial rattle. These various dyes were 

used on textil** some year* ago but the practice has died out. 

Th* methodology of textiles is found in spinning and weaving of eotton, 

agave fiber, rope twisting, knotting and bribing• 

Span cotton 1* uoed in weaving of the ootoñes, sewing thread and for speoial 

*1 * 
protection of injured member*  and also ia religious rite* . The small bolls of 
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cotton are stretched thin to about a foot in length. One end is attaehed to the 

upper end of the spindle and the other in the band of the spinner. The spindle is 

spun until the cotton has become thread, the one end of the spindle resting 1» * 

gourd or cacao bean shell. Agave fibers are spun by hand which requires son* skill* 

The person rolls eaeh strand on his leg and sometimes hits it with his hand in the 

air so as to fluff it. He or she takes two strands in the left hand» asking cert- 

ain to separate then with the thumb, then rolls then with the right hand downward 

on the upper leg or down the oalf which ie more frequent. The strands under his hand 

are kept about two inches apart.Vita a single roll he spins the strands into a 

single twine, allowing the two to twist together before lifting the hand, the band 

coming baek also to keep the twist* hmny of the people are able to spin about one 

half a foot of twine in a single roll. This sane technique is used also in the 

twisting of the thicker ropos. The fine twine is used to make bags and hammocks. 

Knotting is used in the manufacturing of bags and hammocks. In the nosh sag 

design, Pig. XVI Ola) , the diamond shapes are about an inch on each side and am 

knotted together at eaeh intersection. The two knoto are of two classes» Fig» XVI 

(jt). There is no insane of keeping the diamonds of uniform siso except by finger 

measurements, about throe fingere. All the eordo radiate outward from the bottom 

of the baft and are later brought to the top of the bag which restricto the opening 

and causes the bag to retain anything from falling out of the mouth. The largo 

nosh bags have wide strips attached which corvo as tump-llneo to carry then. They 

are used priaofcmlly for carrying com. vegetakloo and various other article** faoy* 

ao a aan can cany* carry about two hundred cars if corn which io about ao 
kk 

One elaeo of haaneek io aleo knotted •   The eordo are parallel and are kaettoa to* 
' 45 

gothor at about six to eight iaehointernals.   Thi io hold tout by means of a fraas. 

Braiding is ussd only in asking, straps for carrying their parses*   The braided 

shouldsr otrap io about a half Inch in width, Flg.3-OH^>.   smoh strand corroo no 

warp and weft for each io braided out to the edge and then returned to be braided 

as in the beginning.   This oroooing and rooroooing la a algaag ananor lo dono* 

These straps are attached to the shoulder bago by lying hut not all the asa aso them, 
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•on UNí leather «trap instead.   Those who do *wn such braid an «yen number of 

strands, generally eight.   Iha strands ara braidad into a length about four feat in 

length.   Boles are made in the ends through Mhich is slipped a piece of agave oorá 

to facilitate tying the strap to the bag. 

The tump-lines (jft tabiba'ay) are pieees of bark which are never braided. These 

are about two inehes wide and are attached to the bags being adjustable according to 

the load. 

Hi—poke, Fig.2521  , are hand braided, the cord being looped in and out by 

hand.   The cord is laid over a frane which ia about four feet long and the people 

pull the cord in lattice fashion aoross the entire width of the ha—ock.   Bran though 

these are usually twelve strand types they are restricted because of this lattioe 

construction.   These are nade principally by the people for themselves and for pass- 

ing visitors.   The knotted type (see above) is too difficult to make and consumes too 

—eh tine, hence they are scarce. 

Weaving is the means of making the men's native dress (see heading» Qlrtfí|M^ 

and baskets.    In weaving a basket twelve to sixteen strands of reeds are used to 

form the warp.   These are laid across each.other in a circle, all erias-erossing 

at their oenter.    This causes a large bump to form there.    Two weft strands are 

woven as near the oenter ae possible and over and below the arms of the warps in a 

spiral pattern.   The reason for the two strands being woven at the same time is that 

as eaeh circle is made any given weft strand will be passed over and under the warp 

strands alternately.   This is without exception.   Ae the baaket gets wider, addition- 

al warp strands are added.   Once the mouth is reached the warp strands are bent down 

on the seAer side and the laat few inches or so is woven into the weft strands. 

This is the only decoration on the basket and at the same time holds the warps in 

place.   

The baskets^re about twéoe as wide as they are deep and are bowl shaped. 

Other aha pas, taken from the gourde, are made .•ocasiona ly these have lads wheeh 

are made to fit down onto the hole left.   Baskets of the bowl shape are used to carry 

corn» fruit, vegetables and beana.   The women carry them on the hip while oarrying 
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goods to their destination. They are used also to strain such goods as gruels and 

for washing the cooked corn to rid it of the lye* Sometimeo it ie used to 

corn. The odd shaped baskets are used aa bird eagee and fiah trapa, Fig. SS3T(?•€>) 
he 

Pottery  is nade by aolding only. Sand aa a temper ie gotten from nearby river 

beds or streane that have dried up. The sand is quite pure and rarely needs to have 

any pebblee or ether impurities renoved. Should any need to be it ie done with the 

fingere. The clay ie aleo brought from the nearest olay bad and the foreign emteriale 

removed by neans of the fingere. When left overnight it ie wrapped in banana leaves 

to guard from drying out. Usually in the mornimn, for the heat of midday ie said to 

make the day tooddry, the potter begins by taking a certain amount of clay for the 

sissd vsssel he has in mind. Re breaks up the clay on a four legged stool with a 

flat top. This is broken up with the fingere, then sprinkled with water and a quan- 

tity of sand, then mixed with the fingers with the same movement aa when grinding oom. 

Thus, the hard olote are broken up and the temper ie worked in omtll the whole ie a 

paste-like sandy olay. The potter tests the elay by putting a little in the mough 

and if he is satisfied then the mound is rolled into a ball and wrapped in banana 

leavee again or it ie put in an obsaure corner away from the sun. 

A banana leaf or similar leaf is stretohed out on the low stool and a lump 

of elay on it. The potter pushes a hols in the very oenter with the thumb after the 

clay has been formed with vertióle sides. The fingere of the left hand are kmpt on 

the outside forming the elay to make the rim higher and higher* Then the sides are 

continued to be shaped with the fingers of the two hands» one set inside and one 

eet outside. The bottom of the elay mass was first preesed Armly down on the banana 

leaf giving it ite baee. The eides are continually thinned down by holding the left 

hand against the outsids and than pulling with the finger of the right hand en the 

inside causing the clay to eoms up to the rim. The inside is smoothed with a email 

paddle from a gourd and eometimee with ths first finger. The hands are meietened 

with water every few minutes to keep the olay from stioking to them. The last thin- 

ning is done with the small gourd emddle whioh hae a convex and ceneave edge. These 

*•"' , ¿'¿/¿¿it- 
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two are sharpened 10 that the former oan be ased on the interior and the latter 

for the exterior* Thie •craping gives the surface the fine appearance because it 

learee^ejwh lines. 

The rim ie out off withu a special shajp edged etiok whieh is about three 

inohes to four inohee long and one fourth inch wide and then this is rounded off 

with the forefinger» Usually the upper walls are thinner than the lower. This 

is due to the forming of the wall with the thumb and forefinger. The outer sur- 

faces are then emoothed to a faint polish with the small paddle and the vessel 

is considered ready for firing for no handles are added. 

fots and bowls are made completely by molding. This is no doubt due to the 

non-eonstrioting of their mouths, yet the olay drum (k'ayom). Fig.TET     also 

is molded, this has a restricted neok. The drum is made from one mass of olay 

with the exception of the figure of the god. The incense burner or brasero is 

added after a section has been out out of the bowl of the drum with the small cut- 

ting stiok. The brasero is added and the inner and outer surfaces are smoothed 

with the fingere and outting etiok until the connections are undeeoernable. The 

braseros are bowls to which the head of the god has been attaohed. The potter 

attaohee two email balls of olay on the edge of the bowl then adding a flat piece 

of olay for the foundation of the head. This is nade in a "Va shape with the 

open end of the "V" attaohed to the two olay balls on the bowl's edge. It is 

smoothed also with the fingers and stiok until the oonneotions are invisible. The 

nose is made from a email ball of olfy after it is attaohed to the head, the 

nostrils formed by the stiok as are the eyes, hair and mouth. The extra olay 

ie out away with the stiek and then the edge» are emoothed with the fingere. 

The pieces of unbaked pottery are left to dry in the shade for several daye be- 

fore they are taken out to be fired* After being fired the braseroe are then 
46 

deeorated.  White paint made from lime is applied while the braseros are still 

hot* A red luap of olay is mashed in a bowl oontaining water to five a red paint* 

The blaek pigment (see above p*3¿*) i» taken from another bowl and applied to the 

bowls and hsade with a brush whieh is a stiek en which some eotton has been wound. 

«- - * .fi: *v\. - í- - "¿Sí* 
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and tied. The decorations indicate the sex and the name, only the bowls being 

decorated as such. The head has decorations for the face.. This is added to the 

eyebrows, chin, hair, lips and so on. None of the -vessels are glased. 

The pottery is usually fired outside of the home since it requires an in- 

tense heat. There is no special kiln, the people using only a heap of firewood 

which must be burning briskly before the pieces are placed upeide down on the 

flamee. Any type of firwood is used but some prefer bombash which leaves long 

lasting coals* Hardwoods rarely have long lasting ooals. The pottery is not con- 

sidered baked unless it becomes white hot, thus a fire will last a few hours be- 

fore this is reached. Then the pieces are lifted out with a stick.* The white 

chalí is immediately added. 

The addition of the white chalk my be added to "cure" the pieces of pottery 

for this seals the walls and fills the cracks whioh result from firing. It is 

not known what is done to remove the taste in the regular cooking pots and bowls 

for these do not have any lime added or decorations either. 

9. Woodcrafts. This includes house construction and its variations (see above, 

p. Z. ), making of household articles and equipment (see above, p*l) agricultural 

as well as textile weaving (see above for these), instruments'(see above p. *9 ) 

bows and arrows and other oftjeets. 

All the edifices are made with unfinished wood whioh is almost always green 

but some wooden articles do have a smooth surface given with a woodworking tool» 

All the people do their woodcraft with a machete though the extra rought work 

is done with an axe. The machete is used to out grass, shrubs and small trees* 

Also» it is used for simple shaping and suiting* This is also for smseth.mg 

timbers and boards. The huge trees are felled with the axe «tase all aro good 

woodsmen. The tree is first sighted to sos which way it is leaning and then 

felled accordingly. A out with a horlsontal bass is ih|fiii on both sidos. The 

front out is always lower than the bask out so that the tros will fall with its • 

own weight* 

wmmmm—m*mm 
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Wood Is joined by oplieing, forking, notching, holing, wedging and tying. 

Splicing, though rarely dono, is made with largo polos usually in houso construct* 

ion. A notch is out a foot back fro» tho ond in oaeh polo and this is cut out 

being nado like tho notch on tho foundation post but this is only cut Half way 

through on tho polos to bo spliced. Then tho two ends are fitted together and 

tied with strong Tine. The fork or notch is used in supporting horisontal poles 

on a vertido one. The horisontal is always tied to the latter. These vertióle 

posts are out leaving a natural fork or if none are found then an artificial one 

is made, the opposite end always sunk into the ground. Botching is done to the 

main rafters to prevent the upper piece from sliding down off the horisontal 

pole. Holes are rootangular or square and are used principally in foundation 

posts for tho god-house or ohureh. Wedges are used in house to level poles and 

to split slabs off of trees. Hails are never used in house construction. Any 

where a piece orosses another,as in houses, this intersection is tied seourely 

with vine. Knots are not used since the end of the vine is pulled tight through 

the wound vine. On a few occasions rope is used for tying, as for dogs, to keep 

then sway fron the sacred foods about to be offered to the gods. 

The agricultural and all around tools used for the milpa and the home are 

made with wood and metal. The people mo not know anything about iron work and 

•o have to depend on passing merchants and nearby neighbors for these iron tools. 

These are brought from Germany, Mexico or the U.S.A. They make the handles for 

theee with «ay hardwood and then fit it in themselves. 

There are three important agricultural Instruments» the machete, the dibble 

stick and tho axe. 

The machete, Fig.SEE * , is the tool that is indispeasible with the people 

for it ie used for eo&loos jobs. The point ie about four inches wide and an 

eighth to a fourth inoh thick and the length of the entire blade is about twenty 

six to twenty eight iaohes wide. The entire cutting edge is •happened to about 

six iaohes from the heft and this is used for cutting and eplitting of wood, 

«•«•»   •«•1 1  >y mimmi^mmmmmtim^l/mmt 
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falling treee and brush* The point ie mostly used to pry and open things* The 

top edge is used to remove stones and therefore to keep fro» blunting the blade* 

The back is not sharpened and is used for pounding and driving sticks* The 

•achates alwaya cone with a handle but the men oan easily aake them of hardwoods 

whan a handle cones apart* This haa about the width of the pala of the hand ex- 

tending about an inch on either side. A curve at the part where the little fing- 

er ie prevents the omehete from slipping out of the hand when the person is swing* 

ing and cutting. The handle ia split and then the handle is wrapped tightly with 

agave cord. 

The dipple stick^ic about aoven or eight feet long with a point about five 

inches long. This is sharpened with a machete and used only in planting oorn and 

since thai is done but once a year a new one is nade each time. This ie not 

-19 
iron tipped as in various other eegions . 

The axe is made of a single piece, the upper end of which is forged into an 

eliptieal shape eo as to form one pieoe. This is to hold the handle which ia 

inserted down through the top which is the opposite way of doing it in the States* 

This eliminates the necessity Af adding wedgee to keep the head from slipping off* 

The hand ia straight and eliptieal so aa to fit the axe head and fit smoothly 

in the hand* The taper gets srnller from the axe head to the hand* Axes are 

primarily for felling the large jungle trees and aplitting logs for boards ana 

firewood* The adso is not very common and ie much like the hoe and ie mad» like 

the §xe except it haa a large neck for the handle • This ia about half the sine 

of the axe handle* It ie uaed to hollow out eanoee^for religious rltoe and 

for going fishing on the lakes or to visit a sacred spot» 

The tools are kept sharp with orude whetotonee that have been picked from 

dry atream bode* It ia usually a flat sandstone that can be carried about( mad 

one notieee it in the house or on a convenient log. asms of the people now have 

files and these are used to sharpen the machetes but the whetstone ia used to 

sharpen the axee. The whetstone is always used after the file to give a fiasr 
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The anlMl instruments of the native type are the drum, the flute, the gourd 

rattle, th* eeneh-shell or cow horn. 

Tho native drum (MO above for for») is made of a follow o lay pot standing 

about «ightoon inches to two foot tall* Tho south is oovered with a thin skin. 

This stands on a soft baso sonatinas of Tinas or bark cloth. Ths skin is halt 

to tha propar tansion with cords of agaTS. a thick agave ropo is slipped, over tho 

moufa to hold tha*akin tightly. Tha snaller cords ara attaohod to this and than 

paasad under tha drum to bo attaohod to tha ring on tha opposite side. Tha 

eorda radiate around tha bowl in inverted "Xas" and snail sticks are then insert- 

ad and twisted giving tha desired tension. A further tension is added when some 

bark is slipped through throe of the cords and this is tied toaa post. The pains 

of the fends ara usad to strike the drum. The flute» without doubt the most music- 

al of the instruments, is nade fron eane and is about a foot and a half long 

and a half inch in disaster having four or five holes at the botton. The.jea*(th(6,c.) 

and is nada of a quill inserted into tha hollow eane and than beeswax is added 

to tuna tha sound just right. A variation of this is one without the quill but 

otherwise it is the sans eonstruetion. The ceremonial rattle-gourd^is made rrum 

an entire ¿loara through which runs a round wooden stiek. This sticks out about 

a fourth inch on the top. Sonatimes this top is covered with oopal and other 

times not. Tha leng.atlok about six inches long serves as the handle and to 

tkJ.» ia attaohod six to eight flat reeds about one and a half inches long whose 

anda pleree tha gourd going around, the hole where tha handle antera. Than around 

these flat reeds is wrapped several pleeee of bark fillets in order to bind the 

reads to the handle. The bark wrappings hang down in streamers. These have 

boon deoorated with rod» whit* and groan. Smaller gourd-rattles are used by 

ehildren aa toys, soma having no handles but this is an exception rather than the 

rulo.  The large rattlee aro usad in oeremonta 1 ritee as are ths other two 
» 

instruments. A «oneh shell is used in blowing a note to call attention to the 

J *- •,_ , 
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dietiea that their food ia being offered. Some have cow home for this purpose. 

The manufacture of bows and arrows is still going on although the psoplo 

now are only making these for various outsiders who come by but they atill have 

an uncanny skill with this. One day a young boy killed a humming bird for us with 

it .The bow (ghjguj.) and arrows (h^rur) are shaped by hand with the macheta. The 

bow is made of guayaean which, though strong and elastic, breaka daily if net 

oared for. This is scraped with the maohete to a round shape when it haa bean 

out from the log. Then it i a further worked down to an extra fine finish with 

the whetstone. The men sometimes heat the bow in the eoala of the firm in order 

to shape it correctly. The bow will etaadd about five or aix feat atraight up, 

the diameter of the bow at the eenter being about one inch becoming about a 

half inoh at the ends. The string for the bow is made from the henequén. 

The arrowa are made specially for thsea uses* fish, birds, and larga gaff»» 

They vary from four to four and a half feet long, the feathere a1waya clipped . 

with a knife and attached by tying at right angles to the notch for the bow * 

string. The arrow ie made up of two sections, the carriso cane and the piece 

of wood that forma the shaft. The latter is forced into the hollow reed and 

then agave fiber is wound around the reed tightly to keep the abaft from slipp- 

ing. The feathers proferred are parróte (t'ut'). (ka'oho1) and (mo¿) and alee 

bussardo (bajum. feunk¿uk¿}. They ssem, however, to like any large bird'a foatfer»— 

era. Theae are collected throughout the year and are kept atorad la gourde ia 

the god-house. 

The arrows are composed of a bird bolt (*!akat) which is mad* of a earn» 

without any shaft, the poln^aade of wood that cornea to a point* faia is ama» 

for killing email birds. The point goes baek about three lnehea into tat hollow 

reed and then it ia tied twieej once near toe point itaelf and aeeoai, about 

two inchee from the end* Another type of arrow ia made witlt barbed amafia» the 

barba being made about ovary two inchee on both eidea of the abaft* tale ia -"',"- 

used for killing monkeys and wild hogs, another has flint tipped shafts but 
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without barbe and thia ia uaed to kill tha larga game bird» lika falaan and 

©ojalito.   Another arrow baa a aquara ahaft but baa no flint attached, tha ahaft 

oharpened to a point lnataad.    Thla la eaployed for killing flah In the lakee and 

etraana.   There la a larga Unce about fifteen feat long that ia aetal tipped 

whiak ia uaed for spearing flah.   The ahaft of road ia about three feet long and 

tha foreshaft ia about a foot long» tha latter «onetime» ia round or aquara in ita 

eroas aeetion.   The foreahaft and the point for tha bird bolt la nada of a white 
f.si- 

wood (svbjnj of unknown nana*   Thia foreahaft haa a aaall notoh^eut into tha iair 

to which ia attached the flint (tok1) and thia ia held in place by tightly wound 

agave fiber whioh haa been waxed*   The aoot fron burning inoenae ia gathered in an 

inverted bowl^and thia aoot ia worked into aone pine pitch or copal.   Thia ia then 

rubbed over tha agave fiber to atrengthen it»   Thla i a heated over the ooala of 

a fir* to aelt tha «ax a bit before it ia rubbed aaooth. 

Flint ia ehlpped with the aid of deer horn» preferably a aingle pointer* 

Thia large piece ia heated in the fire and then it ia aplit with the horn*   The 

eaaller finking ia done by anana of preaaure aa a pieee of flint ia held In the 

left hand between the thuab and forefinger which ia protected by a bark fillet 

and the back of an old naehete blade la held in the right hand and then the flint 

point la nada by preaaure. 

Tha entire aet of bowe and arrowa ara «arriad in a quiver aade froa the 

bark of a talan tree.   The tree ia felled and heated ovar the ooala of the fire 

after it haa been eeraped with a naonata to renové tha eeale.   Thia ia alit down 

the alia and peunded with a atiek and than tha bark peala off eenpletely.   Tha nan 

Map thia around the eet of bowa and arrowa keeping it eloaed with a pieee of bark 

fiber. 

M* JttfcaU jfcamfinxl*   ***** (JilJUa) l* •»*• froB fr*sh ***** •mils»   <he nan and 

vonan go out for a day to hunt and pick theae near atraaaa and lakee.   They ara 

brought to tha honaa where they aro first dried for a faw aaya,aeanwhlle, they 

gather up tha drieet firewood peaaible in order to burn the anaila extra wall. 
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A large olay pot with a hole in the middle is used. The woaan plaeee several pieces 

of firewood in the pot serving aa a fuaael for the shells, then aere firewood Is 

heaped outside the pot and the shells added to the vessel. Ae the white powdered 

lias is raked out of the bottoa aore is added at the top so as to aalntaia a con- 

tinual burning. When the lias has been ooapletely burned the white powder is 

sprinkled with water and wrapped in eloth. If this beeoaos warn then the lia» 1» 

satisfactory. This is later stored in old pots ready for household use. 

Leather goods are aade generally froa deer» tepesquintls and alligator al- 

though the people oak» articles with untanned skins of other wild aaiaals. In 

order to reaove the hair froa the skin they sprinkle lias with water to aake a 

paste on the hide and this is oovered by leaves , is then rolled up and laid acide 

for a few days. This reaoves aost of the hair,that which reaains is scraped off 

with a sharp edged knife. It ie now soaked in a log that has had aoae paunded 

aahagony bark and water put in. The skin is allowed to reaain in this solution 

for one day, then the next day the curing solution is poured out and a now solution 

added. This is repeated for six days and then the skin is hung out to be dried. 

During this period the skin takes on a reddish-brown color. 

With this hide the aen aake leather baga (poshar) which are made by doubling 

the oblong shaped hide end to end, one end projecting several inches beyond the 

other which serves as the flap for «evering the opening. The bag is down on the 

two aide» and a leather «trap which carries the bag on the shoulder. This bag 

carries the aon's gun posder, aoney, olgars, and other iaportant iteae. The baga 

are sewn with agave thread, usually with punches. 

Fins torches or ocote (tahte1) are gotten froa fallen pine trees which haw* a 

rich resin. They out out the center portion of the trunk which is out lato two 

foot piceos and carried to the boat. Here It is split inte one leh stripe about 

a fourth inch thick. Theee torches are used to light trails at night» for light 

in the houses and for tranaferlng fire froa one place to another. A good, supply 

is always kept on hand but at least one trip a aongh la aade to get tale very 

HPSafM 
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important wood. 

Oandlee (wAblr kip) are nit froa the beeswax taken from the hives of wild 

boa*. The honey i* boiled and the beeswax is skinmsd off with a paddle. They 

smke a strip If ootton thread about an eighth of an iahh thick and six inches long. 

The beeswax is thinly put on the thread with the fingers not being more than a 

sixteenth of an inch thick. This oan be attached to any place where needed for 

it readily adhere» to any eurfaoe. This is rarely used but those who cannot get 

ocote use thie for lighting their home. This also is the candle used on the grave. 

Inoense is obtained from the gum of three trees» the pine, the copal, and 

the rubber tree* The men find the trees in the jungles almost always near a 

lake» the tree is notched in several places, all en the same side and a leaf is 

placed underneath where the gum colleots for about four days. This is gathered 

and brought baok to the god-house where it is pounded in a special dugout canos. 

This is to remove all the lumps. This is then plaoed in special gourde and 

in the sacred house. Some is removed from the gourd and placed on certain incense 

boards while at other timee it is dipped direetly from the gourd and plaoed on 

the brasero* Pine inoense follows the above pattern and so does copal but the 

latter is much more difficult to get and so the people are almost using pine in- 

oense alone. The oopal is the sweetest amslling of the two. Rubber is collect- 

ed in gourde after one or two days of bleeding* The tree is biased to oak» th e 

rubber run into one track, this being done on the side of the tree* Back in the 

god-house a certain type of vine is used to oongeal the rubber. It has bumps 

all over it and is raised domestically. They never go into the jungle for this 

but is is alwpps In the earns vicinity where they live. This vine is pounded and 

the juice is wrung out lato a gourd with water. The rubber ie made into various 

5° 
forms and offered to the gods. 

Tobaooo (see p. 115-121) is prepared by outting*the tobaeoo with the entire 

stalk and hung in the prepared shed in the milpa. These are hung across poles 

Inside the hut and are tied to the pole* by pieeee of bark to keep them from 

*~*2D*2 j-*»fcfm..iyfl^Jjgl*- 
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falling. After drying for about two weeks they are taken down and wrapped by 

means of a cloth and then tied. Each bundle is weighed before being wrapped and 

it weighs a bit more than a kilo (2.2 lbs). The tobacco is now ready to be sold 

to outsiders who may come. 

A cigar maker will sometimes put the scrapings for m sweet smelling mark 

with the leaf. He then takes out any exeessive veins from the leaves. The leaf 

is cut up into two parts. The one part is rolled up as he cuts the leaves and they 

are used as the outer cover for the cigar. The other parts are used a s the 

filler which is wrapped in a leaf to make a finished oigar. All the people sank* 

these, even women and children for the smoke helps keep the insects away* The 

people do not know how to smoke for they merely eumVit in and blow it out, there 

seems to be no inhaling. 

11. Agriculture. Regarding the milpa.the people cultivate plants for food and 

for trade in milpas and little patches by their homes. The same method is applied 

here as it is in all the Mayan area, tillage is employed. The implements used 

as such are the machete, axe, and the dibble stick(see above p.4£ for descrip- 

tion of such). No work animals are sed but dogs and cats help guard the corn, 

the dogs guarding the corn as the ears form, the eats keeping the field mice from 

the ripe co -n. In the three groupe of Laeandones, the reins', the Oedro and the 

San Quint in group, the same agricultural methods are used although the types of 

plants grown in each division vary slightly due to the different altitude, rain- 

fall and temperature. 

The milpas are made rectangular or square whenever possible, this depending 

on the conditions encountered, laeh division has lie corners pointing éá the 

lorth, east, south and west, no reason given for this. Some are not able to do 

this because of the difficult terrain or the trees encountered • Bo boundaries, 

fences or measurements are made, the need of the hour determine* the sise* there 

are no eows or hogs to fear so no fences are needed* 

The crops planted in the milpas are corn, via* bean*, squash, tobaoeo. aveet 

K*MW*^waB*a*«*.**B6#jiisjGg$)g!—" 
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potatoes and other vina vegetable». The corn grown are four varieties. Oertain 

types are grown and preferred in the other regions that are not preferred in 

Pelha' but all sections grow the saas types. The Felha' type includes a yellow 

•**»• (jsnu flftl)» * white naise (SAJC n^r.), a red naise (ch/dc n/ir). and a black 

•also (ej¿ mr)i The other divisions of the tribe have the sans types but they 

prefer the yellow naise while the Felha' group prefer the white. There is only 

one crop of corn this being planted in April and May, ripening in August and 

September. 

The ears are good sise but there are aany nubbins. The colors have been 

mentioned but there are a few variations seen, these being spotted variations 

of the four principal types of the naise. The white is used mostly in making 

tortillas, the principal corn food, and posol, the principal drink. The yellow 

is used in making tostados, a thin corn tortilla. These two are used in making 

the sacred foods for the gods. The red and the black are used only in making 

tortillas. 

Beans (bu'ur). the varieties of which differ, as is the case of the corn, 

in the two other divisions are of the vine type. One orop is planted as is the 

corn and this is planted always with the corn being planted at the beginning of 

the rainy season and harvested about November. 

There are three varieties of these vine beansI 4 red bean (chAk bu'ur). 

the Mexican string bean (ejfci bu¿u£) and a bean resembling the lima bean which 

is black (if1). The people prefer the red beans and the blaok lima bean. These 

are important in their diet but they do not rival the naise. 

Squash (k'um) are grown in all the areas being planted in May and harvested 

la September and October. There le only one variety, this being greenish. They 

resemble the pumpttns of the States but these are found in various shapes. They 

are flat, elongated and round and all are eaten. The flower is not eaten as i t 

is in ether regions. The squash seeds are especially maten, not only on cere- 

monial times but about the home too. A type of watermelon is planted being 

green and slightly sweet. This is planted also in May and harvested in November 

**-*»« 
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The Jicama, a sweet potato-like plant, having a vine like the sweet petatee» 

is also planted during May and harvested during September and October. It ia 

eaten raw and ferns a slight sweet taste. It ie large and round having about an 

eighth inch diameter and about an inch or two thick. 

>   There are four gourd plants that are cultivated. Two are trees and two 

are vines. The gourd trees are planted in the milpa or near the horns* They 

are almost never planted from seed but from shoots of other trees. This is the 

Jicara tree whioh yields a medium round gourd used in eeremonial use as Is the 

small gourd from the same type tree (see above p*lt for description)* A gourd 

vine also is planted in the milpa ana yields a bottle shaped fruit which has a 

variety of used* I calabash vine yields a large pumpklavlike fruit whioh is 

made into water gourds, incense holders and lids (see above p*i*\for deeoriptloa). 

The clearing of the jungle (k'ash) for milpas begins and ends during the , 

dry season which must be done before the crops are planted. In all the areas the 

clearing of the jungles and sometimes old milpas usually begins In January but 

if food is really needed it is begun in December. This work is carried on incon- 

sistently until March which is near the end of the dry season but the brush Ernst 

lay at least a month under the hot sun in order to dry out thoroughly. The small- 

er brush is always felled first and then the larger trees are cut» the vegetation 

is usually allowed to dry for several weeks before being fired* The brush ie 

left as it is but the men like to have § strong south wind blowing as a fir* ia 

lit. Usually one burning 1* sufficient but in case it ia not then that which 

has not burned is raked into piles and is burned again. This burning leave* 

ashes about three or four inches deep and this serves asaa fertiliser. 

The Laeandones always wait for the mahagony tree to flower before they plant 

their com. This is done when the people have enough corn throughout the dry 

season yet in emergencies the men will plant when the balsa tree flowere. They 
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áo net have any milpa ceremony but the planting of tha corn i a dona on the firat 

few daye of May aftar tha firat heavy shower. 

laoh household,!» aattar how small it may be, individually,oleara tha Jungla 

previous to planting» alao «aading it onoa plantad and oaring for and guarding 

it during tha aar-forming tinas. It alao planta, harréete and atoraa tha maize. 

All tha family work at thaaa taaka until tha taak ia dona but tha graataat bur- 

dan of tha work falla on tha mala member's shoulders. 

A group of two or thraa do tha planting beginning about aix A.M. and con- 

tinuing until tan or alaran whan tona refreshment like posol is drunk. Work 

ia than continuad until two or throe when they go home to gt food for the even- 

ing meal. This is tha schedule during this season of the year. Oorn ie plant- 

ad with tha dibble stick, the man plunging the pointed atick into the ground 

aa ha takes a step, one hole planted at a time. Ho attempt i a nade to plant 

in rows. The aaad corn ia oarried in a gourd or a moral whioh hangs by a strap 

from tha left shoulder. Four or five grains are dropped into each hole with the 

left hand, the right hand plunging tha atick into the earth. This is driven a 

faw inches into the soil, moved from side to side thus making a hole and the 

seed is then dropped in. If the ground is too damp the soil is not east over 

the aaad but otherwise it is, this being done with tha foot or the stiok. The 

52 
•oniceeba are discarded as tha othere, no apeeial treatment is used • 

tha aaada of tha climbing beans, gourd vines, squash and other vine veg- 

etablea are plantad in the same holes with the oorn so that aometime later thaaa 

planta ara aean growing from the sama apota. Tha beana climb up the oorn stalks 

utilising them aa supports, tha sauash and others use the space between the stalks. 

As aoon aa tha oorn has sprouted about a weak to tan days after planting, 

a replanting ia dona in tha same milpas. Where no aprouta appear other seed 

ia plantad ao that about a weak later the young oorn is cornering the field. 

Some replant tha beana at thia time too, other vegetables are rarely replanted. 

•*-«**¿ftáh*** * ^v4J^eV' •+  ^3 4, 
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When the oorn has begun to grow the people are almost continually busy removing 

the weeds which grow terribly fast in a few days. The first weeding begins about 

a nonth after planting tine and is repeated as often as necessary which means it 

is done tw or three times a month or onoe a month. Mo instrument is used in 

weeding» the weeds are pulled up by the roots with the hand and thrown in a ooomt- 

on heap. These are later all gathered and piled in one heap away from the oorn. 

The Laoandones keep the ground olear of weede until the corn has toeeiled for later 

they plant their tobacco among the stalks. The other vegetables are weeded un- 

til they have sufficient growth and are left to themselves. The banana patches 

are always weeded with the machete sinoe there is less danger in uprooting these 

plante. 

Traps (see below) are set in the milpas to protect the oorn against maraud- 

ing animals. Should it be an extra large animal like a papir, then a pereon will 

guard the oorn. Imrftqaats are destructive,with the exception of the weevil they 

may be the woret. Nothing much is done to ward off these pests but seme are shot 

with shotguns. The dead-fall ie used for killing the small animals or dogs are 

kept in the field with a person while he sseks to kill the racoons and*sanhol? 

a white headed animal with a black body. The digs warn off the presence of the 

strange animal. The traps are left when the corn is bard and ripe. Poison is 

used for killing the gophers which is the worst animal pest. These poisons are 

bought from outsiders. 

When the ears have begun to form the men keep a sharp eye for any m*tmuj|tag 

anima la. They first oount the damage done to see what eiied animal it is and how 

many there are. If there is excessive damage then he will go late in the after- 

noon to see if he can kill it. Some remain all night but this is rarely done* 

The man or boy takes a shotgun and a dog staying in a temporary shelter for the 

period of watching. The person takes food and if he stays overnight he builds a 

fire which also helps to frighten away animals. 

Harvesting the moot valuable erops like corn» beans, and tobaooo is of 

''ifr.MV'íXW &^É*£«^'M?JÁ 
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great laportanee. Other plants «relees laportanee are gathered as needed. For 

example, the people never harvest an entire sweet potato* patch. They will 

eeeure a few for their own use and leave the rest, sometimes they are seed but 

this is rare. 

the eora is harvested during the months of Hbveaber and December. Perhaps 

a month before the harvest, the «talks are bent in half and allowed to hang 

downward so that the eora will dry better. Soae think it keeps away weevile 

and aold. Harvesting continues spasaatioally afterward though a renewal rite' 

will eause then to harvest their anise aa soon as possible. This work, though 

done by the BOB» is often done by the woaen also, the ears are pulled off the 

stallcefand thrown into a pile» the women transporting then to the corn crib with 
tí 

agave tage and the eara are piled on the ground in front of the storehouse, 

this ijiarranged in rows in the storehouse (see above p.2? ) everyday by the aon. 

there f| no.stallage eereaony.atAtheh»iat«e the maize is sorted, separating the 

biggest and beet ears as seed for the following year, the nubbins are oast 

aside while the large eara are kept in the front of the crib and later the nubb- 

ins are kpt in the back of the latter, the men offer the firstfruits of the 

eorn before eating any ae tortillas or drinking any as gruels (see p. _v-)." 

While the woaen carry the eorn to the storehouse the men pull up the oorn stalk* 

and pile thea out of the way to give more room for their tobáceo erop. 

leans are harveeted by pulling up the entire vines with the hands and are 

oarried to the houee where they arepplaeed in the aun to dry. theee Are then 

ehelled by head into baskote by the woaen* they are winnowed on a windy day, 

tais being done whore there le lote of ventilation, the beano are poured fren 

one basket into another, allowing thea to drop a few foot through the air. 

fheee aro plaeed in a basket or a gourd and etored in the kiteaeanor living 

quartere. 

legarding field and garden crops, the most iapertant crop» grown are sugar 

oane, tobaeeo and vegetablee* Sugar oane ean be pleated any time during the 
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year although sons do plant a new field of it eaoh tine a Milpa is nade.   A 

single planting will last then a number of years sinos it is only used to asJnv 

the ceremonial drinkT?   Only one orop a year la produced. 

Tobaeeo is planted in July and August after the corn is tóesele*.   This is 

in order that the tobaeoo^fall viotia to the taaselings that eover the granate   *<•'•   > V 

The peaves are out in March for ouring*   The seed is earried to the Halt, in a 

gourd so it will not be easily lost*   The nan talc* a handful and blow on- ftp*     -vV )%i 

to seatter it among the corn eta Iks.   This la repeated every throe step* until   . "\~:Si¿ 1   *' v~v ,.*$£ 
the entire area is covered.   The sen ears Just as anon for thia préditat a»^¡'flpo^C'^Y' 

do the eorn*   than the tobaeeo has apreuted vail it la thinnaAr taking e^t-tlja 

slekly plants, this being done twlee.   «hen the leaves are fully grow» the,am -'''e 

begin to thin the leaves in order to get a better texture f roa the tobaeeo;*   a-:/,. .k% 

They can thus nasa a mid or a atrong tobaooo •   It sonatina» gfowa to **-^ •»»***'«--•'•?• 

feet in height and la harvested aoe a year.   All the people smoke it in the 

fora of eigare. it n*ver being saoked la pipa* or shewed* 

The vegetable gardena which oontain only vegetables of the herb or abtafe 

class are planted ae is the corn, with a planting stick, sons, however use the 

•achate to sake the holes.   This is also planted during the allpa season* about 

hay*   These gardens aro aoh smaller than the allpa but aro laid out a^a^y, ;'lljp. 

it.   It is located wherever «paos is available often la ene somor ^^0^^M^¡ 

Tegetablas ara often soon growing in plota a fw f eat Huaro wmi$m^m^^^L 

«.-ft I farious kinds of vegeteblee aro pláataf 

only.   The chief vogetables grown are awaet 

garlic and anloaa* 

8weet potatoes (¿§) aro plantad at san/ Uao,o* taa 

plant then daring any and harvaat than whan ^ .  .,. _ 

and whitish rod in color and ala not n$9pk%má¡ 

poeially fond of than and coaalder than 
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plantad a year.   Tha ohayote (¿Lift)» » paar-shaped vegetable, i» plantad during 

lay, usually near a larga tree etuap, whara they can spread.   These produce their 

fruit during January and February.   There ia an extra large chayota which never 

grava tall fcat it produces fruit throughout the year.    It ia the nearest to the 

ground of tha chayotas because of its weight.   The cassava (ts'in) is a ssmll 

traa or shrub about seven or eight feet high whose trunk is about one inch in 

diaaster.   The roots are eaten whioh ia a white neat •eseabling the potato in 

aolor and taste*   They grow froa a few inches to two or three feet long and are 

about four inches in diaaster.   These are planted in snail separate gardens or 

¿taelatfsd spots.lfaring June and July «It yields edible roots. In about a year* 

Tha people are fond of eating this with brown sugar*   A oiaftlar root-like Wiiw^ 

•meal (flaa&£) has a plant snioh like the elephant ears.    It is grown domestically 

though ia tha jungle are seen wild ones which are poisonous.   These ara tha fav- 

orita vegetable eaten with snails.   They use these to get rid of the parasol anta 

planting the roots next to each other over the entire ¿\nt hill.   They are plant» 

ad at various timee throughout the year and harvested aa desired. 

A variety of toan to (p'ak). the cooking toa» to, is about a half inch in 

diaaster and is planted in gardens though ia found wild.    It is planted about July 

•a August and yialda in tha dry season about January and February*   They know very 

little of tha large toaato. 

Ohile llfc) ia grown in three varieties, a red type which is fairly sweat» 

tha liento da farro whioh ia san 11 and green and vary piquant and tha Ohile da 

Sallen» whioh 4a a eweet ohile auoh like tha pepper in the States.   This is eaten 

frequently for tha people do not like foods to be very piquant*   All these are 

shrubs reaching three to five feat in height and are all cultivated.   This is 

used aoetly aa a aaaaon with tortillaa and aaata. 

Oabbage la larga and soae looks like lettuce.   It is planted if one can gat 

tha seeds since it is a foreign produce.   It ia planted in Iky and eaten a few 

•oaths later*   Onions ara all tha garden type having bulbs about a half inch in 

apañala •MB>a^**w«C'WH*ft*i**V#i 
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diameter*    Th»y grow to about a foot in haight.    It ia plantad a» they tak» out 

one set.   A shoot is set back intthe ground, thus having a year round supply* 

A parsley-like herb (oorohir) and Hierba Buena (jj ta'akikaah) ar» grown near th» 

homes.    These are usad to flavor bsans and meats while a shrub Uh itaunt»') is 

grown to flavor fish, the leaf of this being used* 

Th» banana patoh is usually square or raotanguUr a» ar» th» other fi»ld» 

and gardens 9y living located near a rioh moist loan.   Bananas ar» of fir» variet- 

ies; the "Manzano", giving a small fruit, the "cantiado" and th» "Reatan" whiih 

reach about twenty feet and the fruit is medium sis»,   th» plantain ar» two 

varieties, a medium and a giant sise.   Becauee of thair impertan»» banana» ar» 

fairly well oared for.    Bananas planted near th» horn» ssrvs th» purpos» of 

supplying leaves to pat out the tortillas and wrappings for tamales and such. 

Th» citrus fruits which grow only when cultivated include oragea and lias»* 

The sour orange usually bear» in November, December and January*   Th» fruit is 

large and very sour and is left to rot.   Th» sweet orange ^frtHrhllflh* bears about 

th» sams time and is used principally for eating purposes.   Th» lemon (aurj^sbj , 

bears at the same time but some yield fruit almost all year round.    This is used 

to flavor fish and these are planted near the.home and seldom in the fields* 

The avocado (egg), a common fruit tree, ie a large tree bearing about Nay* 

The fruit is eaten raw with or without ir.eals, some spreading it en tortillas. 

Pineapples (ahuach1) are grown near th» horn» and ar» not eared for regularly, 

henee have a very aoid fruit.   Those who ear» for th»a hav» »xe»ll»nt fruit* 

Some have the aeid fruit, guanavana (*.hp»hposh) which grow» at all altitud»» and 

bears in February.   The papaya tree (¿gUBlfc) grow» »a»ily and quiokly yielding 

fruit a year after being planted.   This is »at»n raw as wall as eoeked.   Th»r» 

ar» two varieties of plum trees, a red t HtfhfJaHf^ *•* * fllmi (dUa!aJBafeft£) • 

Th» fruit bsars about April but is only the sis» of a larg» olive*   Th» guava 

Uhpich'ik) |ree yield» fruit about March and April but it is always »o wormy that 
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it is worth leas. The people eat the fruit in epite of this because the fruit ia 

delieioua. The mango ia cultivated being planted near the hone or in the field. 

Zt growe enormously at all altitudes, bearing in May and June. This is an un- 

common fruit. The achiote is semleultivated and is planted in the field or near 

the home. It has a spiny green fruit in January and Pebraary. The seeds serve as 

a coloring for foods, especially for meats and for ritual painting. 

Agave (kih) is grown in separate sites by each family. The average family 

has not more than a dozen plants. The leaves contain fiber which is woven into 

a variety of articles. There is only one variety grown, the henequén (castilla). 

Cotton, though grown, is not done so extensively. Almost orery family has about 

a dosen plants which supply his immediate need. The fiber is spun into thread 

and woven into ootones, some is used to mend clothes. T e plant grows about six 

or seven feet high. 

The calabash tree is of two varieties, one yields an oval fruit about six 

to nine inches in diameter and the other is about two inches in diameter. Both 

are made into religious bowls (aee above p.f& for their manufacture). 

A large bush (Ahblts). about ten feet high, from which is made a green dye 

is semi-cultivated. The dye is obtained from the leaves. Two other dyes are ob- 

tained from wild trees, the Rosewood (ahohAk k'ash) and the Logwood (eje.1). The dye 

is made from the shavings of the inner bark, the former yields a red while the 

latter yields a purple. This is mixed with other colors to getaa black (see p.$J 

for description of this). 

Concerning the collection of wild fruits and minerals, the wild fruits are 

collected througLjut the year only as the taste dictates. Sometimes these fruits 

supplement their diet when there is a scarcity 1 corn, beans and other vegetables. 

The men and the women with the children often make an excursion into the jungles 

looking for the fruits that are in season, each carrying an agave bag with which 

to carry back the edibles. The trees or vines that bear the fruit are out down 

with the axe if they are not aeeessible by «limbing. 

The most important wild food plants are those which produce fruits. Most of 

"~SjtSr 
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the fruits are edible and are even preferred above cultivated fruits but sons 

taste bad and are tasteless and some are only eaten if other foods are not avail- 

able. Greens are very rarely eaten so very few are known. The following are the 

most important wild fruits4 the capulín (wild cherry) is a vine that yield* red 

fruit about the size of an olive. Zt ripens during the dry season. The wild avaom- 

do tree yields the same fruit ae a cultivated avaeado but the seed occupies much 

more space, about nene tenths of the fruit. The 0o*n*. N/AI«« !• « wild bush with 

a yellow acid fruit bearing during March and April. One can ell this bush is near 

by its pungent smell. The "ehunna" is a climbing vine which has a fruit like a 

pear but yellow in color, the vine growing about four to six inches in diameter* 

The fruit is sveet and it ripens in June and July. This is a favorite food for 

the Jabal|. The wild blackberry is a clinging vine reaching many times twenty 

or thirty feet. Its berry ie sllghtf sweet and ripens in Pebrmary. This largely 

grows in old abandoned milpas. Three varieties of palms are eaten, some eat the 

hearts and the fruit, the most popular is the chaaav which has a brown spiny fault 

which can be fried or baked in the coals. Another called ch'lc yields a pencil- 

like fruit which is roasted only. Of the chapay and the paho1 the palm hearts are 

somewhat bitter but edible. These can be eaten the year round. The rampn tree 

yields fruit and seed which are edible, the latter being uded to supplement the 

food supply during season s of maise scarcity. This tree bears its fruit during 

the dry season. The sapodilla (sapote) yields a greenish-brown fruit about the 

sise of a lemon, the meat being etrlngy and rod. The ohiole makes the fruit diff- 

icult to eat. A wild cacao (barum to1) which bears fruit annualy is found in cer- 

tain sections of the jungle only. A frothed drink made from the remeted seeds is 

consumed ceremonially. The bean is picked and carried to the home in agave bags. 

The seeds are cut out with a knife and epread on a log outside to dry in the sun. 

When thoroughly dry and hard they are poasted on the griddle and they are ground 

to a powder ae needed. The vanilla vine grows wild and yields fruit every year. 
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It is «aployad ceremonially.    The all-apioe tree tielde a seed that sometimes is 

boiled with vegetables but this is very rarely done. 

Mushrooms are known to be edible but eating of them has net been observed. 

The varieties grow in decayed wood* 

Firewood (che'lk'ak1) is gathered throughout the ysar»as it is needed every- 

day in the kiteheá for oooking ae well as various tines for other processes. 

The men ax bays- usually eolleot it individually for their own kitchen but the 

women are just as capable.   Almost all wild trees and shrubs are used» sapadl^lft» 

waste*f bambash, Bampn» ekbache1. and mahagony are the principal ones, the long 

burning speeies like bambash and Rampn are preferred an eold nights. 

Minerals collected are ae follows!   flint stone» whetstone and snail shells. 

The latter is the only one used as a food sinee it is oonverted to lime (ins man- 

ufacture described on p.4b ) and ooeksd with the aaise to soften the shell. 

Salt was obtained at one time from the burning of the •escoba' palm.   A tender 

plant was burned in order to yield some salt. 

12* Do—tic Animals.    The people occasionally domesticate wild animals like 

parrots» paraquets» doves» monkeys» partridges, faisán» cojalito, and the 

"golondrina".   These are taken while they are young» the birds being still in the 

nest and the anímala are caught after the mother is killed.   The children tarns 

them, feedtthem and many times these are sold to outsiders who take a liking to 

the animals.   The domestic animals are ohiokens» turkeys» dogs and bees of whioh 

the fowls and dogs aro of the greatest value.   The people know of oattle, pigs» 

•hoop and goats but they do not aesire to own them.   Ho one owns or uses any riding 

or paok animal but always dose the transportation by means of the tumplino, rest- 

. lng the load on his book and ho walks when traveling no matter how groat the dist- 

ance. 

nearly every family has about a doson ohiokens and some even have as many as 

four doson*   Turkeys aro soon but number no more than two.   The eggs and the fowls 

oro oaten by the families Although some are sold to visitors.   The fowle forage 
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for theaeelvee during tha day but ara fad corn daily.   Tha bafey ohicka ara fad ter- 

mitaa until they become grown and than ara given corn dough.   Tha people taka good 

care of the fowla. 

Every family haa at laaat one dog, «orne have three or four which ara kept to 

guard tha premise», warn off approaching strangers and gaard tha maise •» tha ear 

forms.    These are used in hunting alao.   They try to train a new dog with a eeae- 

oned hunting dog which they aay teaches the other.   Tha doga ara ttalnod t» sajas; 

in fallen birds that try to escape after being hit and also to haraos dear and Jab- 

alí while tha man eloaa in for the kill.   A good dog briaga a good priea but they 

are seldom sold.   The dogs are well eared for, being wall fad and are given med- 

icine when siek for example, a necklace of garlio ia aaid to euro coughs. 

1J. frff^ffltff' Trapping ajg¿ £lf&ifig.   Hunting is dona primarily with shotguns and eal) 

occasionally with bow and arrow (sea above for description).    The latter is now 

used for small birds and animals and is considered a toy.   They have not forgotten 

their skill for they can kill the samllest birds, for example, a humming bird. 

About forty yaara ago, most of the men used this method, now the only group using 

the bow is the San Quintan division,    host t the shotguns ara antiquated and worn 

out as they are expensive to buy.    Some have the newest and latest typea of shot- 

guns but they are relatively few.   The majority have tha old Spanish mama*».lsaAer. 

This requires bulk gun powder and shot whioh ia wadded into the bramen al way a being 

ready to firm.   Tha powder ia earriad ia bottlee with tha measurer tied to tha amok* 

Thie and tha oapa are earriad about in the man'a purea.   Tha wad la gave flesr «ad 

paper.   Ho ceremony ia given to "euro* tha ahot for oertain aaiaals.   Sometimes 

tha mea will cheat to the god, k'ak'. (god of the hunt), «baa he ia not getting 

the game ha ahould.   They think someone may be jealous and have paid tha god to 

prevent the hunter from killing the game he neede.   Tha man will ohaat far pretest- 

ion for themselves and that gams will appsar when they go on a laag hunting trip, 
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otherwise, this is not dons. 

Gaae-hunting is don* individually.but when food is dssirsd to bs offered to 

ths gods thea aen go out together, women rarely go on such trips. Th* men know 

what fruit is in season and where it is to be found so they know what the gam 

will be eating and when. They can guess correctly when the game «rill appear in 

a certain part of the forest, thus they rarely ooae back eapty handed. They also 

can anticipate the direction which the gane is going by the traoks and short cut 

the gas» or wait the following day and head the gane off. This is particularly 

true of the wild hogs. The hunters do not necessarily go fari-for édtbiéiánlagls»' 

a few alantes down the trail aany tines is enough.Hunting for wild hogs, deer, 

and aonkeys will carry thea aany ailee. Once one nan brought in a large hog froa 

fifteen alies away. There is no bush beating to soars a the gams. The only hunt* 

ing don* at night is for the partridges which give a call just before it roosts. 

The aen locate the oall and go out in the jungle when darkness has fallen carrying 

a pieee i ooote. The birds are eaaily taken. 

The people depend upon wild gaas only to fill the need for meat. They do 

not care for doasstie anlaals and only eat this as a last resource. The hunted 

anisáis eaten are} deer, jabal£, peccary, tepeaquintle, spotted agouti, armadillo, 

squirrel, aonkey and galondrina. their hides are used for various things but out- 

siders buy than upon sight. Th* animals 4hat are killed and not eaten are the 

jaguar» tapir, puaa, oabesa blanca, raoeon, weasel, opossum, skunk, and tigrillo. 

the/ are killed and left a* they are, soae take the skins of the jaouar, puaa 

and tigrillo ia order to sell thea. Birds supply most of the moat during the in- 

tervals when no large gaas is obtained. The edible birds are the chachalaca, 

oejolita, faisán, dove, pigeon, quail, partridge, parrots, paraquat, toucans, red 

headed wood pecker, quetaal and macaw. The non-edible birds are) the wild duck, 

vulture, hawks, nlghtbird ant blackbird. The feathers of a few birds are used to 

adorn the tresses of the woaen. 
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Trapping is done to protect the milpas from marauding wild animals and to 

provide an ináiéental supply of fresh meat. The traps are usually set in or 

near the trails that lead to the milpas, as most animals frequent the milpa 

at night, and they are never set elsewhere. The snare is the only one known 

to be used. A small flexible pole is bent to the ground and two pests are sit 

up in the ground about two feet apart, a cross piece is tied to their ends. Then 

another cross pieoe is placed on the iniide against the uprights» this being 

about six inches to a foot above the ground. The trigger standing vertically 

presses against the outer side of the upper cross pieee while it* pointed end 

at the bottom presses against the inner side of the lower crosspleee. The sap- 

ling is bent down and connects to the upper end of the trigger with a cord. The 

upward pull of the flexible pole holds the lower eross pieee in place. The bait 

is tied to this. A noose which has one end tied to the end of the flexible pole 

is laid on the ground in front of the trap and is fixed so that the animal will 

be standing in it when the trap is sprung. The animal pulls at the bait releas)* 

ing the bottom end of the trigger» the sapling flies upward taking the noose 

along with it and the animal is caught around his hind quarters. There are times 

when the noose i hung downward in front of the trap with the bait behind it. 

This is to oatoh the animal by the neck when he pulls at the bait. 

Piahing is done three ways according to what the person has in mind. The 

hook and lino is used throughout the year» the msn always oarrying these in their 
but 

purees. A long metal pointed lance is used sines it requires great skill «sty 

few use it. Along the streams basket fish traps are set» the people pulling it 

up once a day. This is used to gather the small fish, never the large ernes. 

Poison is known but is net employed. 

The fieh trap, Peg. XII, is made for uee throughtout tho year* Its stisooss 

depende upon the current. It is built entirely of reed to make It portable so 

as to bs carried from stream to stream. Zt looks much like tho old typo bakf 

oradlo, the head having a small trap door through which the fish enter. Tho 

*$£% 
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The trap ie «bout three feet long and two feet high in the front while at the 

back where the heed ia it reaches about three feet. This ia nade exactly like 

the basket , all of reed. The reeds are a little bit further apart to permit 

the ourrent from passing through but close enough to prohibit the fish from 

escaping. The trap is laid with the head feeing the current, thus forcing sons 

fish into the trap and it aleo holds the door open. When about to be taken 

out the trap is reversed and the door closed by the current trapping the fish. 

It is then raised Out of the eater and the trap emptied before being replaced. 

The fish caught and eaten are the sardima, ohdtraw. a red fishiriudcwr. Turtles 

and turtle eggs also are sought after and are a rare delicacy. This is also 

supplemented by crabe and snails. The turtles are speared eith a lance that 

has a detachable point hung by a cord. The men often make long trips to large 

lakes ami rivers in order to fish. The Pslha' has a great many lakes and streams 

whioh supply not only the Laoandonee with food but the Tie 1 tal Indians as well. 
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FOOTNOTES 44 
See footnote No. 2 of Notes on Lacandon Marriage, Phillip and Mary Baer, 

Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, Vol.V, No. 2, university of New Mexico. 
2 See Division of Labor, p. 
3 

Compare Wauchope, Robert, Modem Maya Houses, Carnegie Inst. 1938, p. 16. 

See page seven. 

5 -. 
Compare Wisdom, Charles, Chorti Indians of Guatemala, university of Chicago, 194®, 

6 p 123 
A Norte is a gulf storm from the north which may occur anytime from May to 

December and which brings a driving rain. 
7 „ 

Compare p. 211. 

Compare p. 79. 
9 

Compare Wisdom, op. cit., p. 125 
10 

Compare Redfield, Robert, and Villa Alfonso, Chan koni A Maya Village, 

Carnegie Institute of Washington, Pub. 448, Washington, 1934. 
11 

12 

13 
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15 

16 

18 

19 

Wisdom, op. cit., p.136 

See Fig. XVI (C). 

Compare Religion p. 

Ibid., p. 

Chan Kom, op. cit., p. 

Religion, op. cit., p. 

Ibid*, p. 

Ibid., p. 

Compare Tossex, A.M., A Comparative Study of the Mayas and the Laeandonos, 

>rk, 1907, p. 66-68. 

Religion, op. cit., p. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Ibid., p. 

Ibid., p. 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 135. 

During the spring of 1950 word came that the Lacandones in San Quintín» 
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Chiapas, were dying of starvation though game is abundant in this region, ex- 

ceeding that of the other regions, they must have corn or they think they will 

starve .Also, it is an absolute necessity for religious ritual. 

25 

26 

27 

Yellow-reddish coloring used throughout Mexico to color and flavor meats, p. 

Religion, op. cit., p. 

29 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 91, footnote 8. 

Religion, op. cit., p. 

This is made by the Tseltal Indians who press the cane and extract the juice. 

This is boiled incessantly, about eight to ten hours, the impurities removed by 

skimming. When the juice is boiled down it is cooled and beaten until it con- 

geals and poured into molds where it hardens.  p. 

3° Que se lavan las manos y la boca después de comer—Landa, Book I, Chapter 

25, Yucatan Before and After the Conquest, Trans. Wm. Gates, Baltimore Maya Society. 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 68. 

Tozzer, op. cit., p. 30. 

37 

3* 

39 

4fi 

41 

43 

Ibid,y p. 30. 

Religion, op. cit., p.   for description of bark fillets. 

Ibid», p.  for description of hip ceremony. 

Chan Kom, op. cit., p. 40. 

Religion, op. cit., p.  for use of this dye. 

Ibid., p.  for making bark fillets. 

See above p.  for description of how this coloring is obtained. 

Religion, op. cit., p.  for use of this clay. 

See Life Cycle, p.  for use of magical cotton thread. 

Religionf op* cit., p.  for use of cotton thread in religious rites. 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 157, Fig. 10, A * B. 

Tosser,,op. cit., Plate XXX, for a good picture of this hammock, p. 36. 
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This false loom being in the form of a rectangle is moveable and can be 

together or apart giving the hammock any desired length. 

See above p.      and Religion,op.cit., p.  for forms. 

Religion, op. cit., p.  for description of these. 

53 

54 

55 

56 

Ibid., p.  for description how these are decorated. 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 45 and 173* 

Religion, op. cit., p.  for their forms. 

Some trees have quick growing periods, the men avoid these because of the 

;hey can do to the corn. 

Wisdom, op. cit., p. 45* "'" 

49 

50 

Religion, op. cit., p.  for this. 

Ibid., p.  for use of cane in preparing this beverage. 

See Economics, p.  for this procedure. 
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SOCIAL CULTURE 
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ij Family Groups. Kite family groups are very a 
mmmmmmmtmmm 

among the Lacandones.    Wm gen always want a house and life 

apart» trm fa» nthari   ()jffbey have no desire to share a roof  , 

with amy other membersof thé^familjr^f at all possible.'   SO 

strong if the^ desire fui   lúe iwiyie to maintain separate 

households that the father,who owns the gods, will never 

give them to a son if he left^his father and majfe'a home 

elsewhere.    This is contrary to the rule of inherited ' 

fer the eldest son is supposed to inherit the braseros and 

the leadership of the household. Sharert#aa)<aie exception* 

-~+-A,A..rénr ^hT Btny nmnilff tlin TniitisTiii a young hoy be*. 

fill's IJB liuuami .mawied had already made .a house apart from' 

his parents^fluad when he had hits hrlflo He .lived there. Then 

iiiHi|f in^y he became ill aurt was that way eVtr a period of 

monthSjSO the hoy and his bride moved back into the house- 

hold of the father and there maintained a separate lif,e. 

The house was divided into two sections, one far the boy 

and his wife and one for the father and his family» vH» ¿M$ 

father J.ater made an entrance into his division.fo* 1bévy< .   ^"frdíí- 

eMr door entered the boy's section.    The mother,^#É&Sfei«l' 

*J, wife even., maintain a division of the house,, tó**«^j^p^m^0^^^m, 

-> closed off by poles.    The purpose, no doubtsMm^'^M^^M^0^¡k 

fatherVs house was mubh closer to- the. fodshOMif'' •v9•-•rmm.-rg..l   — -**,„**/• 

would--facilitate chanting to the gods.    T&M #te,a$MC»~;.V V* :&W 

help explain the »oasea far ohi*4;ia^$p|e^;v 

(*~Vi »«*tW «**•**' „_,,,„,W;, t,5,•(•: 
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SOCIAL CULTURE 

li  Family Groups. W&Be  family groups are very strong 

among the Lacandones. Urn men always want a house and life 

npnrt'frnm fjff,  ntv^r.^. ^jfhey have no desire to share a roof 

with a*y other membersof the^ familjrif at all possible. So 

strong ii th*?* desire fui the ¿J»upie to maintain separate 

households that the father,who owns the gods, will never 

give them to a son if he lelvhis father and raa/re-,a home 

elsewhere. This is contrary to the rule of lnheritagfc    ' 

fey the uldest son is supposed to inherit the brazeros and 

the leadership of the household. Steere(wasJone exception*. 

n~t— ;^nr1n- tilia ntay fffflftng **r' T^**•" , a young boy b*» 

f'i" i1 t^  i in marrl?^ toad already made a house apart from 

his parentS/ftmd when he had his  brio o he lived there.  Then 

•ii.Trliimly he became ill and was that way <m>r a period of 

months so •the boy and his bride moved back into the house- 

hold of the father and there maintained a separate life. 

The house was divided into two sections, one far the boy 

and his wife and one for the father and his family.  The 

father JLater made an entrance into his division for the 

other door entered the boy's section. The mother of the 
Z? - 
^ wife even maintain a division of the house, her bed was 

o closed off by poles.  The purpose, no doubt, was that th« 

father'6 house was much oloser to the god-house and thus 

would facilitate chanting to the gods.  This may also 

help explain the peasen fer child marriage. When the writ- 

lift-;*'» y -'Vr;.*•-.. 
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J* n 
ers first, arrived at Pethá, Mateo was not married and liy 

CD 

,jnr'?r tb? Bfimn r--f of the head of the settlement. He later 

married a very young girl and ttaMo waij oililiu lit set up his 

own household.7" A*i this is ogrfeaVlnly different from the 

qthfiip qgawpa of the earlier Maya» -famWty for Villagutierre 

says of the conquered Itza of Tayasal, "in each single house 

a whole group, of kinsmen lived as large as night be."l 

¿£p-Therefore, in the social structure of these people the family 

household ^awtlly composed of husband, wife and 2 children 

/Vis ttte basic unit. This, is even true v.-hen more than one 

family live under one roof,for they remain independent in 

living and working until necessity compels them to live to- 

gether. There are 3 groups in one house, 2 married couples 

and one single fellow.^ 
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4. 

Since a view of the whole group of Lacandones has not been 

seen in composite, the proceeding chart will give the reader 

a perspective of them as a whole. It was thought heat to in- 

clude the totem also.  The analysis shows that there are mere- 

ly 15 qarlbals of the Lacandones. The majority are known 

bj- the authors and those not known by them were told of them 

by MB  informants. In these caribals live 28 families wh o 

live separate and distinct lives even though some will live 
<K 

under the same roof. One household consists of«aae single 

man (C.) living in the same house of his prospective father- 

in-law (A.). This young man plus two other young boys are 

now the only three unmarried mariageable men in the tribe. 

There is one caribal that houses all three family groups 

under one roof.(Arena, group)"and one caribal (N-O) that 

houses two families under one roof.  One household Of) con- 

sists of a widow, her son and her two daughters, the only 

such group in this section of the Lacancones. Another 

widow (E.) lives with her only daughter but is cared for by 

her son-in-law ÍD.) close by. These all are one economic 

unit even though they are two distinct households. Another 

widow (N.) lives with her son-in-law who lives with his (0.) 

parents. vThese too also are one economic untl though two 

distinct households. With the exception of those indicated 

already above, the other households acts as single families 

'in the making of the milpa and eating the products of it. 

A further diversity is seen in the number of wives for 

in some households, 19 families are seen with the husband 

HWlWii>i!ai',W.'.W'*lT'*MfV".T 
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5. BAER 

having only one wife.  It la-notice* that the Tenosique group 

is consistent,in this while the other two groups have a plur- 

ality of wives. In the Santo Domingo caríbal one husband (I., 

has his own daughter as a wife. Meanwhile 4 men have two wives 

apiece, one man has 3 wives while another has 4,  Therefore 

the normal situation is for a house to contain husband and 

wife and children living in their own hofle.  This then is the 

single family household.  There are other classes such as the 

widow (ft.) living with her son-in-law, his wife and Ms broth- 

er. 

There are some of these households that live near their 

in-laws.  The majority of households live bj themselves. A 

full explanation of the entire group is as follows: Maximil- 

iano (A.) has wife who is the younger sister of Enrique (0.). 

Her parents are both dead. His partner, José*, who lives in 

the same house has taken his daughter for a wife, This man 

.Tose' is the younger brother of Enrique (0.). They are half 

brothers having the same father but different mothers. The 

young man, José (C), who also lives there is waiting till 

the father of the girl he would like to marry goes through 

the ritual of placing the girl astride the hep. These people 

though liting together all have separate milpas which they 

make apart and consume apart. The two married men have, one 

god-house also but the young man has not as yet brought over 

his gods. The son-in-law, Jose', made the house for the two 

families to reside in. The young man still maintains hie 

own milpa there with Maximiliano and the girl he expeote to 

marry makes his food but there are no marital relations. 

80 
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8» 
This young lad's mother is the present wife of flapitan Cashl,*** \r. > 

and the lad's father is dead.  The next grouping are the 

The next grouping are the ones who live in Yuk'um babar. 

The young man, Capitán ÍD.), and his wife live close to his 

mother-in-law (É)  and sister-in-law. These people too main- 

tain separate houses and milpas and consume the products there- 

of. The young man will cut the large trees for his mother-in- 

law's milpa but she will fa**! the brush and plant the corn. 

The hardest physical work is assumed by the son-in-law. He 

will aleo chant to his brazeros on her behalf or on behalf of 

his sister-in-law. When this year's milpa is begun the family 

of Capitán Cashlán ÍF.) will move into this group. This man's 

wife is also mother of the young married boy (D,) who lives 
i 

there. Kis father is Maximiliano who had taken Oashlans Wlfl 

but because his senior wife does not like sharing her hus- 

band he had to send her away. later she married Capitán flash- 

lán and they have a boy that is unable to walk. This boy, too, 

is the only stch child in the group for they usually put the 

child to death by suffication.when it is deformed. 

In the group at Paso Macho (chAk sa'am) are two families 

but these live in separate abandones milpas about 1/4 mile 

from each other. Anacleto's (G.) parents have died and so 

have his wife's parents but the senior of Chankin (L.) is 

her sister. Alfonso (H.) has the daughter of the widow (£.). 

Alfonso is the older brother of Anacleto. These maintain 

separate households, milpas and god-houses and consume the 

products oik their separate work. 

NOW In Sarfto Domingo (uhor yahaw ha') there is an unusual 

situation, for Enrique (I.) has a wife whose father is of the 

nj^j>»WW-l"ltl*f"**n**w** 
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^   „. Cedro group of Lacandones andAmother of th& Pethá group.  Th 

parents both died but left th^S- child here.  Two other girls, 

of this family were wives of the Cedro group and returned 

with their husbnads there.  This is the man, Enrique, that 

has taken his child as a wife and they now have a child as 

a result of this union. He maintains his mailpa and house 

and god-house apart lProm his brother, Pepe. Pepe (J.) has 

the daughter of Enrique as a wife but he now wants another 

wife and has come asking for a wife in the Pethá region. 

Zn  In the region of Ilusión íchu'on) there is only one 

family group* the man is called nushi' and his wife's parents 

0- 
were killed by tee chiclero who threw their bodies into tie 

river.  The man's parents are dead but Chankin's sammor 

wife is his sister. EnriquesiO.Hfiri is Chankin's sister 

btot her parents are all deceased.  The same can be said for 

Enrique's parents, his son ÍN.) is living in the same house 

as Enrique with only a division separating them. The 

boy's (N.) mother-in-law lives in his section of the house 

even though Inrique is her younger brother. This house- 

hold work together in the milpa and consume the products of 

it. His son lives a separate and distinct life and though 

only married a short time he has begun to make a set of 

brazeros for himself. The¿ have one god-house for the both 

households. Their son-in-law, Mateo (M.) has two of En- 

rique's daughters. Roth parents of Mateo are dedd. He main- 

tains a complete house and milpa apart from his parents-in- 

law. Though he does have one god-house with Ghankin^(L.). 

Chankin's senior wife has no living parents but his Junior 

 ,•»•.•  -y-ivi   ;•»•' , '•  > ""••"•WMpwi ti 
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*lfe 1B the daughter of Josa Maria (P.). Both of Chankin'a 

parents are dead but before his mother died she was the wife 

of Mateo.  Chankln has his own milpa right next to Mateo*s 

and both of them use the same god-house. Production and 

consumption of the products of the milpa are separate.  The 

group(L.M.N.O.) all compose the Petháseectlon.  In the re- 

gion called Hethá isa'ami the people live very close to each 

other ¡a Most of the families live within a half mile of 

one another.  Josa Maria lives closest to the Tzeltal settle- 

ment, Hethá. His wife's (P.) father is dead but her mother 

lives with her brother, Lázaro (#). Both of José Maria's 

parents died of pneumonia.  Josa Manuel (Q.) has his mother 

living with him as well as his wife and young brother.  They 

all livi-^none house but the young boy has his section divid- 

ed off into a room. They all work together in the milpa and 

consume its products. The senior wife is the daughter, 

Guatemoc ÍAA).  ^hen he has the daughter of Jesus ÍZ).Dom- 

ingo (S.) has two wives the senior wife has no living parents 

but has several brothers of whom Chankin (L.) is one.  The 

junior wife is the daughter of José Maria. xhe  husbaad's 

mother is living with Lázaro (Y), his younger brother. His 

father is dead. Pepe (if.) has three wives the first wife 

has no parents for they have died, the second wife's father 

is dead but her mother lives with her brother, José Manuel 

(Q.) while the youngest wife was received from his partner 

Ohilor ÍV). Only the mother of Pepe is ltting now. Bhe is 

living with her son-in-law ÍN.) Chilor (V.) has four wives 

_¡*í¿4...V»»K'f' 
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9. 

but they are all sisters and their mother is now the wife ; 

of Rafael (Wh Their father is dead.  The mother of Chllo; 

is the mother-in-law of Jorge (N.) but his father is dead. 

Rafael (W) also is the son of Jorge's mother-in-law and his 

wife's parents have all died. The son of Pepe (*§£,) has the 
t 

daughter of Chilor (It. \  as a wife. These four families (t>¿, 

tL, tVl, W.) each have separate milpas and houses but have 

the same god-house using different shelves to hold all the 

gods, thus, they live separate lives and eat the products 

of their own labor. Then Tintin 2nd (X.) has a wife 

whose mother is also the sister of Enrique (0.). The fath- 

er has died and so have both parents of Tintin. They live 

by themselves with no other in the same settlement. Láz- 

aro (X)  has novwlfe so he lives with has mother and two sis- 

ters in a settlement of their own.  They maintain them- 

selves apart by their milpa and its products. In another 

settlement alone lives Ahboy (£. )t  his wife was the daugh- 

ter of Tintin and wife. Both are dead and so are the boy's 

parents. Then in anothe" caríbal lives Jesus Carajan (Z.). 

His first wife's parents are dead and so are his second wife's 

parents dead. The husband's parents are both dead but he 

is a brother of Enrique (0.) and Cuatemoc (AA. )• Cuatemoo 

ÍAA.) has a settlement by himself. His wife's mother is 

living with José Manuel (Q.) but her father is dead. The 

husband's parents have died. Bésente Chaqueta lives all 

by himself near the Rio Perlas (yah oh^kdr) . His wife's 

mother lives with Lázaro(V.) but the father has died. The 

«gBBEff» ^¿T" 
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man's parents have also died many years ago. The summary 

of those who have married and remained with the girl's 

parents are (Bl, D., M., N., T.) The reason why some of 

the five family groups live near the wife's parents is that 

the parents will not release the girl to live elsewhere. 

This was the case in groups B. and D. but in one example 

the parents came over to live by the son-in-law (if.) In 

another instance the husband acquired his wife from the moth' 

er-ln-law who was living in the same family (w.) This is 

also true of the other family ÍB.) because the wife came 

from the house of the partner ÍV.) and the bride merely 

changed houses. In the grouping of those who brought their 

wives to the settlements of their fathers (D., Ui, N.) 

two of the boys already had their wives in the same settle- 

ment((il., N.). One mother did not approve of the .treatment 

her daughter was receiving and recalled her.  The boy ÍN.) 

living there at the settlement asked for the girl as his 

wife so they now reside at the'boy's father's home (0.). 

The other young boy (tt,) asked for the daughter of his 

father's partner ("V») and so he also remans close by his 

father, fhe other boy ÍD.) went to live with his mother- 

in-law but now his mother has come to live by him with her 

husband (F.) There is only one family that lives by a close 

relative and the wife of the man (0.) is the youngest sis- 

ter of Charikin (L.) The greatest majority of the Lacan- 

donea (18) have severed all relations with their parents 

and live elsewhere (A., G.', F., H., I., K., L., P., Q., R., 

3., V., W» X., Y., Z., AA., and BB). The family groups, 

(A., F., G., H., I., K., L,, P., R., *., X., Z., AA., and 

vtó.Wíüta»*!*:»-»-*». 
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BB.) have been separated by the death of both of their par- 

ents. This i8 in reference to the head of the household on3j 

for many have brothers and sisters living elsewhere. 

In the composite households there 1B a great tendency to 

have and use their own equipment such as pots, pans, bowls, 

dishes, spoons, mesh bags and even guns.  In the house- 

hold of Enrique (0.) both he and his son must have guns 

even though when neat is killed it is shared.  The father 

has been doing everything to get another gun for li&s boy since 

the firing pin on it would not work sufficiently well to 

please him. While the gun was being repaired the young boy 

used the father's gun but neither are content in such a pro- 

cess. These composite group B do use the same grind inte 

mills whether metal or stone, /but should therebe two or.imore 

families in one caribal then each will have his own grinding 

room and its utensils.  This is the case at the oarifeal, Pet- 

há, Chankin has a grinding room with metate and hand corn 

{grinding machine,so; does Mateo and Enrique has one also. 

In the composite households they buy and use their own 

machetes and axes and other equipment.  They live andaot 

as separate families until necessity oompels them to do 

otherwise» One family in these composite house groups will 

not Interfere in the private affairs of the other. Many 

times Jorge (N.) quarreled with his wife and could not get 

food.lven so, his parents would not interfere but would let 

the matter run its course. 1\ It was this way in spite of the 

ftfr 
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fact that they lived In one house and only a thin partition* 

separated the two households. Í 

The income of the father-son composite household was al- 

so kept separate though the father would help the son ifa 

great need was coming. Even so this was very rare for dur- 

ing the time of the son's sickness the father came asking 

for medicine but the boy always had to pay.  The father 

said should the boy die then he would pay for the medicines. 

Whenever the son sold a product made by his own hands then 

he took complete possession of the money. The boy sold 

some brazeros one day and immediately he went to pay off 

his debts even though the father knew the boy had the mon- 

ey. The income of other composite groups is always and 

entirely separate. 

There are some ties that bind a caribal together. Gen- 

erally it is that.of residence and of religion and in some 

where there are relatives this also will bind them in a 

close knfct. When Chankin lost all his corn and tobacco 

it oompelled him to go and live close to his father-in-law. 

We were attached very much to Chankin and threatened to 

do likewise. This would have meant that Mateo would have 

been left with his father-in-law but such was his attach- 

ment to Chankin, He wanted to go and live close to where 

he would be. They stick very close together and if it , 

were not for the residence of Mateóla father-in-law who 

was demanding corn Mateo would have contributed to help 

Chankin through this difficult period. ri'he totem has no 

seeming effeot on the relationships of those in the ear- 
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ibal. As one follows the chart there is a mixture in most o 

the caribals of the totems.  In Maxarailiano's (A.) settle-  | 

ment there resldestwo different totemB under the same roof. 

There is another split totem living in one settlement but 

they have separate houses (U., tt., V., VC)  and the caríbal 

at Pethá resides two totems.  The various Other caribals 

have the same totem.  In some places there are two of the , 

same totem as in (G-.H.) »I,J.) while at others they are 

alone as (K., P., Q., fi., )C., X»» tf•» Z., AA., & B8.) What 

seems to bind the people together rather than the totem Is 

the relationship to one another. In the caríbal at Pethá 

Mateo is Chankin's stepfather, Enrique ,1s the father of 

Jorge. At Arena Maximiliano is the father-in-law of Josa 

and soon, perhaps, will be the father-in-law of Jose* Capitán. 

At yuk'mAn babar the young husband's mother-in-law composes 

one household while his stepfather and mother compose the 

other.  In the settlement ch/vk sa'am both heads of the homes 

are brothers and the same is true at uhor yahaw ha' and in 

the region of sa'am the four households are related as follows: 

Pepe (T) is the half brother of Chilor (V.) , Pepe also has 

a married son (tt.) nearby and also there is another half 

brother, Rafael (V¿) who 1B the full brother of Chilo». The 

other various settlements are by themselves by cholo» but 

are close enough to their relatives as well* 

Therefore•,  to sumarize the whole households one will dis- 

cover that in spite of the ties of composite homes, in some 

places and families living close to one another in on* settle- 

ment, inspite of the religious life, the relationship to one 

BAER 
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another, the people are self sufficient and Independent of 

one another. 

2. Kinship.  The nomenclature of these kinship terms and 

the entire system is one of aboriginal nature for rather than 

indicating any influence of the Spanish system.  One feat- 

ure that would invariable cause it to hold such form would 

be the constant use among the people themselves. Everyone 

in the group addresses another member by the terms under the 

heading Kinship "Terms and each one knows the relationship of 

another Lacandón and his family to himself. Furthermore, 

the people have very little outside contact and this also 

has been a reason to retain the aboriginal system. Basically, 

there are seventeen terms and no compounds used unless one 

wants to know if the person they are referring to is his 

actual brother, sister, mother or Dad, then one adds hach 

(real).  Otherwise there is no distinction between step- 

parent or brothers and sisters.  There is some distinction 

between age andesex but this is not always clear(see paper 

on Kinship Terms ). 

3. Kinship Terms. Paper to be added here 

4. Kinship Behaviour. As soon as the child has grown up 

to being his or her usefulness they become associated with 

the father nritx or mother. This is the method of educating 

the child for then when they are with the parents they ob- 

serve the methods used and do likewise.  This is seen so 

very well in,the behaviour of the children. The girls mimic 

the mother grinding and making tortillas while the boys 

S9 
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imitate the father with a machete-and even imitate him chant-j 

ing. In almost every occasion the training and control of 

the children Are in the hands of the mother. It is very 

rarely that the father will step into discipline the child- 

ren but they do respect his ability and are always ready to 

do his least command. This cannot be said of the mothers 

for they do try everything to command obedience with mostly 

threats of various sorts to get them frightened into per- 

forming an act. However when obedience is in connection 

with their moral obligation there is never a failure ob- 

served. The little girl of Chankin is never seen Enter- 

ing the god-house to play. She even told some of the ritual 

ceremonies without murmuring. Once a young girl tried to 

play a joke on another little boy who lived nearby and re- 

ceived severe punishment for the Joke. It all Resulted 

in the boy not being able to perfora his task of bringing 

&fc the firewood. The head of the house marched the young 

girl out to the place laying a flexible pole to her back 

and there In the jungle she righted her wrong. When the 

child is growing older and knows and recognizes the oblig- 

ations of the culture there is little need for correction. 

The, yotfng children who have reached the age of five already 

know their obligations and almost no correction is needed , 

only those who deliberately break a moral obligation sttff- 

e er for it. Residing in Chankin*s house is an orphan lad 

thoughtvery young performs his task of gathering firewood 

and forming the mounds on the incense board. It was very 
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difficult to get him to bring water for Mary when Phil had gon4 
i 

on a trip! This carrying of water was a woman's task and not 

a man's. 

When the father of the house is dead or on a trips some- 

where then the mantel of authority resta upon the oldest son 

(suku'un).  This boy will demand the respect and obedience of 

siblings there in the house. However 3hould the olde.st boy 

have left home in order to get a wife then the next oldest 

boy (its'in) will assume authority.  Though when the younger 

brothers and sisters move away from the family group they 

no longer are under his authority but they do ::iaintain re- 

spect for him. Were one number of the fiamily sick and the 

father away then the elder -brother would intervene for the 

sick one by religious ritual. At the death of thefather 

the" eldest BOH takes care of the widow and the other members 

of the family. If any of his younger sfcters or even older 

aiste»s have married' and they too are widowed then it would 

be his duty to care for them until some fcfofarb man carne to 

claim her as his bride or until she or he died also. As 

already stated, when he, the eldest son, moves from the father's 

home he will be disinherited and all the above authority 

will become the aecond eon's. If the father had no boys but 

had girls and they were married the authority of the house- 

hold and ami its responsibilites would belong to the son-in- 

law. The other tern,suku'un, to members outside of the 

immediate family have a certain amount of respect because 

of his relationship but he has no authority nor does it 

appaar .that he can gain such. 

The eldest sister (kik) also is recogniped and receives 

V 
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consideration from the younger family members but it in no ¡ 

way surplants the authority of the oldest brother in the  ' 

least amount. As would be expected that at the death of 

the mother then the eldest girl would run the domestic 

affairs of her father until he gets another wife or until 

the girl gets her husband. The other relatives who are 

addressed with the same form, kik, are accorded the jrpoper 

respect for a family relative but she, of course, has not 

the authority nor the respect as the real elder sister. 

When the brothers begin to move from the household of 

the father then the solidarity'is broken up. No longer does 

the father have the authority nor the respect as when they 

were under the father*s roof. This is also seen in respeot 

to married brothers. There is complete disintegration. 

Maximiliano who was specializing in flint to be sold to 

others refused to sell to others these fllnts^even his 

broWierv Chankin could not get any for himself. One day 

when Chankin and h'.s family had colds his younger brother 

Pepe would not stay in his home or even in the same caríbal 

for he left that night to sleep in the Jungle. Even when 

Chankin lost all his corn and would have suffered greatly 

if it were not for hia father-in-law yet Chankin did not go 

to his older brother. There is some respect held for one 

another but 14 is of a much lesser degree than when they 

live together with the father. 

The various aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews and other 

relatives are thought well of and retain a good bit of 
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reBpect. They always tease and Joke with each other and it 

usually is at the other's expense. They come and visit their 

people hut never spend more than a day or two but sonetimes 

they will spend as much as two weeks at one place. Still 

they will not go to the aid of a person unless they are al- 

most compelled to do so. Only those closest to the sttick- 

en relative will give or offer any aid. In most instances 

the one who goes to the aid of a fellow Lacandón is the part- 

ner of the man in the same caríbal. Thus neighbors bear most 

of the brunt when a man needs some emergency attention. 

One could appeal to a close relative in the time of emergency 

and he would not be refused. However it is very unusual to 

see one making such an appeal to a relative. 

5. Non-Residence Matrllocal. A significent absence among 

the Lacandonas is Mayan custom of the bridegroom fulfilling 

a stay of work fen the father-in-law'a home2. This tradition- 

al custom is emplyed among the nearby Tzeltales even now. 

There were men who lived near their parents-in-law but that 

does not verify this custom. The explanation is as follows: 

the households A & B lived in one settlement with household 

0. It was here that the man ÍB.) asked for and received the 

daughter of A. Then the family (0) moved to another plaje 

and so did the other two families. At thenew location of 

Arena the man (B.) made a new house to hold both families 

but it was not at the suggestion of the father-in-law. He 

has now lived there with his father-in-law for a period of 

two years now and the arrangement is still the same. The 

cause for the residence of the son-in-law (D.) to come and 

*3 
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«?3 live with his mother-in-law (E.) was the necessity of having al 

man at the head of the house.  The widow's husband had died 

some months previous and this left only three women living in 

the settlement.  The young man and his wife live in a house 

apart from the mother and sister-in-law but he is the actual 

head of this group.  The household of N. has been explained 

above as also has been the household T. and U.  There is one 

household (M.) that had one daughter of the family (0.) and 

they are living together for a period of three years tkhen the 

father-in-law decided to take up residence near his son-in- 

law.  Since there was no home for the incoming family the 

son-in-law expended his house a little and shared the house 

with the father-in-law. Almost at once the. son-in-law began 

to build himself another new home right by his present one 

and when this was complete he moved into the new house and 

the father-in-law took possession of the old house. Also 

since the father-in-law had no corn there in the new locat- 

ion the son-in-law shared his corn with the wife's family un- 

til his was all consumed.  Then both families went to the 

fafclfcer-in-law's old settlement and brought back corn for 

family consumption. Another temporary arrangement was the 

year Chankin lost all his corn as arresuit of fire. He 

went to live by his father-in-law (P.) for there he was able 

to get corn to eat. Here also the son-in-law. built a house 

and lived separate from the father-in-law and his family. 

When the son-in-law thought he could put in a new milpa 

back at his old home he returned to do so and so did his 

family. Therefore only neoesslty will bring a young married 
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man to live with his in-laws or near th«n.  There Is one signiá 

icent item observed among the family groups. When the young 

children are married the parents have no control to get them 

to perform a simple task. Once a young married couple eat 

together they never go back to eat with the girl's parents 

again.  They always eat separately.  There was no apparent 

in-law trouble viewed once amon&$hé Lacandones.  There are 

some father-in-laws who like to make certain that his daughter 

>is well treated.  There are times when the wife goes to the 

father claiming unfair treatment but the husband will ex- 

plain such statements to his father-in-law. 

^^J^toarenthood: ' There is no definite rule or regulat- 

ion in this matter but there are certain trends seen.  There 

is a new relationship at the time of the mek'ctuhM^ cere- 

mony.  The family who perform the ceremony for the, parents 

come into a new relationship to the child but the relation- 

ship with the parents remains the same.  When Chankin went 

through the ritual of the above mentioned ceremony he had 

asked his brother-in-law and sister to sponsor his child which 

was a girl. The father was always called mr^rn by his 

brother-in-law and he reciprocated with num. This is  -• 

true of the wives also for they oalled each other ha'on 

and still do the same but the young girl new oalls the 

sponsors of the mek'chAhAr ceremony mek'ur and they recipro- 

cate calJLing her mek'ur. The one who came into new relation- 

ship with the father of the girl was the son of the parents 

who were serving as sponsors. They began calling each other 

mek'ur also. How much deeper this relationship goes there is 

qf 
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no indication. 

These people are not selected with the greatest care but 

for the sake of convenience.  They have the sponsors cone from 

the nearest settlemnt as in the case of Chankin, the family 

chosen to sponsor the girl were living in the same settlement. 

Then too the ceremony appears to be performed at the place 

where the child was born and to the gods that were appealed 

to at the time of the ch'ld's birth.  The family that has 

been chosen must have had their child already'through the 

mek'chAhAr ceremony, otherwise they cannot sponsor a program. 

When a family is asked to sponsor a child in such a ceremony 

there is evidently neyer a refusal for it would be considered 

an insult to the cirld and to the parents.  The parents who 

were such sponsors in Chankin's situation did not get along 

with Chankin but they were glad to be sponsors. 

When a husband and wife have accepted the Invitation to 

show the child his position in life they appear to become the 
A 

compadres of her.  This is an exception for in mast Mayan 

groups the parents becoue compadres to eaoh oMber rather 

than to the child. Those who are to sponsor the bhlld come 

in to special favor with the parents, no doubt because they 

are grateful for their help. Since the ceremony involves the 

expenditure of some money this is spent by the parenta on 

behaaf of their child.  The sponsors did not bring gifts of 

any sort but they only offer the advice to the child during 

the ceremony.  The foods and new dress and otter items are 

all provided by the child's parents and when they have been 

offered first to the brazeros then they gye the sponsors the 

choice foods first. 
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What other obligations the sponsors have beside giving In 

structlona Is not known for it is certain that even if the 

parents die the sponsors have no  apparent obligation bo the 

child. In'response to questions on the matter theinformants 

always said that if the sponsors of the child were good people 

they would oare for and feed the child of the dead parents. 

This would be the ideal course for a child but the ideal is 

not always practical. When the father and mother of Tintín 

died he decided to go to. be with his older brother and after 

a period of time he was refused food and-went to live with 

another older brother who was his mek'ur. Here he was re- 

ceived very well but his brother's wife objected and abused 

him so now he has come to live with his uncle, Chankin. 

The godchildren often show respect and gratitude to their 

godfai&ers. During the months that contention reigned be- 

tween the parents of two certain families there were pleasant 

relations between the godfather and godson.  The boy would 

come over to see his godfather and chat and talk over various 

things. It was this boy that supplied the wild hog for his 

godfather in order that he could go through the mek'ch^hAr 

ceremony for his small child. The relationship of the spon- 

sors with the other children of the parents remains unchang- 

ed. Enrique calls Chankin's boy lnwxk n while his~sister, 

Enrique's wife calls him inyum. The children respond with 

the same address of respect, WA&An and yum. 

T^flovernmeiit. Whatever form of government the Lacandones 

had at one time is vanished, th* is, a ruling body over the 

whole tribe. The people freely do what they want and please 

without any fear of punishment from the Lacandones. Though 
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Though they are very much afraid of outBide punishment. There 

is a slight form of government as seen in each caríbal for ther 

is always the head of the settlement to rule the affairs but. 

out*ide of this he has no authority and there are periods when 

his authority is limited and powerless. At the Pet ha* group 

quarrels between Enrique and ChanVein were never brought out in- 

to the open and as a result were not solved. One charged the 

other with violating one thing and the in turn accused the other 

of the same. Things became worse and worse and finally one day 

while „Chankin had gone on a special visit his corn bin and 

tobacco house were burned down. There were footprints found 

that were enough to indicate the guilty person but nothering 

was ever done by Chankln who was the had of the settlement. 

The tragic thing was that Chankln lost his corn and his to- 

bacco and had to go to another caríbal until he could reeover 

from the losses he had suffered. 

Another illustration which indicates further the non-group 

authority was this: a brother-in-law of Chankln came to visit 

him. The wife came along also. While there this wife's mother 

who lived with Enrique recalled her because of the ill treat- 

ment she was receiving from her husband. The various other 

members of the caríbal thought she was reoalled in order to 

beoome the wife of Enrique's son. The story at first was that 

the girl ran away because she was not treated with respect. 

The husband searched for the girl but never found her. Later, 

when the young man had returned to his home at aa'am the girl 

appeared in Enrique's house. They claimed to have rescued the 

girl from death for she was starving whan they found her. 

-^SS 
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Jorge told us later that he asked the mother for the girl 

as his wife and she granted him the permission. The effect 

on the entire group at the settlement was that it was an 

evil thing to do but no one did a thing about it and so the 

girl is now living with Jorge.  The father and the boy came 

often to the house pleading with us not to permit some mahog- 

any men to take away Jorge to jail. They were afraid that 

the other young husband who had lost this wife would pay the 

mahagony men to come and take away Jorge. ' This was the only 

fear of retribution that the Lacandones have. 

There have been two killings by one LacandOn. He killed one 

of hia friends when he was drunk and he also killed his mother 

because of a family fight.  The man was jailed by some out- 

siders for a year and then the man's father came to buy his way 

out of Jail. After the killing of his mother he has remain- 

ed in a deep section of the jungle.alone.  There was no other 

justice raeeted to him by the Lacandones themselves other 

than" leaving him alone in isolation.  There was one other in- 

cident that occured between one Lacnadón family that brought 

the wrath of the entire Tzeltal settlement upon the necks of 

the whole group of Lacandones at Pethá. The Tzeltales per- 

mit their hogs to roam at will all through the jungle neat 

the village. About evening the hogs return to the individual 

owners for corn and it is at that time an account is taken of 

the hogs. The Tzeltales said that six wave missing and one man 

came looking and asking if the Lacandones had seen one of hia 

hogs. Heastwcaoaaemeat in one.of the Lacandcn houses which 

he claimed was pork. The people at the Colonia said they 

were going to take away his gun and thus force him to repay for 

11 
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fl some of the missing hogs. The two other men who were $MBtj 

in the caribal told the people of the Tzeltal group to tak 

their guns also or the other Lacanddn man would get very m 

and cause them harm by appealing to the gods. Thus Justice 

was administered by outsiders once again instiad of by the 

Lacandones»themselves. The man was able to get back his gun 

only after he had paid the Tzeltales about 80 pesos. The 

other men went to the colonia to get their guns.back. One 

man when asked by us if the Laoand^n killed those pigs 

replied that he had. Later yet the accused man said he 

didn't kill six pigs but only one. 

Once a group of Mexican officials came to one caribal 

near Hethá and appointed Qintin as official head of the 

tribe. The Laoandon was agreeable about the matter and 

accepted but the various other Lacandones living in the same 

vicinity would have nothing to do with him or his authority. 

So, when he saw they would not accept his authority he tried 

to force them to do his will but this only stirred up more 

trouble and this continued until the death of the Laoanddn. 

Now his son feels that this authority now belongs to him but 

he is the only one who thinks this to be true. 

8. Sooial Classification»- Because there is no group of 
«MMMMHMIMP 

the people who are concerned with production other than their 

own agricultural work there is therefore no one employed with 

the distribution of economic goods. Hence, there are no 

classes of economics. There is In a sense some of the people 

who own land and produce products for others outside of the 

group. This is seen in the production and sale of tobaooo 

but not in the production of corn which is purely for home 
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consumption. Also there are some who are engaged in distnib- 

uting goods or servicing other members of the group. This is 

done in the flaking and sale and distribution of flint and 

various other services in the making of bows and arrows. Yet 

everyone has the same privilege to follow the same pursuits, 

or do otherwise. Everyone makes a milpa and sells tobacco 

to outsiders and when they are asked for arrows they also 

make these. There are no real merchants or craftsman who 

devote their time fully to such practices.  They do so in 

their leisure time alone. Land is held in common by all the 

people and the land becomes his when he as put his axe to the 

trees and makes a milpa and this makes him entitled to all 

its agricultural products. 

In spite of the same economic privileges everyone does 

not have the same social privileges or authority. The father 

of the household maintains absolute authority and the second 

in authority is the senior wife,  the Junior wives are always 

kept in subjection by the senior wife though it is done in a 

pleasant manner. The senior wife has the privilege of making 

the sacred foods and various other rites that she is called 

upon to do. The women in all Lacandón families are subject 

to the father of the house in all affairs though she is given 

consideration in all family matters. 

In the oaribal there is a man who is always the head of the 

settlement and the ohter man or men living abere are subject 

to his authority. During the period of renewal rites the se- 

cond man at the oaribal had to go out to kill a cow tha;b fead 

gotten into the milpa and was causing havoc Phil was with 

the head of the settlement at the secret hut in the Jungle 
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when the man returned saying he had killed the cowsPhil 
i 

told them not to leave the mea* and hide go to waste. Before 

he would leave the secret hut he first asked permission to 

aeave and the head of the settlement told him to go. His  , 

only authority appears to be in religious and common affairs 

of the caríbal. 

This status of the head is not determined by wealth or 

birth. The Junior wife will not surplant the senior wife 

unless she dies. This is the case of Chankin's present wife 

for »he was the Junior wife until his other wife died of a 

snake bite. Now that Ghankin has taken another young wife 

she in turn has become the Junior wife. One would thafek 

that Mateo would be the head of the caríbal at Pethá for he 

had married Chankin's mother but such was not the arrange- 

ment because Chankln is the head of the settlement. Mateo 

says lie will become head when Chankln dies. This is insplte 

of the existence of two boys of Chankin. He gave no in- 

dication that he would abandon this position when the young 

boys had grown up. A head of a home will be a matter of 

birth if the oldest son lives with his father at the time 

of the father's death. Should he be living elsewhere then 

he will forfeit Ubis privilege and it will go to a younger 

brother. Money has no meaning in any status for here at 

Pethá the man with more possessions is the man who is the 

second in command.  Thftt only indication that a person Is wealthy 

is ownership of a modern shotgun. 

The different status of thejrmen could be based upon the per* 

sonal qualities of the individuals for in our observations at 

the Pethá group this does carry some weight. The man who 
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is the most highly thought of individual and who is a real "TTlp- 

lomat is the head of the settlement.  The second choice is a 

business-like, mechanically inclined individual who also is 

well thought of by many Mexicans. The other man is sly and 

crafty and generally not cared for by the majority of the 

Lacandones as well as the Mexicans.  The other various heads 

of caribals are known to be kind and thoughtful and helpful, 

so, no doubt this is one consideration in becoming a leader 

of a settlement. Religious character also enters in, for 

the ones who are concerned about people and their affairs 

is seen in more religious ritual than the others. 

There is a certain status of conduct which governs those 

who cone to visit the settlement. Before the visitor enters 

a settlement he indicat.es his desire to talk with a member 

of the group by pounding on a tree trunk with a machete. The 

head of the settlement will go down the path to where the 

visitor is unless he is indisposed.  If the second in command 

goes then the visitor will come to the house of the head of 

the caríbal and greet him and his entire family individually. 

The visitor will be invited to spend the night there unless 

he is a brother of the other man. Respect is not only shown 

to the heads but also to old people. When a younger person 

does not show the proper respect to an elder they are ask- 

ed, "Why are you acting like that, you haven't yet lost your 

mangoloid spot." 

9. Racial Differentiations. The Lacandones base their m 

1*3 

7 
* 

social and corresponding thoughts and racial ideas on the 

oreation of the people by the various gods. According to the 
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Lacandones there are three separate and distinct groups, namel; 

the Lacandones who were created by hach/vkyum, the Mexican s 

and various other Inoian tribes who were created by hmete b k 

and the white people who were created b;, Akyanto'. The people 

place themselves the last on the scale making the claim that 

their head god did not do a very good" Job on them. 

The people in the entire surrounding area where the Lacan- 

dones live call the people Caribes. How or where thai term 

cane from is not known but these people are riot to be con- 

fused with another group of Indians called the Caribes. Ttíis 

term in its use is not deprecatory though some mean it to be 

jffensive. The whole region considers the Lacandón a poor 

person and pretty bad off. We have not seen yet an outsider 

make matters very burdensome on the people. The ones who 

caused them the worse trouble and who degraded them as well 

as kill them were the chiible hunters but now they have left 

the region.  The Lacandones take no offense at the term used 

in fact, they seem to enjoy it for they are. recipients of 

presents and many privileges that the Tzeltales do not have. 

The term which they call themselves is hachwinik (real people). 

This is always used among themselves alonebut they do recog- 

nize the other two groups of Lacandones in Cedro and San 

Quintín. They refer to these" people as chukuoh nok' (long 

clothes). They know that they speak a dialect of their lan- 

guage and appear to have had contact not very many years 

ago w:Vth the El Cedro group. They don't know very much of 

the San Quintín group at all but they say they kill other 

Lacandones. So, they do recognize and Include the Lacandones 

BAER     ^ 
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of the other regions because of their similarity of dress and j 

language. Yet this does not include the Yucatecos for they 

have other "santos" and different dress as well as a slightly 

differenct tongue.  Their contact with the Yucatecos came. 

largely from those who searched for chicle. The language is 

different as testified by some chicleros who admitted that 

it took three months before they could carry on a cbherent 

conversation with the Lacandones. They even admit thatthe 

physical appearance of the Yucatecos is alike withe the ex- 

ception of the hair. 

Ti|be people have two terms that they usé in reference to 

people who are able to read and write as well as having a 

diff<|rent language and dress. This is ts'ur which refers > 

to a man and shun n which is used in reference to the lady. 

Here the color of skin does not show any importance for they 

call Phil ts'ur as well as the former head of the finca, 

Caríbal who isoC Mexican-Tzeltal decent. This is not a de- 

precatory term but one of respect and honor^. The term that 

is deprecatory is kah (foreigner). This is used in reference 

to all those outside of the Lacandones whether Indian, Mexic- 

an or American. They always called Phil, kah, until he was 

able to gain their confldenoe and now he is called ts'ur. 

Usually the Lacandones call a person by whatever his work 

oalls him to do e.g. the chicleros were called bAhblya' 

(tappers of chicle), AhkonAn, the one who takes care of so.ne- 

one else's things, etc. This fe also used of Tzeltales who 

are called put utVn Iprostitue words). These people al- 

ways use a foul word puta-(prostitute) and so are called the 

ones whose words are prostitute. Even one of our friends 

.* 
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who had Iftifcarge red nose was called AhpAn (tucan) because of 

the similarity between the bird's beak and his large nose. 

They also recognize a distinction between products made in 

Mexico and those made' in U.S.A. and because ¡of the better 

product thpy say the people from the.U.S.A. are more in- 

telligent. One question they always ask when they see a new 

product is, "Where did it come from, your country or Mexico?" 

They also say that this is a result of thergode who created 

the people because they adknowledge that even their main god 

hachAkyum did not show them how to make soap or such things 

as pots and pans. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 Villagutlerre Sotomayor, Juan de, HiBtoria de la conquista 

de la provincia de el Itzá, reducción y progresos de ia 

Lacandon, Guatemala, 1933. 

2 Landa, 1941, p.lCl.  Villa, 1945, p.89. 

3 see ceremonial aspects of this rite under Life Cycle. 

4 Villa, p.90. 

5 See Life Cycle. 

6 Villa, p.96 for different view. 
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LACANDON KINSHIP TEEMS 
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LAQ^ÍDON KINSHIP TERMS 

1. Explanation of the Mayan Kinship Syatwn 

2. Explanation of the Lae/tndon Kinship Syatem 

3. Explanation of tha Laotjadon Kinship Tarms. 

Baer ^4| 2. 

/ 

/©• 

l 

Whan we dísonas the terminology of kinemenahip one «ill aee 

that it ia a ayates of its own. We cannot say that it follows 

the European ayates»so, parhapa we ahould call it aboriginal 

in origin. 

1. Explanation of the Mayan Kinship Syatan. Dr. Fred Eggan1 

aaya thiat "The Mayan klnahip ayatem ia of the 'elaaaifieatory' 

type in that the father la elaaaed with the father*a brother 

and the mother with the mother'a sister. The tendenoy to gen- 

eration atratlfieation ia rather atrongly narked, but ia com- 

plieattd..by a tendenoy to link alternate generations through 

the uae of the aaaie or similar terminology. Sexual differen- 

tiation ia atreaaed; praotieally all the important terma In 

ego*a generation and abo-ve (exeept idsin) indioate the aex of 

the relative, while in the deaeending generationa the aex of 

the apeaker ia indieated. In many eaaea the aex of the connect- 

ing relative ia alao atreaaed. Seniority ia emphasised in 

•go'a generation only» but ia extended to a group of apeelal 

relative* by marriage* The large number of terma in the Maya 

ayatem ia partly brought about by the flneneaa of the diatlne- 

tlona made among varioua affinal relativea. It may be noted 

that certain affinal relatlvea are deaignated by oompounding 

aibling terma while othera have Independent terma. 

ttff **:<!}*<*£*,*.•**,. 
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"Tha axtanaions of tha kinship system ara not olear, bat 

relatives seemed to haya baen recognised to tha third or 

fourth cousin at laaat. Thara ia evidence in tha litara tura 

to lndieata a furthar axtansion to relatives in tha fathar'a 

lina by means of tha naming system, whila eartain ralatiTaa 

of.tha mother wara not oonaldarad aa 'related* for marriaga 

purpoaa at laaat." 

nota that tha bilatarally symmetrical kinship ia axtandad in 

kinsmanship tarms aa wall aa eartain prohibitions in marriage* 

This evidence favors a bilateral eross-oousin marriage allow- 

ing only marriage between their parante* brother or sister* 

See the figures and note that only are they permited to take 

a wife from the father*a alatar or the mother*a brother* 

Itema like the continuation of the totem, the headahip of 

the father or husband over the household, the bonds of filial 

relationa with brothers, the obligation of a man to care for 

his widowed mother and single aistars, all these emphasise 

strong bonds of kinship in the male line. It la alwaya a 

man'a obligation to care for hie widowed mother in her old 

age, in faat, aha only goee to live with her married daughter 

if there are no living married sons. There must always be a 

man at the head of tha household* 

The Laeondonea of thia region always oall each other by tha 

kinship terma, they never use names among themaelvee. Moat of 

theae terma are reciprocal, the exeeptiona being the aexual 

differentiations, for example, n/\*, great-grandmother and ego, 

called WAk/\n by her; and the differentiations of seniority 

which are aeen in ego*a connecting linea, for example, suku'un, 

J 
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elder brother, kik, elder sister. U/ li 

3. Explanation of the Kinship Tema. 

tet. Father. This term Is uaed of one's own fathor and 

«tapfathar as wall. Ona oan compound this by adding 

Jaeh, real, thus, jaeh tat, your raal father Is dis- 

tinguished f roa tat, stepfather. 

nA1. Mothar. This tar» la also appllad to onrfa matern- 

al great-grandmother, tha mother'a oldar alstar and 

younger slstar, tha patarnal great-grandmother, tha 

father'a aldar or youngar brother's wlfa and tha wlfa 

of one'a son» Thara la no lndleatlon of age. 

ti'ar. Son or daughter. This tern la also appllad to a 

stepehlld as well aa their own ohlld. This la only 

used when talking with another peraon. Tha various 

totema have certain terma for their ehlldren. Moat 

all of the* eall their ehlldren oeh and later when 

the ehlldren are older they are ©ailed nanas like nunk, 

big; chanok, little foot; ohank'in, little sun; bor, 

meaning unknown; k'ln, sun; k'ayom, drum; and koj, tooth* 

ohloh. Grandmother. This term Is used only on the Bother's 

BAB*. Grandfather. The tarn Is need on the mother'a side. 

Also, both daughter and aon are ealled this on the 

mothar'a brother's side. Both grandohildren that oome 

from one's daughter and both ehlldren from the elder 

•later of one'a father are ealled by this term. This 

la tha lime through which marriages are permitted. 

The one that Is married to ona'a aiater Is alao call- 

ed BAB. 

All 
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lahkit. Qreat-grandaother.    Thla tana la uaad In referring 

to one'a aaternal aunt and paternal aunt.     It is uaad, 

alao, for tha great-grandaother on tha father's alda aa 

wall as on tha aether'a alda and for tha daughter of 

one's brother* 

AkAn. Great-grandfather.    Thla tara la uaad of tha aether's 

father's father.    One's paternal and maternal uncles are 

also called thla as well as one's nephew on the sister's 

side. 

yum.   Great-grandfather. This term la used of th* mother's 

mother's father.    A father's brother and mother's sister's 

husband and the grandfather's brothers are  called yum. 

The child (male)  that is a raault of one's oousin (of tha 

paternal uncle)   and the male  child of one's  brothers are 

called yum. 

sulcu'un. Brother.    The term is used of one'a grandfather 

(paternal) and also one's older brother, ha  in turn call- 

ing his  sibling its'in. 

its'in. Younger brother or sister.    Thla term Is aztaadad n 

through to one'a cousins of both sex through both linea* 

One's grandchildren froa the aala line are called its'la* 

kik. Elder sister.    The tara la carried through to tha fea- 

ale couains In either line*    It la uaed of tha grand- 

father'a alater also. 

ala*  Grandaother on the paternal side* 

au*« Sister-in-law and brother-in-law through either line* 

Ja'on* Slater-in-law through both linea* 

rzrzrrti 
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lib ja'an* Son-1B-law. 

ta wu'uyaj. Euaband or wife. This tern is used by the hus- 

band and wife when speaking to one another. When anong 

others they use rak». 

ts'enA». Ileoe. on the sister's side* It is also used for 

the daughter of a grandfather's sister. 

If one helps with the eeraony of plaelng the baby on the 

hip, he loses his kinship tern and is called nek'ur. 

If there are two or more wives they eall eaoh other kik 

or its'in aeeording to seniority. 

•*?.! 

FOOTNOTES 

In his article in Aasriean Anthropology, oalled 

The Mayan Kinship System and Cross-cousin Marriage. 1934, 

pp. 192-93. 
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Division of Labor [CgttJ^/JLV^* 

Since it is a small family unit that makes up tht majority 4  ',\ W„, 

c> 

of the homes they must all perform the labor to keep it in ex- 

istence. There is, of course, a division of labor founded oil •  ,, . 

BOX, age, and religious activity yet all the members of the ;< '#4bafe 

family are able to oarryxon the same-activities and possess ; ' '  -)^ 

the same working knowledge. In the ordinary run of lif•/tfceJU^f %%$ re vmpmt &   foam* 

.ikely to d^/Afil is an inclination for specialization?even so, this is likely ,_  ,,, . 

be regional. The flint that the men need for their arrows - ^ , •. K* 

is around the region of Elución and San Hipólito* therefore, 

. the Lacandones in this vicinity will flake the flint and sell 

it to the others. There are specialists in the curing of med- 

ical ills and insect and serpent kites. There are aleo saored 

prognosloators according to one informant. This is the only 

known sacred specialist, for each man has to divine for him- 

self what one god of the pathanon he must pay. "' 

1. Sexual Division. The ethnologist, Alfonso Villa, sáys, 

"The attitudeof the natives toward sexual division of labor 

finds ritual expression in the ceremony oalled hetsaek la 

which are symbolised the tasks appropriated to eaoh sext 

— those of the women oentaring around the three stones 

domestic hearth and those of the man within the four 

of the milpa.1' There are the usual exeeptions to the rule 
-•'•'• - •" - • '' ' X ' -i'u. 

but in the regular routine the responsibility of the man la '• - V':V;' 

the milpa and aare of the braseros while the household duties, 

fall to the wife.  . 

Since the milpa is the work of the man he must be respons- 
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Division of Labor (CwJoaAJLi>P' l*yf' 'M \jfr 
Since it is a small family unit that makes up the majority 

of the homes they must all perform the labor to keep it in ex- 

istence. There is, of course, a division of labor founded on 

sex, age, and religious activity yet all the members of the 

family are able to carry on the same activities and possess 

the same working knowledge.  In the ordinary run of life there 

is an inclination for specialization;even so, this is likely to 

be regional.  The flint that the men need for their arrows 

is around the region of Elución and San Hipólito. Therefore, 

- the Lacandones in this vicinity will flake the flint and sell 

it to the' others.  There are specialists in the curing of med- 

ical ills and insect and serpent bites.  There are also sacred 

prognosicators according to one Informant.  This is the only 

known sacred specialist, for each man has to divine for him- 

self what one god of the uathanon he must pay. 

1. Sexual Blvlslon.  The ethnologist, Alfonso Villa, says, 

"The attitude of the natives toward sexual division of labor 

finds ritual expression in the ceremony called hetzmek in 

which are symbolized the tasks appropriated to eaoh sex: 

— those of the women centering around the three stones of the 

domestic hearth and those of the man within the four corners 

H1 of the milpa.  There are the usual exceptions to the rule 

but in the regular routine the responsibility of the man is 

the milpa and aare of the brazeros while the household duties, 

fall to the wife. 

Since the milpa is the work of the man he must be respons- 
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ibilétforftbeeseleotion of new milpa acreage. He must do 

the hard work of falling the brush and then the large trees. 

His is also the Joe of saying when the brush is ready to be 

burned, fhk heaviest of the physloal labor is the men's, 

but the «omen do help. One other thing about the women is 

their ability to do any or all of the work that a man oan do.' 

In one settlement near Arena all the men died and this left 
3 

the women and her daughters. She went ahead and made her 

milpas by herself using the small girls to help her in the 

minor tasks. The women usually gather the firewood but the 

men will do it should the wife not be physicaly able. The 

^arresting of the corn is a combination of the whole family. 

The cjorn is>all thrown into huge piles and from there, it is 

carried in their net bags and separated at the corn bin. 

The young ones remove a layer or two of the oorn husks, then 
XL 

the head of the house1 will pack away the corn in layers. The 

women also harvest the corn and they can do it alone, for 

one season the boy of a family was sick and the sickness 

lingered for months after the harvest time. The wife was 

greatly oonoerned and even though she had a child of two 

months «he husked the oorn while her husband, the father, 

was busy o hanting for the boy. 

The milpa work which requires the use of the axe and 

maohete is the responsibility of the men folk. Sinoe he 

also knows the mechanism of the gun as well as the bow and 

arrow he must supply the meat for the home. He fishes and 
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ais4»ogets turtle», wild honey and all the needed articles for j 
I 

religious worship. The man, therefore, must keep the family 

with food to insure their physical exiatenoe and also that 

the family has a right .relationship wit the braseros. 
i 

The women get the wood if there is no boy oapable of cut- 

ting the wood, they bring water for household use, spin and 

weave the cloth, cook the food, prepare the corn for the tor- 

tillas, wash the clothes, sew and make the new ootones, oar* 

for the chicsMms. 

_ The usual labor division breaks down at certain occasions, 

that is, in ceremonial days. The man will get the water for 

ceremonial use, also the wood. He will start the fire and, 

keep it going. Another time the division breaks down la the 

time when the wife is pregnant, for then the husband doea the 

grinding when the wife is aiok. The grinding is always dona 

in the metal corn mill and not the metate. In spite of this. 

division there are some men who can do the cooking if he has 

4o Co so. Hateo's two young wives at first could not do some 

of the cooking for they had not learned it as yet. Mateo 

then made the food inatruoting,his wives aa to the method 

of preparation. There is a division of labor among the 

women if there are two wives but this is done only at cere- 

monial times. Then the task will fall to the senior wife 

meanwhile the younger wife will cara for her children. The 

senior wife alone prepares the sacred food either In the 

grinding room or the sacred hut^. 

ul 
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The religious services in the sacred hut are all perform- 

ed by the men.  The men all divine which of the brazeros 

needs to be appeased. He also goes through the Jungle to 

get the rubber for incense as well as the coraaon pine pitch 

for ordinary occasions. The women can only ask the man to 

go through the ritual for them for they profess complete 

ignorance off religious matters. Whenever we ask the women 

about anything of their religious beliefs they always tell 

us to ask the husband. The women say they also have no 

knowledge of any songs or lullabies but in the San Quintín 

group they have such for on a visit there a lullaby was 

heard. >  ,; •-......•..  .•• 

A young boy can put on the nodules of incense board and 

do other general small religious tasks such as gathering 

the sacred palm leaves, caring for the brazeros while lit 

with incense to make certain they don't go out and to wash 

out the sacredgourds In preparation for a new ceremony. 

2. Labor Division by Age. The general division of lab- 

or cannot be defined by age but ability. A young boy 

will not be given a good machete until he proves himself 

with an old broken machete. This is generally when a lad 

is ten years old. There are exceptions as there is now in 

Chankin's family. An albino boy has been adopted but his 

sight is poor, hence, he gets no good machete or good axe 

although he is at least ten years old. Boys of this age, 

however, do gather firewood but this is the fallen wood 

that lies in the Jungle. He helps in the milpa pulling 
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weels and gradually is led and taught to do the most ardeous' 

tasks. The young girls are also led along, the same path 

until they are capable of doing their tasks with proficiency. 

Most always they are married before they become expert at 

their tasks but the husband will continue to see that they 

receive instruction in their work. The parents are careful 

not to rush a child to do any type of work before they are 

able. Once they have learned the principles of a |Job then 

they are not excused for shoddy work. Some of the parents 

are not inclined to discipline their children over such 

matters of work while others administer a few spankings. The 

father will make certain that the task is done properly but 

the mother will instruct the daughter in the rudiments of 

the work. The father instructs discipline and learning to 

a boy. The boy is^permitted to come near when the brazeros 

are being made but when he has become married then he is not 

permitted to see the making of them unless he gets permiss- 

ion from the leader. The young unmarried lad can help form 

the clay mounds but the married lad is forbidden to do any- 

thing at all. 

3. Secular Specialists. The people are- very adept at 

using their hands and can do almost any common task. Mateo 

has become a gunsmith in the region. Some of the people have 

ruined the end of their shotguns and lost the front sight 

on the gun. Mateo relignes the sight and bores a hole tith 

a pocket knife. He then cuts off the end of a file and this 

is made into the bead for the sight. Some of the guns have 

I 
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HA& bad firing pins ana even the screws that contain these 

have been made. Once after being shown the way of making a 

gun stock the informant carved one w.'th a machete.  They 

have even made duplicate keys for locks for their houses. 

The informants always have their wives carry the keys. This 

man had made a key without his wife's knowledge and arrived 

home befor e his wife did and opened the door to his wife's 

consternation when she saw the door open. 

As already mentioned there are regional specialists who 

live in certain regions where a thing .iay be aade and will ex- 

ploit the product to aid the 4>1>hers. Maximilian, living near 

Arena flakes flint and sells it at a peso a bundle, another 

family living close to Santo Domingo also flake flint.  The 

Í method used in flaking flint is as follows: the larse piece 

of flint is flaked by the use of a deer horn. The people 

prefer a deer horn that ha3 only one antler. The tip of the 

antler is pointed and the section where another antler 

shoots off is cut off.  It now looks like a nail punch.  This 

is the instrument used in flaking the large sections of 

flint. The bow wood (guayacan)is found in the region of Lake 

Metsubuk but those who live there are not expert in splitti 

inp; the wood, BO, Mateo at Pethá does this splitting for 

most of the people in the other regions. Some now in ofder 

to sell bows arrows will cut bows out of zapote wood. The 

Lacandón group living at Hethá have the cane (carrizo) 

growing near them so they sell this for the shaft of the 
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arrows.  In this same region lies the best sand and so one 

woman there makes the large sacred clay cooking pots. She 

does this on orders alone and usually it takeB two months 

to complete an order. Several months ago Enrique and hie 

son, Jorge went over to Hethá to get two such cooking vessels 

for ceremonial use. 

In the region of Arena there is a woman who spins the thread 

and weaves the course cotones that almost all the Lacondonee 

wear. 

On special occasions a family, will need the use of another 

woman or man and so go to a nearby caríbal for aid. These 

times are usually in houra of crisis. This caríbal of Chan- 

kin had no woman that had given birth to a child so when 

Chankin's wife was^abor another woman was sent for in order 

to be of comfort and strength to the laboring wife. Enrique 

also helped invoke the aid of the gods to facilitate an easy 

birth. Chankin aaid he paid forty pesos for these services. 

On other occasions if a woian or man has not gone through 

the mek'ik u ti'ar ceremony he must call an outsider to show 

his child the activities of his or her future life. There 

is no pay for these services. 

Or  Health Specialists. There are no known remedies for 

sickness other than the ppplication of salt to the poison 

of the Chechen tree. Should the .oison get into the eye 

they then recommend the Juice of a lemon. The informants 

say there are health specialists who are able to cure many 

ailments. They say that there are same who can cure snake 

i 
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bites, bad stomachs, broken bones, stop.-inc; of blood. Mateo 

claims he is able to cure such ills as stiff necks and spraim 

He said that while on a trip a few years ago he suddenly 

came down lame. He claimed he used this special power (kunyah) 

and in a short time he was well enough to go walking on and 

reach home without further pain. When the wives of two of 

the men had given birth to two children Enrique immedlately 

began this process of curing. The man appears to be talk- 

ing as he draws in air into his lungs. The adopted boy og 

Chankin as he felled a tree suffered a terrible injury. The 

tree caught him above the ankle and almost severed it from 

his leg (p/vk' bak). He tied a stick to the leg and did 

this implosivo chanting. The informants said that one of  " 

these curers could teach another but that some find it 

difficult and so-many such curers die with their knowledge. 

There are another group of healers too but these are the 

women.  The pregnant women only have this power.  They take 

some of the spun thread and tie it about an injured member 

and they claim it will stop bleeding or the loss of the 

body's member if badly hurt. The husbands of these women 

also are possessors of healing but apparently it is not as 

effective for most of them prefer a pregnant woman to tie 

a thread on them. 

§7 Sacred Specialists. In each family group tre head 

of the family is the sacred specialist. He is the one who 

must divine which should be propitiated and also what offer- 

ing the brazero desires for his continued good grace. This 

4 
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special task is taught by the head of the house to the sons 

by observation alone.  It is not an easy method but the man 

does it in the house or down in the brush or even in the 

god-house.  Seeing the oeremonial rite so often done by the 

father the boy will be able to do this rite when he is 

married and has his own home and family.  It isn't until he 

has reached this stage Bin his life that he can practice this 

divination. 

I  The most prominent method of divination is Employed as 

follows: the thumb and forefinger of the left hand are plac- 

ed in the hollow Inside of the right elbow.  The nails are 

placed nail to nail.  The forearm of the diviner is measur- 

ed in about 2 or 3 inch spaces using the same fingers.  The 

fingers of the hand follow the large vein of the forearm un- 

til the top of the thumb is reached. During all the measure- 

ments on the forearm care is taken to make certain the nails 

line up correctly. When this position has been reached the 

hands are held together as in prayer, i.e. palm to palm. 

The nails of the fingers are matched with each other.  In 

doing so, the fingers must be slightly bent. The hands are 

cupped but without the use of the thumbs. At each failure 

of divination the right hand is slipped underneath the under- 

side of the small finger and rubbed back and forth and the 

fingernails are held in the former position aga'n. There 

are times when the fingernails of the right hand are rubb- 

ed up and down on the hollow of the inside of the left el- 

bow and the measurement is begun once again and the proceas 

repeated. The way the diviner knows that the brazero has 

* 23 1 
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/  are spreading in a cupped motion the nails must remain in 

12* 
slip then the divination does not have the correct brazero. 

The diviner uses a chant calling out the names of the gods 

and as he comes to the name of the god he will jppread his 

palms, if the nails remain even and together without slipping 

then he knows to whom he must pay.  Should they slip over 

then the brazero has not accepted this divination. Many times 

the men say they did not learn to divine correctly when 

their divination goes wrong. 

N There is another method of divination that the Lacandones 

use but most of them do not care for the method or did not 

learn it. The method appears to be used for the foretelling 

of future events. For example, Enrique and Mateo went over 

to see about an exchange of a gun, this left Enrique's boy 

back at home sick. The trip usually is made in a day but 

they were delayed and had to wait till the following day 

to return home. Perhaps two hours away from their home 

Enrique used this divining method to know whether his boy 

was dead or not. His divination aald he was dead so they 

came running home. Mateo was disgusted and said Enrique 

should hot have used this method. Chankin says his brother, 

Maximiliano could divine as to where game could V>e found 

or almost any event even sickness or death or recovery from 

sickness. The sacred leaf of a palm (bo'oy) is taken and 

preferably a long leaf. The leaf is split until a 5'/l0 inch 

sliver has come out. This is carefully folded in the middle 

the long way. Care is always shown in the selection of the 
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side. The lightest green or the underside is folded in for 

the inside. Part of the stiff stem is used from the same 
\ 

branck of leaves. The folded end of the leaf, is rolled in- 

side this folded leaf and the diviner is ready*to begin the 

ceremony. The leaf is begun to be wrapped around the stem 

and the chanting begins. The leaf and stem are at the very 

tip of the forefinger with the leaf resting in the hand. 

In this manner the leaf and stem roll in the same direction. 

Sometimes the men spit on the stem and leaf before the roll- 

ing is begun. The rolling is done until the leaf is wound 

around the stem and then the finger of the right hand pick 

the roll up and put it at the end of the fingers on the left 

hand. The process if then repeated once more. The men say 

this should be done four to five tines. Most of the time 

it is stopped when the chanting is complete or the petition 

is done.  The leaf is then unrolled  f £DT-^g^gp) )  . 

If the stem' id still where it was in the beginning then the 

sign is bad but were the stem to be inside the folded leaf 

( L^._2L-   /  then the petition is true. The explanation 

of how this is done lies in the rolling. When the end of 

the leaf makes an extra turn or unrolls by one turn around 

the stem and the leaf is unrolled the stem is iaside. 

As already said the head of the household alone does this 

divination but there are exceptions.  The other person who 

does the divination invokes his own brazeros alone. They 

never do it around the brazeros of the one who has asked 

the person to divine for them. The son of one of the men 
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at the caríbal had been sick for a few months so he appeal- 

ed to another man to divine for him. This other man went 

through the first divining process and later put the braz- 

ero on the ceremony tablet and offered incense. He told 

us after that the 6fcber man would pay the brazeros for the 

services rendered by his brazeros.  There are other times 

when another will help another Lacandón in his divining. 

This occured one day when a sick child of a member in the 

caríbal was ver,v ill.  The father went to divine near his 

god-houee while the other man living at the caribál went 

down a trail into the Jungle.  The one who found »ut would 

tell the other which god needr appease/nent but the father 

always paid the gods and first offered incense •£©. Invoke 

his healing powers upon the sick person. Therefore, if 

the head of the household asks another man's help than 

the other fellow can do the divination. 

One informant said that no fees are pharged for having 

another divine for you, yet in one  case already mentioned, 

that is, at the birth of a child one of the men requested 

forty pesos. At the birth of another child when the re- 

quest was made for help no money was asked but the in- 

formant told us that he would probably request a gourd 

of pine incense. 

There is another specialist in this group that was not 

seen elsewhere. This is a person who aids in the'fermen- 

tation of the ceremonial drink, bache'. The bark of this 

tree, bache', is usecd. for the ceremony. The liquid is 

measured into a clay pot called pak, the measurement de- 

$*£•-- "•'•"i 
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£SttQS Upon what the divination brought out, most of the 

ceremonies require 4 to 6 of these measurements. Sugar 

cane juice that has been beaten and the juice extracted is 

strained and placed in the sacred dugout for bache*. The 

bark is placed in the dugout and is held under the water by 

imall sticks wedged in by the sides. Over this is placed 

salm leaves to keep out dirt and rain. Before this dugout 

.s covered the specialist sits down beside the canoe facing 

feast and takes a few drops from each section of the amber 

liquid in a very small jicara. When the specialist is fin- 

ished with this rite the dugout is covered with the palm 

leaves ÍAhpaho*). Usually the drink has fermented after 

4 hours have passed. When the drink is seen it is actually 

bubbling as though it were oooking. The following day the 

foam is carefully scouped off the surface and put on a leaf. 

Later this is thrown away. A fact that they have noted is 

that in ten to fifteen days the bark of the bache' is much 

better and gives a more tasty beverage. The chants which 

will include the chant for the fermentation will be dealt 

with under another grouping. 

There also appears to be another specialist but the 

menfolft deny this. Both the heads of the various god-houses 

seem to have .their subordinates show others the brazeros. 

One day some friends of the writers came to visit.JermiaB- 

ion was asked of the settlement head and he sent his sub- 

ordinate along to instruct the group in what was perniss- 

able and what was not. He also asked for money to appease 

the gods for desecrating the god-house. One other time the 

head of another group was asked to be shown a certain 



brazero. The head called over his subordlxiate and he shovJpa. 

the requested brazero. 

They tell us that there used to be another specialist - 

which is a sorcerer (*>hpuryah) though the informants claim 

they are no longer in existence. However, in practice 

there is no specialist for it appears that- anyone can have 

this special power. The people fear one another because of 

this power, therefore, it is not surprising to see no re- 

taliation if someone com nits a crime against the other. 

Chankin did nothing to Enrique when he burned down the corn 

and tobacco bin of Chankin.  This was such a tragedy that 

Chankin had to move to another place in order to get corn. 

Then on another occasion the fear of such a person causing 

sickness prostrated a boy.  This boy had taken the wife 

away from another Lacanddn and it gave him a terrible dis- 

position. When we tried to give him medicine we heard the 

conversation center about this other Lacanddn boy and that 

lie was causing the sickness. What a man does to cause a 

sickness or a death, says one Informant, is to make a spec- 

ial trip to the lake where the god AhroetSA.bAk resides. 

There he leaves a small brazero that was made for the trip. 

Also, this sorcerer will offer some rubber incense. One 

informant'said that five pieces of rubber are burned and 

then the small brazero is left there at the cave. The 

people also say a trip is not necessary to the sacred lak e 

but that an appeal can also be made at the god-house. 

They stipulate also that appeals ban be made to other braz- 
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eros to cause only sickness but not death. Not only is sick 

ness thought to be caused by this but also other ordinary 

things. One informant was having difficulty with some newly 

purchased gun powder. He claimed that another Lacandón was 

Jealous because he had a good gun and good facilities and 

was causing the gun powder to be bad. He said his chanting 

cured the cause sad that now the gun powder is good. 

p.  Labor Cooperation and Non-Cooperation. There is no 

cooperation to speak of among the Lacandones.  This is a 
7 

practice which is also prevelent in the Qulntano Roo' but 

is a contrast to the days when Landa wrote, "The Indians 

have the good habit of helping each other in all their lab- 

ors.  The reason for this non-cooperation can only be due 

to the independent spirit of the Lacandones which also is 

fostered by thfctrr religion. Even when possible the people 

eat apart at a very early age. When some game has been 

killed and cooked the division of the family into independ- 

ent units is easily seen, k  father and mother and a small 

child will get a clay olla of food,so will a boy of ten 

years. When a boy has taken a wife he will never eat again 

with his parents." One day a young married boy was having 

an argument with his wife. He came to visit us and explain- 

ed that his wife was so mad that she would not give him any 

food. He began to ask us to feed him. When asked why ho 

dldnftt ask his mother who lived right close by, he said if 

he could hot get anything to eat at our house then his mother 

might give him some eggs to eat. We gave him some food. 
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In religious practice, also, independence can be seen. 

Enrique had a sick boy who had been married for several 

monthB. When the boy was so sick that he could not chant 

the father would chant for him. After the boy became well 

enough to get up from the bed he went into the oratorio to. 

chant for himself. There are some who when they have to make 

a visit at some sacred lake or place will not allow another 

Lacanddn to chant for a sick member of the family. 

There are seasons when coopera ion is prevelent but gen- 

erally this is done in religious services or to abet such 

a service. Chankin had desired to go through the ceremony 

of placing his child astride the hip but he was never success- 

ful in getting meat to be the filling inside the sacred 

tamalee. One day the young boy of Enrique killed two or 

three hogs and remembering the desire of Chankin he gave 

one of the wild hogs to be used in the ceremony. There was 

no money given for the neat and the following day the cere- 

money was made possible.   -;•. 

When the time has arrived for the making a new set of 

brazeros they also cooperate in the gathering of the necess- 

ary products to make this possible. Chankin and Mateo 

needed some new clay for the making of new brazeros so both 

went to find a new souroe. They had to make certain it was 

not contaminated by outsiders. They also go out to bleed 

the rubber trees in order to have this ready for ceremonial 

use during the renewal rites. 

The men cooperate in the construction of the sacred or- 
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atorio but even then a line is drawn between them. The 

two families have one god-house and the shelves are two 

separate constructions. The division of the house lies be- 

tween these two shelves. The whole house is built to- 

gether except the rounded Ends are built by each man se- 

parately. Even when the repairing is done the main 

structure is done in cooperation but again the rounded ends 

are done alone. There was another cooperation seen when 

Enrique offered his son-in-law half of his tobacco crop 

in return for his help in the care of the tobacco crop. 

The men do not cooperate in the harvesting of their corn or 

even the putting in of the corn. All this work is done 

by family cooperation alone. 

When there are two or more wives in the family then 

they cooperate in the making of the tortillas. One wife will 

do the* grinding of the corn and the other wife will pat 

out the tortillas. During the making and cooking of other 

foods such as meat and the sacred foods then the senior wife 

assumes command. ' In the Lacandón life an extra wife is in- 

surance against the day when one woman is sick. At that 

time the other wife takes charge in the making of the food. 

The women do cooperate during the, preparation of the 

sacred foods for the brazeros as the second wife caree 

for the other's children in order that the work go smoothly. 

Outside of the above mentioned the women maintain com- 

pletely separate lives. They both have their own chickens , 

which are kept in. separatechicken .houses. They each claim 

«AttK 
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CHB eggs that their own -chickens have laid. One day Chankin 

had to acold his younger wife for she diiUt scare the chick- ; 

ens down from the trees and into the chicken houses at night. 

Each will wash the clothes of her own child but never those 

of the other. There is no concern expressed by the first wife 

if the second wife's child is sick. When one of the women 

plants a-product in the milpa then it is her property,and 

she along has authority over it. 

The women do cooperate in the making of the lime that is us- 

ed to remove the shell from the corn. The women make it - 

a pleasure trip. They go to a section of the creek where 

the snails are the most plentiful and here they are gather- 

ed and put in their carrying bags. When they arrive at 

home they scour the brush for the driest type of wood and 

insert it into a,clay pot that has a hole in the bottom. The 

dry wood directs the snails' shells through the hole. Prom 

time to time the new wood is added and the white snail shells 

are pulled out from underneath.  The snail sheila are crush- 

ed into a fine white powder and wrapped in an old cloth. 

They sprinkle the lime a few times until.a warmth is felt 

through the cloth then the lime is left alone until ready 

for home use. The women cooperate as the;, usually altern- 

ate bringing the water for household use. When the water 

gourds are empty then the wife whose turn it is will go to 

fill them. 

Some of the women cooperate in weaving cotones for the 

men for the cotones are made of two sections. The one wife 

would have to do both sections alone should the other wife 

_.,, -». -  r.a.,^»*»fc%i *„ 
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not know the method of weaving.  The previous wife of Chan-V 

kin died and so his second wife became the senior one.  These' 

two women always wove a section apiece for their husband's' 

cotón. Now that the former senior wife died and a new wife 

came the new senior wife has done all the weaving beoause 

the new wife hastnOt learned to weave. There Is a full 

cooperation in the making of the clay ollas and cómala. 

The head of the family will bring in the clay and sand.- The 

Junior wife will mix the clay and sand together and form the 

ifclay into mounds ready to^molded into ollas. The senior 

wife will mold the clay and then burn the product in an op- 

en fire. 

^.Jjatlve's Use of Time. The people's time is used dur- 

ing the year for mostly work depending largely on what's 

to be done. The care for the corn crop and the tobacco 

crop occupy most of their time. House construction and house 

repair will take the next greatest amount of time. The man's 

religious activities will largely depend upon sickness 

during the year and the payments that are involved in this. 

When they make a new set of brazeros then the people's 

activities will lengthen by 30 to 40 days. Also if they 

have to make a new milpa out of a new section in the Jungle 

then more time would be required for this. The list whioh 

follows is an average list but will give a perspective 

over the whole work. 

¿a li- 
of lar;-" 
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Corn Milpa 

No. of days 

Finding land 1/2 
Falling brush 6 
Cutting of large trees 15 
Sowing corn 2 
Weeding 16':, 
Doubling ears 2 
Harvesting 6 
Making corn bin 5 
Storing corn 2 

total 5^1/2 

Tobacco Crop 

days 

Planting 
Thinning 
Pulling leaves 
Harvest 

6 
3 

10 
Second thinning 
Tying up 
Weeding 
Making house 

2 
10 
5 
3 

_2AER 

total 39 days 1/2 hr. 

House Repair 
Days 

Cut leaves 3 
Transportation of leaves     1 1/2 
Vines 1/2 
Poles 1/2 
Tie and fix piles and leaves 3 
Poles for moy 1 
Leaves for moy 1 

tofcAl    10 1/2 

Bow and Arrow Making 
Days 

Flake flint 2 
Bow string 1/2 
Cut bow wood 1 
Cut and shape foreshafts 1 
Shape bow 2 
Shaoe feather shaft     2 

• 8 1/2 

Making 8 sets takes 64 days. 

30 1/2 days 
18 1/2 it 

18 n 

10 it 

21 n 

11 •t 

15 ii 

Out side wort 
Trips sacred and personal 
Hunting and fishing 
Getting ocote wood and resin 
Chanting for sickness 
Ceremony offerings 
Twisting cord and weaving hammock 
Renewal rites 

total 

The yearly synoronization of the Lacandones work follows the 

seasonal markers, the dry season which begins in the latter part 

of Becember and lasts to the end of April.* the rainy season 

which begins about the first part of May and carries on until 

the latter part of December.  The ceremonies have no fixed pattern 

occuring as the hea.' of the house feels the desire to perform 

them.  Chankln had promised one of the brazeros he would perform 
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five or six years have elapsed since the promise was made. 

There are two ceremonies that do have a special season.  This 

is the renewal ceremony which begins in the dry season be- 

.fore a new milpa is begun.  The ceremony of the first fruits 

occurs whenever a product has been harvested for the first 

time. Dur.'ng the season of the field corn the corn is roast- 

ed and given áe an offering to the brazeros. The same can 

be said of all the agricultural products such as tobacco, 

papaya, bananas, Jicara and corn. 

Just as all primitive people do who have no aspect of the 

modern calendar they adjust their lives according to the 

cycle of their milpa.  If they speak of a future tine they 

invariably will say, ,rThe corn will be at such and such a 

height." The names of the months of the year are notknown 

by any of the Lacandones we met. The only day in the week 

they have any knowledge of is Sunday.  The reason for this 

lies in the nearness of the colonia,LacandOn.  The people 

of this group of Tzeltales do not work on this day gad 

generally come to visit the Lacandones, hence, the familiar- 

ity .  The men not only mark time by the milpa but also 

mark the 'season for planting corn b\ the flowering of the 

mahagony tree. The men say that the white corn should be 

planted before the nahagony has ceased flowertg. They also 

plant their corn while the balsa tree is. flowering, but 

the people onlj, do this should there be an urgent need for 

corn.  When the mahagony has finished flowering the men will 
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only plant the yellow corn because they say it will not be 

so very good, if they piLknted white corn.  This is what iMateo 

had to do in 19^7 for he was involved in other work.  The 

informants said there is one  other method to indicate that 

when Pleiades has reached the top of the trees by the dawn 

the milpa must be burned and the corn plantel. Any delay 

will cause the corn not to root properly they believe and 

when the v/tñds come they wo-Id lose their crop.  They 

apparently feel that the yellow corn won't be so suscept- 

ible to the winds. V/hlte corn is easier to shell while 

yellow corn is much more difficult, hence, the preference 

for home use. 

When the milpa is burned they will not plant the seed 

until there has been a rain.  There is no indication that 

all the ppople do the planting of the corn together for in 

this pant year all three families in the caríbal planted 

their corn from one  to ten days apart. As a result of this 

they never are able to offer the first fruits of the corn 

at the same time either.  The people as a whole always differ 

in their times of doing their tasks. This is, of course, 

due to the pressure of other activities as well as for their 

convenience and desire.  The one family was able to plant 

their tobacco Just after a rain but the two other families 

could not as a result of a dry spell.  These two families 

had to sow their tobacco twice before it began to bear. 

Now one family has a good large tobacco crop while the oth- 

ers have a fair one. 
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There is one observation in this group that makes it dim- \ 

tinct from other Mayan groups.  There is no anxiety at any- 

time about the milpa work. None was seen from the time 

the brush was felled until the time the corn was planted. 

The T*eltales feel they must begin to fall the brush by the 

first of the new year yet the Lacandone3 have not begun 

this first job and are inv.-lved in a ceremony that will 

take them through the month of February before it is complete. 

There are no agricultural ceremonies pleading for the bene- 

diction of a good corn or tobacco crop. The only agricul- 

tural ceremony is the offering of the first fruits.  They 

know that when Ike corn is planted the rains will come for 

there Isa fairly certain rainy season.  xhe nost anxious 

moments seen among thews, i^jre. during the windy tmes and. 

then there are appeals made to the gods.  During the first 

five years of the field trips the rain nwver failed to 

come during the first part of May.  This may be the  reas- 

on why there is no anxiety.  Another reason is this, the 

men know and say that uwiajg they have corn for themselves 

there will be corn for offerings to the brazeros but should 

there be no corn for themselves then there will be none 

for the brazeros.  This philosophy is observed elsewhere too. 

The cycle of the milpa begins in January unless, of 

course, they  are impelled to begin the ceremony of renew- 

ing their brazeros. The work of falling the small brush 

is very tedious because of the constant stooping to fall 

the brush at ground level.  They spend the morning hours 

doing this before the sun sends forth its heat waves.  The 

\m 
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men also will accomplish the final harvesting of the corn 

but again the;¡ will have completed harvesting'in December If 

the renewal rites are to be held during the dry season. 

After the family has harvested the corn they are content and 

happy for they know they have some food for the next year. 

This, no doubt, is another reason for the renewal.; rites 

coming at such a time. Another reason for contentment is 

the sl^ht of the tall growing tobacco.  These five months 

from January to May are the happiest and healthiest of the 

year.  During the festive time of the renewal rites they 

eat the best food of the year and this too lends content- 

ment . 

When May has been reached and the milpa has been plant- 

ed activity begins in earnest.  The people are harvest- 

ing their tobacco crop which has been hanging in the to- 

bacco house.  The dry leaves are plucked from the tobacco 

stalk and weighted.  Then they wrap the leaves in "hands" 

by rolling them in an old cotón.  When the rains begin th e 

dry trees soon become green with new leaves.  The atmos- 

phere begins to cool down and the last of the horse flies 

disappear.  The trails soon become muddy from the constant 

travel. The men begin to deliver bunJ".les of tobacco at 

the various outside centers and more people appear at the 

caríbal looking for the tobacco. Soon the weeds begin to 

creep into the milpa and this adds to the activity around 

the caríbal.  This pulling of weeds begins and is not stopp- 

ed until the tobacco is a. out to be harvested. When the 

\ 
*& 
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whole family pitches in a¡_ pulls the weeas the task is quick-' 

ly done.  The «round thus is prepared for the sowing of a wew 

tobacco crop in üu^ua-t.  at the coming: of( nejí gPBen corii the 

raen offer roasteo corn, then boiled corn, then a tortilla made 

of fresh corn and then an atole ¡nade of green corn, all these 

are.first-fruit offerings and when once offered in the above- 

mentioned forms then they can consume them in that form alone. 

All year around the men are making bbws and arrows for sale. 

Most often they will cut the arrow shafts and tie en the feath- 

ers when the general run of work has slowed down or a rainy 

day keeps them at hone.  The men thus are prepared when an 

order for bows anc arrows comes. Gtjankin, during the year 

made and sold ei$ht sets and he now has three sets Just about 

ready to sell. 

Reglnning in September until the first part of December 

the heavy rains come. Rags and hammocks are made and other 

minor KX£JU&KX tasks are completed.  During the months of 

October and November the corn is doubled to protect it from 

the winds and animals.  The tobacco Í3 also thinned for the 

first time during September. Then when some plants die . , 

others are thinned and replaced. About mid-November the 

people get in earnest about harvesting their corn. First 

offerings are made of new tortillas, atoles and then the 

people partake. The corn crib is made at this time and t 

when the corn Í3 all harvested it is piled in front of the 

house.  The husband stores it away.  When December is reach- 

ed the tobacco begins to sprout extra leaves and the whole 

family thins the leaves.  When the rains begin to draw to a 
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816B6 then any house repair or new construction is done. This 

is the month that preparations are begun for the renewal of 

the brazeros. Hunting and fishing are the tines when there 

is a need in the home for 'neat and also to fulfill a- pledge 

to the brazeree, then the meat is made into sacred tamales. 

Most of the times the nen are able to neet the need for meat 

on trips to the milpa or on trips f r ocote. These aforemen- 

tioned hunts are generally special trivs. 

January 

February xxx 

Fall   Gut tall Burn  Sow  Pulling Bow    1st  2nd 
brush    trees milpa seed weeds  tobacco thin- thinning 

a lag, 
XXX 

March 

April 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

May XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

September 

October" 

November 

XXX 

XXX 

December xxx 

Tobacco Bending Corn bin    Corn   Making    Out &.        Tying 
weeding corn . construction harvest tob. house hang tob. tob. 

January 
February xxx" " ""  
March xxx~~ 
AP»IX-    l~—S7r7^Z~~~~~~.7xxx' 

_     ____ _   "  " XXX 
XXX 

_S©Ptember xxx 
.QjCJtQbji r_.._ xxx 
Hovejnber xxx 

December "xxx 

xXx 
XXX 

XXX 
XXX 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
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IACANDON ECONOMICS 

1. Property of the People. Each Item of property has a rig 
^MieMaaHeVHMP' 
ful owner and so all Items are saitt to be personally owned. 

This would include suoh things as: houses, fruit plants near 

the home and in the cornfields, guns and other personal 

effects. Property of land is possessed by the head of the 

settlement though anyone of the group can do as he pleases 

with the land. The moment an outsider comes to live any- 

where near the owner of the land, generally the head of 

the settlement must be consulted. Chicle hunters must al- 

ways pay for the use of land whether close to the group or 

a few miles away. 

There is no such thing'as the family group owning prop- 

erty even though there appears to be such because there is 

a difference between an object being used by all (Joint use) 

and joint ownership. In the Lacandón family unit all prop- 

erty has an owner. 

Though there is apparent Joint use of all property a 

closer observation will reveal just the opposite. There la 

a combined use of pots and bowls and machete and axas but 

certain cups for children are used only by certain children. 

Medicine given to one child often will not be given to an- 

other ohild if they have.different mothers but the same 

father. This has been the case in the giving of medioine* , 

to Chankin's family. Medicine was given to the favorite 

wife so she could apply the medioine herself. The other 

ohild by the other wife wast also slok and though we stated % 

the medicine.was for both children they only gave it to one> 

The head of the house also will make oertain that a 

•*" ,-< 

'4>J< 
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IACANDflN ECONOMICS 

1*3 
1. Property of the People. Each item of property has a right- 

ful owner and so all items are said to be personally owned. 

This would include such things as: houses, fruit plants near 

the home and in the cornfields, guns and other personal 

effects. Property of land is possessed toy the head of the 

settlement though anyone of the group can do as he pleases 

with the land. The moment an outsider comes to live any- 

where near the owner of the land, generally the head of 

the settlement must be consulted. Chicle hunters must al- 

ways pay foT the use of land whether close to the group or 

a few miles away. 

There is no such thing'as the family group owning prop- 

erty even though there pppears to be such because there is 

a difference between an object being used by all (Joint use) 

and Joint ownership. In the Lacandón family unit all prop- 

erty has an owner. 

Though there is apparent Joint use of all property a 

closer observation will reveal Just the opposite. There is 

a combined use of pots and bowls and machete and axes but 

certain cups for ohildren are used only by certain children. 

Medicine given to one child often will not be given to an- 

other child if they have.different mothers but the same 

father. This has been the case in the giving of medicines 

to Chankln's family. Medicine was given to the favorite 

wife so she could apply the medicine herself. The other 

child by the other wife was*also sick and though we stated 

the medicine.was for both children they only gave it to one. 

The head of the house also will make certain that a 

I 
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good machete or axe is going into the hands of a competent 

woodsman before releasing the object.  This was seen in the 

case of an albino who lived in the man's home and went 

out to get firewood for the household. He never was given 

a good macheteeor a good axe but came over to borrow ours 

in order to complete his chores. 

Another.moment when individual ownership is observed 

will be at death when his property Is to be distributed 

or perhaps if one of the members of the house has to leave 

because of marriage. 

There is apparent Joint-ownership in the matter of the 

god-house and the milpa. In every Lacandón caríbal the 

families have a Joint sanctuary. The men cooperate in 

building aa well as repairing the structure. This is 

>he only time the two households cooperate in the construc- 

tion of any building. Tf one helps the other in build- 

ing the owner will pay for the other's assistance. This 

concept appears to be carried over from ancient times, 

for one informant said, "There was a time when the people 
a 

lived inAvillage and in the village was a common sanctuary 

and there the. people went to seek benedictions and to off- 

er their payments." This edifice was also Jointly owned 

as well as Jointly used. The property is thought to be- 

long to the men who have their brazeros on shelves inside, 

still the men reoognize that only half the structure be- 

longs to them when they *e"brought to face the fact. 

Joint milpa is apparent when an object is brought out 

to be 8old. When we bought corn from the men and paid 

them, the money was theirs. Should one of the wives come 
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with some «weet potatoes ana sell them the money becomes 

hers.  The person who holds the money can do as they wish 

with it. 

As already mentioned the land belongs to the head of 

the settlement, in the case here, Ghankin. The various 

families are disposed to make a cornfield wherever they 

wish. Should a group of chicleros or others seek to 

make camp near or in the milpa of a Lacandón other than 

the group head, the chief of the settlement has to give 

permission and he will be paid for the months of use even 

though it is not his cornfield. When another family of 

Indians desire to come and live close by 'they also ask 

permission of the head of the group. Then they, also, have 

to get permission from the other families as well. Should 

one of the other members refuse such a request then the 

family cannot come near.  Such was the method when a family 

was left alone some three or four hours from this group. 

The man requested permission and the head said it was all 

right, but the man's mother who lived there with her 

younger brother refused and the man has gone to live at 

another caríbal. 

2. Property Division. The property that belonged to a 

departed parent is dispersed according to his or her wish. 

Generally headship of the family falls upon the shoulders 

of the eldest son should the father have died. This, also, 

means that the deceased's personal property such aa: gun, 

axes, machetes and cotones will also go to the oldest boy. 
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Should there he no sons in the family then the personal 

effects become the peoperty of the son-in-law . The son- 

in-law would become head of the family group even though 

he did not live at his wife's parents' settlement. 

The father's wishes are fulfilled concerning his person- 

al peoperty, as already mentioned, they will go to the eld- 

est son whether he was born of Ills favorite senior wife 

or not. Chankin has two sons, his first sen was born by 

the 3600BA  wife/^yet Chankin said his first son¿ would re- 

ceive the Inheritance. Chankin and Mateo said that man 

will give his effects to the son who remains with his fath- 

er. Thus, a son would get all such effects from his father 

even if he were not the oldest child. Also, should a 

married man die with no sons or sons-in-law his effects 

would go to his father-in-law.  Should the father-in-l«w 

be dead then the property would go to his brother-in-law. 

A verbal will, left by the man can! nullify this for Mateo 

said he has told Chankin to take his property and sell it 

or keep it Just as he wishes. This will take the property 

away from hie father-in-law, Enrique. These are secret 

negotiations for they would never let the other know the 

contents of the verbal will. 

The distribution of the brazeros is dispersed as men- 

tioned above with personal property. The one who has re- 

mained with the father helping in the roilpa work will get 

all of his father's brazeros. The son who inherited them 

gives shavings from the burnt carbon, the incense left on 

the brazeros, to his other brothers as substitute for the 
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stones that represent the gods^. According to Chankin, all 

his older brothers moved away to other places and while they 

were there his father died. Chankin who had remained with 

his father then inherited the brazeros. Should the father 

die while the boy is too young to take charge of the brazeros 

then the man of the other household will take care of them 

until the boy is able to assume his position as head of his 

house. The brazeros will be left in a cave if the father 

were to die without any sons as heirs. Chankin said that 

shouM he die without heirs the brazeros would be thus dis- 

posed. This is in spite of the fact that he has other broth- 

ers.  If Mateo were to die then his brazeros would to to his 

brother-in-law, Jor|e. Mateo Is married but has no children. 

Chankin said that if Mateo's father-in-law were to die after 

Jorfe had inherited Mateo*s brazeros then Enrique's brazeros 

would be left in a cave. Chankin asserted if his father was 

still alive after Chankin*s death then Chankin's youngest 

boy would inherit his father's brazeros provided that the 

boys were still at Chankin*s place. 

In the distribution of personal effects if a gun were In 

the man's possession and the son were only a few years old 

the gun would be sold and the money given to the principal 

wife. Should the boy be about ten years old then the gun 

would be cared for until the boy grew up a little more and 

could manage the gun by himself. 

The administrator of the estate will be the new head 

of the oaribfl. If the boy of< the deceased father were 

small then the administrator would care for the brazeros un- 

til the new family head would assume leadership. If there 

BA1R 
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Mn no heir for the brazeros then he would remove them t 

a cave where tbfy would be left. Any debts that the deceai 

ed parent had is oared for by the administrator with the sale 

pf the personal effects If necessary. This man would, also, 

sell the deceased's gun if the cfelld were very small and turn 

the funds over to the widow.  Should the widow continue to 

remain at the saiie place instead of going to live with some 

relatives the administrator would chant for her if she needs 

assistance from the gods. Were the widow to go live with 

some relatives then the milpa products would become his. 

Thus, the administrator of the estate would be sure to ful- 

fill all the wishes of the deceased while the actual family 

woulót have nothing, to do. 

Mateo and Ghankin have told us of all their arrangements. 

If Chankin were to die then Mateo would sell Chankin'a gun 

and pay off what remains of hi a debt. Mateo would care for 

Chankin's brazeros until Ghankin's oldest son could care for 

the gods by himself. It would be Mateo's duty to teach the 

young boy the rituals and offerings made to the gods. Mateo 

has left instructions with Ghankin also to pay off his debts 

by selling his gun and the remainder of the money would be- 

come Chankin's. Since Mateo has no heirs Chankin would de- 

liver the brazeros of Mateo to Jorfe, Mateo's brother-in-law. 

Should the widow of Chankin (the first wife) marry again 

after Chankin died (they have two children), the responsibil- 

ity then of the children would belong to thestep-father. 

Any personal effects would-belong to the step-child if the 

step-father died.  The step-father's gods would go to the 

cave at his death beoause the brazeros of Chankin had gone 

*Hi#.-W*a.:M«W*- *>. rf**-?*a«**S*f**i»*» 
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I to his eldest son. Chankin's other wife and baby would 

return home to her father. Mateo*a two wives would, also, I 

return to their parents at his death. The only possess- 

ions the wives could take would be the dishes and pots 

and their clothes but all else would become property of 

Ohankin. Even the corn in the rallpa would go to Chankin. 

The thought is that the father has corn for them so they 

will not use the corn. 

Should separation result then the one who caused th»\ 

separation will forfeit their property rights. 3hould thV 

wife choose to find herself another husband then she will 

leave what articles the former husband gave her even her 

children that she had as a result of this marriage. This 

was observed in the oase of one woman who beoame the wife 

of Pepe, Chankin's younger brother.  3he left behind all 

possessions José María gave her even their daughter, this 

girl later became wife of Ohankin. The husband can and 

does refuse to take back the various personal effects. 

If the husband wanted a separation then the wife could   , 

take all her personal possessions to her new household 

even the children. This was the case when Enrique took 

another wife but separated because of the jealousy of 

his senior wife. The present wife of Capitán Cashlan 

was sent away by Maximiliano and later had a child which 

she kept. The reason for the separation was the Jefciousy 

of the senior wife, also. Another separation seen re- 

'"'•v-'".'*:':  - 
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l suited in.the wife leaving her huaband with the clothes 

she wore. This was a forced separation, the mother re- 

called her daughter because she was ill-fceeated. 

When the widow remarries, the articles left by her 

former huaband will belong to the ohildren even if they 

are very young and are unable to make use of the articles. 

The step-father could take and use them and care for them 

but when the boys are able to care for them they take 

possession. Were the step-father to survive the v/idow 

then he would continue to provide for' the children as 

they were his own.  If the widow had married a man with 

children,upon his death the children would be under her 

care and supervision. The property would be divided accord- 

ing to the dead man's wishes, tfere his eldest boy still 

living at the deceased's barlbál then he would be heir 

or if all his children had gone elsewhere to live and 

only the widow's sons were at the caribál then they would 

inherit the personal effects but the brazeros would be 

left in a cave. 

If the person, aan or woman, dies childless,moat of 

their possessions are buried with them. These would be 

olothes and dishes but the most valuable articles are 

kept by the remaining widow or widower for their own use. 

3. Acquisition of Property. Besides becoming owner of 

property as mentioned above they are able to cone to it 

by their own work and also by purchasing the articles they 

desire. If the one who wants an alia and has no money 

&* 

\ 
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HB 0an get the clay and sand and make the olla, thus, he 

is sole owner of the object.  If a carried man makes bows 

and arrows and sells them he owns the money and dan dis- 

pose of it as he desires. A young boy who has no wife 

would have to turn the money earned over to his father. 

There was another method observed. Enrique bought his 

son a gun and also had one for himself. The gun helA by 

the son was his but the father still had control over it. 

When Enrique exchanged his gun for a 22 rifle he exchang- 

ed this with the boy for he was not adept at using the 

22 rifle while his son was. 

A balance of property is maintained in the families, 

for example, the wife will spin and weave a cotón. This 

will become the property of her husband.  The husband does 

buy cloth for the wife to make cotones and shirts for her- 

self. Even when the woman gains an article by her own 

labor she can give it to her husband and it will become 

his. This is done by Enrique's wife for she sells the 

eggs her chicken's have laid and purchases articles like 

a flashlight and Enrique becomes owner. Enrique had 

worked for us and by his earnings has purchased beads and 

cloth for the wAfe. 

4. Property and its Evaluation. Prom all indications 

all the Lacandones are on the same economic level. One 

cannot tell from the general conditions of the people 

that one is Wealthier than the other. The typical Laoan- 

d<5n dresses the same, eats the same food, lives in the 
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same oonditions and is engaged in the same activities. Our 

observations indicate that those who DOSS9SS the. best type 

of guns are the wealthiest. They worked harder to earn 

money to buy such guns. These cost on the average of 

•228. (pesos) to ¿500.. They provide more game for their 

family and the family is more oontent as a result. These 

modern type of shotguns also lend prestige to the family 

owning them. Another way of being wealthy is to raise a 

good crop of tobacco, their money crop. This will indie- 

ate how ambitious a family is for it takes much more work 

than a crop of corn. Ohankin in one year bought a radio 

($300 pesos) and a shotgun (#300 pesos).. This does not 

include purchases of cloth for both of his wives, feun 

powder, gun shot, primers, and gun shells. A contrast of 

this would be last year when Chankin's corn bin and tob- 

acco were burned up. As a result he had to buy corn and 

lived off his father-in-law until the new iiilpa time came 

and a new milpa was made. 

Money does not indicate a sign of wealth. Some of the 

men spend their money as soon as they get it for liquor. 

This is typical of the group at Hethá. Those at Fethá 

would rather buy articles for themselves and their family. 

As already mentioned, wealth la related into the 

direct'proportion of a man's ambition. Since tobacco is 

the money orop they aust sow their tobacco after the 

corn has finished tosseling. Then after the seed is sown 

and the tobacco has grown fairly well, it must be thinned 

and when the corn is ripe the corn stalks are removed to 
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Insure a better growth for the tobacco. As the plant 

continues to grow the leaves that they do not desire are 

plucked before It grown very much. This is to make cert- 

ain that the leaf doesn't become so bitter and hence is 

better for smoking.  Then co-cm  the cutting of the plant 

and the process of curing in the house. Later, it ftft all 

tied into hands weighing a bit more than a kilo (2.2 lbs.). 

Chankin is now replanting the smaller tobacco plants and 

hence will get two crops of tobacco this year. Therefore, 

wealth and the benefits derived from it are in the hands 

of everyone.  The people well recognize this for they 

often say to us when they tSWt an article on credit that 

they will pay when their tobacco crop has given up its 

dividends. 

Since tobacco is only sold at one time of the year, the 

men have another means of earning money.  That is the mak- 

ing and selling of bows and arrows.  This is also used 

as a means of trade among the people.  One has the cane 

for the arrows, another collects and sells the flint while 

others cut the bow wood and sells it. There is almost 

always a market for' the boWs and arrows in the various 

localities. A set of arrows will get the worker four pesos 

while a good set of arrows will bring double the ordinary 

price.  So, the equality of ^portunity is with them all 

and one can earn money handily if he feels thus disposed. 

One Lacandón from Hethá generally buys cloth by the 20- 

meter lots.Since we have not seen any other do such a 

thing we assume that he works harder than the average and 

thus is wealthier than most of the other Lacandones.  The 
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VARious other Lacandones agree with thi9 in their conversat-| 

lone. 

5. Living Standard.  The Lacandones* life centers about 

their production of corn and a means is maintained between 

consumption and production. In our observations the Lac- 

andones do not have domestic animals such as, horses or 

pigs.  There have been instances when a family has bought* 

a hog from the Tzeltales. This is to eat for themselves 

or to get some lard.  So, consumption by domestic animals 

is negligible. Chankin's family which consists of seven, 

consume an average of 465 ears of corn a month for tortillas, 

150 ears a month are used in posol. If he has a posol 

ceremony for the brazeros then 20 ears are used in this 

while 60 ears are used in the tamale ceremony so, almost 

all their corn is used in family consumption. For this 

year Chankin harvested about 10 to 12 thousand ears of 

corn.  Since the posol ceremony calls for their drinking 

gruel the regular posol corn is, of course, cut down.  The 

same holds true of corn for tortillas when a tamale cere- 

mony is being held. 

The other important needs of the people are salt, cloth, 

and gun powder. These are obtained at various settle- 

ments close to the Lacandones.  These articles, of course, 

are bought with tobacco money or money earned selling 

arrows. Though many not will sell away their tobacco 

crop before it is harvested in order to get the above 

items. Chankin irt his dealings with us for gun powder, 

RAER 
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gun shot, medicine, cloth and food spent 91.50 pesos. Thaoe 

waveonly the items on credit and does not Include his cash 

purchases. This, also, was at a period when he lost his 

corn and tobacco crop so it does not give a clear picture 

of his situation. The purchases of Mateo on credit total- 

ed $483.50. This includes the purchase of a new shotgun 

and repair of his radio with a new battery. 

In addition to the various above items the people are 

given many gifts by visiting different ones. They have 

been the recipients of plates, spoons, pots and pans, food, 

cloth and other smaller items. These gifts will total, 

perhaps $20 pesos. 

An estimate of the necessities of Chankin's family would 

average #210 pesos a year. This, of course, would not 

include the purchase of a new gun or other luxuries such 

as phonographs and radios.  The people are not accustomed 

to squandering money on any particular item though the 

Lacandones of the Hethá region squander their money on 

liquor bought in Capolin and Hethá as well as Carmen. The 

sad condition of the people there is said to be a result 

of this: they will refuse to sell their tobacco unless 

the merchant will bring liquor. Therefore, the merchants 

will always bring liquor as they buy the tobacco. They 

are then able to buy the tobacco at a very cheap price. 

For a more specific item, you will se e ' that the Lacan- 

dones over there have the old fashion muzzle loaders for 

guns and some still are using bow and arrows to hunt game. 
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There is only one known* modern shotgun in that entire group. 

Thus the people are of a poorer nature because of their, 

contact with civilization.  The women there in Hethá, also, 

have forgotten how to weave because all the people there 

buy the manta for their cotones. 

Since the chicleros have left this seotion of Chiapas 

the people have been much better off.  The chicleros have 

not come by to steal their fruits or their tobacco 00 

other items about the house. Once a chiclero even scared 

off Chankin's wife and then stole his shotgun. They Aid 

receive gifts from them but the problems they caused far 

offset their help among the Lacandones. 

6. Trading, Money, Borrowing and Lending.  There is 

some trade carried on among the people themselves,this, 

generally, is a result of scarce items being only in cert- 

ain regions. Here in Pethá the men have to go a day's 

Journey to buy flint for the arrows, a good half day of 

travel will bring them to the place where the bow wood is 

takeni Another half day's Journey will bring them to the 

plaoe where only the cane appears to grow.  The men buy a 

package of flint that has about 500 pieces of flint for one 

peso. 40 canes for the arrows are bought, also, for one 

peso while a bow crudely shaped will bring 50 centavos. 

Since the flint is flaked by the use of a deer horn, the 

ones who call to buy the flint bring the horn in order to 

insure a constant source of flint. This work is done by 

men but there are two women who make articles for sale. 
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One makes large clay ollas for ceremonial and home use while 

another woman makes the cotton cotones for the men.  These 

are valued at ten pesos a piece.  Sale of some products to 

one another such as corn, tobacco and beans are very limit- 

ed.  Corn is sold to a fellow Lacandón for one peso for ' 

400 ears. A manaJo of tobacco is worth 25 centavos while 

a basket of beans is sold for approximately 10 centavos. 

Other food items are given freely and generously. 

Any other merchandise for the home and milpa is bought 

at the various settlements near the Lacandones. The near- 

est centers for buying and selling are Capolin, about four 

leagues from Pethá; Carmen, about 6 leagues from Pethá; 

and Caríbal about 7 or 8 leagues from Pethá. At Capolin 

is a coffee ranoh and the owner buys tobacco from the 

people and sells them cloth, salt, gunpowder, gun shot, 

fulminates (primers), beads, sugar and ear rings. The same 

can be said about Carmen aid Caríbal.  Carmen is a hog ben- 

ter, where hogs are bought and then sent out by plane to 

Tenosique. The Caríbal is a Tzeltal trade center and here 

also hogs are bought.  The *tzeltales go to this place to 

buy liquor for their fiestas. A number of years ago many 

of the Lacandones went to Tenosique to buy salt and oloth 

but with the opening of chicle camps and mafcagony camps the 

people have stopped this practice. Tenosique is about three 

days of travel from Pethá. 

Generally,, the merchants give the Lacandones reduced 

prices because they consider them very poor. The men never 

waste time in naking these trips, they usually go and re- 

turn in one day. Most of the time the ones who come to our 
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home to make purchases remain over night but this is not  I 

the general rule. 

There are traveling merchants that come as near as the 

oolonia Lacandón about 2 1/2 miles from Pethá. They usually 

do not sell much to the Lacandones beoause they rarely 

meet the merchant. It is only a chance meeting and the men 

do not always carry money in going on such a,short visit. 

As in all purchases the father represents the family in 

all negotiations.  The men will go to buy cloth for his 

wife and family mostly to protect them from outside elem- 

ents. This can readily be understood when a chiclero told 

us he asked for one of Chankin'a wives, however, this is 

only one reason.  Since the man is the head of the house 

it is his responsibility to do the buying, also, the women, 

generally, have no sense of money and donit recognize one 

piece of money from another. This does not aean the women 

aren't taken into consideration- they are.  If they buy 

oloth from us the wife comes along to see the color and 

material.Besides, it makes a husband happy to see his wife 

satisfied with the material he is buying for her. The 

woman in turn will tell the husband when she wants to sell 

some of her property. He will conolude the deal and will 

give the money to her. 

There is no set rule that makes it obligatory for a 

man to consult his family in the sale of his «vn property 

but he does it to keep relations at home going smoothly. 

It would seem that she is taken into consideration in 
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Business deals because they work together in the home, in 

their religion and in the milpa, therefore it's logical 

that she know the business of her spouse. 

It would appear that the people are acquainted with . 

the peso but it is not true. They come with money by the 

handful to have us count it for them and many times in 

transactions *>ey have miscounted and given more than was 

necessary. There are some who know how to count very well 

and recognize the money easily but they,are in the minority* 

The people prefer to carry their money in the silver peso 

for they are afraid that once the paper money becomes wet 

it will c me apart. There «as a time when paper money was 

not accepted but when the chicleros came in the Lacandones 

became accustomed to trading with paper money and today 

it is accepted everywhere. In spite of the changing of the 

Mexican money at various time's the people accept the new 

money.without scruples. The people are equally acquainted 

with meter measurement and the kilogram and these, terms 

have become assimilated into the culture. 

The Lacandones borrow and loan mostly working tools but 

they also ask for the use of a gun. Most of these trans- 

actions take place among friends. We noted that though 

Ghankin was related to Enrique (married to Ohankin's sister) 

there were no such transactions between these two. There 

is almost no tendency to ask for the loan*of money among 

the people. 

There are times when one Lacandón will request the work 
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óf another iñ a certain task i The person who helps in 

the milpa is paid fifty centavos a day.  This appears to 

be an understatement.We know of a debt that Chankin had 

with Mateo for 300 pesos.  This was a result of work that 

Mateo had rendered.  The people almost always pay their 

debts but there are exceptions. There is one Lacandón 

who has a bad reputation among the whole tribe. He is 

something of a drunkard for he has big accounts at almost 

every settlement. This person was so untrustworthy that 

his own wife would never send him with money toggt some 

cloth for fear he would spend it on drink. He even owes 

money, ten pesos, to the orphan boy that Chankin has 

adopted.  In all our dealings with the people, the women 

rarely go Into debt.  Their stock phrase is, "When my 

chickens lay eggs I will pay you." This is for some 

medicine for their children. 

When they have to borrow coen for one another they 

always say that the person can keep the corn until some- 

day when he might have such a need.  Last year when Chan- 

kin had no corn Phil asked Enrique to sell him so.ne 

com, Enrique asked what the corn was for and when he 

heard he wanted to know why Chankin did not come and 

aük him. He said he would give him the corn as a gift. 

Phil then contracted to buy the corn for one peao for 

400 ears of corn because the corn was going to a Lacan- 

dón instead of for Phil's personal use. 

\iP 
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Another item along the work-loan idea was Been last 

year. Enrique promised Mateo half his tobacco crop if he 

would like to help him in caring for the crop during its 

growth. We cannot say if the same policy is used in the 

corn fields. 

In the matter of delinquent debts the people do not do 

anything if it is one of their own kind. Should an out- 

sider owe them money then they usually make such requests 

as to have a letter written to the state governor. Once 

a Lacandón came over requesting that Phil write a letter 

to one of the tobacco men who made off with 80 pesos that 

belonged to the Lacandón.  The people do not ask for any 

interest on an object that has been borrowed. This applies 

for all people whether a Lacandón or an outsider. 

Borrowing or lending is kept at an absolute minimum , 

among the people. The reason for this lieé in their indep- 

endent spirit.  If one has such and such an object then the 

other v/ill do all he can to buy one.  One. day while Mateo 

was angle ha came over to buy a frying pan. The question 

was asked, "Why do you want a frying pan, doesn't Chankin's 

wives fio your cooking for you?" "Yes, they do but I want to 

have a frying pan for myself," was the answer by Mateo. We 

have bee: ne tickled nany times when a person comes to buy 

some sugar. We know that when one buys it the others will 

soon be around as quickly as the word spreads. 

There seems to be peciprocal aid given at various times 

of emergencies. The day that Chankin's wife was in laboi) 

Mateo was away on a trip so Chankin was alone in the god- 

house. When asked why he did not oall Enrique and have him 
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help, he aaid Enrique wanted noney.  Just when the wife was 

going through!, the worse labor pains Chankin called for the 

help of Enrique in the god-house. Later, Chankin said En- 

rique was not askingany money hut Chankin thought he wanted 

a gourd of incense for the work. 

7. Corn, Lacmdones' Staff of Life.  The life of the 

people centers in and around their corn and its by-products. 

Therefore, their whole effort is to insure that they have 

a good crop year after year.  Corn is, also, wrapped up in 

their religious life for i* is a common practice to see them 

tie an ear of corn up 01 the god shelf for protection of 

their brazeros. Even the social life centers in the cul- 

tivation of corn.  The whole family Joins In the prepara- 

tion of the land and removal of weeds until the corn is 

harvested and put away in the corn bin row by row. 

Almost all of the corn is used by the people for their 

own food even that which Is givfcg (shown really) to the 

brazeros in offerings is eaten and drunk by the people. 

The amounts of corn fed to the chickens is negligible un- 

less the people are raising more than fifty chickens. A 

ohicken will eat, perhpps, one  ear of corn aday. The people 

of this area are not troubled b  nerchants seeking to buy 

corn. The trails in this region are enough to descourage 

aby such exploitation. Also, the big centers which could 

use large amounts of corn are quite distant but now the 

airplane is fast eliminating all distant places. When the 
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chicleros were working in the region they planted their own 

milpas in order to insure corn crops for their muleteers, 

thus, the people had corn for themselves alone.  Once a few 

chicleros came over from a distant chicleria to buy two 

sontles (800 ears) of corn. Their bodigero was not able 

to supply them with food and had to buy corn from the 

Lacandonss. The price was about 8 pesos a sontle. The men 

did sell us corn at the same price but when we began to 

buy corn from the Tzeltales in order to feed the visiting 

mules, their price came down: Later, we bought corn from 

the Tzeltales so that we wouldn't burden the Lacandón econ- 

omy. 

When the chicle industry began to infiltrate Chiapas 

the economy of the entire region was upset. The chicleros 

were earning 120 pesos for 100 pounds of chicle and as a 

refsult prices of products began to soar, eggs were worth 

10 centavos, then 15, then 20 and finally in 1947 were 

worth 25 centavos a piece.  Chicle settlements began to 

spring up near a main headquarters and Tzeltales came in 

to live. The Lacandones soon began selling their tobaoco 

to these people and as a result this became their money 

crop. The Tzeltales would buy the tobaoco for themselves 

because It was much cheaper than the package cigarettes 

bought in the chicle bodega. They, also, sold it to var- 

ious settlements reaching as tar as 20 to 25 leagues away. 

The tobacco bought then was worth 50 centavos at the caríb- 

al wh'.le in Ocozingo it was sold for a peso a hand. 
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Since the coming of these chicleros soae 15 years ago 

tobaoco has become more and more important & the eeonom- 

ic living of the people. The worth of the crop to the 

people i a only commercial. The only known religious part 

in dealing with tobacco is the offering of it (as first- 

fruits) to the gods. Thus, the tobacco, its abundance and 

scarcity is not very dependent upon their canúutt whether 

religious or moral. It takes a great deal of Just good 

hard long work to produce a good tobacco crop and the 

natives know this. Also, the people realize that if they 

raise a good big crop of tobacco they can earn noney to 

buy corn when necessary. 

Their tobacco, besides being the source of money for. 

them, also helps them to maintain outside contacts.  The 

price of the tobacco will depend upon these contacts. 

Should a buyer cone for tobacco and n.>t^ave some small 

gift such as panela or liquor then the price is raised. If 

the Lacandón has been mistreated by the outsider at any- 

time then he will not get any tobacco at any price.  There 

was Buch a man who abused Mateo some five years ago and it 

was not until this year that he was able to get any tobacco 

whatsoever and this was only for his personal Use and not 

enough for him to sell elsewhere. 

The only other means of earning money Before the exploit- 

ation of tobacco was arrow making. They raise no hogs at 

all and thus their earnings from arrows were not very much. 

These were never ¡nade in advance but a person would make 
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a request for a set and then the man would go ahead to 

make them. At present a -nan in the settlement» Carmen, 

is purchasing all he can get so when the men see that 

they need some money they will usually make up four or 

five sets and deliver then.  These trips, also, give > 4hera 

a perspective of the prevailing prices for gun powder and 

cloth. 

8. Production of Corn. There were various difficulties 

encounterec^i^tryjuigtoobtain exactly the amount of 

corn produced. First of all the men do not measure the 

size mil-pa they intend to make. Second, the people do not 

have any knowledge of arithmetic and most of the time 

the corn was already stacked in the corn bin when the 

count was made so any estimates are approximate. The 

people are still suppicious of all your reasons for doing 

such things and will not call you to inspect any of theil» 

activities. The information includes Just three family 

groups. This material is for the t)eriod of the year 1948» 

That data covers the work for twelve capable persons that 

are those who were able to do their wor* well and even 

were capable of making a milpa for themselves. This would 

include the women. The men told of one woman that re- 

mained where she was after her husband died and contin- 

ued her* normal life even to the hewing out of a milpa. 

The material ignores the three small children for they 

were not ready to take their positions in the family as 

breadwinners, ¿o, the people who aided in the milpa life 

[& 
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Blgin at the age of eleven and upward.  Therefore, the pro- 

duction here cited woull be twelve who did the work while 

three contributed nothing.  So, eighty percent accomplish- 

ed this production record.  The attention of the reader 

should be called to one very important fact, production 

will rise dfclffifall according to the type of milpp that was 

planted the previous year.  Should the milpers make a mil- 

pa of virgin territory then he would have a high yield. 

Eaoh year thereafter the yield is lowered approximately 

one quarter to 33 1/2 percent, the fourth year the yield 

is negligible. When a virgin milpa has bean carved from 

the jungle the new milpa of the following year will in- 

clude a quarter new virgin section.  Thus, the milpers heve 

three quarters of a yeareold milpa and one quarter of new 

land. He thus moves bit by bit through a valley until he 

ueeé the whole acauál.  There are times when a family will 

use some land that was left ten to twelve years earlier. 

This is called pakche' kor.  The people will work one such 

milpa in connection with another previously once-used corn- 

field. Enrique used this system for this agricultural 

year while both Mateo and (Jhankin used the former method. 

Enrique and •Chankin have a milpa about the same size but 

Enrique used another old milpa that had lain fallow for ten 

years.  Enrique harvested approximately eleven sontlea while 

Chankin with his type milpa harvested twenty five sontles. 

Mateo harvested twenty two sontles for his year's work. 

Enrique and his family had a part virgin and used milpa 

also, but at the time of this writing the nilpa had not 
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Blln harvested but an estimate would be thirty two sontles. 

Therefore, the dimintiation of a milpa is 25$ for the se- 

cond year, 33 l/3# the third while a replanted milpa 

gave 44$ after laying fallow for so.ne years. This would 

explain the reason for such moving year by year in search 

of better land. This would average about 5.9 sontles of 

corn for every man, woman and child in the three family 

milpas. The men consider this a better year than usual 

for often one hears, "There is corn now." The two in- 

formants were most concerned about their work and they 

spenft more than the usual time to insure a good and better 

crop. There was a week when either one of the infor- 

mants haci gone to the milpa to kill off the animals like 

squirrels and racooBs. This, no doubt, was inspired 

by the need from the .previous year when Ghankin lost a 

crop as a result of fire and Mateo had to buy corn from 

the Tzeltales. Even Enrique bought corn from the out- 

siders. The year was a normal year that began as very 

wet having rains into February before the real dry 

season came in. The rains can almost always be expeot- 

ed in May to insure a good crop. 

Another observation by the people has been not only 

the loss of corn for each smcoeeding year but the weev- 

ils attack the corn that come from an older milpa land. 

Also, the man have the old milpa planted with other veg- 

etables that are not Just left so they extend the milpa 

a little, planting the corn and also moving some of these 

BAER 
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other foods to be in the scope of the next year's milpa. 

When the new milpa is begun at a new place (cut out of 

the jungle) they start new crops of sweet potatoes, onions, 

garlic and so- on. 

The harvest in chiles for a 9£ar number two basketful, 

beans were about 4 basketffil, squash were carried in 

their mesh bags and were approximately six bags. Camotes 

eaten were about 7 or 8 baskets, about 5 or 6 bunches of 

eating bananas as well as 6 or 7 bunches of cooking 

bananas were «aterí. Macal and casBava were much less, 

around 2 baskets of each kind were harvested. The before 

mentioned harvestings were taken as they were needed. 

You will not see more than half a dozen to a dozen veget- 

ables brought in from the milpa at the oaaettime, hence, 

Judgment is hard to make on the exact amount. Besides 

the before mentioned there,ssix bags of chayotee picked. 

The people ate, also, 8 to 10 watermelons but this was 

only of one family. 

10. Tobaoco Crop. This has such commmerical value 

no* that a tobacco company from the átate of Najarit has 

come into the region to exploit this product. Out- 

side of the thoughts of their corn they are movt concern- 

ed about this crop than any other.  The people work 

harder at this work than they do at the corn. They plant 

the seed8 when the corn has completed its tosseling. 

The men say the pollen from the corn will kill the tobacco. 

\& 
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Even before the tobacco is planted the ground of the milpa 

is perfectly clean. The planter reaches into the gourd 

where the tobacco has been kept. He has a small handful 

and blows small puffs of wind at the seed scattering it 

over the ground. He then will walk another three steps 

and repeat the same process.  This is done throughout the 

area where the corn has been planted, dare is one of the 

reasons for the success of the Lacandones in this field 

of agriculture (tobacco). The fzeltales have tried to grow 

tobacco but have no success at all.  Even the tobacco - 

growers from Najarit do not produce the quantity nor qual- 

ity of tobacco the Lacandones produce.  This may be a re- 

sult of the shade that the corn gives over the growing 

tobacco. Then, too, the men are cautious in the placee 

where they sow the seed.  They avoid sowing it close to 

tree trunks and fallen trees. The men, of course, thin 

the tobacco when it begins to grow but after the first thin- 

ning they are left to grow for a month or two and again an- 

other thinning is done.  This ttoe the plants are removed 

and then planted where another plant is not doing very well 

or has died. This second thinning is done when the corn 

has been harvested for the corn stalks are pulled out and 

thrown away. This, then, gives more room'for the tobacoo 

and the thinning helps utilize the vacated places. The 

people are not concerned about the slxe of the thinned 

plants for they are at vaidous stages of growth. When ask- 

ed about this they said they can thus get two tobacco crops 

& 
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WHIch, of course, means more money for them. The tobacco 

when about 3 to 4 feet high begins to have its leaves thin- 

ned also. This is done twice, about six days after the 

first thinning the second thinning is done. The purpose 

of this , the men said, is so that the remaining leaves 

will become thicker and have a taste that is more pleas- 

ing. They call it pa'ap which is a term they use in re- 

fering to chile. This is the preference in the smoking 

habita of the Lacandones, However, for some who do like 

It better the men permit some plants to grow as it pleases 

but these are very few. 

The hands of tobacco are weighed at slightly more than 

a kilo.  This is an innovation from the chicleros, of course. 

The balance is made of two gourds in which the weight, a 

rock, has been placed. The leaves are tied to the fcfcher 

gourd.  The leaves are wrapped in a bundle by being roll- 

ed in an old cotón. When they have become well rolled they 

are bound with strips of inner balsa bark. This work is 

always done early in the morning and so they go to the mil- 

par about six o'clock and return before eleven ft'clock. 

The men cut the tobacco plants at the level of the 

ground. These are then hung up in an open house, that is, 

one that has no sides. The tobacco is left to hang and 

dry for a period of twenty, eight to thirty days. 

The men here at this caríbal sell a manajo for 75 cen- 

tavos while the Hethá groups seal theirs for 50 centavos* 
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Mateo indicated that he sold about 60 manojos and so did 

Enrique .' These figures appear to be very low but in act- 

uality there was only one milpa of tobacco. Enrique ha d 

the tobacco but invited Mateo to help him.  In payment 

he received about half the field. The receipts of their 

combined efforts were §90 pesos. 

The popular outside appeal for their tobacco crop has 

not increased their material wealth. The fethi group own 

modern shotguns, a radio, axes and machetes. The influx 

of cotton cloth has caused the Hethá group to forget the 

art of weaving while the Pelhá group continue to weave 

and also buy cotton cloth, I£he  worse thing that wealth 

has brought in is liquor and this has brought sickness and 

disease among the people.  The people have acquired such 

a taste for this that many refuse to sell their produot 

unless this liquor is brought along. There are no new 

additions in their diet for they are not able to buy any 

food from outside sources because of their isolation. So, 

there ie not much of an improvement in the living con- 

ditions as a result of the sale of tobacco. The shotguns 

enable them to get more game than they would get with the 

bow and arrow. 

11. Other wort. Outside of the work in the milpa and 

the routine house chores there are some other tasks that 

keep the family busy. The religious activity will be 

fully discussed later. This, also, takes much of the 

i?» 
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^•Ofle's time, not only during the day but the night also. 

The man in building a house will take approximately a 

month and a half.  The man will do most of the work by 

himself. He will go out into the nearbj Jungle to sel- 

ect and out down the timber that is needed in the con- 

struction of a home.  Since the orcones are made of young 

zapote it is with great effort that they are carried from 

the Jungle but the man carries these in.  Since the near- 

est palm trees have been felled up to 3/4 of a mile away 

it means a long haul. Even this requires selection and 

care for they are scattered over wide areas. The leaves 

are cut and assembled in huge piles. When the pile is 

thought to be enough then they are carried into the car- 

íbal.  One new addition to the house construction has 

come into existence since our arrival—mahagony doors. 

These are hewn from large logs into flat planks. The ¿ 

sides of the house are obtained much closer to the car- 

íbal.  These are taken from the second growth.  The women 

usually help in the transportation of these poles. They 

are not so very heavy and so do not cause any difficulty. 

to the women. Generally, a new house is not made but 

the old house will get new poles or new palm leaves accord- 

ing to the need. Our observations on this indioate that 

a reconstructed house of this type is much stronger and 

more waterproof than a new house. The termite-ridden 

poles are reinforced by new ones while the old poles are 

seasoned and strong as ever. The palm leaves are inter- 
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laced under the shingling of the old palm. This also makeb 

much better thatching. Another advantage is that often 

worms begin to fall from the new palm but this is avoided 

when the old house which is well blackened from smoke is 

fixed over. 

The time in house construction is given as follows: 

Days 

Selection, cutting and carrying of horcones ' 2 

Selection, cutting and carrying of cross beams      2 

Selection,  cutting and carrying of roof poles        3 

Selection,  cutting and  transportation of palm l$5 

Search for,  cutting and transportittei of vine 
to tie poles 2 

Digging holes for orcones, setting up of main 
poles 

Tying on of roof rods 

Leveling the dirt for floor 

Tying on of roof thatching 

Hewing alld transportation of mahagony doors 

Selection, cutting and transportation of wood 
for sides 

Tying on of sides for house 1 
M 

Another, house that takes some of the families' time la 

the grinding room, this will take approximately seven days 

for the entire structure. The grinding table will take 

two days to be burnt out and a day to be worked down, by 

a machete. Thus, the entire house from the cutting of 

poles and leaves to the completed grinding table la ten 

days. The corn bin in the milpa which is usually made new 

:"'
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every year takes five days.  If the various houses have to 

be reflxed it takes about half the tftae depending on the ex- 

tent of the damage to the house by the insects. Every 

year the houses are rethatched and"remade in part but rare- 

ly as a whole. During the year of 1946 Chankin rethatched 

the roof of his house and replaceddthe sides to MB house, 

also, reconstructed the grinding room and built a new corn 

bin in the cornfiild. Already in the year of 19*9 they have 

reworked the entire god-house. Some of the families, also, 

make a separate house for their tobacco.  This also takes 

five days to construct. 

At least one hammock a year is made.  This is the work 

of the women. A Bálf day is spent in cutting the bark from 

living balsa trees. This is left in the creek for a period 

of a month, the purpose being to whiten the material and to 

make it pliable.  It takes the women about six days to twist 

the stfcips into rope. Whale another ten days are needed to 

weave the hammock into ltB shape.  One ham nock is -nade a 

year for personal use, so says Chankin^but they appear to 

be lasting for two or three years. No doubt the hammocks 

would wear out in a year if they were used for sleeping daily 

but they are not comfortable if there is a baby in the fam- 

ily for two do not find it comfortable. Beds are usually 

made for the mothers for the babies sleep with their mothers. 

A mesh bag takes 4 days to form cords and 5 days to weave 

it into its form. An hourly stint with the axe a day suppl- 

ies the family with enough firewood. A list to the next 

article will give the divisions of time in work. 
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12. Group Consumption. The economic unit is the family; 

usually a husband, wife and children.  This is the unit 

that carries on the milpa work as well as consumes most of 

the products of the milpa.  There appears to be a combined 

domestic family unit also. This was observed in the Enrique 

family household. When his son acquired his wife the family 

divided for the boy built his bride a house close to his 

father's. In all phases of domestlo life he lived apart, ate 

apart and slept apart but they worked together in the milpa 

and eat the products of their combined labot». 

FOOTNOTES 

1 See Villa, Alfonso R., The Maya of East Central Quintana 

Roo, Carnegie Inst. of Washington D.C., 19*5, P.67. 

2 See Tozzer, Alfred M., A Comparative study of the Mayas 

and the Lacandones, Macmillan Co., 1907, p.39. 

5 This will be discussed fully under religion. 

* See Villa, supra, p. 69. 
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UFE CYCLE  uF THE LACANDON INDIANS id** 
The way of the Individual life has its hours of crisis. 

These periods of the individual are always occasions of fear, 

prostration and of tramaition. The Laoandones appear to be more 

susceptible to these periods. The very meaning of the word for 

pregnancy (m/v'uts in rak'  my wife is not well) keeps the 

man of the house busy in religious ritual. This writeup will no 

doubt bear out that it is a simple society with very little out- 

side influence. 

1. Pregnancy and Birth. Children are éesired to perpetuate 

the species. It is considered proper for a woman to bear a child 

every few years. They know that the origin of a new life is a 

result of physical causation. This is not hidden from anyone for 

the children are always with the parents. Therefore pregnancy 

is almost a normal thing and no known means are used to avoid 

this.  The men say that they prefer boys and the woman prefer 

girls, however, women do like to have the first child a boy in 

order to please their husband.  In the Petha region several women 

are apparently sterile. The reason is usually attributed to one 

of the gods by some and unknown by others. The goes are asked 

to remedy the situation but after a time it is seen that there 

is no healing - , the matter is forgotten and they are content. 

With such an attitude toward childbirth, the people regard abort- 

ions as decidedly unnatural. However, some have oome to ask 

medloAnes to prevent miscarriages. 

During the first few months of pregnancy some of the women 

experience morning sickness while others pay no attention to 

their condition unless complications come. The woman goes about 
m 



2. 

Kir chores regularly except to avoid extra heavy burdens. This 

does not mean she is unable to carry loads, to the contrary, she 

may be seen carrying and lifting things wh:ch would indicate 

that she is normal as was the oase of Chankin's wife who was seen 

oarrylng a load of wood in one arm and a child of 3 yrs. on the 

other arm. The only important taboos on women during pregnancy 

are sweets, lard and bananas. The belief is that the ambryo 

might become too large and not be able to come out. 

In the latter months of pregnancy some of the women are con- 

cerned when cramps come in thigh and leg muscles. They are up- 

set aá the embryo grows and presses upon vital organs. Short- 

ness <$t breath and interference with sleep is the result. They 

attribute these things to the unborn babe. 

Extra care is taken when certain journeys are made to 

visit relatives. They do not go very rapidly as is usually 

done. They rest often and may even stay over an extra day to 

insure the woman has not spent her'Strength. 

AS mentioned above these are the only precautions heeded . 

The pregnant woman does not change her everyday activity nor 

deny herself any food she desires. The husband tries to keep 

a good supply of meat to strengthen her for the coming ordeal. 

When the time for the birth is to occur a small clearing 

is made outside the house. A plank of mahagony Is hewn from 

a log and made Into a bench. Leaves of the esooba (palm) are 

secured to be placed beside the bench in order that the newborn 

babe may not touch the ground. The moon no doubt has a great 

Influence to them in bringing about the delivery for It is the 

goddess of birth. They believe the moon phase if best at the 

half, both Chankin's children have been born at this phase. 

I 78 Jl 
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When the birth comes the husband Is almost always present 

though, If complications set In he Is In the godhouse invoc- 

ing  kInchop (one of the gods) to hurry and get the goddess 

of birth (/vknr\') to come and insure a quick safe delivery. 

The husband Is the only man permitted to see the woman though 

If the woman Is presentable and the other men are bidden to 

co3ie they may. see and chant over the woman. All children and 

even wives who have had no children cannot view the birth • At 

the birth of Chankln's baby Mateo'a two wives who live close by 

were not allowed to be present for they as yet had not given 

birth to any children. If there is no «ther woman with chil- 

dren at the caríbal another woman from another Lacandon settle- 

ment is obtained who acts as the midwife. This was the case 

when Chankln's wife had her first child, he asked his sister, 

the wife f Enrique, who lived in another settlement to come 

and act in this capacity. If the man has two or more wives, 

one of his wives may act as a midwife if she has had children. 

Generally, all the women with children are ready to help. The 

men of the caríbal are all in the godhouse chanting 'trying to 

facilitate a quick and easy delivery. 

The woman in travail is on her knees befor e the bench, 

her elbows resting on the bench while she bows her head when 

the real pains come. When the husband comes he comes to her 

and massages her abdomen reaching around from her back In or- 

der to hurry the birth. The baby thus Is deliverer from behind 

the woman. When the husband Is not present then the midwife 

massages the abdomen. 

\ 
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When the child has been delivered and the placenta has flW* 

out as well, a measurement of four fingers is taken and the um- 

bilical cord is cut with the sharpened part of a piece of cane 

(oh). The use of a metal instrument is believed to have a bad 

effect on the mother as well as the child. The placenta and 

cord are oarried on a leaf (re' sib) and burled beside a tree 

trunk deep enough so that a dog won't dig it up.  It is believ- 

ed that when a person dies he will come back to look for his 

placenta (k'ance') and umbilical cord (tuc4. It would be 

disastrous it it were gone. 

The child is then bathed and cleaned up with warm water by 

the midwife and the child is wrapped in a cloth with only its 

head appearing. The mother and child are then brought into the 

house ahd the child placed in its mother's arms to «uokle. The 

Indians say that almost immediately the milk appears so there 

is no complication concerning nursing the baby but actually the 

milk does not come for about 24 hrs. and the Indians are very 

much upset over this. After the child begins to nurse it is 

constantly at the mother's side. At the smallest howl semt out 

by the child immediately it is given the breast. The baby's 

are never left to sleep alone for they feel that an evil 

spirit may come along and make off with them. 

Anything other than a normal birth is apt to be fatal 

Some women have died of puerperal homorrages, breach babies 

have died as was the oase when the last child of Enrique was 

born, some have had abnormal children but they died or were 

put to death. This was the oase In Capitán Cashlan wife's 

case, two such died while they now have one that oannot walk 
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/# and does not have complete use of its hands. All such fatal 

itie-are blamed on the gods,perhaps they weren't properly pro- 

pi tua ted or perhaps thr men hadn't cleansed their hands during 

a ceremony. If the child is born with a deformity they usual- 

ly put It to death by sufflcation. Twins are not desired 

either for a mother cannot properly nurse them both and one Ü 

disposed of. There Is only one case that we know of where 

gwlns were born and raised. They were taken over by two 

different people. 

2.  2. Customs Regulating the Father's Behavior. The father - 

to-be is not allowed to climb up on the roof of the godhouse to 

repair It. Me oan go out and cut the leaves or the necessary 

poles to make the repair but another man In the settlement will 

do the actual repair work, •his was the case In Chankln's sit- 

uation, the godhouse vas in need of repairs but nothing was be- 

ing done. Another project that he cannot undertake is the mak- 

ing of new brazeros,or performing of Mekch har ceremony. No 

doubt this may be a result of the operation involved in this 

ceremony. The man is to sleep in the godhouse apart from his 

wife until the brazeroe are complete. Even such visits to the 

various saored places of their gods cannot be made,only in a 

great emergency do they go, usually as a result of divination. 

They must appease the brasero so they go but only offer lnoeaae 

oaoe. 

When they go hunting they oan kill only the game such as 

hogs, birds, deer and monkeys. They are prohibited to shoot 

tigers or  tapers. If so, they believe the child will take a 

long tim% In being delivered or the wife may lose much blood or 

else the Blood will «°t stop flowing for 2 months or more depend- 
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ing on the siae of the animal. If the animal la large the wife may 

die or the child will die after birth. 

3. Oustoae Regulating the Family's Behavior. There was a aay 

when a person waa forbidden to weartwocotonsika'yar) during the 

woman's pregnanoy. This waa in reference to anyone in the immed- 

iate family. It waa thought that it wjuld delay the delivery of 

the child. Mateo said that they have seen certain ones whose 

child waa born speedily and arrived without harm that now many 

think nothing of wearing two or more garments. 

4. Precautions During Pregnancy. The Indians run to take 

ahold of ^their pregnant women if an earth tremble is felt. They 

fear forfthe unborn babe's life if it is moved. 

It «¿pears that a pregnant woman has some prestige with a 

certain mlgioal power to hear. This power of healing is invest- 

ed in a piece of spun cotton thread (k'uch). When someone be- 

comes ill with a fever, the thread is plaoed around their throat 

and it is a surity that the person will not die. If a person 

suffers a cut arm or leg the $hread is tied to the injured member. 

This was done by an adopted boy of Chankin. The lad gashed his 

shin badly with an axe. Before he returned to see us for medic- 

ine the pregnant woman had tied a thread about his ankle. Later 

he had another person tie a double thread to hia injured leg. 

Just why he exchanged threads he refused to tell. 

If the husband of the pregnant woman goea somewhere on a 

Journey he always oarrieé aome of this thread in his purse. If he 

or another la injured he can tie the thread to the leg or arm that 

if injured, generally* it la preferred that the woman do thia. 

%:t i 
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After the child has been delivered the father is relieved^ 

and happy. He now baa a child and his wife came through safely. 

The woman rests for about a few days and she Is given meats and 

other strengthening foods. No cloths or such are used- to re- 

strain the after-blood flow. If this does not stop in a certain 

time, a few weeks, then the gods are appealed to once more. 

After a few days of seclusion easy tasks are undertaken. 

There is no rushing the woman to work for the other wife tends to 

the cooking and tortillas. Week by week her strength is regained 

and usually at the end .of a month she is going about her dally 

routine. 

The child is always carried in the arms until it is almost 

strong enough to sit up. Then the mother rests the child on her 

hip. It isn't until the ceremony of placing the baby on th« hip 

is performed that they carry the child astride the hip. 

As already mentioned the baby is almost always fed whenever 

it howls. If frightened, the baby Is Immediately given the breast. 

Some children do not seem to be weaned at all. The deformed child 

of Capitán Cashlan must be six or seven years old and he still 

nurses. The youngest child of Enrique (four or five years old) 

is also nursing, even the child of Chankin is still given the 

breast (his wife Is pregnant now) even though there is not allk. 

The children from four months on are given posóle to supple- 

loent the mother's milk. Later as teeth appear the mother will 

shew the food such as tortillas, meat, etc. and then give them 

to the child. 3ome children prefer panela with their posóle and 

the parents will seek to meet this need. As soon, newer, as 

their teeth have come In they soon partake of the regular Indian 

diet. In spite of this we know of very little digestive dlsord- 

K 
V->  •  ...,;,. 
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ers among the children. 

After the birth of the child all people are permitted to 

visit the mother. A shelter of palm leaves has been built 

around her ham nock to keep her from becoming chilled.  If she 

does feel cold a bundle of coals and ashes Is iqntw whlah a ho  «••«-o**r 

•placea on the ground under her hammock wlieyajFBf she feels -the 

oafed.  This Is about the size of a„loaf of bread. When It has 

become cool another Is nade.  This Is done for a day and night. 

The fire In the house Is never permitted to go out during this 

time. The mother and child are protected from the klsln (devil) 

by an ear of cry corn which Is tied at either end of the hammock. 

The shuck of the corn Is used to keep it tied 4& position. 

Extra care is given to the food for the mother. .All drinks 

are taken warm. Meats, such as pork and armadllla are not eat- 

en for about twelve days.  If these meats are cooked in the 

kettle that was used for her posol she must have a new one. 

They say that these meats cause hemorrages and even the death of 

the woman.  Other types of meat are all right to eat. 

Generally, the women get up in three days to do s ;me grind- 

ing but soon go back to rest.  By the fourth day she goes down 

to bathe, a bath accompanied by her husband. Again she is 

careful not to becone chilled.  Later the woman will go down the 

trail to the milpa, s^me two hundred to three hundred yards 

having a trail of ashes from the fire that kept her warm (ihe 

bundle of coals). When this is finished she returns to the 

house again. 

They say they try to wean a child a few months before the 

birth of the next child. In order to dj this they put garlic 

or some at the present time put metoquina on the breast and 
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When one raember..o£páadther totem addresses the other he P * 

doesn't use the above mentioned totemic address. For example, 

a Lac and <5 n from the X'ek'en totem will call a raa'ash person 

kasyaho* while the latter will reciprocate with koho*.  Some 

of the other totems that were known by the men in this caríb- 

al also had two such titles.  The keh people were also called 

keho'; the mo' people ( guacamaya) were called miso'; k'arabur 

(faisán) people were nawato'; the sanhor called sanhoro'; 

the barum called puko' (large jaws) . The men here know of 

the following totems: ma'ash, k'ek'en, kitam (puerco de monte), 

sanhor (cabeza blanca), kotom (badger), Ahakmash (mico de 

monte), keh (deer), yuk (small deer), ¿hchirup (gonondrinda), 

k'ambur (faisán), barum (tigre), mo' (guacamaya), ba'ats' 

(saraguato) and uk (dove).  Some of these belong to the same 

group as k'ek'en and kitam; Ahakamash and koton; keh and yuk; 

Ahchlrup and tsup. 

The Lacandones say that hach kyum called the people by 

these names and that each totem was made by this god from a 

different day, hence, the difference among them. They can off- 

er no further explanation on this interesting subject. 

In addition to the above totemlo name, the children receive 

other given names. Each totem has a slightly different name 

but there is almost no difference. The children appear to he 

given names at various stages of development;. They won't call a 

child by Its name until at least three months have passed. They 

believe it will die if they do. After this time has elapsed 

they call the baby och (possum). Ghankin now has two children 
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then recommends that posol is much better.  If the child ask 

why it burns they blandly say, "I don't know." 

When asked where the new child came from by a younger 

child the conversation will be like this: 

Child: tub u tar ,  ba'ay inkirih 

Where did it come, what is it? 

Adult: a wits'in 

Your baby brother or sister (depend|pg on sex). 

Child: a oukbar bik ta metah ti* 

Did you catch it, how did you make it? 

Adult:  Nhoc tin cukah tin rehah tin pustah u 

Possum, I caught and redeemed it.  I shaved off 
• i tsotser u neh. u neh tin r*h satah . u 

the hair on the tail and cut off the tall, 

ni'  tin r*h satah. woriscíKhih u ho'or. 

I cut off the nose and the head became round. 

Child: hah,  ehah. 

True, that's true. 

5. Names of the children. The Lacandones have totems 

but their original Ideas appear to be left. We have been able 

to locate only two totems in this region: ma'ash (monkey), 

-^ and k'ek'en (pig). They claim that the others have died off 

though they say the £1 Cedro group are keh (deer) totem. They 

are uncertain as to the totem of the San fuintin group. The 

word for totem is called wo'onen (family or relatives) by the 

people themselves.  They refer to the entire group of people 

as hach winik (real people). This,no doubt, is from hasach 

f 
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one, a girl by his favorite wife they call och, the other1 a 

by his second wife called och. Now that the girl is approach- 

ing three years Charikin is thinking of calling her chanok 

(little foot). He expects to call his boy chank'in (little 

•un) when he grows up. Both, the men, Mateo and Chankin, in- 

sisted that the choice of names lay with the father and he oould 

call them what he desire. They rejected all questions on 

Tozzer's classification. The ma*ash people begin calling their 

children och and if a girl they later call her chanok, if the 

girl was called nunk (large) at first , later she will be call- 

ed chanok also. The boy is called och and then chank'in 

while the second boy will be k'in or o her desired names. 

We checked over Chankin's family and this is the list: 

1st brother  — Chank'in 

2nd brother  — k'in 

3rd brother  — chank'in 

These are all his full brothers, there are feevenoaortorbrothers 

which are half brothers. 

4th brother  — k'ayom (Maximiliano) 

5th brother  — chank'in (Anacleto) 

6th brother  — k'in (Pepe) 

7th brother  « chank'in (Antonio) 

8th brother  — chank'in (Capitán) 

9th brother  — k'in (Chilor) 

10th brother — chank'in (Rafael) 

Chank'in was bgrü after k'ayom so all the others before are 

his suku'un (older brothers). 

i/#7' 
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18* Here is a list of the sisters in his family: 

1st sister — chan ok   (wife of Domingo) 

2nd sister -- chan shnunk (wife of Quintín) 

3rd sister — chan ok    (wife of Enrique) 

4th sister -- nunk (died) 

Chankin was born between the second and third sisters so the 

older ones are his kik and the younger ones his its'in. 

The following is a list of a family from the other 

totem (k'ek'en): 

Enrique's brothers ano sisters are as follows: 

Only real broUher 1st brother — chank'in 

Half brothers:    2nd brother — chank'in 

3rd brother — k'in 

4th brother — k'in 

5 th brother — bor 

6th brother — chank'in 

Sisters: 1st sister  -- koh (kik) 

2nd sister —  nunk (its'in) 

3rd sister  — koh (its'in) 

Enrique calls his son chan k'in, he is the only boy. En- 

rique has three daughters, two of these are Mateo's wives while 

the other still lives with her parents. The oldest girl is 

called koh (tooth), the next girl is called nunk while the small- 

est one is och. 

These above disoussed names are only used by the parents 

though one does hear the girls say, "in suku'un,chank'in" 

(my brother, Chank'in) but this is rare. The other Lacandohes 
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There are still other names that many have, «ames given by 

the Spanish-speaking people, for example, our informants are 

called Mateo García and Jose'  García. A lady from Tzahalá 

came, sprinkled water on their heads and gave them their names* 

Another lady from Ocozingo told us that she had baptized th e 

wife of Quintín and called her Fetrona. This may account for 

the similarity between Garcia and Kasiyaho*. 

Some other choice of names for the men are bor and nushl' 

(old). The oldest boy of Pepe, Chank'in's broiler is nuahi'. 

6. MeliM u ti'ar (placing baby astride the hip). This is 

a ceremony that is prevelant throughout the Mayan areas. There ,*&***  **" 

are differences, of course, but the rites are very similar.   ?.  ' 

The purpose seems to be dual, to Insure that the child receives , 
"i 

no harm if placed in this carrying position and to make certain $ 
Í 

that the child will know his or her station in life and to per- | 

form it correctly. It would appear that this rite also intro- 

duces the child to physical maturity. Unless the child goes 

through this ceremony they cannot marry. This was the case of 

one boy recently. Me had requested the girl for his wife and 

it was all right but the lad had to wait till she had completed 

this rite. She was about sixteen years old. 

Before the child has gone through this partioular ceremony 

he was oarrled in the arms or rested on the hip with legs fac- 

ing outside. Some women carry tbiftr baby like this for great 

distances, others carry them in a netted bag slung over their 

baok while the tump line goes over the head. The one woaan 

that oarrled the child in her arms all the while did so beoause 

< «v' .'piVAw»'- • 
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she was certain she would incurr the wrath of the gods on h 

child if she had carried the baby in a mesh bag before the 

ceremony. 

As for the time that the ceremony must be performed it is 

difficult to say.  They do not keep track of time hence it is 

difficult for them to say exactly when it should be done.  The 

ceremony seen involved a girl who was approximately nineteen 

months old.  There is now a boy of eleven months but he has not 

yet gone through the rite. 

The ceremony was sponsored by the father and assisted by 

a family that already had gone through several such performan- 

ces. The eldest boy who was more active in the ceremony 

later dropped his sanganious term , UMQ (uncle) and was 

called another term, mek'ur. This was only between the spon- 

sor and the lad. The father and mother that showed the little 

girl what to do now addresses the girl as mek'ur also. 

All such ceremonies are performed in the godhouse and 

all the people of the caríbal participate.  The men always 

come to the godhouse, the women always at the grinding room. 

This ceremony is the only known one where the «omen have 

come into the godhouse durin the actual ceremony. 

Before all such ritual performances, preparations have 

gone on for weeks. A trip was made to go and bleed the 

rubber tree for incense, another day was spent getting 

•araguato for the tamales, some days were spent gethering- 

bark to make head bands, trips were made to get the bark of 

the bache' and sugar oane, also, to get a large cocoa bean 

(barum ti') to make a special posol. Some time was spent 
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preparing and cooking the meat to enolose it in the tamalL. 

(nahwah). 

The rubber was placed on the Incense board , about 

twenty two Jicaras of baohe' were in front of the eleven 

brazeros, in baok of the Jloaras were large gourds containing 

the tamales, still further Back were four spindles of «pun 

cotton thread resting in a gourd and the parta of the loon. 

Also, there was a new netted bag containing a water gourd, 

another large gourd and a wooden comb. 

/?• 

After going through the prescribed ritual of offering the 

food and drink to the brazeros and burning the incense, the 

child was brought into the godhouse wearing a new cotón. ¿fae 

was placed astride the hip of the woman. The child was shown 

the various articles and told of their use. These were a 

loom, cotton thread, a water gourd, a comb and an old gourd. 

The woman then swept up some dirt and put it In the gourd and 

took the child outside showing her where she should throw it. 

Afterward the child was shown the path to the vfcter and finally 

a tree that she wasn't supposed to climb. All these thing» 

were explained in terms of affeotlon. 

After the cirouit was complete they return to the godnous*. 
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Here the little girl was given to drink of the bache' arid a tamale 

to eat. Then the father of the girl and the assisting father 

lit the incense and brought smoke-touched leaves and chanted 

over her. She was given some of the red head bands and when the 

bands were all distributed the mother of the child now took the 

child out of the god house astride her hip. 

The ceremony for a boy is performed in the same manner 

only in place of the loom and cotton are bows and arrows and a 

machete. The boy is shown how to shoot the arrows both high 

as for birds and low as for hogs. He is shown how to clear his 

milpa from weeds. He is only shown the axe but no demonstration 

is made. Me is also shwon how to climb trees only it is ami 

orean of the godhouse and not a tree outside as was shown the 

girl. 

7. Infanoy, Childhood and Adolescence. Our observations 

were confined to two families with children, hence, the follow- 

ing picture of this stage of life is sketchy. 

During the infancy the child is rarely out of the mother's 

arms. It is a common sight to see the woman patting out the 

tortillas while the child rests in her lap.  It is during the 

tines when the senior wife is preparing foods for the braseros 

that her ohild may be left with the junior wife. Many times we 

have observed the baby being carried in the meéh bag while the 

oeremonlal foods are being made.  If the Junior wife has no 

small child then she will care for the baby as the senior 

mother ^oes her choree. Her name, teen ' (raiging mother), 

indicates her general run of work. As the child begins to 

orawl (usually at 8 months) they will stir up ants or even 
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take hold of coals from the fire. One child was severely bu 

ed on the face and hands. 

The child begins to walk by pulling himself up on the pole 

beds and perhaps trying to make it to a box a short distance 

away. They say they do not give any assistance to the baby to 

make it learn to walk. The two children observed did not begin 

to walk until about one year of age. Thev do walk with the 

child,holding its hand and then releasing the child to walk under 

its own power. 

The usual first words from a child are in tet or tet , 

my father or father. No doubt it may be to the constant re- 

ferring to the father by the mother. These words are spoken 

from 18 to 24 months. 

We notice that the first lower teeth make their appearance \ 

at 8 months and the upper front teeth appear about eleven months| 

Bladder training is most lnconspicious after the child has I 
s 

begun to walk. Both boys and girls wear the regular cotón and 

other undergarments are woen. From time to time these cotons 

are changed as they become wet from the urine. The women then 

take them to the stream to be washed with askes from the fire— 

a daily occurence. The child of Chankin comes often to ¡Slay 

with our son but we have not seen at anytime any signs of no 

bladder or stool control. She Immediately goes baok home and 

once relieved she tmturns to play. Even while much younger 

(about one year old) she displayed remarkable control. If an 

evacuation was left in a oonsplclous place the mother removes 

it without any notice at all. It seems that a small child 

usually evacuates three times a day while a walking ohild of 
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eighteen months or more evaouates twice a day until It Is about 

four years old , then It usually has only one evacuation dally. • 

This type of training is almost unnotioeé in the routine of the 

household. Though no toilet facilities such as outhouses are to 

be seen, the people have a special place hidden in the woods 

a short way from the house, a sepsraterpiaee forneither sex. 

The youngsters soon become aocustomes to going to these places. 

We could not say that feeding schedules were used to train the 

children but it is hardly likely since the children  iiitfiiliigfj 

fed almost every time they are hungry. 

the hair of the girl is not cut at all. The hair of the 

ma'asüjá women is parted In the middle and when long enough, made 

iAto alplgtall and tied just in back of the head. The k'ek'en 

women <|o cut the hair in front of the head and nowhere else, 

It is also tied as mentioned above. The boy's hair Is cut in 

front also but is allowed to grow shoulder length. Any cutting 

Is done underneath, thus, leaving hair on the outside to appear 

Ions. This is done to keep their necks cool. 

I'The little girls of two or three years have their ear lobes 

punotured by needles, thread Is passed through the opening until 

It is healed, then earrings are purchased. This is done for 

beauty sake and has no religious significance. Two, three or 

four strings of beads are given to girls.Before they began to 

walk thejy wore small bracelets of beads which were later remov- 

ed and made into neoklaces. Roys wear only pleoes of thread about 

the neok until they think they are beyond the danger of death. 

Chankln'i boy (one year old) has several such threadB around his 

neok and one or two on each arm. These cotton threads are given 

to the children by one who has a pregnant wife. They are to 
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fttdtect the young lives from death. Inrifue wanted to put 

such a thread on our boy's arm. We refused. 

As the child becomes older they try to make them iASo 

replicas of themselves, for example, a piece of red material 

will be attached to the girl's cotón to make her appear as though 

she has a skirt and cotón, the hair may be combed and tied In 

back and some bird feathers attached whaoh, of course, is like 

the mother's. 

Parental affection is shown mostly by the mother who is 

constantly on guard watching her child. Some fatufaras appear 

to be indifferent while others hold the child and speak lov- 

ingly to it. The children respond to affection by the parents 

but are at odds to strangers. When the Initial fear is removed 

they come for help. This takes a great deal of patience. The 

parents are at wits end when their ohildren become sick, again ' 

they fear that the child will die. 

There is not much correction of a child, if there is it 

is given by the father. Once a mother came to us in tears 

saying that her husband was terrible because he had spanked 

their child. Much of the discipline by the mother is threats 

or rewards are given if an act is done. We often hear the 

mother say, "Felipe will doctor you," or "Felipe Mil get 

mad at you," Or we may hear,"there are snakes there," or 

"Ants will sting you over there." "Gome, let's look at the 

chickens, come home, I'll give you some sweet potatoe." 

Discipline appears to be kept quiet, they want it to go un- 

noticed. Each time we have seen how the child or ohildren 
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are kept hidden as the punishment is administered and out- 

cries are prohibited. Even when the mother was questione* 

as to the reason for punishment she was extremely embarrass- 

ed. The fan for the fire, a very soft flexible piece of 

leather or a flexible rod are means of administering the 

discipline. The fan Is made from the tail feathers*of a 

cojalita or similar large bird. The child has been seen to 

slap the mot er when she becomes mad and make spitting mot- 

ions. The mother does nothing about such occasions.  The 

usual tantrums are put on by the child to obtain what he de- 

sires and many times is very successful. When they are 

very small they dread medicine and shrink and cry when the 

one who will administer it approaches. T.ater, they welcome 

medicine and bandages and come over with the least little 

soratoh. Cnce the parents were unable to administer medic- 

ine on the child's face, yet Mary had no trouble as she 

applied the remedy. The mother was amazed at the child's 

disposition. 

Fatalities in many families from colds and pneumonia 

is the cause of many orphans. There is usually another family 

at the caríbal and it will assume such a responsibility bu t 

the orphan may choose to go somewhere else. Chankin has 

adopted two such and when the first died because of an accid- 

ent by his reaction you would have thought that it was his 

real son. Another came to Chankin even though he has several 

older brothers. Chankin brought him through a serious crisis, 

the lad was always eDting dirt but now he Is healthy and well. 

if* 
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if* The care is not as If he were a real member of the family but 

he is well cared for and has become attached to the head of 

the family. 

There Is no formal education of any sort but they are 

eager to learn and do prasp the ftudiments of reading. They 

are not as quick to §rasp these fundamentals but there Is no 

hesitation In trying. The children begin young to mlmlo their 

elders and as they grow older they are permitted to experiment 

in patting out tortillas or using a machete. Step by step 

they are led along in mimicry until they become proficient at 

their tasks. 

When the child reaches the age of seven or eight he is 

beginning to participate actively in adult labor. Care is 

taken not to burden the child but it assumes its position 

with dignity. At this age also the child is no longer carried 

on trips by the mother. He has to go long on his own power 

or may even carry a netted bag with tortillas. The girls 

will take an active hand at grinding the cfcrn and similar 

tasks, the boys go out to gather firewood. This is only 

dry fallen brush, later, they will learn to split wood with 

an axe. Discipline at this stage of growth is very rare though 

a girl will reoeive punishment for slipshod work. The girl's 

hair is combed and a cluster of varied bird feathers la 

attached to her pigtail. She also now has a red skirt or some 

skirt to her liking. The boy now oarrles a netted bag, his 

machete and even a set of bows and arrows as he goes to and 

from the milpa. He, of course, helps weed the milpa but can 

stop when he feels tired. If he shows feigns of laziness he 

It 1 
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is rebuked by the father. The boy, also, helps the father in 

the godhouse. Perhaps he will place the napules of incense on 

the incense board or he will be given the task of tying the 

feathers on the arrows or even mold a clay olla. He takes 

active part in the ceremonies of the gods now, drinking his 

posol and eating the ceremonial food. The boy is given his 

food in a bowl apart while the girl always eats with the family. 

The girl at this age rarely stays with her parents for the 

Indians now ask for their wives very young. Some,of «toarse, 

remain because of the parents refusal. This, according to 

Matee is a new practice for they used to wait until the child 

was ftventeen or eighteen before they were married. 

•the boys and girls from eight up to and even when they get 

married play a great deal of the time. Hen in their late thirties 

mantain their dignity, but even then they love to play and Joke. 

The two wives of Mateo, twelve and fourteen years old, have a 

small rubber doll purchased from an outsider and they are always 

dressing or bathing it as they desire. One time the eldest 

wife came over, while her husband was away and she was dressed 

like Mary even to the arrangement of her hair. The girls main- 

tain pets such as parrots, monkeys, partridges, small alligat- 

ors, ground hogs and other various animals. They never sur- 

vive the rough treatment but the girls entertain themselves 

with the animals. The girls, also, become attaehed to the 

mother's chickens and love to fondle the chicks. The boys try 

to prove their ability with the bow and arrow seeking to kill 

snail birds and squirrels. The fathers may make a small re- 
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plica of a canoa and they play' with these. Many times they 

love to go and play in the water even though they cannot awl 

As the parents go up the trail the boys frollo In and out the 

trees running ahead of the parents and often popping out in 

attenps to frighten them. The girls stay with the mother to 

the trips to the milpa following her with no deviation from 

the path. The boys often compare how well they oan shoot 

their bows and arrows and many times even grown ups Join in 

on the merriment.  They have sort of a throw stick also. A 

stlok of one half inch diameter and a foot long is out from 

the brush, then a clay mixture is made into one inch balls. 

These are attached to the end of the itick and thrown. She 

stick is retained in the hand but the mud ball is hurled to 

great heights. Near misses were seen when the sticks were 

hurled at birds some two hundred to two hundred and fifty feet 

away. 

One adolescent was so facinated by airplanes that he 

fashioned one out of wood.  It was clumsy but for one who 

saw a plane on the ground only two or three times it was very 

good. The adolescent boy becomes ambitious and indicates to 

his father that he would like to have a milpa, of his own. So, 

the father: giveB him a section of his own milpa containing 

second growth. The young boy falls the brush and cuts down 

the trees. Anxious to burn it off he questions his father 

to. find out when he can burn the dry brush. When the father 

finally gives the word the brush is burnt and he plants his 

corn. It isn't as it should be but he has what he wants. 

This is what Mateo said of Enrique's boy, George. 
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The social and religious training are unconsciously taugh 

many times. Sometimes a young bride may have to be Instructed 

by her husband in the proper methods of preparing the ceremon- 

ial food. Yet complicated preparations are often turned over 

to an experienced woman. This was the case with Mateo's two 

young wives. Observation of their parents and other relatives 

soon prepare the young people for the next stage of their life. 

The boy is under the tutllege of his father's religious instruc- 

tion for years for the boy almost always remains with his par- 

ents even after his marriage. When married he takes his part 

ia mailing offerings to the gods. He was under supervision of 

his father as he nade the offerings previous to his marriage. 

Qhe cannot draw a line and say that adolescence begins a t 

a certain year. We were not enables to define the period 

when the girls passed into adolescence. Many times the girls 

are married before the first nenstratlon so we cannot say 

this will begin the period of transition. When the parents 

think the girl capable of doing the grinding and making the 

tortillas she has reached the stage to perform adult duties 

and is also ready to acquire a husband. 

As is the case in most Indian boyhood the period of adol- 

eaoenoe blends into manhood. When he has become self support- 

ing he is ready to sesrch for a wife, generally, this age is 

the time when he begins to have a few chin hairs. This is 

not always true for we know of a boy that took a wife when he 

was about ten years old. Marriage, however, puts an end to 

the youth's adolescent period. He and his wife become compan- 

ions and they are Inseparable in all matters. The only ex- 

r 
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ception noted is when the boys go on all day hunts, then the \ 

wives remain at home or go to the milpa.  The hoy is consult- \ 

ed in family matters when he is married, however, before he 

was told to do things by his father. Still even marriage does 

not release the youth from the obligations of his parents. 

One time, in order to get their guns back from a certain place 

they had to earn some money. We sympathized with them and offer 

ed work to the lad. He refused but when has father heard of 

it he soon ordered the boy to work. This is not the only 

illustration but from time to time when one of the boy's 

parents is sick, the boy will be asked to do some Important 

work in the aiilpa. The father remains at hume to appease the 

gods. 

Sexual maturity is reached by the girls at about twelve 

to fourteen years of age. This is when the menses first appear. 

There appears to be much menstrual disorders amonghthe women 

of the tribe. Some have acute nausea and headaches, some even 

have vomiting spells, one complained of chest pains, others 

told of- the irregular flow and others spoke of á severe flow 

of blood. The girls are not given any information about sex 

and so, when the menses first appear they become very frighten- 

ed and believe they are going to die. Since no undergarments 

are worn to restrain the flow, blood is seen on the ground. 

This breeds questions by a younger daughter but the mother 

will send the girl off on an errand to cover her embarrass- 

ment. When the girl remembers such scenes as this she do*s 

not become frightened. Others go to the mother and she tells 

them not to worry and when the second period begins they are 
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HO longer excited. The women put on an extra skirt at this tint 

one said she put on five skirts hut this Is doubtful. Iven the 

boys sometióles run to the father to tell him his wife is dying 

but again he receives assurance that she is only going through 

a menstrual period. He also becomes less panifcKflwhen the second 

occuranoe of blood is noted. The women keep track of their 

flow according to the phase of the mooa. This fact, no doubt, 

tells that the women have regular periods. They say a flow lasts 

normally about four days, eight at the utmost. 

There are no sexual relations during this ti'ae, when the 

period has terminated the women go and bathe. Then relations 

are thought proper. There are no known restrictions in diets 

or drinks at this time. 

wnen we see how the people sleep, the members of the family 

occupy one room and the hammocks are adjacent to one another, 

we think perhaps they need no instruction in sex. it least, 

they appear to know about it though we have heard no conversa- 

tions about sex reproduction. All is kept as secret as possible. 

Also, the boy must know something about reproduction for he 

must appeal to the goddess of birth when the baby is about to 

be born. One informant said his young wife knew all about 

such matters and yet.she has had no children. 

The people take extreme care not to expose their sexual 

organs, boys and girls alike even when small are well provided 

for in order not to display these parts. No ceremonial rite 

is known to mark this physiological change in the girl. This 

la also true of the fetgrl. At one time the boy was given a loin 

cloth and it appears that it indicated that he was in his adolescence. 
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9i^dulthoBd. When the youths become married and maintain 

a home of their own they have reached the status of adults. Now 

they are consulted in all matters regarding the families. As 

already stated the boy and girl are prepared for their material 

life but they are decidedly Ignorant of many sexual matters. 

Even as they do maintain their own household they are dependent 

upon the father's gods. They must appease them by giving of their 

first fruits and participating in the necessary rituals. 

The new couple invariably set up their own house. They eat 

apart, do their own separate grinding and making of tortillas 

Even though they could use the same metate or metal corn mill 

they buy one for themselves. Game is brought in and shared, 

usually the one who killed the game gives it to the other family 

to prepare and then the food is derived by them. We have seen 

one cojalita prepared and divided among three families. We were 

graciously offered some but refused for we thought the family 

should eat it themselves. They are soon two separate complete 

families for we know that the mother has refused to sell eggs 

to her own son when he became married. They came up to us 

secretly in order not to disclose their product. 

Though they have separate households they generally have 

one or more milpas together. The father 6m less woWc than he 

did previously and beoause of less people in the father's house 

now, so does the mother have less work to do. This does not 

mean that the son takes over the responsibility of the work. 

The father is still head of the group and he gives the boy a 

part of the money crop, tobacco; he also divides the staple 

product, corn. Ke can and does send his married son on distant 
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errands. Only at the death of the father does the full respon- 

sibility fall upon the son. Joint purses are maintained by the 

father of the money that may come from the planted products in 

the milpa. Only as the boy earns money elsewhere can he claim 

it as his own. Once a son took some money from a debt owed to 

the father and bought some shirts for his wife, the only re- 

precusslon from this is that now the father buys what the son 

requests. Thus the son cannot be allowed to handle the family 

funds. 

Tf the wife of the son is his first wife, she will have 

the privilege of preparing the foods for the boy when he pre- 

pares to pay his braseros. The second wife is in subjection 

to the senior wife at all times but they always maintain the 

best relations. We know of no quarrels or arguments among them 

in four years. 

Sinoe there is no land in common, the boy can go and cut 

out a new milpa when and where he pleases. This,of course, is 

providing he doesn't neglect to aid his father in his labors. 

Though, if the boy prefers to push out into a new section of 

the country, the father will go along to be of assistance as 

well as to insure himself of a strong helper. The boy needs 

his Dad for it would be a terrible thing if he had no braseros 

to make his appeals when sick, they believe. 

The people do not acquire a great deal of property in 

furnishings. They have a gun, beds hammocks, a tincovered 

trunk for extra clothes, one or two blankets. 

The man's personal propery will generally consist of 

about two or three cotones made of manta and two of the coursely 

woven type made by themselves. He also possesses a gun. Most 
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of the men in this region own the muzzle loaders made in Spal\ 

Now we see the modern made shotguns coming into the groups. All 

the men carry purses that are slung over the shoulder. This 

holds his gunpowder, primers, shot, matches, cigars, cotton 

thread, fish hooks and moneyi Some of these purses are bought 

from outsiders but mcfst of them are made by themselves, perhaps 

of deer hide or else of alligator skin. They own three or four 

machetes, usually they each have a certain purpose, i.e. one 

for milpa use, one to carry on trips (a light one) and one for 

general purposes, fíe will also own at least two axes, a couple 

files, two or three mesh baga, a moral or two. Some own a pair 

of trousers or a shirt to do extremely heavy work in the mil- 

pas. Some own sissors and oil for their guns. A few, also, 

have bought victrolas and one even owns a tottery operated 

radio. Many are now buying machete scabbards to-protect them- 

selves from the razor edges of the machete. 

The women own a dozen or more strings of beads of varying 

sizes and colors—red la the preferred color. These are passed 

on from mother to daughter but many are bought from passing 

merchants. A cotón similar to the men is worn by the women* 

These are manta and they own three or four, also three or foour 

shirts—red is preferred again but they like any colorful cloth. 

Some wear ear rings but they generally lose them after a short 

while, so, eventually there is Just one or a broken one worn in 

the lobe. Attaohed to their pigtails is a varied cluster of 

bird feathers , pride of the husband as well as the wife, for 

it shows his prowess as a hunter. 

%nf 

tí 
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Snail bables and children present no new problem in cloth- 

ing. Old clothes are used and one will see them wearing cotones 

of varied color cloth. Several of these are used by them. As 

they grow older a better cloth Is bought. 

The above mentioned is.about the average person. Many have 

Just a few Items and some have much more. Those who live close 

to the outside world have much more than those who live further 

away. We know of one family that lived in the same house as 

an older brother even though he had a wife. He had no more 

than the clothes on his back and the same was true of his wife. 

This Ease is unusual but it illustrates that not all are hard 

workejM or take pride in what they do. 

T#e family group owns besides its own house a grinding 

room té prepare their own corn for tortillas and such anft also 

to prepare food for their braseros. In their milpa a corn bin 

is prepared for the reception of the cry corn. Later it is 

used also to store the drying tobacco leaves. The combined 

house for the families of the caríbal is the godhouse. This 

is a result of combined efforts of the men and is the best 

constructed and most cared for building. The others receive 

only oasual care. 

Most of the family activity centers in the house. Here 

most of the cooking and eating is done as well as sleeping. 

This la all done in this one structure. Some families on nice 

days will eat their food outside on the ground —none of the 

JlPftMa have porches. Quests also live there for the days of 

their visit* A few palm leaves are soattered on the ground and 

this is their bed. If a guest comes alone he will get a hammoc.' 
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If there is an extra one. Any extra food the guest wants is pit 

pared by himself. 

The godhouse and grinding room are centers of activity when 

a special ceremony is about to be done. Many times the men sleep 

in hammocks but most of them sleep on the ground. 

When the families have children the only future provision 

for the child is more corn. The milpas of the married people 

with children are much larger than those without. This year Chan- 

kin has a milpa perhaps twice the size of Mateo!s. Mateo has only 

two young wives while Chankin has two wives and two children and 

another is expected soon. The men and women have no responsib- 

ilities outside of their own family group* 

Family relat ons are almost always harmonious. The work 
1 

is always done In cooperation. Each one knows his or her Job and 

sees to it that it is done. There are disputes at times if a 

house roofing needs repair or if the husband's clothes need mend-' 

ing. One will remark to the other about the need and friction 

may result. As is the case disagreements arise over discipline 

of the children but theyaae soon over . As mentioned before,the 

plurality of wives is no hindrance, they cooperate in all matters 

and no disharmony was ever seen among them. Once the senior wife 

had to soold the second wife because she; refused to sell us some 

eggs. Each woman has her own chickens and own purse though the 

senior wife can tell the younger wife what to do. She does not 

necessarily have to obey her. The husband Is the head of the 

family group but over the children both parents maintain equal 

authority. The junior wife does not have any authority over the 

senior wife's child. She can tell her not to do something but 

cannot spank the child, even if it bothers her own child. 
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Household routines are only maintained according to mealt. 

It is tally when ceremonial food is prepared that the routine 

is broken up. Generally, the family is up ai day is breaking, 

about five or five thirty A.M., tortillas are warmed up and 

if there is food left from the night before this is eaten. 

If there is work in the milpa then the household starts off 

to the milpa after eating. When the corn is being cared for 

(about five months) then a stay in the milpa may be several 

hours,about three o'clock in the afternoon they will return. 

The oqpLy food ia.posol about ten o'clock. When they return 

the c<$rn is ground and tortillas are made at about four or 

five of dock. So are the other foods prepared at this time, 

most likely it is food brought from the milpa, sometimes 

sauash'or camote or yuca or chayóte or such. When the husband 

goes fishing the meal will be delayed till he returns with 

the fish. Some days the husband may have killed a game bird 

to or from the milpa and this is prepared and eaten.  There 

are shorter stays in the milpa as is 'the case v/hen the lobacco 

is boundt-the sun makes the lobacco hard to handle. Also, 

the husband will spend a half day looking for acote to serve 

as his light, also a half day once or twice a month, depend- 

ing upon the health of the family, is ppent gathering the re- 

sin from the pine trees to serve as incense for the brazeros. 

When a person is siok the father will spend several hours 

of the day chanting and several hours in the night seeking to 

alleviate the sick one. He will spend a day or two a month 

going on all-day hunts in the mountains. Several days a 
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MOnth are spent visiting relatives and saored resorts. 

The woman will usually get two gourds filled with water 

twice a day, at daybreak and in the late afternoon. She will 

kelp clear the weeds in the milpa or plant squash, tomatoes, beans, 

chayóte, sweet potatoe and the other vegetables. The husband 

always plants the corn. The women make the tortillas once a 

day, in the late afternoon. When the husband, such as Chankin 

who has bad teeth,can only eat fresh tortillas they are prepared 

twice a day.  She prepares the foods for the gods, most of the 

time she gathers her firewood, cutting it many times with an 

axe from a log near the house. She gathers snails to make lime 

for the corn, she makes clay pots from the clay her husband 

brings home. It is her Job to prepare a posol drink whenever 

her husband comes in from the milpa or a trip. She will assist 

her husband in carrying home the corn from the corn bin. When 

the husband is away she very often goes to milpa to do some 

work and returns about noon.  The woman's job Is to watch over 

and care for thechildren.  She rarely ever visite the outside 

places. Sometimes when the men go over to the fincas to get d 

drunk the women go along to watch over and care for them so 

they won't get hurt. The women go daily to the stream to wash 

their children's clothes with fire ashes. They bathe about 

once a week and after their raenstratlon. 

The men in their leisure time make bows and arrows to sell. 

They also make occasional brazeros for men from the outside world, 

and other religious trinkets, such as, drums, rattles, flutes, 

bark dresses. Some of these items are a result of combined efforts. 

The husband will do the initial work and the wife will do the 

finishing. 

í 
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1 u    10. Rules of Behavior. These are the bits of the culture 

that they acquire by habit and observation. When they approach 

another family group, it is the practice to pound three or four 

times with the machete on a log or tree stump. They must always 

approach along two desgnated paths--these families have two such 

pafehs, one from the east and one from the north.  It is along 

one of these paths that the visitor comes and knocks. This is a 

precaution against disease, particularly the cold. The man of 

the house will go down the path to talk with the visitor. They 

visit a few minutes and then the one who went to see the visitor 

will return. Afterward, the visitor will come to the house. The 

visitor will greet each member of the family except the children. 
v.-' 

Conversation goes like this: tanen in wirlkech m m (I came to 

see you, relative. The answer: bay ko'oten (Good, come). The 

head of the house will offer a bench or plank will be given them to 

sit on.   kulen (sit down), bay, he* in kutar (Good, I will sit 

dowa) When the man is leaving he will say to his host: he' a 

k'Qnche'  m m (HexcPs your bench, relative), bay (Good), the 

answer. Then he will say, bininka' ten, mMn (I'm going relative) 

and the host answers, shen (Go). They will not leave until this 

final word Is given, it is a breach of etiquette not to say this. 

When the visitor has been there at the home for an hour or 

•ore he will then go back into the brush to get his mesh bag and gun 

and other personal items. 

If there are colds in the caríbal, then the visitors usually 

will not enter the settlement. Once Chankln's brother and family 

came to see him but he had a severe cold so the men made a large 
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circuit to come and see us. Before the arrival of the visitors 

at our house, Chankin and Mateo came and told us that some people 

were coming but wouldn't stay. Bhankin and Mateo stayed about 

fifty feet from the visitor while we talked with him. The other 

visitors were another fifty feet back in the brush. They refus- 

ed to stay in the group where we were or even enter our home. Late 

in the afternoon they retraced their steps back to a lake some 

hours away. V***^ 

Most guests will bring their own «cote and tortillas and 

other food. If the men are not at home then the guest will not 

sleep in the house where the women are. They stay with us or 

in the godhouse. Some of the visitors even go out fishing to get 
men 

their own food. The host will offer thew posol to drink and 

toward evenlnc will given them IMeni tortillas. If the host 

has other food such as meat they are given some of this and they 

in turn divide what game they have killed. 

The wives and husband eat together from one conmon bowl. 

They reach into it with a piece of tortillas The women bring 

the food to the husband,  if they aat outside they all sit on the 

ground surrounding the common bowl, if in the house the women 

sit on the ground while the husband sits in the hammock. 

Children are fed on the run the:/ will come in and get a tortilla 

or a piece of squash or a baked banana and then go outside and 

play. Chankin's little girl of three years occasionally comes 

over with her dish of beans eating on the way over. After she 

has finished scraping up the beans with her fingers and putting 

them in her mouth she puts the dish on the ground until she 

goes home. One time we found her with the dish turned upside 

jspjg^^SBSSBI 
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while she was enjoying herself pushing it up and down our bench,* 

Older boys from ten years up (from our observation) are given 

food in bowls apart.  Older girls eat with the family. 

When game is ready the ones who have prepared the food will 

take portions to the other families in bowls or kettles and 

everyone gets a share. When the meal is over the hands are 

rinsed and the raotMi is cleansed with water. They don't bother 

to wash their hands before the meal. At least one hour later 

they drink the posol gruel. 

The women bathe themselves after* their raenstration has 

passed and may wash themselves if they have some leisure time 

as th#y go for the water.  They bathe once a week though it 

isn't a regular custom for some.  The men also bathe once a week, 

mostly after some hot dirty work. They will go about noon to 

the lake, where the channel forms the crvek.  They use soap 

but not very generously.  Some are asking for hair shampoo 

and many request perfumed hair oil.  The men remove their 

clothing and are shy about showing the genitals.  The women 

bathe with the clothing to, then gradually slip the clean 

clothing on taking off the other clothes afterward, thus, 

not displaying any of their body. Then they wash the dirty 

clothes that they have taken off. 

The adults have many likes and dislikes, many are oarrled 

over from childhood but also many are acquired in adulthood, 

A real craving among the men and women is anything sweet. 

They almost always cook their squash with sugar or honey and 

with adolescents this craving is enormous. Wild honey is almost 

always seen in the homes hanging up in bottles. 
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Any object unusual and different they will almost always 

beg to get. We have stainless steel bowls and aluminum pots. 

They always ask for these, also some foot lockers. They can't 

believe that we will not sell such articles. Men prise their 

guns highly and will exhhange them if they see a better one. 

Women are always wanting red beads and red skirts. This seems 

to be the extent of the women's desires. Though some women 

have many pets such as parrots, small animals and small birds. 

The men are included too wiih.thoéeewho desire pets for we often 

hear Mateo talk in baby tones to his dogs. 

Music is liked by the men especially but the women show 

no appreciation for it at all. They only have a curiosity whhen 

the vlctrola is played. If they listen to the radio that we 

have it is only because they come with their husband who wants 

to listen to the music. They do have a dew instruments like 

a flute, rattle and a drum but these have no harmony and are 

used only on religious occasions. They can carry melodies 

for we have heard Mateo singing popular rancheros. Some have 

o\d  vlctrolas in their caribals and play them so much that 

many are worn out in a year or so. 

Men and women alike smoke homemade cigars but these are 

generally to keep away the bugs and such. When chicleros wer e 

here we would see the men smoking the cheaply made cigarettes 

called Alas. The,> women use the smoke to kill off the head 

lice. Now, because we have used D.D.T. onethe people's hair$ 

lice is very rarely found. 

The greatest entertainment a.aong the people is talk* 

U5 
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Excitement is high when a trip is in preparation and they talk 

and talk far into the night.  Subjects such as crops, gaoie, 

certain recent events, prices of material, g ns, gun powder, 

gun shot, how tobacco is progressing and many other subjects 

are always talked over.  Since none can read or write, this is 

the way .nost of the news from various family groups gets around. 

When a man returns from a visit elsewhere then the conversations 

begin and there is no silence until all is discussed. 

In spite of all the talk one hears very few stories among 

the people.  It mostly centers around the gods and about the 

people themselves. After almost five years we are beginning 

to get stories about aaimals and all these go back to how 

things originated. No doubt, story telling isn't a part of 

the culture of the Lacandones. 

11. Old Age. There is no clear picture of old age among 

the people. Most of the observations were confined to two 

known old women.  These women are quite happy for they both 

have young husbands. They have both evidently passed their 

period of menopause, though we have received no information 

on this. Menopause comes between the ages of thirty eight 

and fifty. These women appear to be well into their fifties. 

Both woaien are quite gay and always are willing to tease 

and poke fun at others. .Perhaps this may be a result of the 

absence of physiological difficulties or because they are 

relying upon relatives of one kind or another.  One woman 

certainly did everything to get another husband and finally 

obtained one. They both adore their husbands and are ready 

at any moment to do his least command. 
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From all indications old age is not an unhappy time.  They 

carry on their tasks as before. The women grind the corn and 

pat out tortillas and carry enormous loads. They are seen also 

cutting wood with an axe. The men still do the work In the 

milpa but at a slower pace. Perhaps those that are happy at 

this stage may be because of their marital relationships as 

well as having a small source of economic necessities. 

An old person will always get food and proper oare even 

from one who isn't a relative so they are insured of care* 

They do prove themselves very useful.  One does special work 

on the large clay ollas that the Indians use in religious 

ritual. 

12» Sickness. Ideas about sickness are at a state in 

the Indians mind where he doesn't know what to do. Most of 

the medical terras are misused and are inherited from the out- 

side contacts.  Treatment of disease is absolutely nil, though 

they will not hesitate to go An search of medicine or a doctor 

if there is one close at handw. This can said for this entire 

region from Tenosique to Ocozingo. The only practicante is in 

Ocozingo and he generally goes back and forth between YaJalón. 

They do have curers among themselves and they have no trouble 

in getting patients. Some tell us what they do and others are 

reticent. 

These curers are young ikunyah) are men. tome are young 

and some old. They all have been taught by another how to use 

the curative power. They are specialists and say they oan dure 

the disease in their field. Mateo says he is able to cure a 

person of sore necks, stiff Joints and other ailments in this 

*•<§ 
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category. I saw hime going though this ritual to heal a stiff 

neok of his father-in-law. The person is not exactly chanted 

over hut is similar to it. He appears to hum in a deep under- 

tone. Mateo also related that he pulled up lame once ona 

trip and cured himself of the ailment on the trail. Some have 

power over insect hites, others over sraake bites. There is 

ño charge for their services. 

They believe there are some bad persons who will cast a 

sickness on a person (puryah). They say there are none now 

but extremeuoare is taken not to offend a person like that 

evidently as a result of this belief. Enrique was aocused 

of killing some Tzeltal pigs so a plan was undertaken to take 

away his gun.' Mateo and Chankin asked that their guns be 

taken away, also, so that Enrique wouldn't become mad at them. 

They are emphatic in their denials of witch craft. 

Their ideas of sickness are two-fold, either an out- 

sider has brought the siokness into the caríbal or it is a 

result of supernatural power and the power must be appeased. 

Some of these infirmities are mechanical in their origin ; 

outs, bruises, sprains and thorns or cuts in the foot. These 

are treated with iodine and ungüento and are tied up in 

old oloth. They attribute contagious diseases to the in- 

filtration of outsiders, it cannot be thought that one of 

their own kind has a contagious distase. When an illness 

gets out of hand they immediately search for the supernatural 

power to be appeased. If things are still worse they go look- 

ing for medicine elsewhere but at the same time carrying on 

the searoh for the cause of the siokness. They attribute 

all oures to the result of the appeased supernatural power. 
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J 13. Death. When death comes among the Indians It 

accepted with great shock. Grief Is restrained as much as 

possible. This is a result of the belief that too many shed 

tears will flood the road on which the deceased is to go and 

hinder his progress. There is no apparent distinction between 

sex or age, all go through the same rites as are mentioned 

hereafter. 

Chanting to the brazeros is ceased when death comes to 

the sick person. Then the things are set In motion for the 

last rites. A new cotón is placed on the body and all his ;? 

possessions of clothes and blankets, unless distributed to 

his children, are gotten ready to go with the dead person. 

The body has no particular direction while in the house. The 

arms are at the sides and ashes are placed underneath the 

hammock to keep the ants from attacking the corpse. Thus the 

body is cared for all night. A special corn is ground to make 

the tortillas and posol which are to accompany the body. The 

corn is not cooked, it is still in its shell. If the person 

Is a woman, her bird feathers are removed from her pigtail and 

the beads also are taken off. The body remains over night 

and is taken to be buried when the grave has bean dug. The 

grave Is about four feet deep. The person is carried in his 

hammock with a pole and the hammock la burled Into the grave 

resting on the pole. The body is In an east-west direction, 

the feet facing the east and the head lying toward the west. 

The grave is covered over with poles, then palm leaves on 

top of these . Afterward the earth will be plaoed over this 

to form a heaping mound. A shelter Is made over the grave to 

protect it from the elements. 

un' 
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The night befor e the burial a lock of hair is cuo uu.   -~ 

the head and placed in the hand.  These words are spoken: 

cha'eh a hor ,  tu wir u tar uk'er pureh tsotsel u 

Take  your head, it see  it come lice throw hair    its 

hor .     1 :•-•  "•""..•.' .'- t'.,.taa^er J. „.tv •• *•-> *:'  ?  . ; v-  -. J      . :.. 

head.    They believe that after death when a person is on 

his Journey he throws his hair to the lice and continues on his 

way. Afterward part of an ear of corn is placed in the other 

hand and this is said: "he' nAre', ch'a'eh a pureh u 

n Here's corn, take   you throw it 

hok'or kash." 

cone out chicken." The corn is on the cob, they shell it and 

scatter it among the chickens so they can go safely on their 

way. Also, a Jawsbone of a zarowato is placed in the same 

hand. They say a shoulder or arm bone is given but a Jaw bone 

was observed.  In fact, Jaw bones are always found in the god- 

house or in their house tucked up in a raftbr.  These words 

are spoken:  "he* baker ch'a'eh pureh ti* m*' u chi'ikech 

"Here's bone  take it throw in order not it bite you 

pek'." 

dog . "   This will deter the dogs from hindering the traveling 

soul.  If there was too much mourning and the road is flooded, 

then it is too high and he will have to cross it on the back of 

a dog* If some mistreated a dog in life, perhaps they cut its 

ear or did other similar things, they will mount the dog but in 

midstream the dog will duck them and the person will have to 

try again to cross the stream. 

After they have plaoed the body in position in the grave 

they place the dead person's clothing and other personal items 
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With it, also, four small tortillas and a small bowl of poso'' 

"ch'a'eh a wo'oche', hanen otsirech, m<\' hanech way." 

" Take   your food,  eat  poor you,   not you eat here." 

They say that before a person dies he hasn't eaten much if any- 

thing and this is to give them strength for their Journey. 

Then a piece of acote and mateb.es are also put inside the 

grave, "he' a k'ak' he' a kip ku yokor k'ineh ka' 

"Here's your dire, here's your light, oomastln sun i wies 

tJi bik  a klpeh." 

light your acote. 

Then, when the grave is all «overed over the shelter 

(up s r) is built.  They always build a shelter for they 

think of what the dead one will say: "nep'ek yikeni' ra/v' 

"very hated me , not 

u k'at yikeni'    m*'  tu ts'ah  in  watoch." 

want me with them, not   they gave my   house." 

They throw ashes that have kept the person warm on the 

grave. They say it is to keep away the ants, a common pract- 

ice among the people, but still we think it is also supposed to 

keep the person warm. 

After the shelter is made, a peten (a flat circular tray 

made of vine to which are tied three pieoes of vine) is tied 

near the left hand corner of the shelter facing east. Afaln 

tortillas and posol are put in it and some other food that was 

liked very much by the person. Even after a year or more a fav- 

orite food will be brought to be left on the grave. Posol and 

tortillas are brought and left four successive days. " 

"eh  netsoy   ta    tasaten   in  mAkik." 

"So, very good you   brought  I   eat." 

tifl 
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Then four said-to-be dogs are made from palm leaves, two ar~ 

at the head and two at the feet.  "he1  a pek' ku yokor k'ineh 

"Here's your ¿ogs, comes in sun 

makeh ta   ho'orir   makeh   ta   woklr." 

tie them at your head tie    at your feet." These are to pnjtect 

the person as he sliepa at night. 

A fire is made at the head of the parson,  "he* a k'ak* 

"Here's your fire 

tin  t'Abah tech ti' a k'lchklntik." 

I   lighted for you so you keep warm."   In case there is no 

fire thejdead one will say,  "ten nep'ek yikeni' nemA' u 
r[ " I  am hated      wrjr not 

k'at yi#ni' mAnA' k'ak'." 

wanted  |   none   fire." 
i 

Then'on the north and south sides of the mound are lighted 

candleelike objects (pAtblklp). Those who have come to the grave 

will light these, some for each adult and tov  each child.  The 

exact number is difficult to tell.  Mateo says two for each adult 

and two for each child. 

When the wife of Chankin died Chankin lit nine on his side 

while Mateo lit eight on his side. Both had one living wife at 

the time,  "he' a kip otsirech ich akbir ka m/ai oh'ay 

"Here's your light poor you at nlgHfyou go , take 

a kip tl' a tiohkatik  a wo'och." 

your light for you to warm up your food." When the candles are 

lit for the child, they say, "he'ra*  u klper  in  ti'ar 

"Here's light  (for)my  child 

niA1    a    ha'sikyor      otalrech." 

not you soare him poor you." They say these lights are plao- 
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2Ü 
1Q THSfil 8© the dead one's spirit won't come back and scare the 

people to death. 

The soul is going one night and two days to reach its des- 

tination. 

If the person died in the caríbal and in one of the houses 

then each family will go and build another house. The ones we 

saw simply took their old house part by part over to a new loca- 

tion. When Chankin's wife died, she died in the milpa of a 

snake bite, they brought her to an old shack close to where we 

lived, thus avoiding baving to build over again. The godhouae 

was protected froTi the returned spirit by tying ears of corn 

on the shelves where the gods are placed.. 

Incineration was practiced a good many years ago accord- 

ing to Ghankln. They burned the body in order to. release the 

soul.  He said they wanted to get the soul so it would not die. 

Generally, when they heard the soul coming they would get 

frightened and run off.  This appears to be why they left this 

practice.  They believe the soul in coming said, "pa'aten, tan 

in tar," which means rough!*., "Look out, I'm coming.n 

14jLl£eafterDeath. The soul of the hand (u piflAn u 

k'A.b) and the soul of the foot (u piaban u yok) remain 

here on the earth. They are said to make their homes in the 

rocks or piles of rocks. These are the spirits one he hears 

when one is alone according to them. The souid of the wind 

or a sudden snapping of a branch, all are caused ty them. 

All the souls of the dead go into the earth (yar*\n 

ru'um). They go to the place of sukukyum and he in turn gives 

'e plao- 
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them to the devil (kisin).  They receive punishment according t 

their sins, If they have relations with a slater or wlshkit or 

get mad at their mother but all go through the fireimetn r). 

Little children, they say, are burnt Just a little bit but It 

Is done by sukukyum and then he rubs off the burnt part (r h 
all 

pustlk tu chuhlh yete  k'ak') 
shaved off he burnt with firei  The god, sukukyum, says this 

then the child Is being b'rnt:. "tak  pachah  a n>0  tuh 

top'ech. As to the exact meaning of this we do not know yet. 

Then the souls are shown the trail to the main god (hach kyum) 

"he' b#r  ti'  a  bin  yik n  hach kyum." 

"Here'abroad for you go where is hach kyum.1*  The little 

ones ar¡¡| oarried to haoh\kyum b; sukukyum. 

Those who have killed other people or had relations with 

their sister or other relatives such as maternal or pateinal 

aunt, mother-in-law, all these will suffer until their saul is 

consumed.  The version goes as follows:  the soul, is placed 

in the fire (uk'ak'ir raetn r)and burned, If it says it's too 

hot, then it is placed in cold water (usislr ha1 metn r) 

until the soul cries out again that it's too cold. Then he 

la plaoec again in the fire.  This alternation is carried on 

until there is a soul of small size (rat size, Mateo said). 

Then it is thrown in the hell-fire.  There are two kisin with 

their families, two boys and a girl. The two boys do the actual 

burning of the souls. Those who had taken their sister as a 

wife are burned for awhile, then worked hard by the devil and 

reappear here on earth as an wild animal or become a chicken or 

horse for the devil. 
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When the good soul reaches hach kyum's heaven the souls 

does the chores about the place.  He carries water, he gets  \ 

firewood, he feeds the pets of the god such as, kotikan (giant 

buzzards) and barum (tigers).  There is also a big snake 

(nunk ch kan) and since it's in the house it must be lefted up 

so the house can be swept.  The soul is afraid and weeps but 

another picks it up.  These chores about .the house are carried 

on for a year then be goes to make a milpa for the god.  Chankln 

said that this god at one tiTie began sending the departed ones 

back to earth after five days and they resuned their former liv- 

ing. Another god ( hmets b k) became angry and requested that 

they be sent to him until the end of the world ishurt' n) and 

so the souls go to mets b k today. However they are said to 

go to hach kyum first and he forwards them to mets b k. They 

perform the same things for this god as they would have done 

for the former. 

15. End of the World.  The end of the world (shu'ur t' n) 

will come when hach kyum win take up the sun anc moon. Down 

the trail of the sun and moon will coae the huge tiger (nah ts'uru') 

and huge buzzards (kotikan), also, a snake (k'uk'urkan) which 

will eat the people. All the Lacandones who are living will be 

gathered at Yashchilan. There those who have no wives or husbands 

and those married but none of the wives pregnant will be decap- 

itated. The blood oFthose who are pregnant and their husbands' 

will not be taken. The others' blood will be gathered and put 

in a large kettle to be cooked. When done it will be divided 

among the gods to paint their houses. The gods like the pleas- 

ant odor it gives. 

:1 
i 
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The gods are said to build the ruins (Mayan ruins,• 

Yashchilan) all over again in a month's time. A special door 

in the heavens is opened to give light for this period. The 

rest of the world is in complete darkness. While haohkyum 

kills the people he will feed the corpses to the tigers, these 

get some while the buzzards will be given a pleoe, a quarter 

to one and a quarter to another. The souls of these people 

will go to the ultimate heaven (uka'anin chamber k'ur). 

Here they say it is all darkaass and there is nothing to do. 

When all this is done hach kyum returns to the heavens and 

puts the sun and moon back in their former courses. He son 

ht'upiguarded them while he was ending the world, 

When the sun is in its course rains will come on the 

earth and the various made things will revert to fish ar 

alligators. Tables are said to become fish and boats will 

become alligators.  The tables which became fish will eat 

the other fish and the boats which become alligators will 

consume the other alligators. 

When the water has subsided then the god kinchop will 

burn off the Jungle and the elapses time between the subsid- 

ing of the water and the burning of the Jungle is a month. 

The sun is said to be out for the entire month. After all 

is burnt off then klnahop will sew the aeeds so all will 

come back onoe again. Those who had died befor aha vovM 

oame to an end will come back and ¡replenish the earth. 

There is aleo another means of ending the world. If 

the animals of hach kyum are well fed then he will send 

¡S 
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huge winds that will come and blow down the Jungle and it will 

be so cold the animals will die. Then come haavy rains and It 

will keep on raining until it reaches the skies. The man-made 

tables and boats will become fish and alligators and these will 

eat the people. 

Another version is that the devil will be given permission 

to cause earthquakes to kill off half the people in the world. 

The earthquake will fall the entire jungle and the people will 

fall down to where he is to be eaten by him. If he cannot 

consume all the people then hach kyum will send his flgers to 

help. Then after five more years the world will come to an 

end as mentioned first. 
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FOOTNOTES 

tjU»* 
When we were glean the following text the other family, 

we noted, had evidently forgot to tell the child several 

things as the text indicates; 

kr\neh  bik a mlstik ru'um ten m^ k'oren   neworo 

Learn  how you sweep ground I  not ambitious verf all 

rop   IUN'    a kAniken. 

dirty dpnét )eu learn from me. 

kivneh k'uch   he'  a  pechech ti'  a  kAnik k'uch 

Learn to spin here's your spindle for you to learn t o spin 

ra'a   k\niken  ten HIA'   hin  k'uch. 

learn from me I not  can I spin, 

he*  a hAr/vte'  ti *  a  sh\k»\.r  mV  a  kAniken 

Here's your loom  for you to weave not  you learn from me 

ten  üIN
1
  hin  shAkAr. 

I   not can I  weave, 

he'  u  berir  hor  ha*  t: '  a bin a tu'yeh 

Here's it path   to water  for you to go you where 

a wa'ar. 

your water. 

he'  u  berir  a  bin  ta  ta'  to-v'  a  ta' 

Here's it path you %o  go  you evacuate not you evaouate 

tura'. 

anywhere else. 

m\%        ti'      a     naka      yoko      che'      ti' a kAnik    hmch'. 

Not    for      you to climb on        tree    for you to learn to grind on. 

he'      a   bok'ir ti'    a    p'o'ik      ka   pohche'    ten   m  ' 

Here's your cloth for you to wash your table    I        not 

a    k^lken      ten ten    vaft    p'o'ik    in    pohche'    a    ch'ihir 

you to learn me I        not     wash        my    table    you grow up 

THK' 

not 

ten 

me 
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FOOTNOTES       (Cont'd) 

a    p'o'ik    a    ponche1    mi\'    a    kfsniken. 

you wash    your table      not you learn from me. 

he'    a    chuhlr        a      wo'och    kap        tl'      a      t'ahlk 

Here's your gourd your food    water        for you to frring 

he*    a    ba'ay      ti*      a      kuchik    a    wo'och. 

Here's    your bag for you to carry your food. 

he-'    a    ho'p'o'    DíA'    a      blchkuntik        ri'iseh    m/\' 

a    k/\niken      ten      woro        chara'an      ru'um      ray      ra'abih, 

rl'iseh. 

BASR 
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he' a  ruch ti'  a  ts'ayik  u yuk'ur a rak' 

Here's your bowl for you to give him to drink your husband 

w   chihech , WA  chlhekech  tl*  a ts'ayik  u yukAur 

if  you grow up, if you grow up for you to give him to drink 

a rak'  IIIA'  a  chukuntik  yoko   ru'um.  ri'isbh ka'anan 

your husband not you leave it  on   ground. Put it up   high 

yoko k'ak'. 

over fire. 

Conversation of mekch/Nhnr boy; They show the boy a bow 

and arrow and then pull back the string and say, "ts ne hur", 

(learn to shoot with bow). 

As a small place is cleared with a machete they say, N k neh 

a  kor  m*'   ha  kAnlken  ten MA'  hin  kor?, (learn 

to make your milpa, don't learn from me.  I  don't know how to 

make a milpa). 

Then they show an axe to the child and say, "he* a batir 

a kor ri'labh m\' a chakuntlk ra^' a kAniken ten m • 

hin ri'islkk  he' u rabar a bat.  otsirech m n ' toh a 
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Bat,    «*' a      kMiikeni  here's your axe,  put lit up and don't 

learn from me.    I don't put mine up.    Your axe will rust then 

you will be poor without an axe,  don't become like me).n 

Then they take a gourd  that is used to carry water and 

eay,"he'      a      chuhlr    a    t'uhlk      ha*      ch'aylk      ha'    a 

pets'untlk      bache'    tl*      k'ur,     (Here's your water gourd to 

bring water to make bache*   for the gods)." 

They show the boy annorcon In the godhouse and say, 

"kA.neh a    nakache*        m  '    ra'a   kMilken    ten    DíA1    In    naka 

che1',     (learn to climb trees, don't learn from me,  I don't 

climb trees)." 

Then they take a few palm leaves and  say," miateh ma' 

a\kro%k      ten   m/\'      hln   mlstlk    Jatoch      In    k'ur   m  ' 

a    kAniken    ten      w/\ ch'lhech    mlsteh    yatoch    a    k'ur  , 

(sweep,  don't learn from me,   I don't sweep the godhouse, 

If you grow up,  sweep up your godhouse)." 

They point to the brazeros on the ground and say,"he' a 

k'ur k/\neh a k'a'aslk ti' a pokikab h',( here's your 

gods learn to sacrifice so you can chant to them.1." 

Then the boy is shown a clay  olla  ,   "he*    a    pak    tech 

yAnen   WA,    ch'iheche'      yakunteh    a    pak    m*,'    a   kAniken    ten 

woro    In      pak      tin    rah    bisah    tin    rAh    pa'ah   OA'    a 

kAniken    ten,    takunteh    a    pak      WAh    u   barbar      mh 

ri'iseh      WA,    hama*      WA,   k'  ruch    DíA*      a    chakuntik    ru'um 

ri'iaeh    m  '    a    kNniken    ten,   (Here's the clay olla for bache' 

care for it, don't be like me,  I lost all m>ne and they are 

broken,  take care of your pak or your other things.    Put them 

up, your gourds for bache'    or your gourds for posol, don't 

leave, them on the ground, put them up,  don't be like me. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Finally the boy is shown a trail and he hears,   "he1 
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ber a pom k\neh bAhik a pom m '  a kAniken ten mV 

k'oren in bAhik in pom m/\' a k/vniken ten  tech bA.heh 

a pom w* ch'iheche'  he'  a  ber a  pom k/\nik  a bnhik 

(here's the trail to get your pine incense, learn to tap the 

pom, don't be like me, I don't tap pom.  I'm lasy , tap 

your incense, if you grow up.  Here's the trail to go get 

your incense)." 
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NOTES ON 1ACANDON ETHOLOGY AMD BELIEFS 

Phillip and Mar.v Raer 

Summer Institute of Linguistics 

2.3/ 

0.The Lacanddn Indians, whose remnants inhabit the Jungle 

fastnesses of eastern Chiapas, are possessors of a rich body 

of folklore which dates back to pre-columbian times. Their 

folk-literature includes origin legends, beliefs regarding 

natural phenomena, etc.  We here present two creation legends, 

beliefs concerning rain, hail, and the rainbow, beliefs about 

the heavenly bodies, a number of items regarding plants and 

animals, and omens. 

These legends have been collected while the authors have 

been living among the Lacandones of the Pethá region; the two 

principal informants, Chankín and Mateo, have both contributed 

to the materials.  In some cases details lacking in one man's 

account have been supplied from that of the other; for example, 

Mateo did not know how the figures nade by hachAkyum became 

alive, but Chankín told us of a certain palm leaf which was 

used to give them life. Tn certain of the legends there are 

traces of Christian influence, but most, of the materials appear 

to be aboriginal. 

Lacanddn folklore is transmitted from one generation to 

another by the menfolk. The general expression used when re- 

ferring to such subjects is ba'ik tslbartlk in tet 'so said 

my father'. 
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L;>1 

NAME  OF 

hachAkyum 

Akyanto' 

/vhmetsAbAk 

aukunkyum 

klsln 

AkAnchop 

uparAkyutn 
(Aht'up) 

ka'koch 

uchemberk'ur 

itsanohk'ur 

ptiH^'t     Pelí'ies  Me*Í¡wJl  i* ¿*¡i /f££LT' *». 

232- .NIL'IG 

Our real god 

Our helper 

One who makes 
soot or black 
powder. 

FUNCTION TLDAY 

Creator of Lacandones, cares 
for their welfare. 

Creator of white people; taught 
them to make the things they 
know. Keeper of world so it 
-will not come to an end. 

Sells powder for rain.  Can 
cause sickness or death by 
special appeal.  Keeper of 
good souls ,C««*.» ¿l'UMti, vW>¿>«>*Gi/»W«L«*. 

Older brother of Keeps klsln. feeds and cares 
our god 

Devil 

(Servant   ?)   of 
hachAkyum 

Son of our 
god 

Two wide   (?) 

Dugout road  goo 
(?) 

uk&ha'nAk'ur      Rain god 

Ahpek'ur 

uhahapk'ur 

k'ln 

Akn/vJ 

uru'urn kap 
lAhshuke) 

God who moves 

God who strikes 

Sun 

Our mother 

Land bee ( ?) 

for sun.  Inspects souls be- 
fore turning them over to 
klsln for punishment.  Sets 
good souls on path to metsAbAk. 
Keeps klsln from causing 
earthquakes. 

Punishes sinners. 

Follows orders jf hflchAkyum. 
Helped make underworld and heávé&B. 

Will óare for sun and moon at • 
end of world. Kelps hachAkyum. 

God of hachAkvum. accepts offer- 
ings from hach/vkyum. 

Resides in highest heaven where 
all is darkness ana is final 
resting place of Lacandones. 

Maker of hail, cares for people 
in sickness. 

Throws dust to cause rain. 
Throws hail to cause it to hail. 

Causes thuncer. 

Causes lightning. 

Sun, husband of .noon. 

Moon, wife of sun. 

Causes rainbow. 

# 
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1. Creation of Man. ^ The Lacancones were made by haonAKyum. 

He made the man, and his wife/^nayhachAkyum, made the women. 

Each totem was made from a different clay ; some clay was taken 

from one section and perhaps Mtm  yards away another clay was 

used.  The different clay deposits wera at least one hundred 

yards apart.  The people were formed with their clothes, which 

were an imitation of the god himself.  While hjacliAkjum was gone 

one time, klsln (now the devil) came and marred the figures. 

He made the eyebrows and beards black instead of red and green 

(yash) as hachAkyum had made them.  The klsln had been making 

"figures, also, as was AhmetSAbAk and /xkyanto'.   AhmetSAbAk 

was forming the people such as the Tzeltales, Mexicans and 

Guatemalans.  Akyanto1 was also making people who are now in 

the United States and other places.  The corresponding wives of 

the above-mentioned gods made the females of the species. 

Chankin said that hachAkyum waved the palm leaf (sha'an) 

over the figures he had nade fro-n clay and they came to life. 

A fire was made and the leaf was passed over it.  This is done 

now in ceremonies. At the very sane time the other gods were 

causing their figures to come alive as well. Mateo related that 

hachAkyum moved the figures and they came to life. 

When the figures that klsin had made came to life, they 

reverted into animals corresponding to the totem they repres- 

ented. Mateo said that klsin had made his figures later than 

hachAkyum; hence, he tried to imitate the Lacandones that 

hachAkyum made, 

Akyanto' is said to have made the domestic animals for 

his group.  They are cows, horses, domestic pigs, cats, dogs, 

etc.  hachAkyum made a corresponding group: tapir (k'ashltsimln) 

or Jungle horse, the wile hog (hach k'ek'en). etc.  The people 

5" 
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made by Akyanto' were wise and tied up their animals and then 

made fences to close them in.  The Lacancones aid not do this 

and their animals fled into the jungle and &re there until today. 

Some  animals, as cows, were reclaimed by the gods. 

Then hachAkyum showed the Lacandón men how to make hammocks 

and mesh bags.  His wife showed the women how to weave and grind 

their corn as well as pat out the tortillas.  Then Ajcyanto' made 

the various metal objects and taught his children, and these 

taught the people how to make them.  The children also taught 

the people to read and. write. 

The Lacandún Tien, when asked about whom they consider the 

better group of people, invariably say the group made b¿ 

Aky_anto¿.  They say the proaucts made by then exceed in quality 

by far those that are nade by the AhmetsabAk group.  The Lacan- 

dones consider themselves as the poorest group saying they do 

not make things right, thev have no good cooking utensils, and 

they have no  soap.  It is cifficult to see the philosophy in 

this theory, for they refer to themselves as hachwlnik (the real 

or supreme people).  When one notes that they try to speak humb- 

ly of themselves as in the mekchAhAr ceremony, for example, one 

will take their reasoning with some doubt. 

Two things were nade accidently by hachAkyum, the snake 

(kan) and the ants (sinlk).  When hachAkyum finished making the 

people he rubbed his hands together in order to remove the extra 

clay. When he threw it down to the ground it became alive." 

Since he liked it he made another so that they could multiply. 

He knew the snake was poisonous and he warned the Lacandones to 

be careful of it. 

29t 
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of blood on  the ground.  When some dust of the earth ca.ne in 

contact with this blood, then ants came into existence. 

2. Creation of Underworld and the Four Heavens.  The infor- 

mants indicated that the world was already here and that it was 

perfectly flat hachAkyum was killed anc buried b klsln and 

his two sons. ' ¿o hachAkyum went below and with the aid of 

sukunkyum and Akanchop and a great many people (the informant 

saio about as many as Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas—abort eightQS^- 

«M thousand peo'ole) created the underworld.  The depth of. the 

underground world arid the length of i t are equal to ¿the upper 

world.  Meanwhile, sukunkyum Made his home, and AkAnchop made 

sure the foundations of the earth.  They were made of huge rocks- ' 

as well as cross beams,  sukunkyum knew that it was to be hia 

task to care for klsln when the underworld was completed.  This 

task was said to be completed in four days, but once the infor- 

mant said hachAkyum was underground twenty days. 

klsln, after hachAkyum was buried, brought all his things 

to nake his i'oo.: and other valuables.  His wife and children 

were there also.  V.hen the soul had passed four days it arrived 

at its destination,  klsln waited until this time.  Then 

hachAkyum burst open the ground where his enemy was and he fell 

into the now prepared underworld.  hachAkyum then went up to 

make the heaven (ukA'Anlhaohakyum). 

The informants said that as you see large cloud-like for- 

mations, so formations like these cane together and formed the 

heaven where hachAkyum is today.  There is jungle -j.nd water and 

the various trees as we have here.  The ones who helped make the 

underworld aided also in this work; the one who replaced sukunkyum 
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was uparAkyum, for he remained in the underworld to guar^. . •..,. 

The name given the people aiding hachAkyum in this work is 

ukushte'ir winik (the people who live over there). 

Then hachAkyum's son, uparAkyum (the son of our father 3-od) 

had a heaven made above that of his father."1 This (ukA'AniparAkyum) 

is also made by hachAkyum. Above thi3 is the heaven (ukA'Anika'koch) 

where ka'koch resides and above that (ukA'Anichembek'ur) resides 

chembek'ur.  All the other three heavens have sun and moon and 

stars, also the two seasons; but v/here chembek 'ur resides there 

is only darkness.  Here is the final resting place of the Lacan- 

d<5n soul when the world cones to an end. 
c 

In discussing the ceiba tree" with the informants, this is 

the legend they gave us of how the tree grew here in the eartht 

It appears that the youngest son of hachAkyum, Aht'UP, had also 

made some clay figures into living beings.  His two older 

brothers were provoked at this and tried to kill these people. 

They shot them with b*>ws and arrows, killing them, but they re- 

turned to life again.  This secured about five tinea and then 

the brothers cut off the people's heads and thus they died. 

When Aht'up saw the people that he had created, they had become 

ceiba trees (3ha'an).  Aht'up then called his father, who said 

the trees would remain and grow here fi>n the earth.  One infor- 

mant said that there are four such trees in the heaven where 

hachAkyum is the resident. 

3. Ra^^Ha^^an^theRainbow.  The god, though the Indians 

do not regard him aa highly as the others, who sends down the 

rains and hail storms as well as winds is called haha'nAk'ur 

(water god). hachAkyum calls AkÁnchop and he buys SAbAk and 

says he would like to send rain (utar ha').  The god, haha'nAk'ur > 
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then assents to the wishes of hachAkyum and goes to see meisAPAK 

to get. the black powder (sMjftk) which causes rain.  metsAbAk 

usually wants to send great clouds of rain so he offers to sell 

a large quantity of black powder.  The other god refuses for he 

says that hachakyum will become very angry.  5c a gourd (sur) 

measurement is bought.  This is a very small measure, according 

to the informant.  Then haha'n/vk'ur returns to his place up on 

the -nountains and casts the powder out over the clouds and so 

it rains as he causes the wine to blow. Actually, the wind 

takes up the powder and the result is rain. Another god that 

resides on the mountain tops is pek'ur (god moves).  It is a 

cloud formation (yaran k'in). His work is to climb up on the 

clouds before it rains and cause it to thunder. After 

haha'nAk'ur has caused the rain, and he desires wind, he 

takes up the tail feather (war) of the guacamaya (Ahmo')       "'< 

and moves it a little to cause wind; or if he desires lightning 

he has an object sj-ne thing like an axe (ya'ash bat) and he 

strikes the edge of it with this feather, producing lightning. 

This lightning is called uhahapk'ur. 

Then if hach/vkyum would like it-to hail he senda haha'nAk'ur 

to buy hail from ltsanohk'ur.  The procedure is almost Identical 

as above:  haha'nAk'ur goes to purchase hail (b/vt) and itsanokfur 

tries to sell a large type of hail, about the size of a small 

cooking vessel, haha'nAk'ur refuses, knowing that hachAkyum 

will get angry, for the latter does not want to harm his people, 

the Tacandones.  So he sells two gourds about one-fourth liter 

size and ltsanohk'ur gives him five large ones to throw down 

on the section of the jungles where there is pine wood. Thus, 

the goo, haha*nAk'ur will cast the gourds down and it will hall. 
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The rainbow (uru'um kap), the Lacandones said, is a result 

1 of a spirit (Ahshuke^V who dwells in various groups of small 

stones.  He travels through the Jungle and when the rain comes 

he becomes wet; so in order to burn the clouds he starts a i'lre. 

The informants said that the rainbow is seen when he tries to 

burn the clouds where his trail has come (utoklk uber). 

Other natural phenomena such as circles about the sun or 

moon (u petAn) are signft of the weatner.  If a ri¿d circle is 

about either one of these heavenly bodies it indicates that rain 

in torrents, will be coining.  If it is a white circle then the 

next day will be clear and bright. 

The people say that if at sundown oae  sees a greenish cloud 

formation (yeshik u tuf tar, meaning it becomes corrupt) some 

people are dying.  Some people have said that a war must be about 

to come for nany people are going to die.  If a red cloud for- 

mation (u yesik uk'ik* ta') is seen, the people will not vent- 

ure out of the house.  They believe they will become ill with 

dysentery. 

4. H ea venl^Booles. Eclipses of the uoon (u tAkik AknA') 

and the aun (u tAkAr k'in) are associated with the end of the 

world.  The explanation of this is that hachAkyuin gathers In 

these heavenly bodies and puts them in charge of his son, Aht'up, 

and then terminates this world.  One time wore cane over the 

radio that an eclipse of the \aoon. was occuring°. When told of 

this the nen immediately rushed home to chant in order to stave 

off this catastrophe. 

Perhaps this ceremony is associated with an eclipse which 

is said to have come long ago, when the people were able to send 
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directly to the gods a shikar (incense board filled with noauxoo 

of incense), also k'ik* (rubber incense) and a brazero (sir). 

This held off the eclipse and saved the people.  The informant 

said about two years passed when another eclipse occured at 

midday.  Tigers, snakes, and vultures could be heard.  Some .. 

Lacancones became so frightened that they died; others divined 

which god to pay and were spared. As a result, there has been 

no shur tVn (end of talking or end of world) up till now. 

An interesting note was related on the priest who delivered 

the propitious sacrifices to the gods in person who was named 

hawo1.  The informant, said that at one  time the people were 

living in a village and they all had a co..»non godhouse.  It 

was here that they first tried to appease the diety there, but 
Q 

if no result was obtalnea then they went to this priest .  He- 

accepted a gourd of incense as payment .and went to see the gods 

personally. 

The sun (k'in) and moon (Akn/\f meaning our mother) are 

said to be husband and wife , and are a result of hachAkyum's 

creation.  oiets^bKk made the sun and at first there was no 

night for as soon as one aun had set another sun appeared In 

the east.  hachAkyum did not like this for he said his people 

could not get any rest; so he set the sun on his present trail. 

The sun goes on its trail and about noon another god (sukunkyum) 

brings him some posol and tortillas; then when he reaches the 

west sukunkyum comes and carries him back to the east to set 

him on his trail again.  The informant said the sun is placed 

in a hammock through which a pole is passed at each end. 

sukunkyum and another person (name unknown) shoulder the pole 

and carry him to sukunkyum's place where he is fed.  Then he is 

carried to the east to be ready for his trip again the next day. 
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The way the aun is carried in his hammock is the same method 

used tocay in carrying the dead. 

The moon plays a great part in the life of the Lacandones, 

in planting of certain products.  The men plant certain agricul- 

tural products   at various phases of the moon.  They prefer to 

plant beans, yuca, and chile in the last quarter of the noon. 

It is preferred that the rnoon be almost gone.  The corn is also 

planted in the last quarter of the moon in order that it may not 

grow tall, for they say the winds \vill blow it over then.  They 

like a.large leaf on their tobacco, so they plant it in the 

first quarter of the moon; bananas, too, are planted at this tim* 

They even say that the best tine for a child to be born is when 

the mQoa is at first quarter. 

The moon, being a wo nan, carries her loom poles with her. 

These appear to be used as a protection when the son of 

hftchAkyum comes to get her (an eclipse). Also, the sun is 

said to carry bows and arrows against the time when upar*kyurn 

will try to capture him.  The informant said he only pretends 

to shoot him with an arrow. 
TO 

Plantfte and stars (bar ka'an)  have no apparent effect in 

the lives of the people now. Mateu was only able to point out 

a few stars and constellations.  The morning star (Ahaksak'ln) 

was called as AhABAkap a great many years ago, so said an in- 

formant.  Gemini was called the turtle (Ahak).. A star is call- 

ed Ahtaap.  He knew of three constellations by the names of 

Ahch'uhum (species of bird), Ahtunsen (woodpecker), and kitMn 

yet u yar (a peccary and her brood); yet he did not know where 

they were.  The milky way is called SAk ber Ak yum (white road 
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of our father god).  The evening star is called Ahkocblch (wide 

eye). A fallen meteor is said to form a lake. 

5. Plants and Animals. Plants that are considered as sacred 

to the people are the b/vknikte' (Plumería rubia) and SAknlkte* 

(Plumería alba).  It is said that hach/vkyum and his brothers and 

his wife came from the mating of these plants.  It is associated 

with ceremonies and is found in various songs. Vanilla 

(Ahbukuruch) also plays a prominent part in ceremonies because 

of its pleasant aroma. 

The well known bache , ¿3 Is a most sacred tree for the mak- 

ing of a type of beer, drunk in ceremonies only, and It will in- 

voke a great deal of activity by them if the tree is harmed. 

Once while we were away an American frieni of ours began to clear 

the brush that surrounded our home.  He felled one bache' tree 

and when the men saw it they quickly went to the godhouse to 

chant over it. Later one of the women came down and gathered up 

the fallen branches, more chanting was heard, and then there 

were no further consequences.  The men were not angry with our 

friend--in fact, they even brought him a gift. 

Another tree that is in constant use in the ceremonies of 

the people is a species of palm (bo'oy).  The leaf is placed In 

the smoke of the incense and then the one chanting enters the 

house, touches the sick person and chants over him in order that 

he may be healed. Also, when a gourd of bache' is placed in the 

hand of the one  paying his gods, two of these leaves are crossed 

and placed under it and two are placed under the person's right 

foot. At various times another type of palm i^hpjihoM Is placed 
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JL4*. 
on the ground to protect the brazeros from touching the ground; 

but this palm is not as sacred as the plants mentioned before. 

A species of vine (huh kih) is used In congealing the rubber 

that is gathered for the burning of incense.  The vine is beat- '' 

en and kept in a bowl and the Juice is wrung out"into the latex. 

The rubber tree (Oastillea elástica), the pom tree (Protium 

neptaphyllum), and the pine tree (Pinus) all have their resin 

tapped in order to be used for incense burning.  The men say 

the gods prefer £om but they have very little of that in this 

region, .so almost always pine resin is used. 

Most of the plants mentioned above are cultivated, bache' 

appease to be planted bjf the men at various tines almost as 

one plajats corn.  The bAknlkte' and chAknikte1 are almost always 

near the godhouse. At two of the centers of the Indians, 

nhmetsAbAk and itsanohk'ur. the b/vknlkte' is found in great 
out °\ 

abundance.  Once while^the authorawas on a trip to doctor a 

Lacandón woman, several rubber trees and pom incense trees were 

seen in an abandoned milpa. Another vint-like tree (Ahk'ahanche' ) 

has been used in sacred song.  This tree is seen around lakes. 

Its flower, an orange-purple, has a fragrant perfume. The 

girls many times string them to be worn as garlands.  The 

Annatto tree (Blxa orallandO,called by the Lacandones k'ushu1, 

is cultivated to obtain red coloring for food and to paint the 

ootones and bodies at various ceremonial rites.  The rosewood 

tree (AhohAkk'ash) is taken from the jungle, the bark is shav- 

ed with a machete and the inner bark is shaved also. This is 

cooked and the strips of rosewood bark are dipped in it to 
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obtain a deep red stain. Another vine-like plant (Ah^ita) i» 

cultivated and is found in the caríbal.  This is to make a green 

dye to color the bark strips on  the ceremonial rattle. 

There are certain animals that can change themselves into 

another form (wayabir) if they want to. However, once they are 

changed they can not go back to their original animal form. Also, 

only certain ones from each species mentioned have the power to 

co this. A porcupine (fthk'ishpacn) becomes a howling ape (ba'ats'); 

a skunk (Ahchap) becomes a monkey (ma'ash); a vulture (Ahch'om) 

becomes an armadillo (Ahwech'); a boa constrictor (Ahachkan) 

becomes a tepesquintle (hareb); a striped hawk I hunk'uk') be- 

comes a faisán (kfa.mbur): a black hawk (ek'_ hunk'ukf,) becomes 

a cojalita (Ahkosh); and a peccary (kitam) beco.nes a Jabalí 

(hach k'ek'en). Also, they attribute the metamorphosis of'    * 

butterflies to various caterpillars.  It is said also that the  | 

gods are able to turn their clothes inside out and thuB become  ;¿: 

a tiger.  It appears to be a means of hunting, for the infor- 

mant said that others always carry bows and arrows. 

6. Omens.  The greater number of omens appear to be un- 

favorable;¡either death or sickness is fortold. 

If during the night the chickens appear disturbed plus a 

call from a small bird (Ahchlru1) and the chachalaca (Ahbach). 

a sickness will come over the caríbal. If a wasp (Ahmukchlch) 

with a black body and yellow wings co-nes and brings its prey 

to bury it in the house or the grinding room a woman Is said 

to die. But if they kill the wasp nothing will happen. 

If a god is passing (uman k'ur) and a whistling is heard 

at night coming from the north a anake, tiger, or other animal 
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will kill the people if they go into the Jungle.  Or if they gu 

into their milpa they will cut themselves with an axe or machete, 

Were the whistle to cone from the south, the one hearing it will 

die.  The first sign could be avoided by remaining at home; the 

second sign is unavoidable and death will cjme.  It is said if 

one whistle came at night then nothing will occur, while two 

whistles will bring great calamity. 

A small lizard (Ahshlmpech k'ln) that surprises a person 

who coes not know of this particular lizard i 111 [V\m r in mil 1T 

vomit.  Only a person who knows how to kunik (health specialist) 

can heal him.  There are small worms (Ah1isir) that travel in 

groups; .if a person is afraid of these they are saic. to trans- 

fer themselves to the person's fctomach.  A person who knows 

how to kunik can cure such a person.  The chanting to the gods 

will not avail. 

There are omen3 about the weather as well: if a strong wind 

(butkan uka')  has been blowing all day, a heavy downpour of rain 

is expected next day.  There are tines when a dry spell has 

been in the region for several days and the people are anxious 

about the rain, so they inspect a termite mound.  If the termites 

have done Just a little work on their mound a small rain is ex- 

pected, but if a large amount of work has been done then heavy 

rains are expected. Observations of ants taking their eggs 

up to a higher place indicate heavy rains. When an armadillo 

ió seen to be gathering bunches of leaves for its nest then a 

norther is coming. 

There are omens that predict certain coming events. Hhen 

an owl (uk'in wlnlk) calls out "buh, buh," a man will come the 

^ 
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next day alone; if the owl calls "eh,eh," a man with his wifl ... 

and children will come; or should the owl say "ow,ow,w then horses 

will be expected to appear. At other times a different species 

of owl (uk'in barum) will call out meaning that it isn't actual- 

ly a tiger but a god passing. 

Omens also come from dreams (uplsh/\n wlnlk). If a person 

dreams of seeing many people he v/ill get some meat on the hunt 

the following day, When winds are seen in dreams, people will 

«ome. When a herd of pigs is seen, then a great many people 

will come the following day. When horses are dreamed of, then 

winds are expected, if cows, then heavy rains are predicted. 

;s. Hhen 

c ome the 
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For more complete description compare Cline, Howard, Lore and 

Pieties of the Lacandón Indiana, Chiapas, Mexico, Journal of Americ- 

an Folklore, Vol. 57, No. 224, 1944, p. 107-115. ^ 

2 Later article on religion will give all known dieties and 

spirits of Lacandones. 

J  Compare Cline, Howard, Lore and Dieties of Lacanddn Indians, 

Chiapas, Mexico, Journal of American Folklore, Vol. 57, No. 224, 

1944, p. 107-115. 

^ Compare Roys, R.L., The Book of Chilam Balam of Chemayal, 

Carnegie Inst., Pub. 4^8, Washington D.C., 1933, P. 94 & 138. 

5 One informant said the heaven of ka'koch was above hachAkyurn' s 

heaven whiÉe another said that upar^kyum's heaven was above his, 
6 % « 

Compaxae Tozzer, A.M., A Comparative Study of the Mayas and 

the Lacandones, New York, 1907, p. 154-156. 
7 1 Compare Morely, S.G., Introduction to Study of Maya Hieroglyphs, 

Bureau of American Ethnology Bull. 57. Washington, 1915. 
Q 

May or June, 1945. 
o . 

Compare Landa, Ciego de, Landa's Relación de las cosas de Yuc- 

atan, Vol 18, Cambridge, 1941, p. 118. 

Compare Thompson, J. Eric 3., The Moon Goddess in Middle 

America, Carnegie Instl, Washington D.C., 1939, p. 129. 

Compare Villa, Alfonso R., The maya of East Central Quintana 

Roo, pub. 559, Carnegie Instl, Washington D.C., 1945, p. 158. 

12 Ibid, p. 156. 

Compare Méndez, Santiago, The T4aya Indians of Yucatan in 1861, 

New York, 1921, p. 151-152. 
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For more complete description compare Cllne, Howard, Lore and 

bletles of the Laoandón Indians, Chiapas, Mexico, Journal of Americ- 

an Folklore, Vol. 57, No. 224, 1944, p. 107-115. ^ 

2 Later article on religion will give all known dleties and 

spirits of Laoandones. 

^ Compare Cline, Howard, Lore and Dieties of Lacandon Indians, 

Chiapas, Mexico, Journal of American Folklore, Vol. 57, No. 224, 

1944, p. 107-115. 

* Compare Roys, R.L., The Book of Chilara Balam of Chemayal, 

Carnegie ¿St., Pub. 438, Washington D.C., 1933, P. 94 & 138. 

5 One informant said the heaven of ka'koch was above hachAkyurn's 

heaven whlfc another said that uparAkyum's heaven was above his. 
6 » * 
Oompa» Tozzer, A.M., A Comparative Study of the Mayas and 

the Laoandones, New York, 1907, p. 154-156. 

' Compare Morely, S.G., Introduction to study of Maya Hieroglyphs, 

Bureau of Amerioan Ethnology Bull. 57. Washington, 1915. 
o 

May or June, 1945. 
o 

Compare Landa, Ciego de, Landa's Relación de las coaas de Yuc- 

atan, Vol 18, Cambridge, 1941, p. 118. 

*° Compare Thompson, J. Eric S., The Moon Goddess in Middle 

Aaerioa, Carnegie Instl, Washington D.C., 1939» p. 129. 

Compare Villa, Alfonso R., The maya of East Central Quintana 

Boo, pub. 559, Carnegie Instl, Washington D.C., 1945» P. 158. 

** Ibid, p. 156. 

3 Compare Méndez, Santiago» The Maya Indians of Yucatan in 1861, 

New York, 1921, p. 151-152, 
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RELIGIOUS CULTURE OF THE LACANDONES 

rao.».»- 

1. History.  The religious life of the present day Lacandones 

still retains itB pre-Hispanic flavor. This will be documented as 

the cfclture is discussed below, but much of the data from Landás 

Relaolónes de las Cosas de Yucatan is still true. No doubt there 

is much still in their religious fervor which still goes bac& to 

the day of the ancient Mayas.  So far, in the various observations, 

there appears to be no infiltration into their religious thought, 

as a whole, vexf  much of Catholicism. There is, if anything, a 

strong resistance to anything that is foreign which they think will 

interfere with their worship of the brazeros or their freedom. 

To the Lacandón the world of the supernatural 1B most .real and 

olose to his life. The gods and the various spirits who compose tie 

beliefs of the people are in his thinking and his actions. As a re* 

suit, his relationship with these is maintained b;/ religious ritual 

to keep their association with the worshipper on a plaasant basis. 

There is little doubt that the people try to keep away dangers and 

various diseases which they themselves have caused by neglecting to 
» 

saorlfloe to the gods. In this manner they maintain life and health 

for themselves.   Therefore the rites of the people indicate that 

this is their purpose, to avoid death and to maintain their life 

with health for the entire family. 

Perhaps the Lacandones have no belief that their ethics and their 

religiottago hand In hand for they apparently lack this. There were 

two men who had taken their children as wlfes, one has a bad re- 

putation as a scoundrel and orook, one ti&e  committed suicide. 

Their belief in the future life says that such people who commit 

(ÍÍJI^íWíi*»*""*-15- 
•; . '":.••.: ,f e •íí./"íi"', . 
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suoh acts suffer for it at the hands of ttoe Klein, The men are con- 

cerned only about their immediate family, therefore, they are concern- 

ed with rites that insure their welfare. Only an appeal from another 

Lacandón will cause him to be exercised for the other friends. 

2. Hierarchy of Qoda. Of these various gods eaoh one has dis- 

tinct attributes and so with these attributes he or she is able to 

perform the task assigned to them. The Lacandón men say (the women 

always say they do not have any knowledge of the hierarchy) that the 

gods all dwelt here on earth at one time and wherever they lived they 

built these beautiful stone structures that are now in ruins. 

The gods are always treating the people very well, unless they 

have neglected their gods or unless he desires a certain type of food 

or sacrifice. Then his goodness toward them is cut off and they be- 

come sick or some other calamity will overtake them. Eaoh of the var- 

ious male gods have a female as their counterpart. The plaas where 

most of the gods did dwell at one time are near lakes or rivers and 

very often the people will go on a pilgrimage to these various locat- 

ions. It now appears that at these places there is a Lacandón guard- 

Ian. We know that Chank'ln at Petha' is the guardian of the gods at 

the Lake Guineo. He goes often to make certain that the canoe at the 

lake is not left high and dry when the lake lowers or is left far out 

on the water as the lake rises. The canoe is used to carry worshipp- 

ers to the cliffs where the gods resided. Enrique who did reside at 

the other lake called MetsAbAk was the guardian of those gods for he 

2 
took care of the canoe there. Here at the sites of the goda incense 

and offerings are left by the people. One finds many brazeros there 

and the smoke from the incense has blackened the eaves considerably. 

The Lacandones possess these incense burners (braseros) and use 

t * t^.^^>>fr.^<y»wfc<»*wiff.i|ie*W'a ny««rl)*BfciEfc--.aiue>»i 
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them considerably In religious rites. Ever¿ family has a set or these 

brazeros and It would be unthinkable that a family ¿id not possess any. 

The number of brazeros owned by the .families varies. The rules and 

regulations which govern the selection of the brazeros will be discuss- 

ed later. Ve did not see any group have all the gods.  The range we 

have seen was two owned by a recently married boy to 17 owned by a 

married man of some years. In this settlement at Pethá there were 15 

owned by Mateo and 17 owned by Chank'ln. 

Following la a list of the dieties that they know of now. so far 

we have not seen a group that has all the dletles. No doubt only those 

whom the men consider good dletles and have heard and learned their 

chants that are retained. Mateo, at the renewal rite,said he was not 

going to make the brazero, unay hachAkyum. He felt she had failed in 

her duty. 

The head of the brazeros among the people is hachAkyum. (our real 

god).  The people themselves oall him the main god even though he is 

the third of a trio or brothers.  The informants also said that hachAkyum 

sacrifices to another god who resides over the heaven where hachAkyum 

now lives. This other diety who receives the sacrifices tt  haohhkrum 

gedoalled ka'kooh. This ka'koch also sacrifices to another god resid- 

ing at the heaven fcbove his called uka'anlchembek'ur (the heaven of 

ohembek'ur). The god is Ahohembek'ur (dugout road god). Yet the 

people hold the god}hachAkyum In the highest fear and reverence for they 

say he is mas t'o'oh (much better). They say that hachAkyum's father 

and mother are two flowers, bAknif' and BAknlte'. These flowers 

are Ivfed to be saored and some families have bAknlte1 near the god- 

house at the sacred lake of metsAbAk» There are many of these two 

classes of flowers. It is here that the people obtain the flowers to 
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plant near their god-houses. This aetSAD/vic is one of the brazerd. 

that is found in every settlement. The settlement where most of the 

studies were made had three such brazeros for the three separate fam- 

ilies. There wave two such brazeros in one god-house. 

The location where hachAkyum resided when here on earth was at 

yashchllan (chl'shokora').  This is found on an island-like section of 

the uaumaclnta river. It forms a horseshoe band and the ruins are found 

there. The Lacandones think that someday hachAkyum will return once 

again at the end of the world and build the new structures over again. 

hachAkyum has a wife, unay hachAkyum , and they had four children. Two 

of the boys did not like their father and preferred to remain here on 

the earth while their parents and two other children went up to their 

present residence. The two boys that remained here have no names as re- 

membered by the various informants. There was a daughter who was call- 

ed nunk (large) and she is married to another of the gods. The youngest 

son of hachAkyum Is called upar/vkyum (the son of our god) but he also has 

another name, /vht'up. He was given this name because the other two 

brothers had left home and his sister had gotten married and he was the 

last child. aachAkyum has another name that is used largely during the 

chants and rites, thiB is yumrika'an (heavenly father). This la also 

true of most of the various other gods as well. 

hachAkyum is said to have two other brothers.k&fcianto' (our helper). 

There are some who say that this is a corruption from santo (saint) 

but we disagree and would affirm what Dr. Cline has said about the der- 

ivation of the world.* This god is said to have made all the various 

white people and their equipment • The men say that this dlety now re- 

sides over the other side of the ocean (upaohk'ak'nA1). Before he went 

to live there in the north he was said to live with haohAkymn at Santa 

Mararitas. This was given as dubious but it may be the place called . 
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Boa». del Cerro which is In the same vicinity. Ae to his importance it 

la difficult to tell for he certainly holds not the same position he 
7 

held when Tozser held his Investigations.  His Job largely is to pre- 

vent the end or the world. 

The first brother of hachAkyum Is called suftunKvum (oldest brother 

of our god). He now resides in the oenter of the earth to care for the 

evil person (klaln). All souls first go to his home to be inspected 

and if they pass his penetrating eyes Dy having no sin then he will set 

them on the trail to another of the gods called m«ts*bAk. Should the 

•tool not pass the scrutiny of sukunkyum. then he is turned over to 

lei sin to be punished. His task also fes to keep fclsin FROM causing 

earthquakes. They say klsln wants to eat the people and so he kicks 

the earth's foundations and then catches and eats the people as they 

fall through the crevices. The brazero representing this god is never 

Kept inside the godhouse. It usually resides on a tree stump near the 

nouse. should a person move from one settlement as did Enrique in leav- 

ing his place near the laketmetsAbAk. then he leaves this brazero there 

taxing the other brazeros along with him. There is another job which 

belongB to this diety. He sets the sun on his trail in the morning 

and in the evening he will go so get the sun placing him in a hammock 

while he and another person carries him to the home or sukunkyum and 

there the sun Is fed. KHe is said to take the souls of the young chil- 

dren who died and burn them Just a little, remove the burnt places 

and then take them to be with hachAkyum. 

A significant thiafift that when the people are going through 

their ritual they always race east, the brazeroB always faoe east on 

the shelf. Those who participate in the feast always face east when 

they are seated. Perhaps this is all in honor to the main diety, 
Q 

haohAkyumt who Is said to reside in the East . At the offering of 
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copal on the incense board and at the various occasions with oflox— 

lngs of posóle, bache' and other sacred foods, some of these foods «re 

scattered in the four directions of the compass points at. the east 

side of the hut. # 

Besides the god already mentioned the only other known diety re- 

siding at a cardinal point is Akyanto'. He is said to live in the 

North (sh/\mAn). There are certain dieties abiding at the two other 

cardinal points which are of minor variety. In the West (klrublnk'ln) 

is the god chlklnkVur. They say he is the one who causes the winds 

that come from that direction.  The diety living at the South (nohor) 

is the father of one of the main dieties of the Laeandones. He is 

called uhachlr. 

The next most important god is known as ¿ykAnohop or as he is 

called in ritual language, klchAkohop. He always (according to all 

the families) has the largest olay pot brazero. He is the one whom 

the people appeal to more often than the other brazeros. He may be 

the messenger for the people as well as the main diety. In the narraV 

ives given by the lnforrnaats he is the one who will re seed the world 

with trees and other plants to keep the world producing arter the 

world has ended. He is said to have shown the Laeandones how *o make 

their bows and arrows. When an eolipse of the sun or moon Is in pro- 
9 

gress the men cnant to Ak\nchop to go to hachAkyum to stop the cal- 

amity before the world ends. This diety la married to the daughter 

of hachAkyum and she is called unayAkAnohopI 

There are two other dieties which are important to thai men for 

they make more pilgrimages to their saored lakes than any other plaoe. 

One is called metsAbAk (maker of soot or black powder). In the chants 

he is known as yumkMiAa».bAK. He lives at the saored lake called 

--;» >. --"MK*i»»4—<MS^-f^.^.^ja.-i-»' 
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metsAbAic where two Other dleties also reside. The men say that aL._ 

souls that have passed through the lower regions of iclsln and sukunkyum 

did go to haottAkyum onoe but to satisfy metsAbAk, the main dlety 

sent them to him. Since he is the maker of black powder, which is said 

to be used in causing rain, he Is of great importance to the people. 

He is the dlety also to whom the men go In order to cause some sick- 

ness or other calamity to befall another Lacandón. His wife is known 

as unay metsAbAkJ At the sacred lake Guineo (yahaw ¿ethai — big lake) 

live two more dleties but the most important Is lts'anoh k'ur; He is 

the one who makes hail and because this is his Job he is also called 

AhmetbAt (maker of hail). He does not directly cause it to hail but 

sell8 it to another god who in turn will cause It to hail on the eartii. 

He is beneficient in his powers. 

Another god that is said to have beneiicieni powers Is 

ts'iba'an n/\h (written house). He is the younger brother of metSAbAfc. 

The renewal rites, the year observed, were held in his honor because 

Chank'in 3ald he had caused his leg to be healed from a bad cramp. 

He also lives on an island in the sacred lake metsAbAk. Also living 

at the same lake as the dleties metsAbAk and ts'iba'an nAh lives 

UK'ak'lmetSAbAg (fire of metsAbAk). He is a servant of the god 

metBAbAk who cares for the lake and Jungle in that vicinity. His 

brazero has a small round head resting on a regular looking neck in- 

stead of the type on the other brazeros. In making his brazero they 

have put his arms and hand resting on the rim of th«? burner, some 

have also put on legs and reet. He has button-like projections on 

tne neok to represent the bones in the neck. 

itsanar Is one who resides with haohAkyum now and when on earth 

he lived by hachAkyum in Yashchllan. He is called a servant or the 

main dlety and appears to have no other special gift. He too is 
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heard in the chanting for sick persons. Mohk'ur is said to reside 

near Tenosique, Santa Margaritas which is probably Boca del Cerro. 

He is said to care ror the Jungle near his place. 

kAnAn k'ash (care ror jungle) is said to live in the Jungle away 

from all things.  The direction the Lacandones give is southeast from 

Pethá and south from the lake Guineo. The men say there are some ruins 

there which consist of fthsee nouses and they say no one has entered 

to see the ruins. He also is beneficient in his powers to the people. 

shlcow puk (big white hill) is said to live near Yashohilán. 

What his capabilities are ase not known but he appears to be a servant 

of hachAkyum. He is said to make a milpa ror hachAkyum to plant corn 

and Deans. He also makes the bacne' ror hachAkyum when he wants to 

have a ceremony. 

There is also another BAkow puk but he is below at the lake 

Guineo and to differenolate him from the above one he is called 

SAkow puk kurAVn fcowpetha1 (white hiil at Guineo). His duties are 

not very well known but ne guards the area where he and the other two 

dieties live. 

Ahtc'ag'inaohAkyum is also a servant of the main diety and he is 

ihe one tnat is responsible for some of the actions of the Lacandones. 

hachAicyum said whatever he did so dad the people whether it was good 

or bad. He went hunting to prove that he was not afraid of tigres 

and when he did kill such an animal so it is said today that the peopi 

are able to kill the animal. If he had been afraid then the people 

would be afraid. 

kurA^n kowpetha* (at Guineo) lives another god wno has a double 

name, ts'iba'an nAh faonk'ur. He lives at the north end of the big lake. 

At the place called Santo Domingo there is saia to live nomc'ur yahownAh. 
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This god nas the responsibility of caring for the headwaters of the 

xake called Guineo.  There is one close to Carmen at a large stone 

mound where is said to live one named yahow n/\n horsoa (Dig nouse at 

the head of Laoandón). He cares for that section of the Jungle. 

fca'koch is oallea the god of hacnAKyum and lives in the heaven 

above the main diety.  This was the god who was called upon Dj hachAkyum 

to test Ahk'aK* and he transformed himself into the two animal rorme 

to prove the ability of k'ak'. He reoeiveé offerings from hachAkyum 

FRotf tlns« to time. He was said to have lived at the lake metsApAk 

but one day a spirit entered nis dwelling and contaminated it so he 

left and ouilt nimseir another home. When he left,tne informant sala, 

a soldier was to remain to keep guard at the old nome. The head of 

the brazero maae for his burner is much smaller than the others and 

nas a frog-luce appearance.  Duby and Biota iound sucn a bracero at 

some ruins they call kAnAVn k'ash and the informants said, that the 

incense burner was meant for the god ka'koch. 

The god Ahchembek'ur is said to be in the ultimate heaven and 

that when all the world has been ended once and for all the Lacandones 

will go to live where he is.  They say there is nothing but darkness 

and that they will njt be able to work there. Nothing else is known 

of the place of this god. 

Another god that found at Yashchllán is hachbiram. This is the 

one who is seated but has no head.  The men said that when the worlA 

ends Aklncbop will come and put the head back on this statue with such 

force that the tremor of the earth would be felt at that moment. 

The two heavenly bodies, the sun (k'lnl and the moon (AknA'_ — 

our mother) are also regarded as dieties but are of minor importance 

for they have no power to heal, so say the informants. The sun Is 
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cared for by sukunkyum and carries BOws and arrows against the time 

when he is taken by hachAkyum.  This is called the eclipse (utaklk 

k'ln—hiding of the sun). He does not make an attempt to kill 

haChAkyum but pretends to when he is taken from his trail. He is 

said to be white but wears a cotón like a Lacanddn. The informants 

gave no indication that the sun and moon were husband and wife.  There 

probably has been some confusion caused by the godess AknA1 f*r the 

word is used by the people to indicate the sex of a female brazero 
The 

that has been sold by them. The other wives of the various gods also 

are called AknA' by the people and at the birth of a child the appeal 

is made to the wife of hachAkyum who is called /vknA^.  The wife is also 

called uknay hachAkyum (she, our mother, wife of hachAkyum). 

There is also another goddess that appears in the ritual of the 

Lacandones but thie is only once, at the time the brazeros are renewed. 

She is called ukVbAknA1 or AknA'.  The appeals to the goddess at the 

time of the birth of a child and at th*^btrth of the new gods lendt; 

to the belief that this moon is the goddess of birth. We think that 

she only is of minor importance and plays no other role thai» giving 

Jthe Lacandones the time to plant certain types of food products. She, 

also, carries loom sticks to defend herself when hachAkyum will want 

to hide her as the world comes to an end. 

The present wife of metSAbAk, unay mekSAbAk or AJCIIA•'lmetSAbAk 

10 8aIB ie OotfB ntdM Dolores, Chiapas. metSAbAk lived there and was 

worked very hard by the father of his wife so he became made at him 

and made his home at lake metSAbAk. The quarrel was later patched up 

and they became friends once again.  The men say that this wife was 

the saint of the people there at Dolores. She was said to have made 

the women counterpart of the people oreated by her husband. The 

people do not think there is any contradiction in the two mentioned 
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thoughts. 

There are three servants of haohAkyum two of which are important 

in the thinking of the Lacandones. k'urer has only one task and thst 

is to keep the house of haoh/ykyum swept as well as his god-house. 

Then there Its Ahboro' or boro' who makes the fermented beverage, 

bache1 and his very important Job is to insure the fermentation of the 

beverage. The informants say that one tiny fourd of bache* makes 

him very drunk.  Then the singing god, k'ayom, is represented as a 

drum by the men. Ahboro' is represented by the measuring olla called 

pak. k'ayom is said to sing three times, at dusk, midnite and at 

dawn. He also uses the flute and the rattle to make music, k'ayom 

also has to go out and gather sacred palm leaves (re'ibo'oy) for 

hactukymn and is allowed to form the nodules of incense on the in- 

cense board. 

The god of the bees is called Just that: ukiurikap (god ot bees). 

The Informants say he resides with ka'kooh and has complete charge of 

the bees and honey in the Jungle.  One man is said to have a brazero 

to this god.  He is the son of Anacleto. 

There Is also a god of death who is called u&'urlkimln (the god 

of death). He is said to come only in the dry season whistling and 

this is his sign of death. If the whistling comes from the north 

death will come for the person through one manner, if from the south 

then death will come by a snake or machete cut or fall. The latter 

can be avoided by remaining at home and doing nothing but lie in the 

hammock. The former sign will bring death no matter what the person 

does.  The informant seemed to think that chembek'ur is the one who 

sends him fen his missions. 

There are certain dieties whose task it is to care for the ele- 

ments.  They are all under the supervision of AkAnchop who has to 
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give the report to bis father-in-law, hachAkyum.  The god in charge of 

the wind and rain is uha'ha'nAhk'ur (rain house god).  He gets his 

powder from metsAbAk to cause the rain and he causes wind by the use 

of a guacamaya tail feather (war). He causes lightning by striking 

(uhahapk'ur) this feather against a certain axe called yash bat. 

The god of thunder, upekk'ur (god who moves), is said to reside upon 

the mountains and when the clouds gather there he steps into them 

and then it thunders.  The cloud' formations that come from the easjfc 

are called yaran k'ln in which the thunder god works. 

There are some spirits that dwell in rocks or rock formations. 

The rainbow spirit, uru'um kap (ground bee), vte» causes the rainbow 

by burning his trail. The rain came and he became wet so he burn«d 

his trail in hopes of burning up the one who oaused the rain. 

The people who die are said to leave behind a spirit called 

klsln ol (devil foot). These spirits have the ability to scare 

a person to death, hence at the cemetary caftdles are left on the 

grave in order to avoid this very thing. Another evil spirit is 

called uyltber. He gets his name from straddling the hammock with 

his hands clasped behind his head. He is seen along trails and he 

never speaks.  Should he say, "Let's go" and a woman follow him 

she will never return again because he will eat her. Then there is 

a female Bpirlt called /vshtabay. She now is said to live by 

AhkivnAn k'ash. She evidently is a prostitute for the gods, say the 

men. Wherever a god lives she goes to stay for awhile with him. 

When she does not live with kxmn k'ash or other dlety she lives in 

the rocks. They say she has children, all girls, who never grow up. 

Thene are three dletles.hachAkyum, metsAbAk and lts'anohk'ur. 

who are said to possess various animals and birds that are to be re- 

leased when the main diety says that time has come. A huge snake 
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named k'urk'urkan eats the people but at the house of hachAkyum 

and metsAhAk those too have died and whose duty it is to care for the 

house are afraid to handle and feed them until after a period of 

acquaintance when they overcome this fear.  There are also some huge 

"tigres" about the size of cows the men ¿aid.  These are called 

nahtsuru'.  Then there are very large buzzards who also assist in the 

destruction of the people at the world wide calamity.  These are 

oalled ukotikan. At another time the men expect a terrible drought 

which is called unich'ir k'in (stuck sun) and at this certain time 

lakes house an alligator-like animal, sttbin» which will eat the person 

or persons who come near the water for a drink or to take away water. 

The god who is said to have created the k'urk'urkan is ka'koch. 

The gods are said to have the power to change themselves into 

different forms on occasions.  They say if a god desires raaat all he 

has to do is pull his clothes inside out and he becomes a tigre. When 

he gets his meat then he changes his form and carries the meat back 

to his home.  The men say that the gods wear a loincloth under their 

cotones.  The loin cloth (hump'erlnnok' —my other cloth) is held up 

12 by a belt-like thing which is known as ti' hap'a'an  (for purpose of 

retaining). Should this be plaoed on the floor it becomes a snake 

and this is what a god does if he desires to kill a person. He will 

throw it on the trail where a person is coming and thus he will get 

bitten. Of course, the people say xf the only one who can cure them 

of this snake bite is the one who cast this tl' hap'a'an on the trail. 

This belt-like thing is said to be good if the drought comes. When the 

people go to the lakes to get water and the sttbln eats the people than 

there is only one remedy1 One of the gods will cast down his belt 

and tell them to wrap the belt around the handle of a special axe 

(said to be like the axe used by the rain god). If a person has «nough 
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to do as the god told him then he will be able to kill the subln and 

the peaple are enabled to get water.  The head of such a subln is said 

to be at the sacred lake metsAbAk. 

3. The God-MouseJ  The construction of this edifice is found 

under the section, house construction. It is very similar to the con- 

struction of the regular living quarters but this house has better 

care.  They bring in dirt to make the floor as level as possible. 

The foundation poles differ in that the fork is made like the eye in 

a needle and the poles rest in this hole. There are also two forked 

poles at the center of the house to reenforce this division. The 

sides on the west are protected from the eyes of outsiders.  This is 

the pounded bark of a tree (taw).  This is the only section with sides, 

, although during the time of the renewal rites when the new brazeroe 

were bro ght to the house it was sereened in by palm leaves on the 

other three sides. The house if oblong wlfch the long sides east and 

west and the rounded ends norWfc and south.  The god shelf is oh the 

west side and the gods face east. At the east side there is always 

a ;aah agony dugout held up by x piles from the ground.  It is always 

kept covered by palm leaves (Ahpaho1) whether in use or not. There 

are also two old termita-eaten dugouts kept for pounding the resin 

for the incense and for pounding sugar cane in order to get the 

Juice to make the sacred drink, baohe'. These two logs are on the 

gBQBgdrather than on poles as is the Other dugout. 

Inside the hut are all the utenclls necessary to prepare saored 

foods and retain them. There are two netted bags which hold the 

gourds for bactte' and poeol, the large ollas to cook the tamales and 

meat, clay ollas for making sacred k'ushu' (achiote), rosewood (chAk 

kVash). In the northwest corner of the house Is hung cotton in a gourd, 

It is here the women come and remove the seeds from the cotton and 

''*¡*fe4¿*U- MNW'TCrfBUW.-.'- 
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spin thread on spindles also kept in the sacred hut. When the ollas 

are not in use they are kept on the western side of the hut. Also, 

certain types of incense are kept ready for use in special rites, 

otherwise it is kept on the western side on some shelves there. The 

menkeep whatever rubbish there is in small old gourds on the western 

side also. The incense boards are kept up on the rafters, some hang 

them, some rest them on center poles. Also kept on these rafters are 

arrow shafts and bows partially complete. Flints are kept in gourds 

on the eastern shelf. One man has a bottle of honey hanging on the 

northern side of his god shelf while the other man keeps honey in a 

5 gallon tin on the floor under his god shelf. One man keeps all his 

acote for use on the western side under the god shelf while the other 

keeps it on the eastern side against the foundation pole. On the 

floor near the center pole is kept sand in gourds for use in making 

brazeros, and also a ceremonial rattle. At each rounded end of the 

hut men have their hammocks swung and their fireplaces. Each man has 

two four-legged benches on the east side of the hut reacy for use by 

the participants in the feast. Each man has vine to be used to hang 

the bark of the bache1 after it is used in the bache' ceremony anc 

the bark fillets Hhich they have prepared for use later in regular 

ritual. The only other place that food is prepared is in the grinding 

room. The foods prepared there are the posol ceremony type. The wife 

cooks inside the hut and grinds them there on a metate. They are 

served from this hut by the head of the feast. When there is an ex- 

cessive amount of the corn gruel it is kept in a large olla on the 

northeastern side of the hut. 

4. How Hoja Are Obtained! As already mentioned gods do not 

all appear In one settlements^! t was not many years ago that the 

people could not own a god unless a pilgrimage was made to a shrine 

bache' 
3ÜST 
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where one is said to reside. At one of these shrines he was t- 0~» 

a stone that had no carving (ts'lb) which would represent the god.-5 

This was the method used by those who did not get the idols by in- 

heritance. Here, as follows, is the prescribed method. He will have 

14 
to divine  to see if this diety is willing to come and take up his 

residence in the brazero. If he receives the proper sign then he makes 

a pilgrimage but if the sign be negative then, of course, he will not 

go. The divination is always accomplished by chanting. This method 

is also used in dlvinj£l\g- which god should be propitiated for some 

sickness that has come upon a ramxly member and for the times when a 

feast is being prepared for some other brazero to see if he too will 

come and take part in the feast, otherwise, he will remain on the shelf 

and receive only minor care by the head of the feast. When he knows he 

has the affirmative answer he will give a posol ceremony (ch'ura1) and 

his chanting will be as follows: 

Jala ^n oh' a' Ik tunchlmh     tech tl1     a    kpayam     tl^ 

going I bring stone house  you for purpose you  cure     for 

lnbo'otlkech   lnts'a'Ik chAk fau'un    tlk atar awirIk 
T    pay you    1 give  red bark fillets "for you come you see 

tai? klr tlnoh'ah tunchlnah tech  m/s1 

yourTJrazero i took stone house your no 
kinmuklk lnrak'    ablm 
will I bury my wife You will 

kutar rara'an    aktun    tuka'ten   WA kUshA'An    lnrak' binet kutar  yara'an aktun tuka'ten WA kUshA'An lnrak'  y/sn   Pine 
remain beiow  clirr once again Tf living  my wire  has always 

bache'  yAn   kushu,1  turner}  lnrak1. lyatl'  fru>ln  umetlk 
Bcftbk', have  aohlote because my wife, she   is going she make 

15 ma'ata' 
posol 

tu tunohln&h    teoh 
Tfs stone house your , 

When the arson soes on the pilgrimage he takes along pine incensé and 

some rubber to offer at the shrine. As he offers the incense upon a 

rock  he takes a small rock to carry home. On the large rock he offers 

all the incense except one mound and one rubber figure which are put 

on the small rock. His chant is:   hera' hunturl' k'lk' lnkuklntlk 
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teoh tlnoh'ahteoh .  "Here ia one rubber figure I'm placing for you 

I took for you." Then he will return to his home and offer another 

poaol for the god.  Then his chanting will have the following pattern: 

tlributahech yoko a rnkifc   he1  a ch'ura'   TBA'  lnchenmuklk 
""I plaoed you in your brazero. Here your posol. Not I only want to bury 

lntl'ar ko'oten lreh ma'ats'  to'oten way katar awlrlk ma'ata' 
my child. Gome see  posol .  Come      here you come you see posol 

tar klr WA ten klmeneh lnparar WA ch'ihlr ratl' kutar 
on your brazero.  If I die my son is he grows up he will come 

ak'aslkech uts'a'lk hu'un ch'ura' 
you sacrifice you giving you bark, fillets and posol. 

The person who goes on the pilgrimage usually has a prepared brazero 

to receive the stone and when he has completed the above ritual then 

he has a new god to appeal to for help and comfort. 

This practice Is fast falling tftto disuse for Chankin says he 

has inherited his gods from his father who had given them to another 

son and now finally they have come through two families and no pil- 

grimageshhave been made in 40 to 50 years in this family alone. Also, 

the desecration of the temples by outsiders has kept the people from 

going to these shrines.  Then there have been new discoveries of 

various ruins nearer to the locations of the Lacandonesand this has 

introduced new dleties with what may be another diety at a distant 

place.  This can be seen in the present brazeros of Chankin.  The men 

acknowledge that it was Chankin's father who gave Tozzer most of his 

data and the gods Tozzer noted are from this settlement. '  Here is 

seen the god sAkow puk (he has it as sakapuk). Now Chankin has added 

BAkow puk kurAVn kpw petha'. This god is said to reside at Guineo 

which is only a half day's Journey from nana' or petha'. He has add- 

ed one other diety called yahow nAh hor sos which is at some ruins 

near Caiman also only a half áay from his settlement. There has come 
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into being another practice which has been used for a numberof years, 

so say the informants.  Instead of going to a shrine for a rock they 

now ask one of the other Lacandones who owns such a diety to give 

them some shavings tt  burnt incense from the god.  This is then put 

into a brazero and is acknowledged as a diety.  This praotice has 

come from the renewal rites without question. During the rites 

rubber incense is burnt in the bowl of the brazero, VüC'A VknA1, and 

then tiny bits of this burning incense if quickly transferred to the 

various other brazeros.  It is said that the gods have come together 

in the bowl and that they become transferred to the bowl when the in- 

cense is carried to it.  The men had previously gone through the divin- 

ation ceremony to see what time of the day all the dieties will be 

gathered at the brazero, utV VknA1. All the men who know how to 

divine are asked to do this, even those who are not having part in 

the renewal rites. 

5.  Idol Meaning.  This rock which the Lacandones regard as the 

idol itself has the power to heal (kunyah). Notice what the man chants 

before going to get an,idol stone, MI am going to get your idol stone 

for the purpose of curing." At various times they speak of one of 

these incense burners that has no such stone as having no power to 

cure or help a person.  The brazero which illustrates this is sukunkyum 

for he has no idol sfcne in the incense bowl. The men say if his house 

were here and that they could obtain a stone idol from his place then 

he too would have the power to heal. Chankin has a brazerftof Akyafco1 

but it has no idol-stone, it contains only pieces of burnt inoenae 

(uhor ta'an) and each time at the renewal of the brazeros more of 

the burnt incense is taken from the same brazero.  This is the brazero 

that has no stone-idol for Akyanto'. Once the stone-idol is gotten 

or the burnt incense then the brazero which houses the object is made 
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into the Idol and the stone becomes the power to cure only. The braz- 

ero has all the indications of a face on the head of the Incense bowl. 

The sex is indicated by the hairj the woman's appears as braided on 

top of the head while the man has string-like hair; and by painting 

on the bowl; the women have red and black lines crossing vertióle 

strips on the bowl front. The male brazero only has vertióle strips 

of black and red. ' Inside the bowl on the very bottom two holes are 

punched. This is for the elimination of waste,the men have report- 

ed.  This is in addition to the holes made in the sides to ventilate 

the bowl. During the renewal of the brazeros the men put into the 

bowl a piece of cotton thread and five pieces of cocoa beans.  The 

men say the cotton represents the intestines and the five beans are 

representative of the soul and liver (plsh<\n yeter utamir). When 

the ritual of renewal is Just about complete the cotton thread is re- 

moved but the beans are left.inside the bowl. 

So the brazero bowl serves two purposes; it houses the idol or 

the heart and receives the incense sacrifices by the offerer. The 

head of the brazero has a large protruding lip which is for the 

receiving of the other offerings such as posol and bache'. The things 

observed, heard and taught have resulted in certain conclusions con- 

cerning the brazero bowl and the brazero head as when the incense 

whether rubber, pine or regular copal goes directly to the diety on 

which the incense was offered. One day as Mateo was offering inceaae 

on a brazero the flame spread quickly over the lncenseand he said to 

his partner, wmets\bAk must be hungry today,he is wolfing down his 

food." They regard both types of incense (pine and copal)Atortillas 

while rubber becomes a servant for the god. Now when an offering is 

given to ihethead fcftjbhe brazero he is to deliver the offering to 
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another diety. This other god is perhaps mad at an offender and the 

offender when he divined this god whom he had neglected has to find a 

person who will go and deliver the offering and when he finds such 

a one the man will send him as mediator.  The mediator delivers tie 

offering but the man who had given the offering always gives one to 

the diety for going. This is illustrated by an offering of the first 

tobacco from this year's crop. The man offered the tobacco as cigars. 

He gave a cigar to each brazero but at the brazero of AkAnchop there 

were two oigars. He was to keep one for himself and deliver the other 

to hachAkyum. Thus the head of the brazero delivers the offering to 

the god on whom he relies but the one exception is AkAnchop who de- 

livers offerings to the haaáof the path!non. Since the other gods do 

not have such a servant as does hachAkyum they must come down and the 

head of the brazero acts as their servant. The Informants said that 

wherever there is a feast going on, no matter if it be in Cedro or 

San Quintín haeh/\kyum sends AkAnchop to get his offering. This main 

god' is never said to come down to take of the offering. 

6. Description of Brazeros. The men work a quanity of sand and 

clay together with enHttleD^of water until is the peoper consis- 

tency then they make the clay into small loafs (war). This is plac- 

ed on an imitation banana loaf (shlg) found In the Jungle. There on 

a plank the bottom is flattened a little by lifting it twioe and 

dropp? ag it on the flat board. The thumb is pressed into the center 

of the loaf and with continual pressure exerted outwardly the bowl 

is roughly formed. Then for smoother work a small paddle with a 

curve in it is used to form the inside of the bowl. This paddle is 

made like a pear¿_} but from an old gourd. The bowl is always made 

first and when the bowl is complete it is set aside till it becomes 

firm. When firm enough to bear some pressure the head la attaohed by 

cutting off a fourth incfe around the rim of'the bowl. Two pieces are 
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added on the rim to be the base for the head.  The head is shaped' like 

a thick cookie and bent in the center to retain a V shape for the 

width of the head and is formed a little where the chin and mouth 

are ( \.„ ). The man molds the face to the rim by constant use of 

a stick paddle and spittle. The nose, eyes, ears and lips are added 

on the face by the stick paddle . When the head is placed braided hair 

or pole-like hair is formed for sex. The nose has large slits, above 

the head is a raised bead-like piece to indicate the forehead, to 

either side of the mouth and usually below it are two other raised 

bead-like pieces to indicate the cheek bones. Above the ears there 

is a hole that pierces the head which the men say indicates ear drum 

for men and for ear rings for nomen. In the mou&h are placed small 

balls of clay to indicate teeth. These are divided in half to show 

upper and lower teeth. Any excessive clay is cut off by the sharp 

edged paddle-stick. Usually there is a great deal around the chin. 

The size is varied and no two are of the same size.  The smallest 

of the ones seen was ^  by  5   for bowl while the heads were 

by ?>    • She  largest is almost always the brazero belonging to 

AkAnchop while the smallest brazero was un»u WWi**»*. The women brazeros 
   i — fc 
are always smaller than the male partner. 

There are three types of brazeros of the gods seen, the ones for 

the fire gods have a round haad and a regular neck with arms reaching 

to the brim of the incense bowl. It also has on the side of the neck 

raised bumps representing bones in the neok. Then on the brazero 

called sukunkyum there are more raised dots beginning on the sides and 

going around the back. These dots are 2 inohes apart coming in two rows 

one  above the other.  The other brazeros are the regular type. There 

is one more brazero that is different from the others. This is fcne 

that appears only at the renewal rites.  It is called ukVb Akn/v.' 
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and it is t-he only brazero with a handle used. The incense bowl and 

the head of the brazero are the same as a regulation brazero. The 

arm which is about an inch in diameter and about 8 inches long is 

pushed through a hole in the bottom of the incense bowl and is molded 

to fit properly. About 3 inches from the Incense bowl a piece of 

rope-like clay is added around the arm to make the fold at the elbow 

(uk'ooh uk'Ab). Two small balls are also added on either side of the 

arm indicating the two bones (ubÁker ukuk). Then two half inches from 

the end of the arm another piece of clay is added to make the wrist 

and two tiny bill-like pieces .are used to form the bones at the wrist 

(uwich uk'Ab). This is on the Upper part of the arm while the pieces 

of elbow are below. The hand of the brazero is about 2 inches long 

and a face is formed in the hand. It is the same as the head of the 

regulation b«azero and it faces the head of the brazero on the bowl 

of the incense. When all the brazeros have had the stone removed 

from the old brazero then this arm-brazero is removed with the old 

ones to a cave. The next time a renewal rite is begun the men will 

make a new brazero of this type. On one of the brazeritos there is 

found a large head for the size of the bowl is 3 inches high and 5 in. 

across. It is so large that the head in proportation to the bowl 

appears immense. The man in calling our attention to it said his 

father did not make such a brazerlto but Tozzer recalled seeing it 
lfl 

at one settlement , so he wrote. 

The brazeros all made are allowed to dry for five days In the 

shade. Then they are taken out to be burned in a pyre.  The bowls are 

always turned upside down intthe fire and are not done until red hot. 

It is while red hot that the white lime is painted on the brazeros. 

The various other designs on the brazeros are painted on with rea 

coloring and black coloring. The red coloring is obtained from the 

achiote berries, the black is made by burning incense and ocote under 
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an inverted special olla. This collects the soot and later a sol- 

ution from a plant (talts) is added and mixed with water.  The brush 

used is a small stick on the end of which cotton has been wound; it 

is not unlike a swab. There are painted red and black stripes on the 

head and on the chin this represents the face hair. The stripes on 

the front of the bowl are to show how the gods have their cotones. 

The Hack and red stripes around the raised dots. on. the sides of the 

mouth are. representative of the hair on the sides of the face. The 

raised dot of red on the forehead represents the forehead of the 

brazero but it may also signify painting of the face of those partic- 

ipating in the festive occasion in certain rituals. There are so.^ie 

of the brazeros that receive red stripes on  the back of the bowls. 

These are to represent the painting of their house, this ifi for the 

men but the red stripes on the female brazero are for the coloring 

of the meats that are eaten. This face and body coloring represents 

the ideal coloring for this is the way hachAkyum also created the 

Lacandones but klsln cane in and spoiled the work making all the 

hair black. The informants said that the stripes on the female 

brazero are representative of her shirt. Some of the brazeros had 

other types of painting on the back and those which had wavy lines 

indicated writing on the sides of the house.  This was said of 

ts'lba'an n/\h. 

7. gfferlnKsan^theii^ivination, As in the divination for 

permission to go and get an idol for a certalngoc or for the know- 

ledge of which god has been offended so there is a divination for 

which gift is so desired by the offended god. This time a different 

chant (No. 2) is used to the accompaniment of the regulation divinat- 

19 ion maneuvers. There are a great many varlaties of offerings and 

these appear to be associated with certain ceremonies . One Infor- 
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One Infor- 

mant mentioned the certain number of groups of sacred táñales for 

curing of fevers.  The choice and the offerings given in these cere- 

monies have not been determined. There is not only a great variety 

of offerings but the periods when they come are varied as well. 

There is no special time for certain offerings during the year.  They 

have a definite round of offerings in the milpa but this has nothing 

to do with religious ritual. There is no divination for the offerings 

from the milpa, they are given to all the gods freely and without 

very much vigor. The brazeros are not even lowered to the floor but 

all are given the offerings on the shelf. Even in the three family 

groups under observation there was a great deal of variation in the 

offerings given to the same brazeros. 

The commonest offerings are those of incense which are of three 

types. The easiest to get and the ttype which requires the least 

amount of work is the pine Incense (pom). The next and best type 

of incense that is employed is copal (hachpom). This has a fragrant 

odor, much better than the pine incense and the informants say the 

gods prefer this copal to the other. At extra special occasions 

rubber (k'ikQ is offered as incense to the gods. Some ceremonies 

it is placed on copal and burnt but at other ceremonies it is offered 

separately. 

These rubber offerings all have forras which are said to repres- 

sent servants for the gods. The general term for the rubber offering 

is turis k'ik' and it appears in various chants. It is a term also 

used for one type of rubber figure. The most oommon form is generally 

2 inches long, an inch and a half across and a fourth inch think. When 

20 the rubber is congealed a large globe is pulled out of the gourd of 

liquid rubber and congealing mixture. This will form the body of the 

figure. The nose, eyes, ears, mouth and genitals are all added by 
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A? 2L using extra bits of rubber. Hair on the head indicates the sex, 5 

string-like pieces indicate the male- while a braided piece of rubber 

shows the female.  The various punctures on the body of the figure are 

to pepresent the hair and pores on the body.  The arms and legs are 

not seen but the men say some punctures on the body represent arm hair. 

There is another similar type of rubber figure called ka'ts'ok 

(two ends). These are larger than the others being 3 inches tall and 

l£ inches across . This is made the sane as the other figure above 

but nade into two sections in what appears to be a body and head. 

Where thi two sections are Joined, five pieces of rubber are made into 

the form of a hand and attached to the side. This is repeated for 

the other side as well. Pieces of rubber also are made to represent 

feet and attached at the bottom of the figure.  This too is made into 

male and female forms. When the hands and feet were formed a small 

piece of rubber was rolled into them and was called ubakeruk Vb 

uhakeruyok (bones of hands and feet). While these figures were being 

made, an ear of corn was used to keep away kiein from making off with t 

the rubber for us. The man had made 86 of the smaller figures and 5 

of the larger type. 

There is still another rubber figure made entirely different 

fDDin the above mentioned. This is made into a regular human form 

(t/ykunok'). The head is round and has a neck and body. The arms are 

made close to the sides of the body. There are also legs and feet but 

no indication of thighs. When all the figure is complete a thin pancho 

of rubber is made and ahole slit into it so it can pass over the head. 

The cotón is sealed at the sides covering up the arms and it covers 

the body till Just below the place-where the knees should be. This 

figure is 5 inches tall and 2 inches wide. These were made alone and not 

with any ethfefr-.ifovmstta werestbe Other above flWOfcioaidai: Here again is 
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an indication that various offerings tend to go with certain ceremonies. 

The regular incense, both pine and copal, at various ceremonies is plac- 

ed on an incense board (shikar) in small mounts (3/8 inch). On a large 

board (16W x 18") there are 13 mounds on the long side and 11 mounds 

on the short siae, totaling 143 mounas. A smaller incense board 

(lyM x  y") contains y muunae on the long side and 7 on the short totaling 

6.2 mounds.  Tnese are always consecrated before oeing orrex-ea on the 
i 

braseros BoWl. Then they sometíraes dip the incense out of the gourds 

in which the incense had been kept while it has congealed .for a space 

of ti-.le. During the renewal rites the mounds of copal have figures 

representing male (k'ohor) and female (Ahcher). These are offered on 

the incense toare. 

Thors are -naYJ  offerings of liquids which have the posol for one 

base and other thingsadded, while the intoxicating Beverage bache' 

serves as another base. The sacred name for the posol drink is ch'ura' 

and this is the term employed in the charts. Bache1 appears to be call- 

ed ha1 in the chanting. :.hc  quantity of these is always taken, a 
i 

chura  ceremony will use 31 ears of corn. In the god-house is a gourd 

that is used to measure the shelled corn.  The bache' is always measur- 

ed by the four-legged olla, pak. They usually use 5 of these ollas 

but this appears to vary for certain ceremonies also. In the process 

of doing something special an atole (sAkha') is given, sometimes contain- 

ing honey or panela. Fosóle? is also mixed with hoayy ( ¥Ab )and thin 

drink is also made with a coco-like bean (barum te'). There is such a 

similarity between the bean of this and the cocoa that it caused oon- 

fusion. The people always are able to distinguish the beans. The 

barum te' grows in the jungle. There are also some classes of bache'. 

The general ceremony seen of this is called yak'In but there is naprlr 

(meaning to measure with the fingers), wits'bir (meaning to snap with 
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your fingers). It cannot be said that the latter two offerings are 

actually done in this manner but the word indicates they may be don e 

that way. Also, there is a bache' called ch'ura'kih. The informants 

said that the type of bache'- used in the renewal rites is named 

k'amklh. The bache' that employs tiny jicaras is called naprir, 

this was not seen but the yak'in bache' was offer<i¿to sükttnkyum and 

then an offering was given to the mound where the agriculture ants 

house, an offering is given to a tree trunk in the Jungle and then an 

offering is made down by the water and the incense and offering is 

set looseln the water.  The tache/ .oh'ura'klh is offered in different 

gourds ihAmAJ.) which is used only for the drinking of posol and they 

drink out of these huge gourds that contain at least a gallon of 

liquid.  This ch'ura'klh is used also to cure a person from lying for 

if he lies he is compelled to drink down a huge gourd (chuh) and this 

will make him very sick. 

There are offerings of tamales (nahwah) that contain beans 

(burlnahwah) or ones filled with meat (nahwah). These tamales are 

always made by the women bu" one type of tamale was made and formed 

by the men in the god-house.  This was called hupblrl^aWah (stuck 

tamales) and was made first into round balls and then pwietured by 

sticks to form a snow-man-like figure. The women in addition to 

the hnpbl*hahwah made the regular nahwah for the same ceremony. 

During the year the first fruits are given of tobacco in the form 

of oigars, con>,boiled (k'umblr) and roasted(p_pkbir) and made into 

fresh atole (saM with honey, posol (ma'ats'), regular atole(huwiblma'ate1 

and beans offered fried (taAhblr) and boiled (k'umblr). Fresh green 

corn tortillas (lswah) are given and toastedtthinlcfresh corn tortillas 

(BAkpet lswah). The first fruits of sweet potates (is) and bananas 
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are given as well. The men call these offerings uhor inpAtAn or 

uhor inisf the first fruit of my cooklngbananas or the firstfrult 

of my sweet potatoes?), 

Sometimes various objects are given in consecration to the gods 

and are later used by the people. A bowl of the red liquid made 

from achiote berries is consecrated and then used to paint the cloth- 

es and faces of all participants in a feast, even the brazeros receive 

a little. Bow and arrows are shown to tbegods and receive a real 

marking and then the boy can use them to hunt or to play. Once a bit 

of the cane juice was taken from the dugout before the water and 

bache' bark were added to make the intoxicating drink. This was 

given to the gods for an offering. Also strips of bark cloth are died 

red and placed around the bowls of the brazeros. Even the loom sticks 

and mesh carrying bag are offered in mekctuhAr rites. 

8. Regulations for Owning Separate Brazeros.  The independent m Lngsep 

spirit of the Lacandones lends to one reason for each man owning some 

brazeros. Thev feel that they must have things for themselves alone. 

In one house you will find duplicates of everything that could be 

used together yet it would be unheard of to use the articles belonging 

to another. Each family near where the studies were made each own 

separate metates and separate metal grinding machine. They would not 

tolerate using another's. Duringtherenewal rites one family broke an 

arm of the stone metate. They could have easily used the one of the 

other family for they alternated in making the posoles for the cere- 

monies, oneday Chankln's family made the posol and another day Mateo*s 

made the drink; yet the man hurriedly made a trip to borrow or buy 

oae from a nearby settlement of Tzeltal Indians. They did use their 

companion's for awhile until the family borrowed a metate for the 

time of the renewal rites. 

They also believe that they must chant to and pay their own 
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gods when sick or when some calamity comes.  This was seen when a 

young boy was sick for a period of some months.  The father chanted 

day in and day out not even going to the milpa to nick his corn. 

After several months elapsed the father asked his son-in-law to chant 

for the boy so he could know which god it was who was.causing the sick- 

ness. The father-in-law then refrained from chanting while it was 

done by his son-in-law. Phil was curious to know who wouldpay for 

healing of the boy when he beaame well and he replied that the boy,. 

would. As soon as the boy was able to get up from his bed he went 

to the god-house to chant for himself. It was not until the boy had 

taken a wife that he came into possession of any brazeros though some of 

the Informants said he had some brazerosbefore he was married but these 

were never seen by us. When he was seen chantingbefore his marriage 

he said they were his father's brazeros. 

Iven when the nembers of the same family live together they tend 

to have separate brazeros. Enrique's son already is beginning to ac- 

quire more and more gods and he is his eldest son who would ordinarily 

inherit his father's idols at his death.  Since the days when Tozzer 

completed his investigations even the same totemic families have two 

different brazeros for hacbAkvum. The two families who were the closest 

to each other as well as being the best friends maintained two separ- 

ate main dieties.  These men were close relatives for Mateo had taken 

Ohankln's mother as his wife. There was an occasion when Mateo borrow- 

ed and placed one of Chankin's brazeros with his win on the plank altar 

and gave it food. Also, during the renewal rites both brazeros of 

haohAkyum were under the care of Mateo and he fed the brazero incense 

and food. This indicates the closeness of the friendship of these 

two men yet they maintained separate and fairly complete setB of the• 

brazeros. The following is a list of the brazeros owned by Chankin 

who was of the ma'ash totem: He had kMiAn k'aeh, ltsanohk'ur, nohk'ur. 

'•*" •<•". 
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•AkAnchop. hachAkyum, unay hachAkyum, it sanar. sAkowpufc hachAkyuij 

yahow.nAh hor sos, kurAVn kowpetha' (nohk'ur ts'ibAVn n/\h), 

ts'ibAVn nAh, Akyanto', yahow nfth kAn*n k'ash and Ahk'ak' hachAkyum, 

uparAkyum, Ahk'ak' AhmetBAbAk, and. metSAbAk. The last three were 

not well disposed for the renewal rites and were kept on the shelf. 

Mateo who also was of the ma'ash totem has: lts'anohk'ur, nohk'ur, 

kur A 'A n • kowpetha', unay hachAkyum, uparAkyum, Nk/ynchop, hachAkyum, 

itsanar, ts'ibAVn nAh, AhmetBA^k and Akyanto' SAkowpuk and kMiAn 

k'ash.  The one brazero that served for the both families was 

BUKUakyuM and this rested outsiae thfi god-}house on a tree stump. 

There we concluded that three things govern the separate ownership of 

brazeros, one, the independent spirit of the Lacgtftdones, the belief 

that they must do individual chanting to individually owned brazeros 

and when a boy becomes married he acquires brazeros for himself. 

This Is done in spite of the ownership of brazeros by inheritance 

from his father (that is by the eldest son) or the fact of members 

belonging to the same totem. 

9. Ceremonies.  The men aloneare privileged to take part in the 

rites in the sacred enclosure as well as perform them. The women 

participate in the feast by eating and drinking in the grinding room. 

This is the limitation of their part in the ceremonies. Many times 

they do not come to the grinding room to the feast if there is only 

posol. Their husbands will bring the drink to the house for them. 

Some other ceremonies require that they go through some ritual ex«»*ize 

like offering to another woman a sip from her Jicara of atole called 

SAkha'. They participate in the general run of the ceremonies by mak- 
21 ing and grinding the foods . 

During tbe period when the brazeros are renewed there are certain 

restrictions upon the men. Those who are to make the new set of idols 
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must leave their house and sleep in the god-house.  Those who do not' 

obey this restriction cannot aafc see the making of the new brazeros 

nor are they allowed to come near the sacred hut when the real idol 

is being removed from the incense bowl.  They are permitted to come 

and eat and drink during this season and nothing else.  Shoulé a man 

come and take part In a ceremony by taking of the food offered he 

would be obligated to take his share of the intoxicating beverage, 

baohe'. If he» has to leave anyway then the bache' offering is kept 

in a bottle for him until he copies back again. 

Almost all of the Lacanddn ceremonies seen have a general pro- 

cedure; incense is given on the bowl of the brazero and foods and 

drinks placeó on the extended mouth of the head of the idol-bowl. 

The ceremonial rites vary only when the offerer gives other types of 

offerings to these same gods.  These offerings are almost always accom- 

panied by chants or songs which do not include merely mentioning of 

the article or callan^ the diety's attention to the offering but 

the chanter will bring in other incidents in his daily life. This 

varies according to his interest or desire at the moment, whether it 

is the near birth of a child or the expected death of a loved one. The 

ohaAiis of the persons Barely keep to the regular pattern as seen at the 

end of this book but changes are inserted as mentioned already. In 

these chants the men employ some ry£hm. One can hear the difference 

when a novice is beginning to chdh'i and another older man is doing 

the chanting. During the chants most of the syllables are slurred 

or elided.Because of this it is most üiiflcuit to Understand what is 

Deing said. The men say that most of the language is antiquated and 

not employed in the language or today. The voice is usaklly pitched 

to a bass and then a tremolo to help elide some, 'mere are two types 

of chantB, one like the type already mentioned and another that is 
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slow and modulated as though the person is delibenfcdy drawing the 

words out.  This is the chant used in divination and offering the 

incense board outside the sacred hut on the east. The chants are 

mostly elastic ano they are able to insert phrases and sentences 

as they feel necessary. There are occasions when the one chanting 

will raise his voice with great vigor and energy as though angry and 

one informant verified this anger. Here as follows is the general 

order of the chanting: the offerer tells what he Is doing and 

mentions the name of the god to whom he is giving the offering. A 

petition is also offered to the god to keep a bowl of food for 

himself and deliver the greater portion to the diety for whom the 

offering is really intended.  Then the chant willbe concluded gtving 

the naoie of the person who has given the offering or the persons 

who have donated it. Many tines if a chant has not gone over the 

entire set of brazeros that are partaklag in the feast then the 

man who is chanting will include various other petitions.  This 

will be like this; "if my wife does not die she will make you 

the foods you desire," or "If my son will grow up and I die then 

he will care for you and give you the foods you desire." 

The offerings have five stages in which they are given to 

the gods. The first step is to lower the gods flown from the shelf 

and the end of the rite .is to put them up agali in their position. 

The offerings are brought and placed in front of the brazeros. 

There are times w en tneye is chanting done with this step but most 

of the tine there is none. Thtn the foodB are given to the gods 

as an offering and the gods are asked to come and take part in the 

feast.  This is the occasion when a horn is blown at the east side 

of the house. The good is then given to the gods themselves  but 

the food is only dipped from one Jicara and given to all the gods 

rather than dipping the food from all the Jicaras placed in front of 

. íW*,t+***trTSé f- 
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the brazeros. 

9.1. y^yBtfi^tBOfTobaoco Offering.  There were aoout two hands 

of tobacco cut ten days previously In rrder to offer it especially to 

the gods. No tobacco was ready to be out down but the time was very 

close. When the tobacco was dry then it was brought wrapped up in a 

banana leaves and stored for a few days in the god-house. Just before 

the offering the man and boy made up enough cigars to be given to each 

diety and one extra cigar for thendletytA^Anchop who was to give the 

extra cigar to hachAkyum, his main diety. The offering was made in the 

afternoon and the head of the household gave the offering. This was 

made in two parts, the first part of the chant was given to the brazerq, 

AkAnchopfand the second part wa3 chanted to him and to all the brazeros 

on the shelf.  The cigars were given to all the brazeros on the first 

row and then the offering was given to the ones on the second row. 

This same process was repaated before the other man's brazeros.  It 

was interesting to note that this was the only ceremony that the 

brazeros were first placed on an altar of palm leaves on a wooden 

plank altar and given the cigar offering.  The cigars were lighted 

and placed at an angle so as to represent the god smoking.  They were 

lighted by an ember from the house, several being lighted at the same 

time.  The informant left the cigars in that position for an hou» 

but the head man said his father left the cigars like that for half a 

day. 

k'ash tune* ta'uts'eh.   hej. uhor.   lnts'uta'eh   tak awlrlk 
Bundle,then, smoke it.  Here's its head.  I smoke will have you see 

mAOhAknAk  - lnnuvn     lch   awatooh. Ints'uts'lk*  he'  k'uts. 
clutch hand that will I pass in your house.  I smoke, here tobacco. 

pureh til      vumbrlka'an     libar   lnk'uts. tarar    rarahar 
take- it to father in heaven its head my tobacco. Come that there take OUT 
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Literal translation:  "Here is the bundle of tobacco, 

then smoke it for it is the firstfruits of ray crop. Come and see so 

that I will be able to hold them in my hand in your house and not fear 

your wrath for not first giving it to you. Here is the tobacco, take it to 

the Haavenly Father, it is the firstfruits of my tobacco crop. Then 

I come and get some to smoke myself." 

The one who received two cigars was AkAnchop who was given one 

for himself and one to deliver to haohAkyum. All the remainder of 

the tobacco in the bundle is kept in the godhouse and used by the 

men while they are there. The owner of the tobacco will always freely 

give the tobacco to other men as well. The cigars all belong to the 

man who offered them but he divides them up. 

9.2. Ceremon^Pavinc^razero^for^aHealing. The brazeros are 

always on a hanging shelf when they are not being used in ceremony. 

They always rest in two rows with haohAkyuia and his wife, unay haohAkyum 

occupying the center in the front row with AkAnohop to their left as 

they face east. His is always the largest brazero. 

The brazeros were lowered from the shelf and placed on a large 

plank which serves\ as an altar.  These brazeros are always in a 

north-south direction and their heads face the east. Everyone who 

takes part in the feast in the sacred hut always faces east. The 

only violation seen are the periods when the man is in front of the 

gods placing food and drink on the protruding lip. There are times 

when the leader goes to the east side of the saored hoA and blows 

a conch shell horn or cow's horn in the four directions of the compase. 

This was only done by one family at Pethá. There are occasions when 

the altar is a carpet of leaves from the sacred palm (boy). Many 

times the altar is asemall íílankotlhathholésconljr íhreeigodeswho have 

have been beneficent but this is used to find out who is causing an 

illness and the only offering is incense. This is always the simpl- 
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eat rite ana the sitopíbéeitaltar.  The altar for this ceremony was a 

large plank containing eleven of the brazeros while five of them were 

left on the shftlf. These were parAkyum,  both brazeros, Ahk'ak', 

AhmetsAb/\k and ltsanohk'ur.  They were not disposed to come and tale 

part in the ceremony and only received minor offers for those on the 

shelf are never neglected in any ceremony even those «bo are on the 

shelf belonging to the other nan. 

The first stage of this ceremony as well as the other ceremonies 

is to lower the gods down from the shelf which is usually done by 

offering a corn drink ceremony.  This ceremony lasts about an hour and 

a half to two hou»s accuring in the morning.  The type of corn drink 

is a warm atole called sAkha' (white water) and indicates that a major 

phase of work will be following.  In this case the Tien were going to 

make a ceremonial tamale which was different from the regular tamale 

(nahwah). A corn gruel ceremony always follows a prescribed pattern 

but there is little variation and this is at the part where a leaf 

is placed in the incense of the brazeros.  Sometí íes they touch them- 

selves with a leaf or they go In and touch their families and chant 

over them.  When the brazeros are all removed from the shelf and plac- 

ed on  the plank altar the head of the house takes a small gourd of 

incense and goes in back of the brazeros (west side) and begins to dip 

out masses of incense and putting it in the bowls ton the brazeros he 

always chants (Chant No. 3). As the men begin this rite the others 

who are having a part in the feast will turn their back to the men 

and brazeros and face the east.  The ones who receive the greatest 

24 amount of incense are those who are being paid , in this case they were 

the two gods, AkAnchop and itsaaar. The o\ea  who received the incense 

were those on the altar, the others on  the shelf and sukunkyum who was 

outside the sacred hut were neglected in this part of the rite. 25 
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The leader of the rite then goes to one of the rafters in the 

center of the hut and removes a series of napkin-like rings from a 

bark fillet and places the rings in front of the brazeros in order to 

hold the incoming gourds of posol so tha> they are not likely to 

tip over. 
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1. unay hachAkyum # Those being paid. 
2. k/\n/\n""k"'ash 
3. nohk'ur 
4. yahow n*h 
5. nachAkyum 
6. \kAnchop    # 
7. SNkowpuic hachAkyum 
8. hor sos 
9. sAvkowpuk ltaanohk'ur 
10. itsanar "ft 
11. ts'lba'an n/vh 

When all these are arranged as shown in the above pattern the leader 

of this rite goes to the nearby grinding hut where his senior wife 

is measuring out the atole into the gourds (hArn/s*). The drinks are 

carefully measured to insure that each gourd has a good amount. They 

also are careful to see that any excess atole is removed from the 

outside of the gourds. The first two gourds taken are those for the 

two dieties who are to be paid. An interesting thing is that the 

various gods have at least one gourd with incised drawings and thgy 

are most careful in placing this incised gourd as the first gourd 

in front of the god. When all the gourds were now resting in the 

rings before the dieties&nfie lifted up the last gourd (x) of the 

two brazeros of Ak/vnchop and SAkowpuk hach/vkyum and began to chant 

(No. 4) but it was Dugun low and then raisea in intensity as he show- 

ed the gods the gourds with a lifting motion toward them. He said, 
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in addition to the regular chant these words: shur ubo'orir (the  * 

price is ended). Then when he began the regular chant (No. 3) which 

is practically the same as that of the incense rite insertions were 

made for the different food beiig offered.  He takes a leaf -nade 

like a rolled cigar and dips it into the atole and. plaees this on 

the lips of the brazeros.  During this offering he gave the atole 

first to the brazero, ts'lba'an n\h,   then to the brazero, s/vkowpuk 

lteanohk 'ur.  Some was distributed to the main diety, hachrskyum 

and then distributed to the Various other brazeros.  The atole was 

dipped out of all the gourds and placed on the protruding lips. 

After the atole has been distributed to the gods the leader 

picks up a gourd of atole and goes to the east side of the hut and 

steps outiáde.  He dips the leaf-spoon in the gourd and sprinkles 

the drink in the four directions of the compass.  In addition to the 

regular chant (No. 5) the leader said, ubo'orir awok (price of your 
26 

going), flailing it to the attention of AkAnchop and itsanar.  He 

then enters the sacred hut holds the bowl & leaf and begins to dis- 

tribute the drink to his brazeros that were left on the swinging 

shelf. His chant used during this is No. 6.  Then from his brazero s 

he gives the drink to the gods of his partner who is a participant 

in the feast. 

Then the leader of the feast lights the incense that is on the 

bowls of the brazeros and this is done without any chanting. There 

is almost always a fire in the sacred hut which the leader makes use 

of by taking a few split pieces of acote and lighting thera in the 

fire, then placing them on the bowls where the incense is and kindling 

them. This sends volumes of smoke pouring upward from each brazero. 

Each man previous to the above rite was given the special species 

of palm leaf (ure'ibo'oy). Each took two leaves while an unmarried 
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lad took only one. The leader always tells each participant, poker 

ab/ih  nnsa (chant for yourselves, rilative).  In place of mAm would 

be used whatever his relation is to the leader. The reply is, bay 

m/yin (good, relative). The leader goes through the lines or brazeros 

with his palm leaves putting them into the smoke and chanting; (chant 

No. 6 (13). At various intervals the men rub the smoke-touched leaves 

over theie shoulders and when the fires have all died out the men will 

leave the sacred hut and go to their own house. Here the man has 

gathered his entire family and he will touch each one with the leaf, 

chanting (No. 7 —4). The people think that there is healing power 

in this smoke and this power is carried by means of the smoke-touched 

leaf to the sick one or to the ones he is chanting over. At various 

times if a certain portion of the body is iriflrmed then this portion 

is tapped by the father. The chant varies at times to consider the 

condition of the patient whether it is a fever or a cut foot or whether 

the woman is pregnant. 

After completing the chant over their families they will all re- 

turn to the hut and put the leaves up in the rafters of the sacred hut. 

Each one has his own section. Then the leader gives the brazeros an- 

other portion of posol. The first part of the rite evidently conse- 

crated the posol for all the posol was given, a portion from each 

Jicara in front of the brazeros, now it is offered only. The leader 

chanted and took posol out of each gourd and as he completed the rite 

he dipped posol out of the first gourd giving one dip out of each 

Jicara in front of each brazero and this concluded this part of the 

rite. 

The leader then puts the seats a few feet distant from one another 

on the eastern side of the hut. These are 4-legged low stools. If 

not enough stools are handy then a block of wood is used. As the 
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leader puts a seat in its place he says to one of the participants, . 

awokor tech, mam (will you come in, relative?).  Tne Ooher will reply, 

he'ere IDAüI  or bay (Yes rexaulve; and sit. down facing the east. The 

leader picks up certain gourds that belong to certain úieties, one 

fellow always drinks the gourd belonging to hachAkyum while another 

prefers AkAnchop's gourd. Tn©«w are «li small gourds for this part- 

icular ceremony, the atole one.  One small gourd is given to each man 

or youth and as the leader sits down he say, uk'eh mAm (drink, relati») 

and the man says, bay mAm (yes, relative). The men sprinkle a little 

of the drink with their fingers in the 4 directions of the cardinal 

points.  The raen try to consume all the contents in the gourd.  They 

have an obligation to eat all the contents and if it ie too much he 

has to vomit it up but he must go on drinking until it is empty. It 

has been seen at times that a person woulc drink and then have to all- 

eviate the stomach.  This was ¿one several tlmee until the gourd was 

all flrunk. Also in the drink is a small lump of posol that has been 

roasted and a piece put in each Jicara. This morsel is considered as 

a tortilla in the sight of the gods. The men eonsurae fcven the drip- 

pings that collect on the outside of the gourd wiping it off with 

their fingers or licking it off with their tongues. When the small 

gourd has all been drunk then a large gourd of atole is filled in 

the grinding hut and filled about 3/4 full. The men sit down and 

the leader gets up and begins with his partner giving him a sip 

from his gourd and the> gives to the various others at the feast. 

The others do the same thing to the other participants. After this 

the leader goes to the front of the brazeros and offers atole to 

them again chanting (No. 5) ÍNo. 7) as they dip the leaf into the 

atole and leave a few drAps from each Jicara. This concludes the 

administrations of the drinks. Now the men are given as many jicaraft 
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of atole as they desire but they are not obligated to drink these 4b 

they did the first ones.  The men will take some to their house to con- 

sume there later with their families. The women gather in the grind- 

ing room Just a short while before the ceremony is complete and each 

is given a small gourd of atole to drink and they also give one another 

a sip out of their gourd beginning with the senior wife who gives 

her gourd of atole to the others first. 

Those Jicaras of atole not consumed are poured into the large 

clay olla in the grinding room but the other women take away as much 

as they desire. Some have metal pots full of the liquid as they leave. 

This ollat of atole serves the people who live in the leader's 

house. They go and dip in their bowls to get enough to drink.  In 

this way they do not have to make other corn for drinks. The leader 

brings in all the gourds and pours the contents into the olla. Then 

the Jicaras are rinsed in a five gallon tin of watter and returned to 

the large mesh bag where they are hung out of the way. 

Now that the gods have been lowered from their position 0.1 GüJ 

shelf for this ceremony they are left there for the ceremonies of the 

following day. After completing the atole ceremony, activity begins 

for the following day's rites. Sugar is gotten for the bache'. This 

the leader and his assistant cut in the milpa. It is cut in chunks 

of 2 or 3 feet long and the outer bark pulled off with machetes, then 

the pieces put in a raahagony dugout and pounded with poles. They 

wring out the pieces of beaten sugar cane to get out most of the 

Juice and then discard the pulp in the bush. When this pounding is 

completed the leader takes some of the cane Juice and a large sized 

gourtf and places this in front of the brazero called Ak/vnchop. Tn*»n 

he dips a tiny sized gourd in and removes some of the liquid and begins 

to give tiny drop3 of the liquid by roes. 1.? ->f a leaf-spoon on the pro- 
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trading lips of the gods. He chants, lreh ubo'orlr tu'  takunah 

tl1 akunlk uchlk li^otl'ar.  saman binlnkln vmk' Ik bache' 

(look at the price for your healing, for curing my child a long 

while ago.  Tomorrow I'm going to drink bache'.)  This bowl of sugar 

is then put aside by the men and not used in the ceremony. Just 

why the leader put It aside and did not return it td) the dugout is un- 

known. 

Two hollow gourds are taken down from the rafters and the assis- 

tant nears the stream to secure water for the bache'.  The man 

measures six ollas of watljer into the dugout. This ollaf is called 

pak by the men and is recognized as the god of bache1 fermentation, 

Ahboro1.  There is some bark of the bache' hanging on the lines in- 

side the god-house and these are placed and kept there in the dugout 

by small pieces of wood.  The assistant takes his place on the west 

side of the dugout and faces east.  He has first dipped the tiny 

Jicara in 3 or 4 different places in the dugout to get a little of 

the Juice in the gourd. He sits down on a four-legged stool and 

chants (No. 8 — 17) so low it is almost impossible to hear. Sfter 

this is complete the dugout la covered up by palm leaves to prevent 

any dirt or Other foreign matter to get inside the liquid. 

The women have been working in the grinding hut cooking the 

corn and grinding it in a wet meal for other ceremonial food. The 

men are given several large loaves of this corn dough to make tamales 

by themselves in the god-house.  The women make their flat oblong 

tamales on the grinding table in the grinding room.  The meat that 

was being enclosed in the tamales at this one observed wasthe howl- 

ing ape which had been killed two days previous on a special hunt- 

ing trip.  They had cooked the meat thoroughly, so well done that 
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it fell off the bones. When cooked the women had separated the meat 

from the bones and these bones were kept in a gourd. 

The ]men made two to three inch balls of corn dough into which 

they had enclosed monkey meat also.  These tamales were wrapped in 

bahana leaves and then placed in large clay otilas in the god-house. 

Bere they were cooked for several hours after which the olíanwas put 

aside until it had cooled and the men could handle the tamales.  They 

had taken the leaves off the stem of the palm leaf.  The stems were 

8 to 10 inches long.  They scraped off the green outer layer of 

these stems and when the banana leaves were removed from the round 

tamales they began to build snow-like men figures.  The stems were 

inserted through the middle of four of these ball-tamales.  The head 

of the figure was made of a smaller ball-ta/nale and the stem only 

penetrated this enough to refrain it from falling.  The ball on the 

lowest part of the figure was given three of the pieces of steins ex- 

tended to the sides to keep the figure from rolling over.    Just below 

the division where each ball-taraale met the men attached £ inch arms 

with pieces of the stems of the palm leaves.  The topmost ball of 

corn taraale had no arms but the 3 lower balls did.  The a is were 

made as if the figure had liften up its arms.  Then on four sides of 

the figures the men implanted squash seeds. There were 3 seeds on a 

side with the point of one end outward and the flat side vertióle 

to the rest of the figure.  There were no squash seeds embedded into 

the head.  The men made twenty of these forms. 

By the time the women had finished working on their class of 

sacre" tejíales it was time to make posol for another drink offering 

to the gods. The purpose of this was to offer the bones and skin of 

the nonkey to the brazeros.  The men were cooking the shavings of the 
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rosewood tree in an olla at the northeast side of the hut ana 

every now and then the leader would dip in his hand and grasp a 

handful of shaving to squeeze out the red coloring.  This coloring 

was being rallied for the bark fillets that were hanging on the lines 

inside the sacred hut.  The next day was to see all these offerings 

given to the gods. 

In the late afternoon the men offered the posol called ch'ura' 

to the brazeros.  The posol ceremony followed the routine of the 

former atole offering given that sane morning.  The leader of the 

ceremony offered tiny bits of the bones and skin to the brazeros 

chanting No.9 (34). When the ceremony was concluded each family 

carried home with them in addition to the posol drink a portion of 

the bones and skin to eat.  This concluded the activity for this 

day but the men had to remain and sleep in the god-house. 

The next day after making certain that the b"ache' has fermented 

(the liquid bubbles in the log as if the fluid is being boiled, when 

this has ceased it is considered fermented) the assistant to the 

feast goes to the end of the dugout and takes the clay olla used 

always in the ceremony of bache1.  He places a cloth over the mouth 

of the olla and then dips the liquid into the olla by means of a 

Jicara.  Just before he begins this straining he removes the palm 

leaves and removes all the foam carefully placing it all on a leaf 

at one end of the dugout. 

Meanwhile the leader of the ceremony goes out into the grinding 

room where the wife has placed the sacred tamales in large gourds. 

the leader places these in front of the brazeros without and chants. 

There were eight of these large gourds containing the sacred tamales 

ma'de by the women;also in with them were squash seeds. 
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On the last large gourd is an incense board that has the regulation 

O» 3—2 figure & tamales 
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incense but on the center section is placed rubber incense.  This 

board of incense ha3 a branch of the sacred palm leaf underneath the 

board. This is tied to the hand of the board fep a portion of one of 

the end leaves. Nearby are ears of corn to protect the rubber incense 

from being removed by evil spirits. When all the gourds of saored 

tamales veré in their atoove places and the incense board rested on 

the final gourd then Chankin lifted up the gourds of food saying, 

"slwrlh ubo'orlr"  (the end of the price) the leader went to the in- 

cense board and lifted this up to show the brazeros that he was finish» 

ed paying the.a with these present offerings.  Meanwhile the assist- 

ant had brought the olla of bache1 and pxaceü it on some palm leaves 

which contained gourds used particularly for the bache1 ceremony. 

Tueso are called k'A'ruch atíÜ are incised with many figures and lines. ' 

He seated himself on the 4 legged stool facing the brazeros on the 

ground anc on the shelf.  The assistant began filling up the gourds 

in order that the leader of the rite could distribute the bache' 

to the goaa rirst. He took two dippings of bache' with a gourd that 

1B used to measure the fluid. The men called this ka'moch yeter 

chochl1 (two measurements with ohochl'  - a special gourd). The 

classification of the bache1 was yak'in. 

As the gourds had received the fluid and were set aside by the 

assistant, the leader took them and set them in front of the gods 

with the gourds of tamales directly in back of the goands of bache'. 
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Then he began to chant, No. 10 (20), as he placed the gourds down be- 

fore the brazeros. 

When the red coloring of chAkk'aah was completed and removed from 

the fire the bark fillets were placed in the red coloring and came 

out* a deep dark red.  These were hung on the line inside the god- 

house and left to drip for a short while. The bark filíete, were 

39 3/4 inches long and 1 1/2 inches wide.  These had been prep«red 

by the men some days previous. The tree, a different class of balsa 

(hach hu'un) was stripped of its inner and outer layer of bark from 

a standing tree. When the bark was removed the outer layer was care- 

fully peeled off leaving the inner bark. The man took the bark and 

placed it over a log and beat it with a grooved beatjler. The bark 

when beaten is rinsed and hung in the god-house to dry.  Then a few 

days before the ceremony the bark is cut into strips. 

These strips were taken from the lines after most of the fluid 

dripped off and placed around the bowls of the gods. The bark 

fillets are notched with a knife ano are marked for all of the gods 

participating in the ceremony.  The leader of the rite placed most 

of the bark fillets on the brazero AkAnchop and then moved to his 

left crowning the other brazeros but they received much less of the 

bark crowns. The unan also tied one band around the bache1 olla 

above the small head. The only gods crowned were the three brazeros 

to the left of AkAnchop. These were SAkowpuk, hor BOS, and sAkowpuk 

ita'anohk'ur. 

When completed, attention once again centered on the bache1. 

The leader had previously only placed the gourds of bache' before the 

incense burners, now he beginB to give the drink to the brazeros by 

means of a roll of palm leaves. The assistant dips in the gourds 

of bache' and puts a few drops on the lips of the gods. He chantB 

€ 
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No. 11 (22) during this administration. He then neare the gourde 

that surround the clay olla and dips the leaf-spoon into all these 

and puts them in the gourd he has in his hand. The assistant goes 

outside the hut on the east side of the hut and sprinkles some of 

the drink in the directions where the gods are said to reside. He 

chants using almost the same chant for the posol and atole ceremony 

(No.5). Then the man goes to the brazeros on the shelf and gives 

them some of the liquid chanting the same as the posol olfering here 

(No.8). He then returns to the gourds beside the clay olla and dips 

the leaf in the gourds surrounding it, then to the gourds in front 

of the brazeros and dips in them putting the grops in the gourd he 

still holds in his hand. He returned to the seat behind the clay 

olla and dips the leaf into the gourd in his hand,and sprinkles the 

Incense bowtd with the drops of bache' using chant No. 12. 

Those who are In the feast sit down on four-legged stools near 

the olla of bache'. Each person is given of one of the grouds of 

bache1  surrounding the olla. As the leader givea each one a gourd 

he says, oken kuren, mAm, uk'eh bache' (Come in, relative, drink ' 

bache'^. The person takes the gourd and say8.bay. mAm (Yes, relative). 

Then when the leader of the rite sits down, the assistant gives the 

leader a gourd and he say, uk'eh. mAm (drink, relative), the reply 

being, bay (yes). The others do not drink their bache' until 

the leader sprinkles the liquid in the direction of last, Vest, Korth 

and south. When this is complete the people are under obligation to 

drink it all. By this time the people have used up the contents of 

the olla. Some more is then removed f om the dugout and strained 

and placed in the same position as the former olla of bache'. After 

each filling of the olla the contents are offered in consecration 
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before the people are allowed to partake of the drink.  The same chant 

is used, No. 11 (22), when an offering of bache' is given for the 

brazeros.  They also take the liquid and sprinkle, it at the east side 

of the hut and also give it to the gods on the- shelves.  Then the 

people drink the bache' following the above-mentioned process of drink- 

ing. Each person is supposed to drink all of his bache* but if he 

cannot then he can give it to some woman member of his family to drink. 

This can be one of his wives or his sisters but he is never permitted 

to spill the fluid if he cannot drink it all.  This would" be consider- 

ed an insult to the god and he would be punished 'by the corning of some 

sickness ar even death in his family. They drink and drink bache' 

and get refills from the clay olla. When a person gets very full he 

goes over to the brush taking a gourd of bache1 and will drink until 

he feels like spewing up. Some are not able to vftmit so they reach 

in'with their finger in order to alleviate themselves.  They then go 

back to their bench in the god-house and continue drinking. The orgy 

continues until all the people are drunk and cannot drink anymore, or 

until the contents of the dugout canoe are all consumed. 

As the drinking continues the leader and his assistant have to 

start a fire for use in the sacred hut.  It is prohibited to start 

such a fire with matches so a wooden drill is used. They use a stick 

aa a drill causing the pressure by moving the hands back and forth. 

They begin at the top of the stick and work their hands downward re- 

peating the process continually and when one becones tired another 

quickly takes over.  The horizontal stick has a notch begun with a 

knife.  This usually is of a softer wood then the drill.  The drill 

is also made into a bit of a point to get a better hold into the lower 

stick. Just below this lower stick are a lot of dry shavings from th e 

logwood.  This is the wood used in making their bows and when the 

bow is made the men always kaep the shavings somewhere in the sacred _ 
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hut. The shavings are kept in a corn husk. When a considerable amount 

of smoke begins to come out of the hole that the drill has made, the 

coals are dumped into the shavings, the leader blows on the coals un- 

til the shavings burst into flame and some pieces of ocote which are 

kept in the sacred hut are fed into the flame to keep it going. Wood 

is added in order to keep a fire constantly going in the hut. 

By this time another olla of bache' has been consumed by the people 

and the leader goes to the backof the brazeroB, takes some Incense and 

places it on the brazero AkAnchop & ltsanar. The chaili (No.3) is the 

saae used when incense was given at posol offering. The men are all 

given a bowl of bache' to drink and the men as they hands* the Jicara 

to each other chant in an undertone (No. 13) as they receive the 

drink and this is done l>y all the men as they receive the drink from 

the leader and finally the assistant fives the gourd to the leader. 

Once again they wait until tha signal is given from the leader who 

tells them to drink, urfehl They each sprinkled the drink and then 

drank.  This was all that the leader was able to take and he had to 

retire to his hammock in his house and the chief assistant took over 

the renainder of the ceremony until the leader was able to assume 

leadership again, as we observed it. 

The assistant then strained another olla of bache' and replaced 

it on the carpet of leaves near the small stools. He distributed 11 

gourds around this olla. He dipped bache' into the gourds there 

and then took up the rolled palm leaf and dipped it into these gourds 

putting the drops in another gourd he was holding. With this com- 

pleted he replaced the gourd beside the olla of bache' and chanted 

No. 10 (20) before the two gods that had the incense. When he had 

completed the chanting he onceagain picked up the gourd he had left 

before he began to chant No.3 (5). He took a few pieces of ocote and 

lit the incense on the two brazeros and lie then gave some of the 
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liquid to the brazero, AkAnchop. He chanted No.11(22) as he administer- 

ed the drink to the brazero.  He only gave the liquid to this one braz- 

ero, AkAnchop,, and returned to the gourds that were around the ollaf. 

Here he dipped his leaf into each Jourd and kept the drops in the gourd 

in his hand chanting while doing so No.  (  ). When finished dipping 

the leaves in each iourd he finished chanting and then he sprinkled 

the incensé board from where he stood. Afterward he went to the 

east side of the hut and chanted No,  (  )  sprinkling the bache' 

in the direction of the cardinal points. This bache' in the various 

gourds around the olla were given to the men to drink and then the 

assistant refilled the gourds around the olla for the men. After 

the men drank the bache' the assistant once more approached the braz- 

eros of AkAnchop and itsanar No. 3 (5) placing more incense on their 

brazeros. As he chanted he gave the incense to the brazero3 and re- 

peating the process of dipping the palm leaf in the bowls of bache' 

around the olla and placing the drops of bache1 in the gourd he had 

in his hand. The assistant returned to the two brazeros with the in- 

cense and lit them with some pieces of ocote.  Then he picked up the 

gourd of bache' that had drops of bache' from the various gourds. He 

gavj this bache' to the two brazeros on which the incense was burn- 

ing continuing a chant No,  (  ) as ne gave tne oache' to the brazeros, 

The assistant completed this act and then returned to his seat and 

began the rythmatlc chant No,  (  ) and sprinkled the bache' after he 

pnoe more dipped the leaf in all the gourds around the olla. With the 
of nahwah 

drops gathered in the gourd in his hand he sprinkled the gourds^that 

were in front of the brazeros. The sprinkling was finished and he re- 

turned to the two brazeros giving them bache' from the gourd he still 

carried. As he completed his chtating No.  (  ) for this portion he 

again went to the gourds around the olla. Here he dipped drops of the 
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fluid into each gourd and then into the gourd he retained afterward 

stipping outside of the hut on the east sprinkling the bache' while 

he chanted No.    .  Then all the men were given drinks of bache' 

and the above ritual of drinking was followed once again. After the 

men had finished this round of drinking the assistant to the leader 

of the feast repeated the ritual of placing incense on two other 

brazeros and added the browns of bark fillets to the rims of the bowls. 

ítaen the new dippings of bache' were consecrated and administered to 

the two brazeros and the prescribed ritual was terminated to these 

two brazeros by another round of drinking. The ritual of placing in- 

cense on other brazeros two at a time and the consecrating and 

administration of the bache' was again done. The entire method was 

carried out until the last consecration and administration, then the 

smaller gourds were replaced with larger gourds. These were consecrat- 

ed and administered for the women. The assistant said the souls 

of the women were smaller hence a feigger offering was given for tham. 

The red colored bark fillets were then taken from the incense 

bowls and the lowest ones or the marked ones were taken and placed on 

the heads of the men. Then the others were taken and divided 

equally among the men participants in the feast. The assistant did &JL 

the crowning of the rnen.lhé women were not given any of these bark 

fillets. 

When the men were given the bark filletB the assistant carries on 

the next step in the ceremony. He picks up the incense board and steps 

to the east side of the hut. He holds the board up high at arm's 

length pointing it east, then north, south and west. The chant is a 

slow modulated chant but very lively No.  (31). Once the chant 

is complete he steps inside the sacred enclosure and holds the incense 
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board, repeats the chant and shows the brazeros the incense "Doard,^ 

The assistant replaces the board where he had first picked it up. 

From here he again takes the board and goes around to the back of 

the gods and begins removing the rubber and incense chanting (     ) 

as he removes this and puts a large quanlty on the brazero of NkMichop. 

This is done also to itsanap and ts'iba'an nAh but the various 

other brazeros only receive incense but no rubber. There is a row 

of rubber-capped incense leftnfiorutttfcee the follwlijig day. 

Now the leader was able to get up and manage the ceremony once 

again, so he took over from the chief assistant. He took some 

pieces of ocote and lit them at the hand-started fire and burnt the 

rubber-capped incense only chanting (No. 13) as he placed his palm 

leaf into the smoke.  While he did this the mother brought the child 

who had been sick into the god-houce.  The leader of the rite then 

brought the leaves which now contained smoke and touched the child 

chanting (   No.19) while he touched her with the consecrated 

leaves.  The mother was given these leaves as she took her child 

and left the enclosure.  Once more the leader returned to his position 

in back of the brazeros but this time he lit the incense on the other 

brazeros. Then he said to each one, pokehabAh , mAtn (chant over 

yourself, relative). Those in the feast w-jnt to pick a leaf off of 

the main stem of the palm. It looks as if they take two leaves for 

themselves, one for each female and each child of the family. The 

unmarried fellows placed their leaf in the amok* and touched them- 

oilves every now and then till they had gone through the row of 

flaming brazeros. The married men touched themselves also aa they 

chanted (    No,13) and then went to their families and chanted 

(     no. 14) over them while he touched them with the smoke-touched 

leaf. Once all the men returned to the god-house the leader request- 

ed that two tther men help him in the next step of the ceremony. 
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They each picked up a gourd with either hand. Each gourd had one of 

the figures inside. When these were taken up they stepped outside 

of the hut on the east side chanting in a slow modulated chant yet 

spirited (       ). As soon as they had finished this they stepped 

inside the enclosure and held them up repeating the chant that was 

given outside the hut. This was repeated until all the gourds were 

shown to the gods. The married men were the ones who held up the 

gourds to the gods-. As each one finished this part he rinsed his hands 

with water from the clay olla Just outside the house. Then the assis- 

tant assumed leadership again for he took tiny bits of the figuWei», 

nahwah and squash seeds chanting (      ) as he put the food on the 

lip of the brazerOj AkAnchop. This he also repeated before the brazeros 

of it sanar and s/vkowpuk. The various others only received bits from 

the nahwah and squash seeds but none of the bits from the figures. 

He zooiz  also so ae tiny bits of food and stepped outside the hut to 

the east and tossed the bits in the air as he chanted (    ). Then 

he took some more food from the gourds with the exception of the 

figures and gave it to the brazeros who were on the shelf chanting as 

he gave the brazeros the food. The day of rites was completed as the 

leader took the various gourds of food and gave them to the people 

who participated in the feast. The men gathered their families to- 

gether and began to eat the food. Then the families exchanged one 

tamale apiece with each other. Those tamalies that were not eaten 

were put away by the people to be eaten at another time. The men 

went out to gather more sugar cane to make another dugout of bache' 

for the next day. The same process for making a new dugout of bache1 

was followed only in the morning the heating of the corn kernels for 

each male participant was omitted. The foam of the bache' was left 
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3oú at the head of the dugout in the morning. 

The next morning the men once more gathered together in the 

sacred enclosure and as each person was given an invitation to come 

and Join the feast the man gave his assent ano then rinsed his hand 

and took a seat. The assistant then strains the first olla of bache1 

and places it on the carpet of leaves near the edge of the eastern side 

of the hut.  The leader has him measure out the liquid and then he 

Consecrates tha baehtt' before the men are permitted to drink. Two 

such ollas are consumed before the assistant puts aaide half an olla 

of bache' to.be offered outside the hut.  The assistant is given per- 

mission to go to a mound where the agricultural ants live. Here he 

places a moun d or two of incense and rubber on a leaf (re'lbo'oy). 

He also brings a gourd of bache' ana a coal from the fire in the sacred 

hut. Also he had a whole stem of palm leaves and pieces of ocote. 

He lights the incense on the palm leaf and chants (      ) offering 

some of the bache' on the leaf which is dipped out by the use of 

another palm leaf.  The assistant blackens the stem of leaves in the 

smoke continuing the chant. He then went into the Juagle and re- 

peated the above process before the trunk of a tree using another 

Jicara of bache' and another leaf.  The chant was almost the same as 

the other claiming protection for himself when he climbed a tree for 

if he were well and his wife then the god could receive the various 

offerings. After the assistant returned to the hut ae replaced the 

gourds around the aala.  Then the leader dispached another man to the 

stream and he repeated the above mentioned rite but placing the in- 

cense on a leaf in an old gourd which was allowed to flow away with 

the water when the rite was completed. He too returned the gourd 

to the saored hut as well as the stem pf blackened palm leaves. Then 
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the leader took the brazero of sukunkyum down from the tree stump 

turning its face toward the east. Ke placed the incense in the 

howl chanting (      ) while doing it.  Then he began to dip from 

the offering of bache1 in front of thebrazero placing it on its lip. 

He also took a light from the fire kindled in thesacred hut. When 

he had lit the incense on the bowl of the brazero as he chanteo(   ) 

he tolo the other rceriberr. in the feaet to chant for themselves once 

again. The men took leaves for themselves and their families and 

went to chant over them touching them with ehe smoke-touched leaves 

chanting over them (    ). The assistant took the palm leaves off 

the stens of the palm leaves reversing the ends on every other one; 

a hole was made through the leaves and thpjwere tied together.  The 

leaves were crossed at right angles to one another. The Jicaras of 

bache1 that had been offered before the agricultural ants, tree, 

water and sukunkyum were distributed to the participants of the 

feast.  When this was completed the assistant strained another olla 

of bache' and placed it on the carpet of leaves once again. Then 

the assistant took one Jicara and filled it 3/4 full with bache'. 

The leader took tneJicara over to the brazeros after he had taken 

the rolled leaves and dipped from the gourds surrounding the olla. 

Here in front of the brazeros the leader dipped out the fluid on the 

lip of the various brazeros chanting (    ). When this conseoration 

was completed he returned to the seat near the olla chanting from 

this position (    ). Then he dipped the leaf into the gourd 

and sprinkled the brazeros from where he sat, flipping the leaf-spoon 

in the gourds around the olla and taking the drops into the gourd 

by leaf held in his hand. Then he went outside the sacred house and 

sprinkled the bache' at the various cardinal points chanting as he 
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did so. This consecrated the Jicara of bache' and was Just about 

ready for consumption.  Before this could be done the leader tied a 

piece of bark on one of the low roof rods and held this like a strap 

hanger does.  This was done directly in back of the seat that the lead- 

er had used and in front of the olla of bache'.  The leader takes a 

grip on tbis bark with his left hand while the assistant placed a 

group of palm leaves (the length of his foot) underneath.  The assist- 

ant took up the consecrated Jicara of bache' and placed underneath 

it the previously prepared crossed palm leaves. While in thia posit- 

ion the leader of the ceremony held the Jicara up about shoulder 

high and chanted (     27). When the leader- finished with the chaxt 

the assistant was given the Jicara of bache' to drink.  This he drank 

holding thecrossed leaves under the jicara. Once more the assistant 

filled the Jicara and placed it in the hand of the leader who had 

not moved from his position. He released the strap and Just held the 

Jicara in his right hand and repeated the cha.it once again and the 

head of another family took the jicara of bache' and drank it all. 

Txiis was continued until all the men members of the groups had drunk 

a bowl of the intoxicating beverage. Now that all had completed this 

part of the rite the leader sat down on the seat behind the olla of 

bache1 ,aniL_gowpecl fcfcr picked up one gourd of pache^ and poured it into 

the Jicara in his hand. When he completed the chanting (       ) 

he gave part of the contents to a young boy to drink and then the 

other part was divided between two other men in the feast.  The 

assistant to the leader of the feast meanwhile took out the bark 

fillets that had bean previously placed in the red coloring. These 

he hung on the line in front of the brazeros. When this task was 

done the assistant went behind the brazeros and placed a*«carpet of 
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leaves to protect the sacred p^ínteá bark before the leader pxacea 

them in the brazeros' bowls.  When the assistant finished the task 

he changed positions with the leaderand began giving the other 

participants bache' from the clay olla. The leader then removed 

some colored bark from the line and went behind the brazeros to 

crown them with the bark. Once again he began at the brazero 

AkAnchop and moved to his left crowning the various others there re- 

turning once more to the brazero Ak/vnchop and placed more of the red 

bark fillets on it again. When he completed with the left side he 

moved 4>n to those on his right. This all was done as the leader 

chanted (      21) in back of the brazeros.  The moment he finished 

crowning the brazeros he picked up one bark fillet and tied it around 

the neck of the clay olla holding the bache' and then another he tied 

to the dugout where the liquid xa removed.  Tnen tne leader of the 

ceremony took over his position behind the clay olla. Here he picked 

up the Jicara that had been filled by the assistant which still had 

the leaves in taeir crossed position. He lifted this gourd as he 

was seated and chanted. When the chant was finished, the assistant 

was given the gourd to drink.  Once again all the men were given 

bache' to drink in this manner and the leader was the last to drink 

in this instnace. Meanwhile the senior wife of the leader was pre- 

paring an offering of achiote berries.  These are yellowish red 
28 

berries which have been processed  and dissolved in a little liquid. 

This offering was divided into two small gourds and placed before 

the brazeros AkAnchop and unay hachAkyum, After these were placed 

before the brazeros the assistantresuraed his task of measuring out 

the bache'. This time a larger gourd is used in measuring. The lead- 

er, in order to consecrate another new olla of bache'. dips a leaf 
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into the gourds around the clay olla retaining the crops in another 

gourd which he holds in his hand.  The leader then goes to the front 

of the brazeros and here dips the leaves into this gourd and gives it 

to the gods by way of the protruding lip. He chanted as he gave the 

drink to these brazeros. When he had finished this he then goes out9 

side giving to the gods at the cardinal points by sprinkling the bache'. 

Once more the leader took his seat behind the clay olla and held up 

the jicara with crossed leaves.  When the leader had chanted over the 

gourd then the men were given it to drink entirely. While the leader 

carried on this phase of the ceremony the assistant took one bowl of 

achiote and gave bits to the brazeros. This was giren by means of the 

finger.  The assistant dipped his finger into the bowl and then plac- 

ed a dot on the forehead, chin aid the lower bowl of the brazero. 

Then the assistant placed circles with a dot inside on the two found- 

ation piles suataining the swingingshelves of the brazeros and on 

the main fafters.  The olla holding the bache1 received some painting 

as well as the dugout containing the fluid.  The moment he finished 

painting all these the assistant gave his attention to the leader of 

the rites.  The assistant painted dots on the leader's forehead and 

chin, then two ciroles with a dot inside on the leader's cotán. These 

were placed chest high and then on the leader's right hand around 

the wrist the assistant painted 3 stripes one directly above the other. 

This was repeated on the leader's right ankle also. Once again the 

assistant began painting the leader's cotón, this time placing dots 

of the red paint ail over his clothes. The assistant continued to paint 

the other men inside the sacred enclosure but he only placed dots on the* 

clothes and on their chins and foreheads. At the end, one of the 

other men in the feast painted the assistant's face and clothes. The 

senior wife of the leader was given the other gourd of achiote and she 
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painted all the women at the settlement who were gathered in the 

grinding hut. By now the nen had exhausted the dugout of bache' 

so the leader picked up one of the emply gourds and chanted saying 

tha the price was paid for they had drunk all the Intoxicating 

beverage. The assistant went to the brazeros and removed sets of 

the red colored bark fillets and began crowning the men participants 

in the feast. They were given nany pieces but the women were given 

Just about half of what the men received. The women were also 

given some of the remaining bache' to drink.  The women were given 

their crowns of bark by the assistant. The men were given the re- 

maining gourds of bache1 to finish drinking for none was permitted 

to remain for the following day. In order to call a complete halt 

to the feast a final posol ceremony is given on the next day in 

order to put the brazeros back upaam the shelf and this is called 

siskftya ta'an. This ceremony follows the exact ritual that the atole 

ceremony followed on the first day of thefeast. This is the most 

common of the ceremonies and is given with corn that has been cooked 

without lime to remove the shell. The posol drink is always flirunk 

cool Instead of warm as is the atole. 

The next day as day is breaking the men took some incense and 

began placing it on the bowls of the brazeros. This incense was dug 

out of large gourds with paddles and liftoon the brazeros. The 

leader chanted as he placed the Incense there. He then went to take 

the gourds of posol from the hands of his senior wife, taking care 

to remove any excess posol on the outside of the gourds. The nap- 

kin rings kept the gourds from tipping over. These were large gourds 

which contrast the siiall ones of the atole ceremony. After all was 

placed before the brazeros the kader began chanting and giving tha 

posol by aid of a long wooden spoon with a small bowl. After this 

__/..;] 
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the leader took up a gourd and stepped outfcide the hut and chanted 

(      ) as he sprinkled the drink in various directions and then 

he came back into the house reciting a small chant (   ) giving the 

posol to the brazeros still on the shelf and even to those of the 

other partner in the settlement. When the leader had replaced th e 

bowl of posol he took so;ne pieces of ocote and lit the incense on 

the bowls of the brazeros, no chanting accompanies this lighting 

but when the men are invited to come and chant they pick up some 

palm leaves and «ove them through all the smoke of the burning in- 

cense chanting as they do. so. Those who have families are chanted 

over and touched with the leaves.  Then the leader civea the brazeros 

posol chanting (    ) as he does so. When this is completed the 

leader Invites the men to come in and feast and he gives all the 

men a bowl to drink. They all face east and wait till permission 

is granted and. then they all sprinkle a bit with a large wooden 

spoon and drink the entire bowl of posol.  When all have drunk 

this bowl the leader offers posol to the brazeros again chanting 

(    ) as he administers the drink.  This completed the rite and 

all the men are given as many as they can drink. The others are re- 

turned to the grinding room where the women drink. After all have 

drunk their fill and gourds are cleaned out and hung in their mesh 

bag in the god-house the leader puts the gods back on the shelf and 

carefully pioks up all rubbish and puts it in a pile and picks up 

all the leaves. 

9.3.  The fleremonv for Oarrylngthe Babv on the Hip.  This in 

VOKes rubber incense, bacheT and tuihwah" and" hirtun Tred bead bands). 

The rubber incense is on the pom board with the regular incense. In 

front of the gods also are 22 Jicaras for the 11 gods containing 
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bache'.  In back of these are rek containing the nahwah (cboKeo 

monkey, prepared in corn dough). On the tops of these rek are the 

2 pom boards, one large and one small. Still further back are 4 

rolls of spun thread with the pieces of wood used in weaving. 

unek1 slker is in the back rek with the nahwah. He had a new 

moral containing a chuh, rek, shache* (comb). 
yí       x Xxx       x 

Chankin gave the gods pieces of red  (0 0000000000 

order of gods—0,  head bauds—X) hu'un chanting as he put them on 

one by one. X 
X 

X x 
X     * 

oil* X 

xO 
o 

ica-t 
George sits on the seat and holds 

a Jicara.  Chankin takes some from the hama' and puts in the tiny 

Jicara.  He g*es some to the gods on the ground chanting as he does 

so.  Then he comes back for some more and gives this to the gods on 

the shelves. Afterward he comes back aiklgives it to thegods on the 

ground chanting all the while.  He pours in the remaining.  After 

all this George puts down the gourd.  The men come and Mateo sits in 

the seat and gives each of the mana gourd starting at Chankin, then 

Henry, George saying something under his breath to each one. Finally 

Chankin gives Mateo one and each said something under their breath. 

Each sprinkles it about. Chankin drinks first and the rest follow. 

Each is given another to drink. 

They light a fire by rubbing a stick and build a fire in order 

to retain the light. 

The women are given the nixture of 'om and bache'. The men 

begin to drink pom bache'. Chankin throws up. 

They bring in anfc<bfa»r pot and fill it partly, aio bringing in" 
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$®8f more Jicaras to be used in drinking. 

Chankin begins to chant and puts cobal on the gods.  It isn't 

from the pom board.  Two pieces for each god, only giving to the 

gods with the headband first. 

Taking some Juice from the newest placed Jicaras and taking 

one over to the gods Chankin lights the pom and gives the Juice to 

these above gods chanting as he does so.  Then he begins to Kive the 

juice to the other gods that dffin't have the pom. Also, he goes 

outside flicking it about, comes back and sits down chanting and 

reaching in the bowls and flicking the Juice over the stuff on the 

ground. As he ftlpsc the leaf in all the bowls again Chankin goes 

over as the pom dies out and gives more Juice to the gods on the 

ground.  As he finishes he flicks the Juice on the other thi:gs in 

front of the gods. He cones and replaces the snail Jicara on the 

ground and gives the men one Cf the awwones to o rink. When finished 

they are given another, then a larger one of bache' is given to 

each o e.  When through Chankin puts pom on the same 3 gods only it 

is one piece thls+tme and chants while he does so. Mateo íills 

the bowls again with bache' and 'pm.  Then Chankin gathers one bowl 

getting Juice from the : owls on the ground with the leaf and repeats 

the above process again. 

All the men sleep in the god-house the night before the cerenony. 

After sitting and chanting as above each are given one to drink. 

Chankin ohaJtis and gives some more Juice to the gods. Chankin 

pours what is in the small Jicara and gives it to the men and they 

drink this too. Then they are given larger bawls to drink. The 

pot (yash kum) is only used to fill the small bowls while the big 

bowls are filled from the clay pot.  'om is put in the small bowls 
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afterward. Chankin begins to put Tiore pom in the other crowned" 'gods, 

chanting as he does so and repeating the process of giving Juice an d 

lighting the pom. He sits down again flicking the Juice from the 

small bowls chanting as he does so, giving to the gods again.  The 

men then drink from the small bowls. 

Mateo and ChanlrAn took 4 bowls from in front of the gods and 

began to chant.  They took the big ones from the back row, also 

taking more when through with the first four. Mateo taok 2, Chankin 

took 3. 

Mateo took the shikar with the smallest amount of pom and k'Ik'. 

He did this outside. Chankin takes onerek of nahwah. Both are 

chanting only Chankin is inside the houBe. Mateo comes in the 

house, chants while holding the board up high.  Chankin takes the 

re* bo'oy and dips in the back bowls, gives it to the gods, also 

chanting.  He goes outside, flicks some about, then gives some to 

the gods on the shelves still chanting.  He comes and gives the gods 

the Juice again chanting as he does so. He removes the head bands 

and puts pom and k'lk1 on the god's haad. When through he begins 

to give nahwah to the gods still chanting. He only puts pom and 

k'ik' on 4 of the gods.  The 2 outside ones don't get any. He gives 

the food to the gods on the shelves as W6ll. He then gives some to 

the gods outside throwing it about. 

He comes back and gives the food to the gods again. The women 

are given a big bowl and the men have another bowl. Mateo says 

something in an undertonejas he gives it to them. 

The baby has on a new dress and ie taken up by Henry's wife. 

She goes through the ceremony of what she should do and not do, 

clean the house, take away the dirt, not climb trees. They give the 
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baby bache1 and nahwah.  The pom and rubber areburnec.  Chanki 

and Henry chant over the baby touching it with thesmoke-covered 

leaves, Chankin puts red head bands on all in thegod-house including 

the baby. Even some of the bands are taken to the folka outside. 

The men are then given piecws of jaahwah. Chankin gires his wives 

pieces in the god-house.  The baby is carried back to the house by 

the mother carrying it astride the hip. The women are then given 

to drink from the bowls that were before the gods.  So were the men 

given the same.  The families gather together to eat and drink. 

9.4. Renewa^R^es. The rites desired were held at the region 

called petha' or naha' by the people. There were two families who 

went through therites, one acted as the leader of the rite while 

the other man though he also was renewing his brazeros he was^in 

actuality, the assistant to the older man. The men had not renewed 

these brazeros in perhaps ten to 15 years so they said and as a 

result the brazeros were very black from the incense and many had 

such heaps of burnt incense on the bowls that they had to keep the 

burning incense from rolling off by the use of leaves. According to 

Tozzer, "theoretically, there must be a renewal of the incense- 

burners each year. In practice, it does not always take place owing 

to the great amount of work necessary in carrying out such a rite 

and the large quanity of corn consumed in the repeated offerings 
3d 

to the gods." ' This is still true but also there lies another 

reason for a long delay in renewing of their brazeros. The Ix&Xx. 

men always take a minimum of six weeks of going through these rites 

and because it cones always before the making of a new milpa any de- 

lay in the rites such as sickness would throw the rites out of kilter 

and delay the making of a new milpa. This would be a disaster to the 

lile of the people because they never have enough food to carry them 

••'/.-••.-..•<-• 
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through two years as would be the oase if no milpa was made,  rne 

ceremony observed took place at the end of January and lasted through • 

the middle of March. The moon had no seeming effect in these rites 

though the men were most anxious to have them completed when the 

moon was full. Another reason why the renewal rites may come at this 

season of the year is that a good full corn bin is needed for the 

rites and hence the rites wou?d come after the crop has been harvested. 

There were certain instructions Imposed upon the participants 

in the rites and the members of the families. The men who had wives 

were not permittee to have any relations with them. They weree&ot 

allowed to spend more than a few minutes in the living quarters «*-o u*ea 

even prohibited to sit down.  They were to eat their food in the 

god-house until the rites were completed and to sleep there also, m^xv p. un. 

If a hammock was used it had to be washed thoroughly before he could 

sleep in it. All the clothes of the members of the house had to be 

washed in ashes aid chiles. This was done until the men completed 

forming all the brazeros and burnt them. When they came home from 

doing this if the garment had become at all dirty then the man put 

on another clean one.  There was no ceremonial garment used ait all 

by the men during the entire ceremony . The men refrained from bath- 

ing also during this same period. Everything technically was to 

be renewed^ but the people went through a mere form of this. The 

four-legged stools in the god-house which belonged to the men in the 

ceremony were shaved by means of a machete. The benches for the 

other men who were to come to the feast were allowed to remain as 

they were.  They could not sit down in our house but one man pulled 

out a magazine and sat on this. They had to purchase new knives in 

order to cut the bark fillets for the ceremony. They did, however, 

use old things in the preparéfcténnof the various other parts of the 
! 
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ceremony. There waresapeélál paints that are only used at tnis time 

and these are handed down from fatlar to son. These are kept in hidden 

nooks of the.god-house.  The old large clay ollas were used and not 

discarded. 

This is one rite where only the men who aid in the rite are able 

to see the processes and in order to make certain of this at various 

times all people are forblddeúnto see what is going on. During this 

time ahe men built a small hut in the jungles and there began to mold 

the clay ollas or incense burners. There they made two types of these 

incense burners. The larger size will be called brazeros and the small 

er one brazeritos33>. On some occasions the mea make a clay drum and 

a clay olla to measure the intoxicating beverage bache'. These are re- 

garded as gods of minor attention, in fact, now they only make a clay 

olla for the bache' and eliminate the clay drum.  This is what was ob- 

served during these renewal rites. The men went out to discover a new 

division of clay for the other Vein had been contaminated by women 

who removed clay at one  time.  The men each used 30 kilos of clay in 

this rite while sand that weighted 25 kilos was brought but only two 

thirds of this was used. The sand was brought from the shore of the 

river, Santa Cruz, a section near Carmen. Each task involved a day 

apiece to go and get the materials.  The making of the clay idols 

has been described previously but the painting of these brazeros are 

to be discussed. For some week<& previous to the painting of the braz- 

eros the mea were gathering the black soot from the burningjfifojbine 

incense and ocote.  This was gathered in an inverted bowl which was aiio 

made for the occasion b« the leader of the rite.  The black soot was 

scraped from the bowl andgathered in a gourd. This was one part of 

the contents used in making the black for the painting. Another plant 

(tsits) was used, the leaves were placed in boiling water, and from 
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time to time the man squeezed out the Juice into the bowl. A speftlal 

tree (ek')was also used, this tree is found by another sacred lake 

where lives the diety AhmetsAb/sk.  Theinner bark was removed from the 

tt&9  and at the sacred hut tne piece or wood was scraped and these 

shavings gave a deep red color. The three things were mixed together 

and the fluid came out a dark purple.  In the god-nou'o the men had a 

type oí reu cxay, tney ixisisteu that lti was not rrom the achiote 

berries. One of the uen had a special ornamated (see print) bit of 

clay that is only used to mash the red sediment to cause a good paint 

suiution.  This bit of clay was said to have been given to the man's 

father by one  of the dieties.  The other man in the rite borrowed the 

masher to help him make his solution, he didn't have any such thing. 

These were the only two classes of paint used in painting the heads 

and the bowls of the braceros and brazeritoes. In the making of braz- 

eros for sale Just Hack soot 4s «Bed and achiote berries are used to 

paint.  This task took the men one morning &  part of one afternoon. 

The men the day previous to the painting of the new brazeros and the 

brazeritos made standing shelves under the swinging shelves of the old 

brazeros.  These standing shelves had sides and slats.  These were to 

keep the brazeros and brazeritos from falling on the ground and palm 

leaves were placed inside to keep other people from seeing the complet- 

ed products. They were also covered by palm, leaves on top. During 

the painting of the brazeros and brazeritos the house was closed in by 

palm leaves to keep people from seeing what was going on.  The men had 

an atole (s/vkha1)  ceremony that morning in order to lower the gods 

down from the shelves to show them whatwas going on.  The painting was 

all done in front of the old brazeros and in the afternoon a posol 

ceremony was given to put the old goda back on the shelves» The ^©n 
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began to paint the brazeros ukV, Vkn/v1  and sukunkyurq.  The leader 

of the rite painted vertióle stripes and the arm was also given such 

stripes alternating with red and black paint. The painter imposed 

dots of red and black between the fclaripes.  This was carried around 

the entire brazero.  The assistant painted the brazero of sukunkyum 

in the regular manner.  The assistant painted ^ in red on the left 

hand side of the brazero.  This was painted on his brazero anjBQWpuk 

nach/\kyum.  The leader painted a small circle on this brazero of 

^t'up or uparrvkyum.  the assistant placedlo on the right and left 

hand side of his brazero Nht'up. The assistant painted a series of 

blacK oirales, 0000,around the back part of the bowl on the brazero 

k/\nrvn k'ash.  This was ape.rr.eA by ^ o also on this brazero.  The 

brazero r\kyanto' received black circles, 0  , oa  the back of the bowl 

being painted b\< the assistant, he also painted —i 7> ^>   on the back 

of the brazero, itsanohk'ur. while on the back of the diety itsanar 

the same person painted a  •+•' —  .  The brazero, Itsanohk'ur, had 
in 

also on the left hand side  —> X    ^ 

The tine spent in getting the sand and clay to the day that the 

first group were burnt took 16 days.  The day before the brazeros 

were to be burnt the men spent the time in looking for good dry wood. 

This was chopped into small pieces.  The pyre was made about 4 feet 

long and 3 feet wide and i£ feet high. In order to matte a fire for 

this the men again used the fire drill.  This fire was begun at one 

side of the pyre and after it was well started the men began to light 

up the pyre. When burning briskly on the pyre the assistant of the 

feast took the incense burner, sukunkyum, AfíB H1LB It High" in the air 

to the east chanting, hok'or in sip tech  sukunkyum (may my guilt 

against you be forgiven, sukunkyum). Then the leader picked up the 
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bra§ero, ukV'Akn<\' t and he repeated the chant but this was directed 

to the main diety, hachAkyum. Afterward the men picked up their 

brazero of hachKkyum and added these to the flaming pyre. Then two 

by two the other brazeros were added to this pyre, each was held up 

and chanted over before the incense burner was placed with the other 

brazeros.  There were some of the brazeros not quite dry so the Tien 

added some of th6 brazerltos. After the brazeros and brazeritos had 

been burnt for two hours the men took the incense burners out of the 

coals and inspected the heads on the brazeros.  Some of the heads 

had come apart from the bowls so the men said some would have to be 

made over.  These became the brazeritos and the next burning of the 

majority of brazeritoeawere baked, also the clay olla for bache*. 

V/hen the second batch were baked the entire group came out satisfactory 

for the men. 

Previous to the burning of thebrazeros and brazeritos the men 

placed pieces of dry vine (ma'ash ak1) in the pyre, these were about 

3 inches long. Each piece was to represent a brazero and on each 

end of the pieces of vine.  The men mentioned the burning of the 

incense as they chanted.  Imnediately after this rite th6 nenbegan to 

light the fuel and add the brazeros. The same rite was repeated at 

the second burning of the brazeros and brazeritos nine days later. 

The men painted them white by means of lime and this was done after 

they were burned and even while they were red hot. The interior and 

exterior were whitened. 

The time that elapsed since the men began to go after the clay 

and the sand until the day the men completed was 36 days.  The various 

rites all were of minor signigicanee that led up to the day the 

brazeros were exchanged. The day that the men went after the clay 
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they had a posol ceremony. This follows exactly the above described 

posol ceremony. The following is the list and position of the braz- 

eros who were to be honored in the entire ceremony. 

123*56789 10 11 12 
000000000 0 0 0 

1. Ahk'ak' hachAkyum 
2. ltsanohk'ur 
3. nohkTur 
4. kurA'/ynkow petha1 

5. ünay hachAkyum 
6. uparAkyxim 
7. AkAnchop"" 
8. hachAkyum 
9. hachAkyum chank'in 
10. Itsanar 
11. t s'lba'an n»h 
12. AhmetSABAk 

123456789 10 11 12 
000000000 0 0  0 

1. kAtiAnk'ash 
2. ltsanohk'ur 
3. nohk'ur 
4. AkAnchop 
5 •. unay hachAkyum 
6. itsanar 
7. sAkowpuk hachAkyum 
8. uyahow nan    kMiAnk'ash 
9. yahow ¿Ah horaos 
10. kur ' nkow petha* 
11. ts' iba' arT"ni>.h 
12. Akyantor" 

The brazeros that were left on the shelf by the assistant were Akyanto1. 

kAn/\nk'ash and SAkowpuk ltsanohk'ur. This man borrowed or placed two 

brazeros on his altar that were not his. These were the brazeros 

r>hk'ak'lhachAkyum and the main dAety, hachAkyum. The man said that 

k'ak' originally belonged to his father but he gave no explanation 

how this came to be for .his is contrary to the rule of inheritance. 

The leader had placed the brazero, SAkowpuk hachAkyum on the shelf. 

The following is a list of the petol ceremonies and atole, 

also giving the purpose for the ceremony. This will cover the phase 

of the gathering of the clay and sand until the baking of the brazeros. 

Day of Ceremony 

1st day — morning 

2nd " — norning 

2nd " — evening 

3rd tt — morning 

Purpose 

To Inform god that 
they were to get clay 

type    god's position 

Posol  Taken from shelf 

Mixing of clay and sand Atole Lowered from shelf 

Posol  Replaced. Information on what 
was done 

Saying that they were Atole 
to make brazeros 

Lowered 

Vt 
••V.    ''     '*%T'Jr*V'*f**Tl*-l*,^' r     ,   •••>. 
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Day of Oeremony Purpose Type 

Posol 

9/7 
3rd day —evening Told of work done 

uk'/i 'AknA1 & sukunkyum 

4th day —all day Completion of 1st phase bache' 

5th day -morning Said that would go to ctPoBol 
other ceremony 

6th day —morning Told what was going to Posol 
be done 

7th day —evening Related thtb wife was   Posol 
making thread and oorn 

' aw» x>us>tlon 

Placed on shelf 

Lowered and replaoed 

Lowered and replaced 

Lowered and replaoed 

8th day —evening Told of wokk done      Posol       "    " 

9th day No ceremonies of «ny sort 

10th day—evening      Unknown Posol       "    " 

11th day—evening M HUM 

12th day— No ceremonies. The two men went for more clay. 

13th day—morn &  eve. Telling of near com- 
pleted work 

14th day—morning  Told of what was done Posol 

15th day—morning  Told of what was done   " 

Lowered and replaoed 

16th day— 

17th day— No ceremonies. 

Men and women went to gather and make lime to paint gods. 
Men also went to get vine for gods (ma'ash ak') 

Men split wood for fyv*  and women burnt 
lime for gods. 

18th day—morning  For burning of brazeros Sakha' 

iyuh day—morning  Continued burning of    Posol 
brazeros 

Lowering 

Now that the greatest part of the work is completed (the molding, 

making and burning of the brazeros & brazerltos) other obligations had 

to be fulfilled. The two men went out to gather incense from pin* 

trees for the following ceremonies. Mateo had gathered fifteen kilos 

while Chankin gathered fourteen kilo». Upon returning home the pine 

was beaten in the dugout and then were plaoed in gourd containers. 

if* 

i&4fr$&T- 
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It was after this was done that the men gave the firstfruits of tneix 

tobacco to the gods. This tobacco offering was the only ceremony of 

the day but they were going to look for bark material to make bark 

fillets and they fulfilled this on the succeeding day. They looked 

for and found the bark material stripping the bark and bringing it 

home. This was an all day process but they were to beat the bark 

the next day going to the saoret hideout. The morning of this work 

the men had a posol ceremony telling of what was going to be done. 

The beaten bark was brought 66 the god-house and hung up on the lines 

insiie to be dried out. On the following day the bark was not dry 

enough so the men rested but they had a posol ceremony. Later, 

Mateo went out to his field to cut down some of his tobacco. On the 

following day the men continued with their renewal rites, the men 

cut the bark into fillets (see illustrations). Each individual god 

and godess in the rite had a specially designed bark fillet. The 

men made several sets for the rites which were to foll«nl. Each strip 

was 39 3/4 inches by l£ inches. As already mentioned the ceremony 

required Ahat all new materials should be used, so, to further this 

requirement the men went on a trip to get new rubber for ceremonial 

use, also to get some bark to make the beer-like sacred drink and 

on the same trip new wood was sought to make spoons to feed the new 

gods¡these things were gathered and the men returned by evening. 

Since some of the brazeros were broken during the first burning the 

men went back to the secret shack to burn the newly formed ones. 

Before they went out they had another posol ceremony telling what 

was going to be done; This was the 27th day of the renewal rites. 

The brazeros that were burnt provedsatisfactory and the new were 

preparing for the forming (klnsik k'Ik') of the rubber incense.  The 

k 
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forming of these rubber figures took up the entire day. One rubber 

figure that is apparently only for this service was quite large 

about 6 Inches and looked like a small doll.  This was called nAh 

matan and was to be burnt in the handle brazero, then bits of flam- 

ing rubber would be transferred to the new brazeros and this would 

be the beginning of new life for them.  This part of the rites were 

concluded with a posol ceremony also.  Since a new dugout was to be 

had for the bache' portion of the rites the men went out into the 

Jungle and made a new dugout that was completed in oOT day.  They had 

enough time to go and look for a rosewood tree to get shavings in ofder 

to dye the bark fillets a red color. There was no ceremony of any 

sort for that day. Preparations were gotten under way for an extra 

ceremony the next day.  This was to be a ceremony in payment to the 

gods for the healing of a child who had constantly cried.  The gods 

were given an offering of atole in payment for the favor granted. 

During this rite which was in honor of two of the brazeros, Ak/\nohop 

and SAkowpuk itsanar (at least these received the greater portions 

of food) a few things were noted that had not been seen in oaaer 

ceremonies.  First the brazero of Mateo, AkAnohop, was among those 

honored by the other family who had the children. This was in addit- 

ion bo his own brazero of the same name. Also, the main diety, 

hach/\kymn. was not honored and was on the shelf of the partner rather 

than bis own shelf. The men began to prepare for a further part of 

the renewal rites by making a dugout of bache' and when this was in 

the dugout, nahwah was also prepared. This was concluded with a posol 

ceremony.  Then with the ooming of dawn the men offered the tamales 

and the fermented drink which they later consumed.  Sinoe the baohe' 

WAS not finished that day the men had to continue drinking, it,the 
•&. 

.*<i 
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following day. During this they also offered achiote berries and 

had their clothing painted with the Juice.  This was all in prepa«at- 

ion for the bringing of the brazeros from the secret hiding place 

to the god-house.  Yet on the following day the men went on  differ- 

ent errands. Chankin went to visit his father-in-law and to bring 

back some of his gods in order that they ¡night be renewed also, 

Mateo went to the sacred lake, mets/\b/\k, to get a special type of 

vine that had to be used in coloring the new brazeros. This was 

called ek'.  These men were back by nightfall to continue the rites 

and then the following day they Bade two stands under the swinging 

shelves to house the new braceros. The men then went out and brought 

in the new brazeros hiding them completely in the stands from any 

prying eyes. During these two afore mentioned days there were no 

corn gruel ceremonies but the day after the men had an atole cere- 

mony to lower the old gods flown from tne shelves to see the painting 

of the' xiew brazeros. Each mañewas in front of his section, of his 

old gods painting.  See above for 4he description of the painting. 

The painting was concluded late In the afternoon and a posol cere- 

mony was given.  The day after(the painting) was used in chanting 

for a sick baby.  The child was considered well enough that the men 

were able to go hunting on  the succeeding day in order fc<b get some 

monkeys for the making of nahwah. They brought home a few of the 

howling monkeys and when these had been prepared the men resolved 

to go the next day for new bache' bark in the making of more fer- 

mented beverage. This was the 40th day of the renewal rites. 

The women had spun some cotton thread in the god-house one  day 

while the men had gone to the secret place in the jungles. So, when 

the men had come back from the Journey of finding bache' bark they 
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began the next cay to work with this cotton thread. Each nan had a 

small reed about 2 inches long with which they measured four lengths 

and broke the thread from the spindle. This was only folded once and 

twistec (:ID**«»««<) and this was for the men.  The ones for the women 

brazeros were folded twice and twisted.  Through the end of the twist- 

ed thread a small piece of thread was passed thus making it in the 

form of a "Y".  The small section was to represent the tongue (wak1) 

and throat (uber uyq'och) while the longer section was to represent 

the intestines (chocher).  These were to be placed in the brazeros, 

the new ones, during the renewal rites before the real idol «as to be 

placed in the bowl. Justbefore the stones were placed in, the thread 

was removed.  The tongue ana throat part came out through the divis- 

ion where the head rested on the bowl of the brazeros vC^sT]/ • When 

this thread forming was done the real activity was nearing for the 

next day the old brazeros would die.  Various ceremonial rites were 

given, an atole ceremony was given early in the morning.  This was the 

first such ceremony since the day of the painting.  T'ne wo-ien were 

preparing corn for the nahwah and the men went out to get a bark to 

further enclose the sacred hut.  This was taken from a tree called 

Ahtaw but the bark is called birlch.  The men also brought in sugar 

cane for the making of the drink bache'.  The atole ceremony was for 

the making of the tamales. The next morning quite early, the men 

beat the sugar cane and extracted enough Juice to ferment two dugouts 

of bache'. The men lowered the brazeros from the shelves to give 

thera a portion of the extracted sugar Juice. The women continued to 

prepare the tamales. Late in the afternoon all the brazeros were 

taken from the shelves and given their last posol ceremony. They were 

all placed on an altar of leaves. This followed the regular adminis- 
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tration ritual. When this was completed the men went out into the 

Jungles and brought in some bark about 31 by 12* which now became the 

altar for the gods.  Each man placed one of these on the ground and 

took away the leaf altar. They also had brought in small paddles 

called Ahruwln to Be used for removing the stones out of the individual 

brazero. The sticks used in stirring the incense were the palm tree 

trunks called bo'oy (1" diameter & 15M long). When darkness had 

settled the men put incense on the brazeros chanting as they did so 

and the incense was then lit. When this first stej» was completed 

the leader walked over to the olla (pak) which also faced east and 

put some incense in front of it.  The men who were gathered for the 

feast faced east and the leader stood in back of them and spoke in 

an undertone. The men also spoke in an undertone as the leader 

stood in back of them. Then the two men who were renewing their 

brazeros walked back to the back of their brazeros and put incense 

on the brazeros. Chankin began with ts'lba'an n/\h (the one to whom 

he has made his promise) while Mateo began on hachAkyum. The in- 

cense was lighted and the men began to stir the incense singing as 

they did so. This broke through the hard crust of old incense and 

caused it to burn furiously. They began knocking off the old incen&e 

on to the bark and that which did not go out was put out by placing 

leaves over it. Most of the time the men had three or four brazer- 

os burning at the same time. As each stone inside of the bowl waB 

looated the men removed it and placed it on a palm leaf (ure'ibo'oy). 

Each old bowl was removed from the altar and placed on the ground 

as he was through with it. The men soon became blackened with in- 

cense smoke as the rites went on and it was finally at dawn that the 

last stone was removed. Then the stones in their leaves were placed 

back in the bowls of the brazeros so they wouldn't forget whose were 
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whose. The old Incense was disposed of and the bark was also. Borne 

of the brazeros had more than one sbne inside, the father-in-law of 

Chankln had two brazeros of uparAkyum and he wanted to combine them 

but Just had one brazero efi this idol stone. The men continued the 

rites for they couldn't sleep now until the new bowls reoelved the 

stone-idol inside. The men went out to bring in stalks of palm 

trees that were cut down and still retained their leaves.  They 

were palm called bo'oy whose leaves arejalways used in the fcites of 

the Lacandones.  These are the leaves used in being placed in the 

incense smoke and for going to touch the sick ones.   A shelter was 

made to house the new brazeros and brazeritoes outside the house. 

The palm trees were inserted into the ground in bunches of 5 and 

these v/ere in 19 groups. All the brazeros and brazeritos were plac- 

ed ton a carpet of leaves facing 3.W. and the handled brazero, ukA'/vknA1. 

was in the middle of both sets of brazeros. 

Each had cocoa beans (bfcrum te') in the bowl in addition to 

the cotton thread. The leader of the rite had a green bead (Jade)) 

called puye'em which was attached to a cotton thread which in turn 

was attached to a stick. The other man of the feast had a black bead 

with two holes. His was ovular QJ^jT) while the one of the leader 

was £ inch long * 3/16 inch thick and oblong. The leader heli the 

bead over the handle brazero and chanted, then went about hitting 

each brazero and brazerito with the bead chanting while doing so. 

This was called y/tsnbir K'ur (calling to life). Four gourde of 

hublwah were brought out to the shelter and the leader squatted in 

front of the brazeros where the tamales were and began to chant. 

Then he lifted up 2 of the gourds of tamales and standing began that 
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slow modulated chant. When this was done he gave bits of "them to 

each of the brazeros and brazeritos.  When this was done each man took 

up his brazeros and brazeritoe in the house and placed them ona car- 

pet of leaves.  The old brazeros were in the god house placed tinder 

the shelves and facing east.  Here insidejthe sacred enclosure the 

men now gave food to the brazeros and brazeritos also giving some of 

the squash seed to them chanting as they did so.  Then they went to 

the old brazeros and gave them food too continuing to chant.  Then 

they went outside the hut and threw a piece toward the east aa they 

chanted. Upon returning inside the hut the leader took away the 

four gourds of food and gave it to the various men of the feast.  Then 

new tamales were brought in and the incense board with the nodules 

of incense and rubber was placed in front of the brazeros.  From then 

on a period of vigilenoeeis begun, the men sitting beside the handle 

brazero chanting and have shavings of wood called Ahruwln into 

the bowl of the brazero which is fired by a piece of ocote and the 

leader continues to chant out into.the bush to divine the time when 

the entire panthion of gods will come to be with the brazero. When 

the time was divined the leader puts the large rubi-er figure in the 

bowl of the handle brazero and takes 3 paddles to insert under the 

handle brazero for it is hot because of the constant adding of shav- 

ings to the brazero.  The leader steps outside the hut and lifts the 

handle brazero high up in the air chanting. Than he comes inside 

and tkkes pieeea of the flaming rubber and puts it inside each braz- 

ero. This is said to be the coming of the god?from the handle braz- 

ero to the individual olla.  When this is completed the men add the 

proper stone-idol to the new brazeros and so the new brazero»are said 

to come to life.  Then incense is placed over the stone-idol and tie 

men continue with the offerings of tamales, bark fillets, pacnw ana 

incense, no different than has been described previously. When all 

the food has been eonsecrated, offered and eaten then the men can rest 

for the first time in 48 hours and they are pretty near exhausted. 

Various offerings are continued for seven more days and then the men 

take up the old brazeros which Ahey are enabled to reach by special 

journeys and hide them in caves nearby.  The ones that fceside nearby 

the men retain and their brazeritos for they will make special trips 

to their residing places to leave the offerings.  The men were busy 

for the rites took them to March 22nd and they had not even begun 

their new milpas and so they did not complete some 66 their missions 

even a year later.  The brazero and brazeritos were kept in the stand- 

ing shelf under the swinging shelves during this interval. 

With the completion of the rites the men could now leave their 

sa»red hut and go sleep in their homes. The new brazeros tooB their 

place on the shelves and were ready for use by the men in case of 

sickness and other emergencies. 
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FOOTNOTES 4 

Compare Tozzer, A.M., A Comparative Study of the Mayas and the 

Lacandones, New York, 1907, p. 79. 

"Compare Relación de Cicontúra, 1900, Vol. XI, p. 201. 

2 
Compare Landa, Diego de, Relación de las cosas de Ycatan, 1864, 

p. 158. 

Compare Tozzer, op.cit. , p.93. Ke has different spelling. 

Compare Cline, Howard, Lore & Dieties of Lacandón Indians, Chiapas, 

Mexico, Journal of American Folklore, Vol. 57, No. 224, 1944. 

5 Ibid. 
6 

Ibid. 

Compare Tozzer op.cit., p. 94. 

8 
Compare Villa, Alfonso, R., The Maya of East Central Quintana 

Roo, Jmb. 559, Carnegie Inst., Washington D.C., 1945, p. 155. 

9 These chants will be listed, at the end of this chapter. 

Te«t on this will be in appendix. 

See author's articl-e, Notes on Lacandón Mythology and Beliefs 

lis same writeup. 

Compare Tozzer, op.cit., p. 94. 

10 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

No Jade idols were seen. 

See Bivleign ofvLatooii,cp.L81¿or 

After these chants they will be numbered and appear at end. 

Compare Toxxer, op.cit., p. 88,89. 

Ibid, p. 99, 2nd group. 

See Division of Labor, p. 9 

See Material Culture, p. 24. 

Compare Landa, Dl«go de, op.cit., p. 278. 

Compare Cogolludo, Diego Lopez, Historia de Yucatan, Madrid, 

1688, p. 699. 

22 End of first phase. 
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FOOTNOTES (cont'd) 

da.a'-t 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

32-i, 
End of second phase. 

Compare Tozzer, op.cit., p. 119. 

Ibid, p. 118. 

Ibid, p. 122. 

Ibid, p. 66,67,68. 

See latter part of renewal rites. 

See Material Culture, p. 11. 

Tozzer, op. cit., p. 106. 

Ibid, p. 1Í1. 

Ibid, p. 106. 

Ibid, p. 89. 

See illustration for positions of brazeros during this rite. 

ana Beliefs 

i? at end. 

i, Madrid, 
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Bark fillets: 
yy^es    of  B«r*   FiihH    OK>f x?7 

1. hachAkyum 

2. unay hachAkyum 

3. Akyanto' 

4. \kÁn chop 

5. metsAbAk 

6. k'ak'  hachAkyum 

7. sAkowpuk hachAkyum .   . 

8•  itsanar 

9. kurAVnkow petha 

10. kAiiAn k'ash 

11. its'anohk'ur 

12. unay  AkAnchop 

13. ts'iba*an n*h 

14.. This is ihemingly the only different bark fillet. 

pftrAkyum belonging tó Mateo. 

15. unay its'anohk'ur 

16. k'ak' metsmbAk 

17. itsanar 

18. parAkyum 

19. kAnAn k'ash 

20. yahow nAh kAnAn k'ash 

21. nohk'ur 

This is 

.tó' 
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I.  Those of Mateo 

1. kurAVa kow petha'   (Henry's) 

2. k'ak'  hachAkyum 

3. kAnAn k'ash 

4. SAkowpuk hachAkyura 

5. its'anoh k'ur 

6. kur^Vn kow petha' 

7. AkAnchop 

8. noh k'ur yahow nAh 

9. uparAkyum 

10. unay hachAkyum 

11. itaanar (hachAkyum) 

12. ts'iba'an nAh 

13. unay \knnchop 

14. AhmetBAbAk 

15. ltsanar 

16. Akyanto' 

17. itsanoh k'ur 

# w/vk\n means father-in-law 
(of Ghankln) 

OF   &KA2~ER*S 
II.  'I 

1. yahow nAh ICM 

2. kurA^n kow i 

3. uparAkyum  (w; 

4. unay  nkAnchoj 

5. AkA.nchop 

6. AkAnchop  (WA! 

7. itaanar    hac 

8. uray hachAky 

9. hachAkyum 

1C.  ts'iba'an n 

11. yahow nAh 

12. AhmetsAhAk 

13 kAn\n k'ash 

14. parAkyura (> 

15. parAkyura  (C 

16. AkAnchop  (v 

17. SAkowpuk h£ 

18. Ahk'ak' 

1$. yahow nAh 

20. SAkowpuk    '. 

21.Akyanto' 
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r Mateo 

3tha'   (Henry's) 

am 

\kyum 

etha' 

w n\h 

hAkyum) 

h 

P 

ather-in-law 
Ghankin) 

OF   BRAZ-ER^S 

II.  Those  of Ghankin 

1. yahow n/\h kAxiAn k'ash 

2. kurA'Mi kow petha' 

3. uparAkyum  (vwk/vn)# 

4. unay  nkAnchop 

5. AkA.nchop 

6. AkAnchop  (wAk*n) 

7. itaanar    hachAkyum 

3.   uray  hachAkyum 

9.  hachAkyum 

1C.  ts'iba'an nAh 

11. yahow nAh      hor sos 

12. AhmetsAhAk 

13 kAn\n k'ash 

14. parAkyura (wAkAn) 

15. parAkyura (flhankin) 

16. AkAnchop (WAIíMI) 

17. sAkowpuk hachAkyum 

13. Ahk'ak' 

1$. yahow nAh hor sos (vfAkAn) 

20. SAkowpuk ltsanoh k'ur 

21.Akyanto* 

V-,"i' :•'.:»'•'*- '"*w" 
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CHAPTER IX 

A TENTATIVE DESCRIPTION OF LACANDON PHONEMES 

S'bDa- 
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A T'^TATIYS £30CRirTIo:i OP LAO/lílDOIJ  FHOIIEKB3 

[-ÍONEMES 

V 
2. 

Layan languace,  Lacdndon dialect,  southern Chiapa3, Lie::lco, 
tribe of about £300.    mostly monolingual approach used. 

I. Phonemes listed 

A. Lacondon has 20 consonant phonemes /p,t, 
k,?,b,p',t',k' ,^,cV»,c"' ,3,S ,m,n,h,w,y,r. 

B. It has 6 vowel phonemes /i,u,o,A,a/. 
II. Phonemes described 

A,    Consonants 
3-t     /p»t,k/ are voioeleas unaspirated bi- 
labial, alveolar and velar stops. 

a.    Examples: /pim/ thick, /tok'/ flint, 
/wakAsV cow. 

.    Variations: /p,t,k/ aro aspirated 
in word-final position. /pa?ap/ hot, 
/rut/ papaya, /r/\k/ dish. 

/?/ is a glottal stop. 
Example:    /ya?asV blue. 

A/ ia a voiced bilabial stop. 
.    Example:    /bAt/ hailstone 
,    Variation:  /b/ becomes p'   in word- 

final position.    A' b//hand. 
/p',t',k'/ are voiceless ¿lottalized 
bilabial,  alveolar and velar stops. 

.    Exarr.plas :  /p'is/ chayóte,  /t'An/ 
talk, /fcAk'An/ ripe. 

/Vf^/ ar:i voiceless unaspirated alveo- 
lar anci alveo-palatal affricates, 

.    Examples:  />/k¿/ lard,  /t'£c/ horse-   • 
fly. 

/^',c'/ are voiceless glottalized alveo- 
la!p and alveo-Dalatal affricates. 

.    Examples:    /^'ak/ medicine, /2'ak/ 

/sJBi,h/ are voiceless alveolar, alveo- 
palfttal, and velar spirants. 

M.ples: /sAk/ shite, /i:old&/ let's 
/hu?un/ paper, 

riation: /h/ is very often lndis- 
|ct when occuring word finally in 
lated words, /koh/ tooth 

Q.    /m.H are voiced bilabial alveolar 

a. Exatplea : AA?/ no, /DA?/ mother. 
b. Vacation: /n/ occuring before /w/ 

bKos /imvic/ my eye. 
•    /w»y^»re voiced bilabial and alveo- 

palatlfc spirants. v 
a.    Examples:    /way/ here, /yask'in/ 

year. 

5. 

0. 

7. 



Y.orí pair: /w/ and /b/ are proved asp^ 
arate phonemes by the following v.'orcf 
pair: 

/vrah/ tortilla 
/bah/ mole 

10. /r/ ia a voiced alveolar flap .9**- 
a.    Example: /ru?um/ ground 

-b.    Variation: Free variation between 
l,r,<3 in any position,  /rak'/ wife, 

B, Vowola 
1. /i/ la a high front close unrounded vos?el, 

a o    Example: /ció/ hard, 
2. /u/ is a hLgh back close rounded vowel. 

a. Example:/put/ papaya. 
3. /o/ ia a Eld back close rounded vowel» 

a. Example:     /kor/ cornfield, 
b. Variation: /o/becomes    in the word 

/noc/ far» 
4»    /¿/ la a mid^front open unrounded vowel. 

a.    Example: /ci.?/ wood 
b»    Variation: /i/ beoomes e after /k'/» 
/k'.k'.n/ pig 

Is    a low central open unrounded vowel„ 
a. Example: /sak/ basket, 
b. Variation: There ia free variation 

between /a/ and A/ when occurlng before 
/n/.    /t^nlnmetik/ I am making 

6„ /A/ is    a mid central open unrounded vowel0 
a. Example: AAnik/ learn„ 

G. Prosodie phonemes 
1. y.e have no proof that stress is phonemic„ 

As far ca V.Q have been able to discover 
stress  is non-phonemic among the Lacondones 
in the lacondón region of Chiapas,    Whether 
or nob  it  i3 phonemic  in the very-slightly- 
dlfferer.t dialect  of the lliramar group of 
Lacondo:.£3   (located near the Guatamalan 
border  rr¡ the Pacific side) we do not know0 

D. Transient 
1. For diminutives the natives often raise 

their voice to a 3oft high pitch on the 
final syllable of words» 

2  . Example:    /cTéln/ little. 

III. Distribution of phonemes 
A. Nonsyllabics and syllables 

1. Syllables in word 
a. A word can contain from one to six 

syllables• 
(1.) Alp/ light 
(2.) /inbin/ I am going 
(3.V /pocenti?/ I want it 
(4.1 /tAninp«o?ik/ I am washing 
(5.) /tAnup'ikbaro?/ I am conversing 
(6,) /inh/vm/\ó'mAhAntik/   I borro?/ a little 

while 
b. Nonsyllabics and syllables occurlng. in 

syllables *::i 

-•'•IT 
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/;;:nok ! / her clothes 
A."1! vowels    except /o/ occur 
in  ••*ils  pattern 

:  /inl&inik/ I soil 
All vowels   occur. 
C o ns o na nt s  /c, n , h/ oc c ur 

'   /neüiü/ very hard 
All vowels  occur 
All consonants  except  /?/ 
occur 

VC 

CV 

V.'ord-Medial 
/t/Uiimva?ik/ I am tolling 
Vov:el3 /1,£,A/ oconr . / 
Consonants /n/ cuu". /o/  occ 
/ncsaMaM/ very ;.:ueh afraid 

All vov.els  occ'•: 
Consonants  /t,k, ?,b,c/,0', s, 
m,w,h,r/ occur 

CVC /ya?a3k*6/ fly 
All vov.els occur 
Prea y liable  occur /t,k,X>t6,p'/ 
Postayllablc occur /k»,n,r/ 

3$z* 

Vord-Pirjal 
CVC  /tumetah/ she made 

All- vov;els  occur 
All consonants except /c',/»{^'» w/ occur presyllabic. 
All consonants excopt /p'/ occur postayllablc. 

GVCC  /nenunk/ very large. 
Only the one word above is found in thi3 pattern. 

2. Kcnayllabics and syllables  in a word 
a.  Initially 

(1.) All consonants except /?/ occur, 
eg. /pop/ straw mat. 

(2.) All vov;ela may occur, eg. /rlh/ 
burnt. 

ba Medially 
(1.) All consonants  occur9 eg,, /tarec/ 

Y"r.:. aro coming,, 
(2.) All   '•o-.;elc  occur,  eg.  /k'\?An/ sky. 

c. Finally 
(1.)  All consonants except  /p'/ occur, 

eg. /rak1/ wife. 
(£„) 'lb:: "c  arc no vowels  occuring word 

finally. 
3. Morphemes   in words 

a. v.orda consist of from one to six morphemes. 
b. Nonsyllablcs and syllables occuring in 

morphemes. 
(1.) All vowels occur in all positions 

except word finally. 
(2.) Yord-Initlal 

(a.) MI*   All consonants except /?/ 
occur. 

(h„) MM*   Consonants /k»?»r/ occur, 
(c.) MF*   All consonants except 

/p»,?/ occur. 
(3.) V.ord-Medial 

(a.) MI    All consonants  occur, 
(b.) MM    Consonants /t,k,?/ occur, 
(c.) MF   All consonants except /p'/ 

occur • 
*MI    Morpheme Initial 
-::-MI.'.    Morpheme Medial 
-:>MF    Morpheme Final 

' '"'i! !*»VIWi .J! "r^í«?¡ 



-4- 3&' (4.) iord-Flnal 
(a.) Ill    All consonants occur, 
(b.) I.1L*    Consonants /t,k,?,k» ,m,n, 
,    % k»y#r/ occur. 
(c.) 1.2?    All consonants  except /p»/ 

occur. 
B. Syllables  in relation to nonsyllablcs 

1, Eefore and after /o,u,a/ occur all con- 
sonants, 

2. Tteforo /i/ occur all consonants and after 
/l/ occur all except /w,y/„ 

5, Before /¿/ occur all except A'/and aiier 
A/ occur all except /t'A 

4o Before A/ occur all consonants and after 
A/ all except /p,,°'f»wA 

Examples: /tunic/ rock,/muyar/cloud, 
nuái?/old, 

C. Clusters  of nonsyllabics 
1, All clusters  of nonsyllabics are arcbisyllablo 

except In one word /nuiús./ large, 
2. Chart of clusters: 

yt    rk 
yk   rb 

rn 

pt tP kt ?t bt k'zc    ct    d k    st |t B-.p nn hp 
Fk tin kb ftB bin ?k sk ?k tub nt ht 
py tr ko- ?h cm at» íh mn nk hk 
pr la» ?y «n ad 

36' 
n? hi 

km ?r cw nb hb 
l:n ?iii sm np' 
kv? ay nt» 
ky nk» 
kr ní 

n«( 
no» 
n¿» 
ns 
ns* 
nic 
nw 
nh 
ny 
nr 

hs 
tit 
hm 
hn 
hw 
hy 
hr 

3. '. e have only 3 examples of dusters 
three phonemes, 

a. Aonkbartn/ I kneel 
b. A^pntn/ stomach 
c. AA?Ansktn/ teach you 

D. Syllables occurlng nonoontiguously 
1.    U A 

i£.   & 1A/ 
ui AunlS/ rook 
u¿ /sunoc ?/ loom 

of 

/Sl?lb/ nut 
/ § Icerink »Ab/ vein of my hand 

'• 3-"'-' •' i-'1*-^.'4^ 
'•-'•'• .-"-^ -'.'f-'-uir^'^i 

4 >- •-; - 

^$£ij^" "<:">'- 
;--.'-:"!:.-<C^; V*-" 
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aa 
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a€ 
BA 
aa 
Al 
AU 
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/ru^cAy/ rish 
/woris/ round 
/fc'o?ocV salt 
/m¿ti¡:/ make 
/ci?£r/to  laugh 
/rfchah/ tliat'a right 
/saalr/llGht 

a»< 

/^t<'ayum/ drum 
/Sag*?/Pi 
/Taaonr*?/ < 

iar/ city 

cut wood 
   corn 

/kahai 
/t/ihlh/ ripe 
/Wvktun/ eyebrow 
/tA?An/ llxne 

aa 
as" 
^ir- 
án 
aw 
ay 
ar 

3tera    of 

my hand 
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